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What's New
The following changes have been made in HyTrust DataControl release 5.x. For a list of changes made in earlier
DataControl releases, see the HyTrust DataControl Release Change History available as part of the HyTrust
DataControl HyTrust Online Documentation Set or as a PDF from https://www.hytrust.com/datacontroldocs.

What's New and Changed in KeyControl and DataControl Version 5.0
Version 5.0 is the first release of KeyControl on CentOS. The transition to CentOS from FreeBSD allows HyTrust to
improve the security of the KeyControl operating system and to add features which were not available in FreeBSD.
The main KeyControl components were ported directly to CentOS and will continue to work as they did in earlier
releases. The same is true for the KeyControl APIs. While some new commands were added, the old commands will
continue to work. All changes are described in the online help and the HyTrust DataControl Administration Guide.
Some of the major changes made in version 5.0 include:
l

Added support for encrypting Windows GPT boot drives, including those drives that use UEFI Secure Boot.

l

All data encryption now uses AES-XTS-512 encryption by default, including Linux system device encryption.

l

l

The HyTrust support accounts have been redesigned and standardized with CloudControl. This includes an account
that can be used in conjunction with HyTrust Support to reset the administrative password on a KeyControl node in
case of emergencies.
NFS backup is now disabled by default, so the NFS ports are no longer required. You can enable NFS backup access
from the KeyControl webGUI at any time.

l

KMIP servers can now require that all registered clients use TLS 1.2.

l

You can now specify the SNMP Agent port for your SNMP polling agents.

l

Decrypting a Windows boot drive now preserves thin provisioning where applicable.

l

l

A KeyControl Security Admin can now disable two-factor authentication (2FA) for any KeyControl-managed user
account. (But only the logged in user can enable 2FA for their own account.)
The System Console for KeyControl nodes has been re-organized and streamlined.
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Behavioral Changes in Release 5.0
The basic KeyControl functionality, including the KeyControl webGUI, the hcl interface, and the API commands, has not
changed in version 5.0. However, there are some behavioral changes between versions 4.3.x and 5.0.

Version 4.3.x Behavior

Version 5.0 Behavior
Administrators log into the KeyControl VM console as
htadmin on all platforms.

Administrators log into the KeyControl VM console as
root or, in Azure and AWS, as sysmenus.

In addition, the HyTrust KeyControl System Console has
been reorganized and the workflow for some menu
options has changed.
For more information, see Using the KeyControl HyTrust
KeyControl System Console on page 82.

Administrators can only use the HyTrust DataControl
Policy Agent to encrypt Windows MBR boot drives. GPT
boot drives are not supported.

Administrators can encrypt both Windows MBR and GPT
boot drives, including GPT boot drives that use
UEFI Secure Boot.

Starting in 4.3.1, administrators can specify up to three
NICs for each KeyControl node so they can segregate
node traffic.

Version 5.0 only supports a single NIC on each
KeyControl node, and all traffic must use that NIC.
Multiple NICs will be supported in a future 5.x release.

Starting in 4.3.1, administrators can configure KeyControl
to use a Safenet HA group when saving information to an
HSM server.

Version 5.0 only supports a connection to a single
HSM server. Connections to a Safenet HA group will be
supported in a future 5.x release.

Users can navigate to the KeyControl webGUIwithout
specifying https:// in the URL.

Users must explicitly specify https:// as part of the
URL when they log into the KeyControl webGUI for
security purposes.

When you join a new node with an existing cluster, the
NTP server settings on the new node are retained even if
the NTP server list differs from the one used by the node
to which they are being joined.

When you join a new node with an existing cluster, the
NTP settings for the new node are overwritten to match
the node with which they are being joined. This ensures
that the system clock for all nodes is using the same base
time. (The NTP server list can be changed for an
individual node after it has joined the cluster.)

Administrators can change the node's IP address and
hostname as long as the node is not part of a cluster.

Administrators cannot change the node's hostname or
IP address after the node has been initially deployed. For
more information, see Changing the IP Address for a
Node on page 118.

Restricted support logins require port TCP/6666 while full
support logins require port TCP/22.

Both restricted support and full support logins use port
TCP/22. KeyControl no longer uses port TCP/6666.

Backup via NFS is always available through the backup
hosts specified for the cluster.

Backup via NFS is disabled by default, and must be
manually enabled if you want to use it. For more
information, see Backing Up KeyControl Through the
webGUI on page 111.
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Version 4.3.x Behavior

Version 5.0 Behavior

In the 4.3.2 dashboard, the percentage of “System Disks
Encrypted" is calculated based only on the number of
encrypted Linux root devices and Windows boot drives.
The percentage does not include any other Linux system
devices such as /home, swap, or /boot.

In the 5.0 dashboard, this percentage includes all Linux
system devices like root, swap, /home, /var, etc.
Therefore the percentage may change after you upgrade
to version 5.0.

You can only create a log bundle on a KeyControl node
using the restricted support login.
In addition, the default System Console timeout is 1,800
seconds.

The HyTrust KeyControl System Console includes added
functionality such as the ability to generate a log bundle
from the main menu.
In addition, the default System Console timeout has been
reduced to 900 seconds for added security.
For details, see Using the KeyControl HyTrust
KeyControl System Console on page 82.

If you enter a hostname in mixed case, the case is
preserved when the node is deployed or upgraded.

All hostnames are converted to lowercase when the node
is deployed or upgraded from version 4.3.2.

Administrators can create Filesystem IDs (FSIDs) for
older version of Linux so that encryption keys can be
shared across NFS clients. This feature is only available
for those distributions of Linux that support both directorylevel encryption and NFS.

Support for FSIDs has been removed due to the fact
eCryptfs and NFS are only supported in RHEL and
CentOS versions 5.x and earlier.
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Major Components
HyTrust DataControl® provides encryption and key management for virtual machines located in data centers or private,
public, or hybrid clouds. DataControl works with:
l

VMware vSphere

l

Amazon Web Services (AWS)

l

Microsoft Azure

l

IBM Bluemix

DataControl consists of two main components:
l

HyTrust KeyControl (KeyControl) — KeyControl stores encryption keys, policies, and configuration for any number
of virtual machines with the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent installed. You can configure KeyControl directly
through the browser-based KeyControl webGUI using HTTPS, or remotely through the hicli command line interface
(CLI) or a set of REST-based APIs.
You can install multiple KeyControl nodes in an active-active cluster to provide load balancing and high availability
support. Because this is an active-active cluster, you can make changes to the settings on any KeyControl node in
the cluster and those changes are immediately reflected on all KeyControl nodes in the cluster.

l

HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent (Policy Agent) — A software module that runs inside Windows and most Linux
operating systems that provides encryption of virtual disks, filesystems, and individual files. All VMs that have the
Policy Agent installed can also securely share encrypted files and disks as long as those VMs are registered with the
same Cloud VM Set.
You must install a copy of the Policy Agent on each VM you want to encrypt with DataControl.
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HyTrust Hardened OS

The following figure provides a high-level view of the main architectural components of HyTrust DataControl.

KeyControl Cluster
KeyControl Cluster
KeyControl Cluster

Policy
Agent

APPLICATIONS
APPLICATIONS
APPLICATIONS
FILE SYSTEM

Filter Driver
DEVICE DRIVER

Windows or Linux OS

VIRTUALIZATION LAYER

HyTrust Hardened OS
The base of every KeyControl node is the HyTrust-hardened version of CentOS, a locked-down version of the operating
system that has no run-time login/SSH access to the system. This prevents tampering or attempts to access clear-text
data and/or encryption keys. Each KeyControl node can be installed as a virtual machine.
The main features are:
l

An ISO, OVA, AMI (Amazon Web Services marketplace), or VHD (Microsoft Azure marketplace) that supports
installation of a KeyControl node, from which the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent can be downloaded.
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HyTrust KeyControl

l

Optional automatic mirroring of the root partition to provide high availability for KeyControl servers, preventing
downtime from disk failures.

l

Encryption of the HyTrust software on the installation media, to prevent tampering.

l

All major system software protected from tampering by whitelisting.

l

No login or SSH access to KeyControl, preventing key snooping or clear-text data snooping.

l

Minimal OS software installed with industry standard lock-down capabilities built in.

l

Ability to extract debug information via the webGUI or through a restricted support access. The debug information
does not contain any sensitive data or encryption keys.

l

GUI-based extraction of log / support information.

l

Built-in VMtools.

HyTrust KeyControl
At the heart of every DataControl deployment is an active-active cluster of KeyControl nodes that manage encryption
keys for virtual Linux and Windows machines.

KeyControl features include:
l

An active-active cluster for high availability. Any changes made to any KeyControl node in the cluster are
automatically reflected on all nodes in the cluster.
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HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent

l

Clustered object store protecting keys, policies and configuration data. All objects are encrypted and ultimately
wrapped with an Admin Key.
The Admin Key uses a software-based "n of m" backup. This prevents KeyControl backups from being stolen and
installed on new hardware.

l

l

l

l

Nodes can join or leave the cluster without affecting KeyControl's ability to deliver encryption keys.
A KeyControl node moves into degraded mode (read only) on network disconnect or failure. While in degraded mode,
any KeyControl node can still serve requests for keys and policies from VMs where the Policy Agent is installed.
Each Policy Agent communicates with any KeyControl node, switching between them if they detect a nonresponsive KeyControl node.
Support for admin authentication via local accounts with strict password controls or via accounts stored in RADIUS
or LDAP (including Microsoft AD).

l

Support for Alerts in environments with and without email access.

l

Full-featured command line utilities (hicli and hcl).

l

A rich RESTful API.

HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent
The HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent provides for encryption of disks, filesystems and files within a virtual machine.

There are a number of features provided in the Policy Agent, including:
l

Full encrypted path from the VM, through the hypervisor to the storage.

l

Support for cloning and replication.

l

l

Dynamic rekey on Windows and Linux, allowing initial encryption or rekey without taking the VM or applications
offline.
Filesystem resize for encrypted devices.
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Encryption Key Sizes and Algorithms

l

Support for Amazon S3 storage.

l

Linux file-level and folder-level encryption.

l

Migration of encrypted disks between VMs in the same Cloud VM Set.

l

Support for Windows failover clusters.

l

Root and swap encryption for Linux and boot drive (C:) encryption for Windows.

Encryption Key Sizes and Algorithms
You can specify a specific cipher type when disks are encrypted or when KeyIDs are created. By default, the Policy
Agent uses AES-XTS-512 encryption to take advantage of the performance improvements that come with AES-NI
(Advanced Encryption Standard New Instructions).
Policy Management encryption keys:
l

Support AES and AES-XT encryption. Specifically:

Algorithm

Mode

AES-128

CBC

AES-256

CBC

AES-XTS-256

XTS

AES-XTS-512

XTS

Notes
Available only for KeyIDs. Not available when encrypting Linux or Windows disks.
Uses a single 128-bit encryption key.
Uses a single 256-bit encryption key.
Not available on Windows boot drives.
Uses a pair of 128-bit encryption keys.
Uses a pair of 256-bit encryption keys.

l

Automatically detect and use hardware cryptography — AES-NI on Intel and AMD processors.

l

Can be assigned an expiration date — one key per device is generated.

l

Enable secure encrypted communication between KeyControl clusters and Policy Agents.

l

Allow users to revoke or restore access to all keys for a VM.

l

Allow users to cache keys in the VM (encrypted with a passphrase).

l

Allow users to clone VMs and authenticate cloned VMs (for backup, restore, autoscaling, and DR purposes).

l

l

Enable the Policy Agents to share encryption keys and disks between VMs in the same Cloud VM Set, which allows
these VMs to encrypt, securely transport, and decrypt data and disks.
Allow users to rekey both Windows and Linux disk while those disks are online and accessible.

AES-NI is supported by all current-generation EC2 instances in Amazon Web Services (AWS) and by all Microsoft Azure
instances. To check whether a specific server supports AES-NI, run hcl status on the server or look at the VM details
in the KeyControl webGUI under Cloud > VMs.
For additional details about AES-NI, see the Wikipedia summary at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/AES_instruction_set.
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Secure File Migration

Secure File Migration
In VMs with the Policy Agent installed, we support the ability to share KeyIDs (encryption keys referenced by a symbolic
name) between VMs within the same Cloud VM Set in which the KeyIDs were created. This allows you to encrypt files
and move them securely between these VMs. Only the VMs within the same Cloud VM Set as the KeyIDs are able to
decrypt the files. Encryption is on a file-by-file basis, so movement of larger amounts of data can be achieved by
zipping/tarring groups of files and then encrypting them.
These mechanisms can also be used to encrypt files and move them to cloud storage knowing that only you will be able
to decrypt the files on return.
As an extension to the KeyID notion, we also provide interfaces for migrating encrypted files between VMs and through
Amazon Web Services (AWS) S3 storage.

Administration Model
HyTrust KeyControl provides a rich administrative framework that can be leveraged by multiple organizations of different
sizes. This approach is useful for organizations ranging from the single-administrator IT shop to a large, multi-tenant
cloud service provider who needs to support secure customer environments.
Security Administrators

Security administrator:
- Manage users and groups
- Master Key management
- Views all audit records

peer oversight

Domain Administrators

Cloud Administrators

peer
oversight

peer
oversight

Domain administrator:

Cloud administrator:
- Manages Cloud VM Sets
- Encryption of disks / ﬁles / ﬁlesystems
- Control VM key access
- Limited audit view

- Manages KeyControl nodes
- KeyControl backup / restore
- Limited audit view

The administration model provides:
l

Multi-tenancy support. Administrative roles allow for need-to-know and separation of duties. There are three distinct
administrative roles (Security, Domain, and Cloud). Roles can be combined and there are no limits to the number of
administrators. Administrators can be placed in administrative groups to provide peer oversight. All objects in the
system are owned by one or more administrative groups, not by individual administrators.
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Administrative Interfaces

l

Support for multiple administrative roles per admin.

l

Alerts presented through the KeyControl webGUI and, optionally, sent through email.

l

Audit records that can be displayed in the KeyControl webGUI, downloaded, or exported through syslog to an external
log server.

Administrative Interfaces
HyTrust provides several administrative interfaces that allow you to configure and maintain KeyControl and the
encrypted VMs registered with KeyControl.

Interface

KeyControl webGUI

Description
A browser-based HTTPS interface to KeyControl that lets you perform KeyControl
configuration and VM management. You can log into the webGUI on any KeyControl node
in the cluster. Any changes you make on that node are automatically disseminated to all
other KeyControl nodes in the cluster.
For more information, see KeyControl webGUI Overview on the next page.

HyTrust KeyControl
System Console

The HyTrust KeyControl System Console is available on each KeyControl node in the
cluster. It lets you set local configuration options for the node and perform basic functions
such as joining the node to an existing KeyControl cluster and managing support access to
the node.
For more information, see HyTrust KeyControl System Console Overview on page 25.

hicli

CLI (command line interface) commands that allow you to configure and maintain both
KeyControl and the VMs registered with KeyControl.
For more information, see the HyTrust DataControl Programmer's Reference Guide.

HyTrust Policy Agent
GUI

A Windows-only GUI installed with the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent. The HyTrust
Policy Agent GUI allows you to register and authenticate the VM on which it is installed. It
also lets you encrypt and decrypt the disks on that VM.
Unlike the other interfaces, the HyTrust Policy Agent GUI is limited to the VM on which it
is installed. You cannot use the HyTrust Policy Agent GUI on one VM to manage the disks
on a different VM, even if both VMs are registered with KeyControl.
For more information, see HyTrust Policy Agent GUI Overview on page 26.

REST or Python APIs

KeyControl can be configured and maintained through REST-based or Python-based API
calls.
For more information, see the HyTrust DataControl Programmer's Reference Guide.
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KeyControl webGUI Overview

KeyControl webGUI Overview
When you configure a KeyControl cluster, you assign each node in the cluster a static IP address. When you navigate to
one of those static IP addresses in a web browser, KeyControl displays the KeyControl webGUI. The webGUI lets you
configure KeyControl and manage the VMs registered with the cluster.
You can log into the webGUI on any KeyControl node in the cluster and the changes will be automatically disseminated
to all nodes in the cluster.
Note: You should always explicitly log out of the webGUI when you are finished. If you close the browser without
logging out first, KeyControl keeps your session active until the Session Timeout is reached. For details, see Setting
the webGUI Session Timeout on page 98.

Figure: Example of the KeyControl webGUI Interface

The main features of the KeyControl webGUI are:
l

l

l

l

A Top Menu Bar that provides access to the main KeyControl features. The icons you see in this bar depend on the
user privileges associated with your account.
A User menu next to the Top Menu Bar that lets you set your user preferences, log out from the webGUI, or open the
product online help. The Help link in this menu is context-sensitive, so the help page displayed when you select this
link depends on the currently-displayed page in the webGUI.
A Dashboard that gives you an overview of your VMs in one place. For details, see Using the Dashboard on
page 319.
A Refresh button that allows you to control when the webGUI fetches updates from the network.

For all tables in the webGUI, you can:
l

Display additional information for any object by clicking on that object.

l

Sort by any column by clicking the column header.

l

Select which columns are displayed by clicking the Column Display Options button.
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HyTrust KeyControl System Console Overview

l

Toggle multi-select mode by clicking the Multi-Select button. If you have multiple objects selected, any action you
take is applied to all selected objects.

For information about logging into the KeyControl webGUI for the first time, see HyTrust DataControl Installation and
Upgrade Guide.

HyTrust KeyControl System Console Overview
When you log into the KeyControl VM console as htadmin, KeyControl displays the HyTrust KeyControl System
Console. This menu lets you configure the local KeyControl server. In general, the changes you make here do not apply
to any other KeyControl node in the cluster.

Figure: Example of the HyTrust KeyControl System Console Main Page

The menu is a TUI (Text-based User Interface). You navigate through the TUI using the Tab key to move between fields
and pressing Enter when the correct choice is highlighted. If the TUI screen has numbers at the start of the line, you can
also press the corresponding number key and then press Enter to navigate through the menus.
In the screenshot above, pressing Enter goes to the Network Configuration screen of the TUI.

Figure: Example of the HyTrust KeyControl System Console Network Configuration Page

To return to the main HyTrust KeyControl System Console screen, press Esc (Escape). Based on where you are in the
menus, you may need to press Esc several times.
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HyTrust Policy Agent GUI Overview

For more information, see Using the KeyControl HyTrust KeyControl System Console on page 82.

HyTrust Policy Agent GUI Overview
The HyTrust Policy Agent GUI is installed locally on the Windows server with the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent. It
provides basic encryption and decryption functionality by sending requests to KeyControl so that you do not need to log
into the KeyControl webGUI.

Figure: Example of the HyTrust Policy Agent GUI Interface

The HyTrust Policy Agent GUI allows you to register or authenticate the VM with KeyControl, and it shows the
KeyControl connection information and the status of each disk or folder mount on the VM. You can right-click any of the
listed disks or folder mounts to encrypt or decrypt them. In the screenshot above, the GUI shows that the folder mount
C:\data is encrypted and attached to KeyControl while C: is being encrypted and the encryption process has completed
70.05% of the disk.
For details, see Windows Encryption Management with the HyTrust Policy Agent GUI on page 238.
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System Resource Recommendations
HyTrust recommends that the following system resources be available based on the size of your installation. If your
system does not meet these requirements, the installation may fail or you may encounter performance issues.

Resource

Demo or
Standard
Proof of Concept Installation

Large
Installation

CPUs

2

2

4

RAM

4 GB

8 GB

16 GB

Disk

60 GB

60 GB

140 GB

KeyControl sends an alert if the available free space on the system goes below 2 GB.

KeyControl Network Requirements
All KeyControl IP addresses must use IPv4. KeyControl does not support IPv6 addresses.
For KeyControl to KeyControl and Policy Agent to KeyControl, the following ports need to be open:
l

Internal protocol – TCP/443 (HTTPS) must be open between the KeyControl nodes in the cluster to support the
rolling upgrade feature introduced in version 4.2.1. The KeyControl nodes must also be able to communicate on
TCP/8443 and 2525. If you have a firewall between one or more nodes, you need to make sure that these ports are
open.
In addition, KeyControl uses the IP address 169.254.119.1 for internal communication. This IP address must be
reserved for KeyControl.

l

KeyControl webGUI – Inbound TCP/443 to administrator systems from any KeyControl server in the cluster.
TCP/80 (HTTP) also needs to be open. All requests made to this port are redirected to TCP/443 so that they use
HTTPS.
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Firewall Requirements

l

l

KeyControl support-level access – Inbound TCP/22 from administrator systems to any KeyControl server in the
cluster.
Policy Agent to KeyControl — Inbound TCP/443 from the Policy Agent to each of the KeyControl nodes in the
cluster.

For KeyControl infrastructure services, the following ports need to be open:
l

DNS — Outbound UDP/53

l

SMTP — Outbound mail server, typically TCP/25

l

l

l

l

SYSLOG — An outbound UDP between 25 and 65535 if you want to use a remote syslog server. KeyControl does
not currently support TCP for syslog.
Backup and Restore via NFS — If you want to access the KeyControl-generated backup files via NFS, you need to
open the following ports: Inbound TCP and UDP/111 (portmapper), 2046 (lockd), 2047 (rpc statd), 2048 (rcp mountd),
and 2049 (default NFS port).
NTP — Outbound NTP servers, typically UDP/123 or TCP/123
Automatic Vitals Reporting — If you enable Automatic Vitals Reporting, KeyControl must be able to send the
encrypted Vitals bundle outbound to https://vitals.hytrust.com via TCP/443.
Note: The network ports indicated for SMTP, syslog, and NTP are the typical ports for these services. If you need to
change those ports, consult with the administrators of these services.

Firewall Requirements
To operate a KeyControl cluster in your data center or private cloud, all VMs that operate in a public cloud and all HyTrust
DataControl Policy Agents in the system must be able to communicate with all KeyControl nodes in the cluster.
For example, the following diagram shows a cluster of two KeyControl nodes. The first has an IP address of
10.238.32.90. Port 6888 is externally facing in the firewall and is mapped back to this KeyControl node. The second
node has an IP address of 10.238.32.91, and the externally facing port 6889 as been mapped back to this node..

When a new VM is registered, you would specify the firewall IP address and port. The VM can then communicate with
the KeyControl node through the firewall via port 443 (HTTPS).
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Supported Platforms

Supported Platforms
We support the 64-bit versions of the Linux and Windows platforms listed below. 32-bit versions are not supported.
Note: The following information is for virtual machines only. If you want to encrypt a physical server, contact HyTrust
Support at support@hytrust.com for details about which physical servers are supported.
For data encryption:
l

l

Only Windows basic disks are supported. Windows dynamic disks are not supported.
To use the hicli command line interface with Windows, you need to enable WinRM (Windows Remote
Management), which is disabled by default. The Python pywinrm package must also be installed on the Windows
control node on which hicli is running.

Hypervisors Supported for HyTrust KeyControl
Hypervisor

Versions Supported

KVM hypervisor

RedHat 7.4 and above

Microsoft Hyper-V

2012 R2, 2016, and above

VMware ESXi

6.0 and above. For details, see the VMware Compatibility Guide.

Linux Platforms Supported for Data Encryption
All supported versions of Linux also support XFS (Extents File System). If the version of Linux you are running is not
listed, contact HyTrust Support and provide us with information about the version of Linux and the problems encountered.
Note: Linux Online Encryption is only supported for RHEL and CentOS 7.0 or later. For details, see Linux
Online Encryption Prerequisites and Considerations on page 214.

Linux Platform

Data Encryption

Root/Swap Encryption

CentOS 7-1708, 7-1804, 7-1810

Yes

Yes

CentOS 6.8-6.10

Yes

Yes

RHEL 7.4-7.6

Yes

Yes

RHEL 6.8-6.10

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

CentOS

RHEL

Ubuntu
Ubuntu 18.04-18.04.2
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Supported Platforms

Linux Platform

Data Encryption

Root/Swap Encryption

Ubuntu 16.04-16.04.6

Yes

Yes

Ubuntu 14.04-14.04.6

Yes

Yes

AWS Amazon Linux 2017.03-2018.03

Yes

Yes (except for the Debug Console)

Oracle Linux 6.9-7.6

Yes

Yes

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 15

Yes

Yes

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12 SP3 and SP4

Yes

Yes

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 SP4

Yes

No

Additional Linux Platforms

Windows Platforms Supported for Data Encryption
All Windows operating systems listed below are supported on Amazon Web Services and Microsoft Azure.

Data Drive and Folder
Encryption

Boot Drive
Encryption

Microsoft Windows 10

Yes

Yes

Microsoft Windows 8.1

Yes

Yes

Microsoft Windows 7

Yes

Yes

Microsoft Windows Server 2019

Yes

Yes

Microsoft Windows Server 2016

Yes

Yes

Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2

Yes

Yes

Microsoft Windows Server 2012

Yes

Yes

Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2

Yes

Yes

Server Core for Microsoft Windows Server 2019

Yes

Yes

Server Core for Microsoft Windows Server 2016

Yes

Yes

Server Core for Microsoft Windows Server 2012
R2

Yes

Yes

Server Core for Microsoft Windows Server 2008
R2

Yes

No

Windows Platform
Microsoft Windows

Microsoft Windows Server
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Browser Requirements

Hypervisors Supported for Data Encryption
Both Linux and Windows clients are supported with the following Hypervisors.

Hypervisor

Data Encryption Root/Swap and Boot Encryption

KVM

Yes

Yes

Microsoft Hyper-V

Yes

Yes

VMware ESXi 6.0 and above

Yes

Yes

XenServer 6.5-7.2

Yes

Yes

Browser Requirements
The KeyControl webGUI administrative interface requires HTTPS access and has been tested on the following
browsers:
l

Chrome 61 and above.

l

Firefox 55 and above.

l

Internet Explorer 11 and IE 11 updates only.
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Managing the KeyControl License
Your KeyControl license determines the number of KeyControl nodes you can have in a cluster, the number of VMs that
you can manage, and the length of time for which you can use KeyControl.
If your license expires, you can still access or decrypt your VMs using the keys managed by KeyControl. You can also
continue to manage KeyControl or your VMs using the KeyControl webGUI or hicli. However, you cannot:
l

Register a new VM with KeyControl.

l

Encrypt any new data, root, or swap disks, even if they have already been registered with KeyControl.

If your license is about to expire, or if you have registered the maximum number of VMs allowed by your license,
KeyControl sends the following alerts:
l

l

l

If your license will expire in 7 to 60 days, KeyControl sends an alert once per week.
If your license will expire in less than 7 days, or if your license has already expired, KeyControl sends an alert once
per day.
If you have registered the maximum number of VMs allowed by your license, KeyControl sends an alert once per
week.
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Configuring Automatic Vitals Reporting

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the System Settings section, click License and look at the Expiration & Restrictions section.

Field

Description
The date on which this KeyControl license expires.

Expires On

If the license expires, you can still access the data on any encrypted VMs using keys
managed through KeyControl, but you cannot make any modifications to the system
through the KeyControl webGUI. Any user who logs into the webGUI is redirected to a
page stating that the KeyControl license needs to be updated.

KeyControl Limit

The maximum number of KeyControl nodes that you are allowed to have in a cluster.

Cloud VM Limit

The maximum number of VMs that you are allowed to manage with KeyControl.

4. If you need to request a new or upgrade license, follow the instructions at the bottom of the License page. Your
request should include the License ID and the License Version displayed in this section.
Tip: If you want to remove a currently registered VM from KeyControl so that it no longer counts against the "Cloud
VM Limit" in your license, see Removing a VM from KeyControl on page 207 or Decommissioning and Destroying a
VM on page 209.
5. If you want to upload a new license file:
a. Click Browse and select the new license file.
b. Click Upload File.
c. Accept the EULA (End-User License Agreement) when prompted.
d. Verify that the correct information now appears in the Expiration & Restrictions section.

Configuring Automatic Vitals Reporting
Automatic Vitals Reporting lets you automatically share information about the health of your KeyControl cluster with
HyTrust Support. If you enable this service, KeyControl periodically sends an encrypted bundle containing system status
and diagnostic information to a secure HyTrust server. HyTrust Support may proactively contact you if the Vitals Service
identifies issues with the health of your cluster.
Note: KeyControl sends the encrypted bundle to https://vitals.hytrust.com via port 443.
You can use the following procedure to enable or disable Automatic Vitals Reporting at any time.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the Support section, click Vitals.
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Changing Network Settings

4. Select whether you want Automatic Vitals Reporting to be enabled or disabled.
5. Click Save & Close.

Changing Network Settings
When you install KeyControl, you have to specify a valid network connection to make sure the KeyControl node can
communicate with other KeyControl nodes or associated VMs. If your network changes, you can update your settings
using the HyTrust KeyControl System Console.
You cannot, however, change the IP address or hostname for a KeyControl node once that node has been initially
deployed and configured. For details on how to add a new node with a different IP address and hostname and then
remove the existing node, see Changing the IP Address for a Node on page 118.

Configuring Static Routes
In some network environments, it may be necessary to add static routes to KeyControl rather than relying on dynamic
routing.
1. Use your hypervisor to access one of the VMs in which KeyControl is running, then log into the KeyControl VM
console as htadmin .
KeyControl displays the HyTrust KeyControl System Console TUI (Text-based User Interface).
2. From the HyTrust KeyControl System Console, select Manage Network Settings > Manage Static Routes.
3. From the Static Routes page, you can:
l

l

l

View a list of the defined routes by selecting List Current Static Routes.
Add a new route by selecting Add Static Route and entering the route network address and gateway in the Add
Static Route page. After you submit the route, KeyControl attempts to validate the information. If it cannot
establish a connection on that route, it displays a message asking whether you want to force the connection.
Otherwise it displays a message that the route has been successfully added.
Delete a previously-defined static route by selecting Delete Static Route and specifying the network address
and gateway of the route you want to delete. KeyControl displays a message that the route has been deleted.

Configuring SSL Settings
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the General Settings section, click SSL Configuration.
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Setting Email Server Preferences

4. On the Protocol tab, select one of the following:
l

TLSv1.0, TLSv1.1, TLSv1.2

l

TLSv1.0, TLSv1.2

l

TLSv1.2 only

5. Optionally, on the Cipher Suite tab, review the detailed list of available ciphers. If you want to remove ciphers from
this list, click the X following the cipher name that you do not want to use. If you want to add a cipher, click in the
bottom of the list box and enter a valid cipher name, then click Reload.
6. When you are finished, click Apply.

Setting Email Server Preferences
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the General Settings section, click Mail Server.
4. On the Mail tab, specify the options you want to use.

Option

Disable E-mail
Notifications check box

Description
If checked, no alert emails are sent to the user accounts in the system. If the Admin
Key is regenerated, all security admins must manually download their key parts
from the Settings tab.
If this option is not selected, KeyControl only sends alerts and new Admin Key parts
through email. Security Admins can still download their Admin Key parts from the
webGUI.
For details about the Admin Key, see Admin Keys on page 51.
The IP address or fully qualified domain name (FQDN) of the SMTP server.

Server

If your domain has an MX record configured, you can use KeyControl to relay mail
by setting the IP address to 127.0.0.1. This is the default behavior.

Port

The mail server port.

Login

If required, the user account with which KeyControl should log into the email server.

Password

The password for the login account.

Sender

The sender that KeyControl should use when sending email.

SMTPS

If this option is set to On, KeyControl uses SMTP Secure (SMTPS).

5. To test the email settings, click Send Test Email.
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KeyControl Certificates

KeyControl Certificates
KeyControl requires that an SSL certificate be installed on each KeyControl node in a cluster. By default, KeyControl
includes a component for creating a Root Certificate Authority (CA) that can generate digital certificates. When the first
KeyControl node is installed, it creates a Public CA that it also stores in the KeyControl object store.
The first KeyControl node then uses the Public CA to create an SSL certificate that contains the hostname, both short
and FQDN, as well as the IP address of the KeyControl node. When the node reboots, KeyControl checks the IP
address and recreates the SSL certificate if the IP address has changed.
When additional KeyControl nodes are added to the cluster, the first KeyControl node shares the Public CA through the
KeyControl object store over an HTTPS connection.
In addition to creating an SSL certificate on each KeyControl node, the Public CA also creates a matching CA certificate
that is copied to a VM when the VM is registered with KeyControl. The VM uses the CA certificate to verify KeyControl's
identity every time it receives a communication from KeyControl. If the CA certificate on the VM cannot verify the SSL
certificate that signed the communication, the VM rejects the communication.
The VM also has its own certificate that it uses to sign any communication it sends to KeyControl. If KeyControl
determines that the VM's certificate is invalid or has expired, KeyControl rejects the communication.
Because both the VM and KeyControl verify any incoming communication, a "man in the middle" attack is not possible.
The VM must be able to verify KeyControl's identity and KeyControl must be able to verify the VM's identity before any
information is exchanged.
In this scenario, the Public CA installed on all the KeyControl nodes is the same, ensuring that every KeyControl node is
able to verify SSL certificates generated by every other KeyControl node in the cluster. However, this default
SSL certificate is considered self-signed, which can lead to trust issues.

KeyControl Certificate Options
You can replace the default SSL certificate with an externally signed SSL certificate at any time by uploading the
externally signed SSL certificate and its associated CA certificate to one of the KeyControl nodes in the cluster. After
you upload the external certificates, KeyControl automatically distributes an updated CA certificate to all registered VMs.
The VMs can then use the updated CA certificate to validate any communication coming from KeyControl. You can
either use the same external SSL certificate on all KeyControl nodes or you can use a different SSL certificate on each
node. If you use different certificates, however, HyTrust recommends that those certificates all be signed by the same
certificate authority. For more information, see Installing a New External Certificate on page 38.
Note: If you are generating an SSL certificate from openssl or other third-party tool, make sure you use a template
designed for a web server certificate. KeyControl registration may fail for some VMs if the SSL certificate is
generated using a template designed for a Certificate Authority certificate.
You can also replace the current SSL certificate with a new self-signed certificate that will be automatically distributed to
all KeyControl nodes. In this case, KeyControl does not need to communicate with the VMs because the default
CA certificate is always copied to the VM during the registration process, even when KeyControl is using an externally
signed certificate. For more information, see Installing a New Self-Signed Certificate on page 41.
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Viewing the Expiration Date for the Current KeyControl SSL Certificate

Viewing the Expiration Date for the Current KeyControl SSL
Certificate
It is critical to keep the KeyControl certificate current. If it expires, KeyControl will be unable to send keys to the
registered VMs and data access will be denied until a valid certificate is installed.
Use the following procedure to view the expiration date for the current KeyControl certificate on the selected KeyControl
node.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Domain Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cluster.
3. Click the Servers tab and select a KeyControl node.
4. Select Actions > View Current Certificate.
KeyControl displays the certificate in a pop-up dialog box. The expiration date will be near the top of the file in the
Validity section. For example:
Certificate:
Data:
Version: 3 (0x2)
Serial Number: 2482139611 (0x93f271db)
Signature Algorithm: sha256WithRSAEncryption
Issuer: C=US, O=HyTrust Inc., CN=HyTrust KeyControl Certificate Authority
Validity
Not Before: Jun 1 00:00:00 2011 GMT
Not After : Dec 31 23:59:59 2049 GMT

5. When you are done, click Close.
6. If you want to check the expiration date for the certificate on another KeyControl node, select that node and repeat
this procedure.

Creating a Certificate Signing Request
A certificate signing request (CSR) tells an external Certificate Authority (CA) that you want an SSL certificate generated
and signed by that CA. The SSL certificate can then be uploaded to KeyControl and used in place of the default selfsigned certificate.
When you use KeyControl to create the CSR, KeyControl creates a key pair and uses that key pair in conjunction with
the information you specify to create the CSR. KeyControl then encrypts the key pair and stores it for later use.
You can use the resulting CSR to generate an SSL certificate from the external CA you want to use. After you receive the
SSL certificate from that external CA, you can upload it to KeyControl. Because the key pair already exists on the
system, you do not need to upload anything else.
If you create the CSR outside of KeyControl, you need to upload both the SSL certificate and the matching private key
file when you install the certificate on KeyControl.
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Installing a New External Certificate

1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Domain Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cluster.
3. Click the Servers tab and select a KeyControl node.
4. Select Actions > Create CSR.
5. In the Generate Certificate Signing Request dialog box, specify the options you want to use.

Field

Description

Common
Name

The name to associate with this request. By default, KeyControl enters the selected server name
in this field. You can edit the default name as needed.

Locality

The locale to associate with this request.

State

The state to associate with this request.

Subject
Alternative
Names

The host names that will be protected by this certificate. If you want to use the same certificate on
multiple KeyControl nodes in the system, add all of the KeyControl URLs to this list.
By default, KeyControl adds the URL of the selected KeyControl node. You can change or delete
the default URL as long as you end up specifying at least one KeyControl node in this field.

Country

The country to associate with this request. The default is US.

Organization

The organization to associate with this request.

Organization
Unit

The organizational unit associate with this request.

6. Click Generate.
7. When you receive the message that KeyControl has created the CSR, click Download to save a copy of the CSR
to your browser's default download directory or click Preview to view the CSR in a pop-up window. You can copy
the CSR from the Preview window to the clipboard if desired.
8. Use the CSR to request an SSL certificate from the external Certificate Authority you want to use. How you do this
depends on the CA you are using.

What to Do Next
After you receive the SSL certificate from the external CA, install it on KeyControl as described in Installing a New
External Certificate below.

Installing a New External Certificate
Use this procedure to replace the current KeyControl SSL certificate with a new externally-signed SSL certificate. If you
want to use a new, self-signed SSL certificate generated by the Public CA included with KeyControl, see Installing a
New Self-Signed Certificate on page 41.
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Installing a New External Certificate

Before You Begin
l

l

l

If you generated the Certificate Signing Request (CSR) through KeyControl, you need to make sure you have the
resulting SSL certificate and the CA certificate in Base64-encoded pem format files accessible to the KeyControl
node that you are logged into. If you generated the CSR through some other means, make sure you have both of the
Base64-encoded pem format certificates and the Base64-encoded pem format private key file that goes with the
certificates. For more information, see Creating a Certificate Signing Request on page 37.
If you generated the SSL certificate from openssl or other third-party tool, make sure the certificate is formatted as a
web server certificate. KeyControl registration may fail for some VMs if the SSL certificate is formatted as a
Certificate Authority certificate.
We strongly recommend that you verify all VMs registered with KeyControl are online and accessible before you
install a new SSL certificate on KeyControl. During the installation process, KeyControl sends an updated version of
the CA certificate to each of the registered VMs at their next heartbeat. If all VMs are online, this process is fairly
simple and ensures that there is no interruption in the communication between the VMs and KeyControl. If any VMs
are inaccessible, however, the CA certificate may need to be manually updated on those VMs after the
SSL certificate installation on KeyControl is complete because the old CA certificate installed on the VMs will no
longer be able to verify KeyControl's identity and all communication coming from KeyControl will be rejected by the
VMs.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Domain Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cluster.
3. Click the Servers tab and select a KeyControl node.
Note: You can use SSL certificates signed by different certificate authorities on individual KeyControl nodes.
However, HyTrust recommends that all of the SSL certificates be signed by the same Certificate Authority so that
only one CA certificate is required on the VMs registered with KeyControl.
4. Select Actions > Install Certificate.
5. In the Certificate tab of the Certificate Installation dialog box, specify the options you want to use.

Field

Description

SSL Certificate

The SSL certificate file in Base64-encoded pem format. This certificate must be valid for the
installation to succeed.

CA Certificate

The certificate of the CA that issued the SSL certificate in Base64-encoded pem format. The
VMs registered with KeyControl use the CA certificate to verify communication with
KeyControl.

Important: Before KeyControl installs the certificate, it checks with the certificate authority to make sure that the
SSL certificate can be validated. If the CA certificate file you are uploading contains just the certificate of the root
certificate authority, make sure that the SSL certificate file contains the entire chain of intermediate CA certificates
as well as the SSL certificate for the selected KeyControl node.
6. If you did not create the certificate signing request with KeyControl:
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a. Click the Private Key tab and click Load File, then navigate to the private key file you want to use. KeyControl
never stores the private key in clear text.
b. If the private key file is encrypted, enter the user-specified password for the key file in the Password field. This
password is not stored in the KeyControl object store or on the local file system.
7. Click Install Certificate.
If there are any VMs already registered with the system, KeyControl automatically distributes the new CA certificate
to those VMs on their next heartbeat and tracks the progress of the install in the Certificate State field. KeyControl
updates the installation status shown in the webGUI every 5 minutes. The state can be:
l

IN PROGRESS — The install is in progress. The table displays one line for each KeyControl node showing the
total number of VMs, the number of VMs that timed out and could not be reached, and the number that are waiting
for the web service to restart.
If a new VM is added to KeyControl or a previously-inaccessible VM comes back online during this phase,
KeyControl automatically sends the appropriate CA certificate to that VM as soon as there is a successful VM
heartbeat.
The length of time this phase takes depends on heartbeat duration configured for the registered VMs and whether
all of those VMs are accessible. KeyControl polls for responses once every 5 minutes. If all VMs have had a
successful heartbeat during that time, KeyControl completes this phase and changes the installation status to
RESTART PENDING. If one or more VMs have not yet been contacted or if their heartbeat has failed,
KeyControl waits another 5 minutes and polls again.
This process continues until all registered VMs have either been successfully contacted or have failed 4
consecutive heartbeats. If even one VM is inaccessible, the entire installation process remains in this phase until
that VM either comes back online or has failed the fourth scheduled heartbeat. In the latter case, KeyControl
considers the installation request to have timed out for that VM and it sets the installation status to TIMED OUT.
For example, If you are using the default heartbeat duration of 5 minutes, that means KeyControl will wait at least
20 minutes until it considers the request to have timed out. If you have increased the heartbeat duration for any of
the VMs registered with KeyControl, then this step will take longer. If you have increased the heartbeat for a
particular VM to 1 day, KeyControl may have to wait up to 24 hours before the next scheduled VM heartbeat
occurs and it can update the status of the installation request to RESTART PENDING. If that VM is
inaccessible, KeyControl has to wait for 4 days before it stops trying to update that VM. It is only when the last
VM has been contacted or has timed out that KeyControl concludes this phase.
Tip: If you do not want to wait for the next scheduled heartbeat on a particular VM, log into that VM as an
administrator and issue the hcl heartbeat command on that VM. This allows KeyControl to update the
certificate information on the VM immediately.

l

l

RESTART PENDING — The install is completed and the new certificate will be used as soon as the web service
is restarted. KeyControl has successfully sent the new CA certificate to all registered VMs, so there should be no
interruption in service once the web service restarts.
TIMED OUT — At least one of the VMs associated with the KeyControl node could not be reached and the new
CA certificate could not be sent to those VMs. When a VM times out, KeyControl sends an alert to the Cloud
Admins associated with that VM. The Cloud Admins are responsible for updating the KeyControl CA certificate
on the unreachable VMs. For more information, see Troubleshooting Certificate Issues on page 42.

8. When the installation is complete, click the Restart Web Service button or select Actions > Restart Web Service
and confirm the request at the prompt. After the web service restarts, KeyControl will use the new certificate.
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KeyControl restarts the web server which may interrupt the browser connection to the webGUI. When the restart is
finished you are returned to the webGUI login page.
Tip: If you are using Chrome, the connection status in your browser may still show as insecure. To fix this, open the
KeyControl webGUI login page in a new tab.
9. If you want to verify that the new certificate was properly installed, select Actions > View Current Certificate.

Installing a New Self-Signed Certificate
Use this procedure to replace the current KeyControl certificate with a new self-signed certificate generated by the Public
certificate authority that is included with KeyControl.
Note: If you want to install an externally-signed SSL certificate from a Base64-encoded pem format file, see Installing
a New External Certificate on page 38.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Domain Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cluster.
3. Click the Servers tab and select a KeyControl node.
Note: You can use a different certificate on each KeyControl node. In this case, however, HyTrust recommends
that all of the certificates be signed by the same Certificate Authority.
4. Select Actions > Use Self-Signed Certificate.
5. Click Proceed at the prompt.
KeyControl restarts the web server which may interrupt the browser connection to the webGUI. When the restart is
finished you are returned to the webGUI login page.
Tip: If you are using IE, you may receive an alert stating that revocation information for the certificate is not
available. Click Yes to acknowledge the alert and restart the web service. If you are using Chrome and you receive a
series of connection errors when the web service restarts, open the webGUI login page in a new tab.
6. If you want to verify that the new certificate was properly installed, select Actions > View Current Certificate.

Downloading a KeyControl CA Certificate
You may need to download the CA certificate that can verify KeyControl's SSL certificate and upload it to a VM if that
VM was inaccessible when the KeyControl SSL certificate was updated.
Warning: Do not rename the downloaded certificate. The name of the certificate has additional information and a
renamed certificate will fail.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Select Actions > Download CA Certificate.
KeyControl downloads a pem file to your browser's default download location.
For information on how to manually update the CA certificate on a VM, see Troubleshooting Certificate Issues on
the next page.
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Troubleshooting Certificate Issues
When you install a new, externally-signed SSL certificate on KeyControl, KeyControl automatically updates the CA
certificate on all registered VMs at their next heartbeat.
If any of the VMs are unreachable for 4 consecutive heartbeats, KeyControl considers the update request to have timed
out for those VMs. It sends one alert for each inaccessible VM to the Cloud Admins associated with that VM and then
continues with the SSL certificate installation process.
The next time one of the inaccessible VMs boots, it may be unable to retrieve the proper keys from KeyControl because
the old CA certificate the VM is using cannot verify the new KeyControl SSL certificate. The VM will then reject any
communication from KeyControl until it has the correct CA certificate installed and can once again verify KeyControl's
identity.
If there are encrypted data drives on the VM, KeyControl will not attach those drives when the VM reboots. If the boot
partition is encrypted on the VM, the VM will fail to boot. At this point you need to manually update the CA certificate on
the VM in order to restore the communication between the VM and KeyControl.
For more information, see:
l

Manually Updating the CA Certificate on a Data Encrypted VM on page 45. After you update the CA certificate, the
VM can retrieve the keys from KeyControl and the encrypted drives will be automatically reattached.

l

Manually Updating the CA Certificate on a Windows Boot Drive Encrypted VM on page 46.

l

Manually Updating the CA Certificate on a Linux Root Drive Encrypted VM below.

Manually Updating the CA Certificate on a Linux Root Drive
Encrypted VM
When you install a new SSL certificate on KeyControl, KeyControl automatically updates the associated CA certificate
on all registered VMs. If a Linux root-drive-encrypted VM was inaccessible during this process, that VM may not be able
to boot because the CA certificate the VM is using can no longer verify the KeyControl SSL certificate. This means that
the VM cannot retrieve the proper keys from KeyControl because it cannot verify the communication coming from
KeyControl.
To fix this issue you need to manually update the CA certificate on the VM so that it can verify the SSL certificate
KeyControl is currently using. This allows the VM to verify KeyControl's identity and to retrieve the appropriate keys.
Important: Manually updating the certificate requires ssh access to the VM. If you did not enable the HyTrust Debug
Console when you ran the htroot encrypt command on the root drive, you need to contact HyTrust Support at
support@hytrust.com.
The following procedure is for Linux VMs with an encrypted root drive. For other types of VMs, see Manually Updating the
CA Certificate on a Windows Boot Drive Encrypted VM on page 46 or Manually Updating the CA Certificate on a Data
Encrypted VM on page 45.
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Procedure
1. If you need a copy of the CA certificate that can verify the SSL certificate that KeyControl is currently using:
a. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
b. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
c. Select Actions > Download CA Certificate.
KeyControl downloads a pem file to your browser's default download location. The filename starts with a
datetime stamp followed by _cacert.pem. For example, 180412071755_cacert.pem.
Note: If you are using an externally signed SSL certificate for KeyControl, make sure that you use the CA certificate
you download from KeyControl on all registered VMs. Do not use the CA certificate that you received from the
external certificate authority.
2. Download the Bootloader SSH key for the VM so that you can open an SSH session and copy the new certificate
file to the Bootloader:
a. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
b. Navigate to the Cloud > VMs tab and select the VM whose CA certificate you want to update.
c. Select Actions > Download Bootloader SSH Key. KeyControl downloads the SSH key to file called servername.key in your browser's default download location. For example, if the server name is rhelsvr74,
the SSH key file would be called rhelsvr74.key.
3. Open an ssh session and access the HyTrust Debug Console on the root drive encrypted VM by entering the
command ssh -i server-name.key root@vm_name, where server-name.key is the name of the SSH key file and
vm_name is the IP address or hostname. For example:
# ssh -i ~/Downloads/rhelsvr74.key root@192.168.140.133
Warning: Permanently added '192.168.140.133' (RSA) to the list of known hosts.
BusyBox v1.20.2 (Ubuntu 1:1.20.0-8.1ubuntu1) built-in shell (ash)
Enter 'help' for a list of built-in commands.
HyTrust Debug Console
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Show HT encryption log file
Authenticate
Show Network info
Restart Network
Advanced access
logout

Action:

4. Select Advanced access. The HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent displays a secure shell prompt (sh). For example:
Action: 5
sh-5.0#
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5. Open a second ssh session and copy the CA certificate file to the VM by entering the command scp -i servername.key cacert.pem root@vm_name:cacert.pem, where server-name.key is the name of the SSH key file,
cacert.pem is the fully qualified path to the pem file, and vm_name is the IP address or hostname. For example:
$ scp -i ~/Downloads/rhelsvr74.key ~/Downloads/180412071755_cacert.pem
root@192.168.140.133:180412071755_cacert.pem

6. Return to the HyTrust Debug Console on the encrypted VM and update the certificate by entering the command hcl
update_ca -f cacert.pem, where cacert.pem is the fully qualified path to the pem file. For example:
sh-5.0# hcl update_ca -f ./180412071755_cacert.pem
Updating using cert file at: ./180412071755_cacert.pem
Updated CA certificate

7. Enter the command hcl heartbeat to prompt the VM to contact KeyControl. This updates the status information
for the VM.
8. Enter the command hcl status to confirm that the last heartbeat between the VM and KeyControl was successful.
For example:
sh-5.0# hcl heartbeat
sh-5.0# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 10.238.65.65:443
KeyControl list: 10.238.65.65:443 10.238.65.66:443
KeyControl Mapping: kc41-nodes
Status: Reauth needed (Virtual Machine not authenticated)
Last heartbeat: Tue Oct 24 22:19:32 2017 (failed)
AES_NI: enabled
Certificate Expiration: Sep 11 22:16:13 2020 GMT

9. If the hcl status command says that the VM needs to be re-authenticated, enter the command hcl auth -a [-u
user [-s password]], where:
l

-u is a KeyControl user account name with Cloud Admin privileges.

l

-p is the password for the Cloud Admin account.

If you do not provide a user name and password, you will be prompted for one. For example:
sh-5.0# hcl auth -a
Please provide the KeyControl login details
username: secroot
password:
Completing authentication on KeyControl node
Authentication complete, machine ready to use

10. Enter the command hcl heartbeat to prompt the VM to contact KeyControl. This updates the status information
for the VM.
11. If the heartbeat is successful, enter the command exit to leave the secure shell and select logout from the
HyTrust Debug Console main menu. The VM should automatically continue booting from the encrypted root drive.
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Manually Updating the CA Certificate on a Data Encrypted VM
When you install a new SSL certificate on KeyControl, KeyControl automatically updates the associated CA certificate
on all registered VMs. If a data-drive encrypted VM was inaccessible during this process, the encrypted drives may
become inaccessible because the CA certificate the VM is using can no longer verify the KeyControl SSL certificate.
This means that the VM cannot retrieve the proper keys from KeyControl because it cannot verify the communication
coming from KeyControl.
To fix this issue you need to manually update the CA certificate on the VM so that it can verify the SSL certificate
KeyControl is currently using. This allows the VM to verify KeyControl's identity and to retrieve the appropriate keys.
The following procedure is for VMs with encrypted data drives only. For other types of VMs, see Manually Updating the
CA Certificate on a Windows Boot Drive Encrypted VM on the next page or Manually Updating the CA Certificate on a
Linux Root Drive Encrypted VM on page 42.

Procedure
1. If you need a copy of the CA certificate that can verify the SSL certificate that KeyControl is currently using:
a. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
b. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
c. Select Actions > Download CA Certificate.
KeyControl downloads a pem file to your browser's default download location.
Note: If you are using an externally signed SSL certificate for KeyControl, make sure that you use the CA certificate
you download from KeyControl on all registered VMs. Do not use the CA certificate that you received from the
external certificate authority.
2. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or
start Windows PowerShell.
3. Copy the KeyControl CA certificate pem file to the VM.
4. Enter the command hcl update_ca -f /path/to/cert.pem, where /path/to/cert.pem is the path to the
CA certificate file.
# hcl update_ca -f /etc/ssl/certs/171012172410_cacert.pem
Updating using cert file at: 171012172410_cacert.pem
Updated CA certificate

5. Enter the command hcl heartbeat to prompt the VM to contact KeyControl. This updates the status information
for the VM.
6. Enter the command hcl status to confirm that the last heartbeat between the VM and KeyControl was successful.
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Manually Updating the CA Certificate on a Windows Boot
Drive Encrypted VM
When you install a new SSL certificate on KeyControl, KeyControl automatically updates the associated CA certificate
on all registered VMs. If a Windows boot-drive-encrypted VM was inaccessible during this process, that VM may not be
able to boot because the CA certificate the VM is using can no longer verify the KeyControl SSL certificate. This means
that the VM cannot retrieve the proper keys from KeyControl because it cannot verify the communication coming from
KeyControl.
To fix this issue you need to manually update the CA certificate on the VM so that it can verify the SSL certificate
KeyControl is currently using. This allows the VM to verify KeyControl's identity and to retrieve the appropriate keys.
The following procedure is for Windows VMs with an encrypted boot drive. For other types of VMs, see Manually
Updating the CA Certificate on a Linux Root Drive Encrypted VM on page 42 or Manually Updating the CA Certificate on
a Data Encrypted VM on the previous page.

Procedure
1. If you need a copy of the CA certificate that can verify the SSL certificate that KeyControl is currently using:
a. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
b. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
c. Select Actions > Download CA Certificate.
KeyControl downloads a pem file to your browser's default download location.
Note: If you are using an externally signed SSL certificate for KeyControl, make sure that you use the CA certificate
you download from KeyControl on all registered VMs. Do not use the CA certificate that you received from the
external certificate authority.
2. If needed, reboot the VM and wait for the Console menu to appear.
If you are unable to view the console directly, for example in environments such as Amazon Web Services (AWS),
you can access the console using an SSH client. This requires the id_rsa key file generated during the Policy
Agent installation. Copy the id_rsa file to the server an then reboot.
Tip: If you need another copy of the id_rsa key file, you can download it from the KeyControl webGUI by selecting
the VM on the Cloud > VMs tab and then selecting Actions > Download Bootloader SSH Key.
3. From the Console menu, select Drop to shell.
4. Copy the KeyControl certificate pem file to the VM.
5. Enter the command hcl update_ca -f /path/to/cert.pem, where /path/to/cert.pem is the path to the
certificate file.
# hcl update_ca -f /etc/ssl/certs/171012172410_cacert.pem
Updating using cert file at: 171012172410_cacert.pem
Updated CA certificate
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6. After the certificate is successfully updated, enter the command touch /opt/hcs/etc/updatecert to tell the hcl
service that the certificate has changed. The hcl service then syncs the change from the Bootloader back to the
client installation directory.
# touch /opt/hcs/etc/updatecert

7. Enter the command exit to leave the secure shell.
8. Select Boot Windows with encryption key. DataControl reboots the VM using the updated KeyControl
certificate.
9. If the VM reboots but displays an error that it needs to be authenticated, select Reauthenticate from the Console
menu.
10. To verify that the VM is connected to KeyControl:
a. Open a Command Prompt on the VM.
b. Enter hcl heartbeat to force the VM to communicate with KeyControl and update the connection status.
c. Enter hcl status to verify the connection status.
C:\users\administrator> hcl heartbeat
C:\users\administrator> hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 10.238.65.65:443
KeyControl list: 10.238.65.65:443 10.238.65.66:443
KeyControl Mapping: kc41-nodes
Status: Connected
Last heartbeat: Tue Oct 24 22:30:32 2017 (successful)
AES_NI: enabled
Certificate Expiration: Sep 11 22:16:13 2020 GMT

BoundaryControl
BoundaryControl uses Policy Rules and constraints in HyTrust CloudControl® (CloudControl) to authenticate and
authorize delivery of encryption keys for the data encrypted by HyTrust DataControl and managed by HyTrust
KeyControl.
CloudControl has fine-grained knowledge of all of the virtual machines in an enterprise. When BoundaryControl is
enabled, CloudControl coordinates with KeyControl to ensure that policy-based boundaries are maintained in that
enterprise. Examples include:
l

l

l

Geofencing — Privacy laws often require that sensitive data gathered in one country be unavailable in other
countries.
Organizational boundaries — The information that the finance department gathers should not be accessible in other
departments.
Regulatory compliance — Many companies are subject to regulations such as PCI, SOX, HIPAA, and so on. The
configurations and controls for that data can be quite different from other data. In addition, auditability is often a key
requirement.
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In order to use CloudControl with KeyControl, you need to set up a link between the two products. For details, see
Linking KeyControl with CloudControl below. After you have established the link, you can enable BoundaryControl when
you create a Cloud VM Set as described in Creating a Cloud VM Set on page 125.

Supported CloudControl Releases
You can link DataControl with CloudControl version 5.1 or later using the HTCC App Link feature.
You can link DataControl with CloudControl version 5.0 or version 4.6 by specifying the login credentials for a
CloudControl account with the ASC_BCAdmin user role.

Linking KeyControl with CloudControl
If you want to use the BoundaryControl feature for VMs in a Cloud VM Set or you want to link KMIP client VMs to the
KMIP objects they create in the KeyControl KMIP server, you need to link KeyControl to one or more
HyTrust CloudControl servers. CloudControl can then be used to configure rules and policies for the VMs in the
associated Cloud VM Set while the Inventory feature tracks which client VMs go with which KMIP objects.

Figure: KeyControl KMIP Server Objects with the CloudControl Identifier

Each Cloud VM Set in KeyControl can be linked to a specific CloudControl server, allowing you to select the best
CloudControl server for the VMs in each Cloud VM Set.
After the BoundaryControl feature has been enabled for a Cloud VM Set, all VMs you register with the set must be
authenticated by the selected CloudControl server when they are first registered. After that, individual VMs in the set only
need to be re-authenticated when they reboot or when their VMware session ID changes.
If KeyControl cannot communicate with CloudControl when it attempts to re-authenticate a VM, KeyControl tells the
Policy Agent on that VM that the heartbeat has failed and it starts a two hour BoundaryControl grace period that is shared
by all the VMs in the Cloud VM Set. KeyControl then tries to re-authenticate the VM with CloudControl each time the VM
heartbeats during this grace period. If this grace period expires and KeyControl has still not received a response from
CloudControl, then KeyControl disables access to all VMs in the Cloud VM Set that require re-authentication. For
example, if KeyControl attempts to re-authenticate VM A at 4 p.m., VM B at 4:30 p.m., and VM C at 5:45 p.m., and it
does not receive a response from CloudControl by 6 p.m., it immediately revokes access to all three VMs. It does not
wait until 7:45 p.m. to revoke access to VM C.
After the BoundaryControl grace period has expired, all disabled VMs must be manually re-authenticted by a KeyControl
Cloud Admin.
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Note: If the SSL certificate for CloudControl expires or is changed, you need to create a new App Link as described
below. Then, for each Cloud VM Set that uses the BoundaryControl feature, you need to change the Boundary
Control property so that it points to the new App Link. For details, see Changing Cloud VM Set Properties on
page 131.

Before You Begin
l

l

l

l

l

l

Make sure you know the hostname or IP address of one or more HyTrust CloudControl servers to which you want to
connect.
Make sure that the license for CloudControl has the BoundaryControl feature enabled.
If you want KeyControl to verify the CloudControl certificate every time it connects to CloudControl, make sure that
the SSL certificate installed in CloudControl includes the entire certificate chain, starting from the root CA certificate.
When SSL Verify is enabled, KeyControl expects the entire CloudControl certificate chain when it communicates
with CloudControl.
If you are using CloudControl version 5.1 or later, establishing the connection between KeyControl and CloudControl
requires a one-time password generated by a CloudControl user with AppLink Management privileges. This one-time
password is valid for 10 minutes after it is generated. Make sure that you can get the password from your
CloudControl administrator and enter it into KeyControl within that time.
If you are using CloudControl version 5.0 or 4.6, establishing the connection requires the login credentials for a
CloudControl account with the ASC_BCAdmin user role.
Make sure that VMware Tools is installed on each VM that will be associated with the a BoundaryControl-enabled
Cloud VM Set. While any VMware-supported version of the tools will work, we recommend that you keep VMware
Tools up to date.

Procedure
1. If you are using CloudControl version 5.1 or later, log into CloudControl using an account with AppLink Management
privileges and do the following:
a. Select Configuration > App Links.
b. On the One Time Code tab in the Select Role for App Link drop-down, select ASC_AppLinkAdmin.
c. When you are ready to transfer the code to KeyControl, click Submit.
d. Copy the one-time code displayed in the Code field.
2. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
3. In the top menu bar click Settings.
4. In the System Settings section, click App Links.
5. On the App Links page, select Actions > Link HTCC.
6. In the Create a New Link dialog box, specify the options you want to use.
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Field

Description
A user-defined name for the App Link. KeyControl displays this name as well as the host name
when you are choosing the App Link you want to associate with a Cloud VM Set.

Name

If you have multiple App Links between KeyControl and the same CloudControl instance, this
name should be descriptive enough that you can easily determine which App Link you want to
use.

Host

The hostname or IP address and port number for the CloudControl server, in the form
hostname or IP address:port-number. When connecting to the server, KeyControl
automatically prepends HTTPS:// to this field.

Protocol

The protocol should match the version of CloudControl that you are using.

SSL Verify

If Yes, the certificate for the CloudControl server is verified every time contact between
KeyControl and CloudControl is established. If the KeyControl certificate changes, the
connection will fail. If No, the CloudControl server certificate is only checked when the initial
connection is established. The default is Yes.
Important: If you select Yes, KeyControl expects the entire certificate chain from
CloudControl when it connects. Make sure that the SSL certificate installed in CloudControl
includes the entire certificate chain, starting from the root CA certificate.

One Time Code

If Protocol is set to HTCC 5.1 or higher, enter the App Link code generated in CloudControl.

Username

If Protocol is set to HTCC 5.0 or HTCC 4.6, enter the username and password for a
CloudControl user account with the ASC_BCAdmin user role.

Password

7. When you are finished, click Create.
8. If you specified Yes for SSL Verify, KeyControl verifies the connection information and displays the CloudControl
certificate if the connection can be established. Verify that the certificate is correct and that it is linked to the
expected server. If is it correct, click Yes.
If you specified No for SSL Verify, KeyControl verifies the connection information. If the CloudControl host can be
contacted, KeyControl creates the App Link and automatically returns to the App Links page.
9. If desired, repeat this procedure to add a link to another CloudControl server.

What to Do Next
If you are enabling the BoundaryControl feature for the first time, create one or more Cloud VM Sets with the
BoundaryControl feature enabled and then add the desired VMs to one of those sets. For details, see Creating a Cloud
VM Set on page 125.
If you want to use this App Link for an existing Cloud VM Set that already has the BoundaryControl feature enabled, you
can select it from the Boundary Control drop-down list in the Details area for the Cloud VM Set. For details, see
Changing Cloud VM Set Properties on page 131.
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Admin Keys
All KeyControl data (policy information, encryption keys, user account information, and so on) are held in an encrypted
object store that is shared across all KeyControl nodes in the cluster.
The object store is ultimately protected (through multiple layers of key wrappings) by an Admin Key that KeyControl
generates and maintains. This key is required if you ever need to restore KeyControl from a backup or you need to
change the hardware configuration of a KeyControl node.
When you install the first KeyControl node in your system, KeyControl generates an Admin Key as soon as you log into
the KeyControl webGUI for the first time. The initial key has a single part and is assigned to the default secroot user
account. As you add additional Security Administrator accounts to the system, KeyControl shifts to an "n of m" Admin
Key backup model, where "m" is the number of user accounts with Security Admin privileges and "n" is a user-defined
value that states how many key parts must be uploaded before KeyControl considers the Admin Key to be valid.
For example, if you have five Security Admins and you set n to 3, then at least three of the Security Admins will need to
upload their Admin Key parts in order to restore KeyControl from a backup. If you set n to 1, then any one of the five
Security Admins can restore KeyControl without consulting with any of the other Security Admins.
While you can regenerate Admin Key parts at any time, in order to restore KeyControl from a backup image you must
have the required number of Admin Key parts that were valid when the backup was created. You cannot regenerate the
Admin Key parts and then immediately use those new key parts to restore KeyControl from a previously-created back up.
The Admin Key is assigned a generation count that is incremented each time a new Admin Key is generated. This
generation count allows you to identify which Admin Key parts go together. The email that each Security Admin receives
when a new Admin Key is generated contains the generation count. For example:
This current Key Part supersedes any you may have previously received from this cluster. The Key
Part is associated by a "generation count" with its relevant backups. The generation count for
this key is:
8

The generation count is also included in the Admin Key Part filename, which is attached to the email. The attachment
name is username_kc-ip-addr.key.gen#, where username is the Security Admin's KeyControl account name, kc-ipaddr is the KeyControl IP address from which the Admin Key was generated, and # is the generation count. For example,
secroot_10.238.66.235.key.gen8. This same naming convention is used if a Security Admin downloads their Admin
Key Part from the KeyControl webGUI.
If you want to restore KeyControl from a backup created when the Admin Key shown above was valid, you must make
sure that all the Admin Key Parts you upload have generation count = 8.

External Admin Key Storage
You can also store the entire Admin Key on an external KMIP (Key Management Interoperability Protocol) server or on a
Hardware Security Module (HSM). If you select one of these options, you can restore the Admin key using either the
parts sent to the Security Administrators or the entire key from the external key server (EKS).
This has the advantage that Security Admins do not need to worry about which Admin Key parts are required for which
backup image. KeyControl automatically fetches the appropriate key from the EKS and no manual synchronization is
needed.
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For details about using an EKS, see Configuring KeyControl as a KMIP Client on page 54 and Hardware Security
Modules with KeyControl on page 63.

Generating the Admin Key
When KeyControl generates an Admin Key, it cryptographically divides the key into parts and sends one part to each
KeyControl user account with Security Admin privileges. In addition, if you have specified an EKS (external key server),
KeyControl stores a copy of the entire Admin Key on the EKS.
KeyControl automatically generates new Admin Key:
l

l

During installation of the first KeyControl node. In this case, the secroot user account gets an Admin Key with a
single part.
When a Security Admin user account is added or deleted. In this case, a new Admin Key is divided into a new number
of parts, "m", and sent to all current Security Admins.
Note: The value of "n" is not changed. If you add three Security Admins immediately after the initial installation, the
Admin Key will be divided into four parts, but only one part will be required when restoring the system. The way you
set the required number of parts is described below.

l

l

When you first configure KeyControl to use an EKS.
When you explicitly generate new a new Admin Key, as described below. In this case, the number of Admin Key
parts is not changed.

Before You Begin
If you have configured KeyControl to store the Admin Key in an external KMIP server or HSM (hardware security
module), make sure that KMIP server or HSM is available before you generate a new Admin Key. If KeyControl cannot
store the Admin Key on the external device, the generate request will fail.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the General Settings section, click Admin Key Parts.
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4. Verify the following options:

Option

Description

Minimum Key Parts

The minimum number of parts needed when you want to restore KeyControl from a
back up ("n") and you are not retrieving the key from an EKS.

Email Private Key on
Generate

If Enabled, when you generate a new Admin Key, KeyControl automatically sends
each Security Admin their key part as an email attachment. The attachment name is
username_kc-ip-addr.key.gen#, where username is the Security Admin's
KeyControl account name, kc-ip-addr is the KeyControl IP address into which you
are currently logged in, and # is the generation count.
For example, secroot_10.238.66.235.key.gen8.
If Disabled, when you generate a new Admin Key, KeyControl send each Security
Admin an alert stating that the admin key has been changed and prompting them to
download their key part.

5. Click Generate New Key. KeyControl increases the generation count by one and creates a new key part for each
Security Admin in the system. If you have configured an EKS, KeyControl also saves the Admin key to the EKS.
Based on the setting of the Email Private Key on Generate option, KeyControl also sends each Security Admin in
the system an email with their key part or an alert stating that there is a new key part ready for download.
Tip: If you intend to back up KeyControl in the immediate future, we recommend that you notify your Security
Admins that the new Admin Key part they just received is going to be tied to a backup image and they should
download it to a secure location immediately. You cannot restore KeyControl from a backup image unless you have
the Admin Key parts that were valid when the back up was created, and you cannot download previous Admin Key
parts from KeyControl.
6. Click Close.

Downloading Your Admin Key Part
Every user account with Security Admin privileges receives an encrypted Admin Key part. Certain KeyControl functions,
such as restoring the system from a backup, require that a certain number of parts be uploaded to KeyControl within a
certain amount of time. Once KeyControl receives the correct number of parts, it can validate the Admin Key and perform
the requested procedure. Once you download your key part, make sure you store it securely and that you can find it when
needed.
Important: You also need to keep previous Admin Key parts and know when each part was created. If you need to
restore a system from a previous backup, you must have the key parts that were valid when that backup was created. If
the Admin keys have been regenerated, you cannot download the current Admin Key parts and use those to restore a
previous version of KeyControl.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI with your standard account credentials.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
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3. In the Account Settings section, click Download Key. KeyControl downloads a file to your browser's default
download location called username_kc-ip-addr.key.gen#, where username is the currently logged in KeyControl
account name, kc-ip-addr is the KeyControl IP address into which you are currently logged in, and # is the
generation count. For example, secroot_10.238.66.235.key.gen8.
4. If you want to remove the Admin Key part from the KeyControl encrypted object store, click Clear Key. If you later
attempt do download the key part after clearing it, you will get an error stating that the key part does not exist. You
will need to regenerate the key as described in Generating the Admin Key on page 52.

KMIP Client and Server Configuration
KMIP (Key Management Interoperability Protocol) enables the secure creation and storage of keys and other security
objects on a key management server. You can configure KeyControl as a KMIP client and then store the Admin key on a
third-party KMIP server instead of having each Security Admin hold a part of the key.
Note: You can also use an HSM (Hardware Security Module) to store the Admin Key. For details, see Hardware
Security Modules with KeyControl on page 63.
In addition, KeyControl includes a fully functional KMIP server that you can use to serve requests from external
KMIP clients. The KMIP server is required if you want to use KeyControl with VMs and VSAN datastores encrypted by
vSphere. For details, see the HyTrust KeyControl with VMware VSAN and vSphere VM Encryption guide.
If you have linked KeyControl with a HyTrust CloudControl server version 5.1 or later, the Inventory feature in
CloudControl provides an identifier that links each VM with its associated KMIP objects. For details, see Managing KMIP
Objects on page 60.
Tip: If you have two separate KeyControl clusters, you can store the Admin key for one cluster in the KMIP server on
the other cluster. The clusters must be completely separate however. You cannot store the Admin key for a cluster in
the KMIP server running on that cluster.
For details on KMIP, see the KMIP Technical Committee home page. For troubleshooting and error messages, see KMIP
Errors and Troubleshooting on page 337.

Configuring KeyControl as a KMIP Client
As a KMIP client, KeyControl can connect to a third-party KMIP server. After the connection has been established,
KeyControl saves any new Admin Keys to the KMIP server instead of sending them as parts to the Security Admins in
the system. It can then retrieve the required Admin Key from the KMIP server when you need to restore or recover the
system. For more details, see Admin Keys on page 51.

Before You Begin
Make sure you have the certificate bundle from your KMIP server.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the System Settings section, click KMIP Client Settings.
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4. If you want to change the settings for an existing KMIP client connection, select the client connection you want to
change from the External KMIP Server drop-down list. If you want to add a new KMIP client connection, click the
blue + (Plus sign) .
5. On the Basic tab, specify the options you want to use.

Field

Description

Server Name

The name of the KMIP server. This name is local to the client and can be used as a reminder of
what KMIP server you're using.

Host Name

The hostname or IP address of the KMIP server.

Port

The port for the KMIP server. The default is 5696.

Auto-Reconnect

If set to On, the KeyControl KMIP client will automatically attempt to reconnect with
the KMIP server if required.
The default is Off.

Verify

If Yes, the client will be authenticated. We recommend that you do not change this option.

Protocol

The KMIP protocol supported by the KMIP server to which you are connecting. The default is
Version 1.

Non-blocking
I/O
Timeout

If set to Yes, the client requires non-blocking I/O.
The default is No.
The length of time, in seconds, after which the client considers its KMIP server request to
have timed out. If this field is set to 0, the request never times out. The default is 0.

6. When you are finished, click the Advanced tab.
7. On the Cert sub-tab:
a. Click Load File in the Cert File field and navigate to your user certification file.
b. In the Cert Format field, enter the certificate format. This can be pem or p12.
c. Enter the certificate password, if one was specified when the certificate was created.
8. If you have a separate user Key file, click the Key sub-tab and do the following.
a. Click Load File in the Key File field and navigate to your user key file.
b. In the Key Format field, enter the key file format. This can be pem or p12.
Note: If you want to use an encrypted private key, it must be in PKCS#8 format. Unencrypted private keys can
use either PKCS#1 or PKCS#8.
c. Enter the key file password, if one was specified when the key was created.
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9. Click the CA Trusted Cert sub-tab and do the following:
a. Click Load File in the CA Trusted Cert File field and navigate to your server certificate file.
b. In the CA Trusted Cert Format field, enter the CA Trusted certificate file format. This can be pem or p12.
c. Enter the CA Trusted certificate file password, if one was specified when the certificate was created.
10. If your KMIP server requires a server certificate, click the Server Cert sub-tab and do the following.
a. Click Load File in the Server Cert File field and navigate to your server certificate file.
b. In the Server Cert Format field, enter the server certificate file format. This can be pem or p12.
c. Enter the certificate file password, if one was specified when the server certificate was created.
11. If your KMIP server requires a server key file, click the Server Key sub-tab and do the following:
a. Click Load File in the Server Key File field and navigate to your user key file.
b. In the Server Key Format field, enter the key file format. This can be pem or p12.
c. Enter the key file password, if one was specified when the key was created.
12. Click the Credentials sub-tab and enter the following information:
a. In the Username field, enter the name the client should use when contacting the KMIP server. This username
should match the one for which you generated the certificate files.
b. In the Password field, enter a password if required by your KMIP server.
c. In the Ciphers field, optionally enter the specific ciphers you want to use. If you leave this field blank, KeyControl
uses the default ciphers defined in the KMIP standard.
13. When you have finished specifiying everything on the Advanced sub-tabs, click the Configuration tab and specify
the options you want to use.

Field

Description

Description

A user-defined description for this KMIP client.

Disable Entropy Speed

If set to Yes, seeding of the KeyControl Random Number Generator from the KMIP
server is disabled.

Disable Hardware
Signature

This option is reserved for future use.

FIPS Disabled

No Split Key

If this option is set to Yes, the KMIP server does not check the specified user key for
FIPS 140-2 compliance.
If this option is set to No, the user key must use a FIPS-compliant cipher or hash. If it
does not, the connection will fail with error code 8 (bad key file). The default is No.
This option is reserved for future use.

14. When you are finished, test the connection by clicking Test Connection. KeyControl should display a message
that the connection is OK. If there is an issue, see KMIP Errors and Troubleshooting on page 337.
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15. After the connection has been verified, test that KeyControl can store a key on that server by clicking Test Key.
KeyControl should display a message that the test was successful. If there is an issue, see KMIP Errors and
Troubleshooting on page 337.
16. When both tests are successful, click Apply.
17. Click Proceed at the prompt to save your settings. KeyControl automatically regenerates the Admin key and stores
it on the KMIP server. It then displays a message letting you know whether the operation was successful or
presenting an error message if it failed. If there is an issue, see KMIP Errors and Troubleshooting on page 337.

Testing the KMIP Client Connection
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the System Settings section click KMIP Client Settings.
4. To test the basic communication with the KMIP server, click Test Connection.
5. To test whether an Admin Key can be successfully created on the KMIP server, click Test Key.
6. If either test fails, see KMIP Errors and Troubleshooting on page 337.

Configuring a KeyControl KMIP Server
Any KMIP client can connect to the KeyControl KMIP server and perform all standard KMIP operations with the following
restrictions:
l

l

Object count (for example, keys) is limited to 35,000. After this limit, the KMIP server will still create and maintain the
objects but the KeyControl webGUI may not display those objects correctly.
Users cannot be partitioned, so all KMIP users have access to all KMIP objects.

For details about the standard KMIP operations and configuration settings, see the Oasis KMIP Technical Committee
page or the KMIP wiki page.
When a KMIP client connects to the KeyControl KMIP server, the client must use the certificates associated with a
KMIP server user account. The KeyControl KMIP server does not support username/password login credentials. For
details about downloading a user account certificate bundle, see Creating KMIP Client Certificate Bundles on the next
page.
Note: If you are configuring a KMIP server to use with VMware vSphere encryption or VSAN encryption, see the
HyTrust KeyControl with VMware VSAN and vSphere VM Encryption guide.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click KMIP.
3. On the Basic tab, specify the options you want to use.
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Option

Description

Host Name

The external IP address for the KeyControl node. This address cannot be changed.

Port

The server port number. The default port is 5696.

State

If set to Enabled, clients can connect to this KMIP server.

Auto-Reconnect

If set to ON, clients will automatically try to reconnect with the KMIP server if they
encounter certain errors. The default is OFF.
The errors covered by auto-reconnect are defined in the OASIS KMIP standard.

Verify

If set to Yes, the KMIP client identity is verified before the server handles its request.
We recommend that you do not turn this option off.

Protocol

The minimum verison of the KMIP Protocol this server will use.

Nbio

If set to ON, the KMIP server requires non-blocking I/O.
The default is OFF.
The length of time, in seconds, after which a client request will time out.

Timeout

If the Infinite check box is checked, client requests never time out. This is the default.
To change this option, clear the Infinite check box, then click on the number of seconds
displayed after the check box. Enter a new value and click Save.
The lowest level of log messages that will be saved in the audit log. The options are:
l

Log Level

l

l

Restrict TLS

All — Logs all requests to the KMIP server and responses from the KMIP server.
Create-Get — Logs object creation messages, object fetch requests, and object
fetch responses. This is the default.
Off — No log messages are stored in the audit log.

If set to Enabled, all clients must connect to this KMIP server using TLS 1.2.

4. When you are finished, click Apply.
5. At the prompt, click Proceed to confirm the configuration. If this server was already enabled, KeyControl restarts it
and refreshes its object list.

What to Do Next
Create one or more certificate bundles that clients can use to connect to the KMIP server. For details, see Creating KMIP
Client Certificate Bundles below.

Creating KMIP Client Certificate Bundles
Each client that you want to connect to the KeyControl KMIP server must use a user certificate/key pem file and a server
certificate pem file that has been generated by the KMIP server.
Important: The KeyControl KMIP server does not support client logins via username/password credentials. If the client
sends a user password to the KMIP server, the connection attempt may fail.
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You can download an existing certificate bundle at any time. One or more KMIP clients can then use the certificates in
the bundle when contacting the KMIP server.
We recommend that you create a separate user account for each client for tracking purposes, but it is not required.
Because all KMIP users can see all KMIP objects, you could use the same certificates for all clients.
Note: If you are creating a KMIP user account to use with VMware vSphere Encryption, see the HyTrust KeyControl
with VMware VSAN and vSphere VM Encryption guide.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click KMIP.
3. On the Basic tab, make sure that the state is set to Enabled. The server must be enabled before you can create
certificate bundles.
4. Click the Client Certificates tab.
5. Select Actions > Create Certificate.
6. In the Create a New Client Certificate dialog box, specify the options you want to use.

Field

Certificate Name

Certificate Expiration

Description
A user-defined name for this bundle. If you are going to create multiple
KMIP certificate bundles, this name should be descriptive enough that you can
tell the certificate bundles apart.
The name can contain only alphanumeric characters and it must start with a
letter. You cannot include any special characters or spaces. The name cannot be
changed after the bundle is created.
The date on which the certificates in the bundle will expire. If the certificates
expire, communication between the KeyControl KMIP server and the client will
be disrupted until a new certificate bundle is uploaded to the client.
If you want the KMIP server to use an external CSR, click Load File and upload
the CSR you want to use. The custom CSR must:

Certificate Signing Request
(CSR)

l

Be in PKCS#10 format.

l

Have a non-empty Common Name.

l

If keyUsage is specified, it must include 'digitalSignature'.

If you do not specify an external CSR, KeyControl uses an internally-generated
CSR to create the certificate.
An optional passphrase used to encrypt the certificates in the bundle.
Whether the certificates need to be encrypted depends on the way your security
Certificate
is configured and the type of implementation you are using. Not all third-party
Password/Confirm Password KMIP clients can accept encrypted certificates.
For example, if you are integrating KeyControl with VMware vSphere Encryption,
you cannot specify a certificate passphrase due to limitations with vSphere.
7. Select the certificate bundle you just created.
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8. Select Actions > Download Certificate. The webGUI downloads <username_datetimestamp>.zip, which
contains a user certification/key file called username.pem and a server certification file called cacert.pem.
9. Upload the certificates on the KMIP client. You can now use standard API calls to interact with the KMIP server.

Renewing a KMIP Client Certificate
You cannot change the client certificate expiration date and have KeyControl automatically disseminate the updated
certificate to the KMIP clients that use that certificate. Instead, you must create a new certificate bundle with the new
expiration date and then manually download the new bundle and upload it to the appropriate clients.
If you created the KMIP client certificate bundle using a KeyControl-generated Certificate Signing Request (CSR), you
can always change the expiration date through KeyControl. If you created the bundle using an external CSR, you can
only change the expiration date through KeyControl if the client you are using allows you to upload a new version of a
certificate that matches an existing CSR.
Note: vSphere does not allow you to upload an extended or renewed certificate that has an existing CSR. If you are
using the HyTrust KMIP server as your vSphere KMS, you must create a new certificate with a new CSR as
described in HyTrust KeyControl with VMware VSAN and vSphere VM Encryption.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click KMIP.
3. Click the Client Certificates tab.
4. Select the certificate you want to renew in the list. KeyControl displays the details about that certificate below the
table.
Tip: You can look at the Certificate Generated From External CSR field to determine whether the original
certificate bundle was created with a KeyControl-generated or an externally-generated CSR.
5. Click the value in the Certificate Expiration field. KeyControl displays a message stating that you need to
download a new certificate bundle and upload it to the KMIP client manually. Click Proceed to acknowledge this
message.
6. Click the calendar widget to the right of the field and select the new expiration date. KeyControl automatically
changes the expiration date and generates a new certificate bundle.
7. Select Actions > Download Certificate. The webGUI downloads <username_datetimestamp>.zip, which
contains a user certification/key file called cert-name.pem and a server certification file called cacert.pem.
8. Upload the new certificates on the KMIP client.

Managing KMIP Objects
KMIP objects include certificates and symmetric or asymmetric keys. They are created by the external KMIP clients as
needed, and can then be fetched by those clients. You can use the KeyControl webGUI to view and manipulate all
objects created by all KMIP users in the system.
Note: The KeyControl webGUI supports 35,000 KMIP objects. After this limit, the KMIP server will still create and
maintain the objects but the KeyControl webGUI may not display those objects correctly.
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If you have linked KeyControl with a HyTrust CloudControl server version 5.1 or later, the Inventory feature in
CloudControl provides an identifier that links each VM with its associated KMIP objects. For more information, see
Linking KeyControl with CloudControl on page 48.
If this KMIP server is being used as a KMS for VMware, the number of KMIP objects may exceed the number of
encrypted VMs because:
l

The KMIP objects created when a VM is encrypted are not removed when that VM is decrypted or deleted.

l

Cloned VMs may share the same key if they have the same UUID.

l

A KMIP object is created for each ESXi host when encryption is enabled for that host in vCenter.

l

Stale keys for an ESXi host are not removed unless the ESXi host is detached, rebooted, and then reattached.

For more information about using the KMIP server as a KMS for VMware, see the HyTrust KeyControl with VMware
VSAN and vSphere VM Encryption guide.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click KMIP.
3. Click the Objects tab. The table at the top of the page shows the following information for each object:
l

UUID — The Universally Unique Identifier associated with the KMIP object.

l

State — The state of the KMIP object.

l

Archived — Whether the object has been archived. Archived objects can be recovered if needed.

l

Initial Date — When the object was created.

l

Last Change Date — When the object was last modified.

l

Object Type — The object type.

l

Identifier — The identifier from the HyTrust CloudControl inventory, if available.

l

Description — A user-defined string describing the object, if available.

4. Click any object in the list to view additional attributes for that object. All attributes are defined in the
OASIS KMIP standard.
5. The Actions menu allows you to perform any of the following actions on the selected object. These actions follow
the KMIP standard and some actions require the object to be in a specific state. For details, see the
OASIS KMIP standard.
l

l

Activate — By default, objects are created in PreActive state. Click Activate to enable more transitions for the
object. Note: Many KMIP clients change objects to Active state as part of the creation process.
Archive — Objects will no longer return keys but they remain in the system. You can use the Recover command
to return an archived object to active state and retrieve its keys.

l

Destroy — This operation permanently removes the object. Destroyed objects cannot be retrieved.

l

Recover — Restores an Archived object to the active state so that its keys can be retrieved.
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l

Revoke — Revocation is permanent. Objects that are revoked cannot be moved back to Active, but the client
can still retrieve any key material. Revocation prompts for a revocation reason, which can be any string.
Revocation also prompts for a Reason Code, which is one of the following KMIP standard codes. Any
unrecognized value will be considered the same as "1 — Unspecified."
1 — Unspecified
2 — Key Compromise
3 — CA Compromise
4 — Affiliation Changed
5 — Superseded
6 — Cessation of Operation
7 — Privilege Withdrawn

Restarting a KMIP Server
If the KMIP server runs into problems, disabling it and then re-enabling it effectively reboots the server without losing the
certificate bundles or current KMIP objects. If you want to reset the KMIP server and destroy all certificate bundles and
objects, see Resetting the KMIP Server below.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click KMIP.
3. In the State field, select Disabled.
4. Click Apply.
5. At the prompt, click Proceed to confirm the change. KeyControl disables the KMIP server but retains all
configuration and user account information.
6. In the State field, select Enabled.
7. Optionally change any other configuration settings you want to change.
8. Click Apply.
9. At the prompt, click Proceed to confirm the change. KeyControl restarts the KMIP server and disseminates any
configuration changes to any other nodes in the cluster.

Resetting the KMIP Server
Warning: The following procedure disables the KMIP server and destroys all current KMIP user accounts and
KMIP objects, including any encryption keys that may be stored in the server. This operation is not reversible. Even if
you enable a new KMIP server with the same exact settings, the previous certificate bundles and objects will be lost. If
you want to reboot the server without destroying the certificate bundles or the KMIP objects, see Restarting a KMIP
Server above.

Before You Begin
l

If this KMIP server is being used as a vSphere KMS (Key Management Server), make sure that you decrypt all
workloads whose keys are stored in the KMIP server. Those keys will be destroyed when the KMIP server is reset.
For more information, see HyTrust KeyControl with VMware VSAN and vSphere VM Encryption.
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l

If this KMIP server is being used as an EKS (external key server) for one or more KeyControl clusters, make sure you
download the Admin keys for those clusters so that you have them available in case you need to restore those
clusters. All objects, including KeyControl Admin keys, will be destroyed when you reset the server.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click KMIP.
3. Select Actions > Reset KMIP Server.
4. Click Proceed at the prompt to disable the KMIP server and delete all keys, objects, and KMIP users.

Hardware Security Modules with KeyControl
A hardware security module (HSM) is a physical server or PCI card that stores, protects, and manages cryptographic
material. An HSM is often used to do cryptographic processing as well, including the generation of secure cryptographic
keys. It is used in a client-server environment, which means that the server and the client each need to be prepared in
advance. As with KMIP, the advantage of an HSM is that it protects and stores critical data such as your Admin Key and
any Key Encryption Keys (KEKs) you have created for your Cloud VM Sets.
You can configure the nodes in your KeyControl cluster to either connect to the HSM using one certificate that they all
share or with individual certificates for each node. For more information, see Configuring KeyControl as an HSM Client
with a Single Cluster Certificate on the next page and Configuring KeyControl as an HSM Client with Individual Node
Certificates on page 66.
Note: If you have a Safenet LUNA SA server with the ipcheck feature enabled, you must use unique node
certificates.
KeyControl supports the SafeNet Luna HSM.

Requirements and Recommendations for SafeNet LUNA Servers
l

The first release of KeyControl on the CentOS platform (KeyControl version 5.0) will not support Safenet HA Groups.
If you plan to upgrade KeyControl to version 5.0, do not configure KeyControl to connect to multiple HSM servers at
this time. If you do so, the configuration will need to be redone after the upgrade.
Safenet HA Groups will be supported on CentOS in a future KeyControl 5.x release.

l

HyTrust supports all SafeNet LUNA version 7 server releases and all version 6 servers starting with release 6.2.1.

l

Bandwidth recommendation:

l

o

Minimum: 10 Mbps half duplex

o

Recommended: 100 Mbps full duplex

Latency recommendation:
o

Maximum: 500 ms

o

Recommended: 0.5 ms
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l

TCP port 1792 is required to establish a trusted connection between KeyControl and SafeNet. The other ports used
by SafeNet are:
o

TCP port 22 for SSH (Secure Shell).

o

TCP port 1503 for Remote PED. This is the only configurable port.

o

UDP port 514 for the Syslog service.

o

UDP port 123 for NTP service.

o

UDP ports 161/162 for SNMP service.

For additional details, see your SafeNet documentation.

Configuring KeyControl as an HSM Client with a Single
Cluster Certificate
When you connect a KeyControl cluster to a hardware security module (HSM), you can create one certificate for the
KeyControl cluster that you can use for all KeyControl nodes or you can have an individual certificate for each node in the
KeyControl cluster. If you have a Safenet LUNA SA server with the ipcheck feature enabled, you must use unique node
certificates.
The following procedure describes how to configure KeyControl as an HSM client that uses a single certificate for the
entire cluster. If you want to use individual certificates for each node, see Configuring KeyControl as an HSM Client with
Individual Node Certificates on page 66.

Before You Begin
For the HSM server that you want to connect to KeyControl, make sure you have the following information available:
l

The HSM server name.

l

The user name and password for an HSM account with Admin privileges.

l

The HSM partition name and password.

l

The client name you want to assign to KeyControl on all of the HSM server.

You will also need:
l

A KeyControl account with Security Admin privileges.

l

Access to the HSM server via a shell account. The following procedure uses ssh to connect to the server.
Note: The following instructions are specific to the SafeNet LUNA SA HSM from Gemalto.

Procedure
1. Download the HSM server certificate file server.pem from the HSM server to which you want to connect. We
recommend that you rename the server.pem certificate file so that you can find the certificate file easily when you
need to upload it to KeyControl later in this procedure.
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For example, if your HSM server is hsm1.my-company.com, you could enter:
# scp admin@hsm1.my-company.com:server.pem ./hsm1cert.pem
admin@hsm1.my-company.com's password:
server.pem

100% 1155

1.1KB/s

00:00

2. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
3. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
4. In the System Settings section, click HSM Server Settings.
5. On the HSM Server Settings tab, specify the options you want to use for the HSM server.

Field

Description

State

Make sure this field is set to Enabled.

Hostname

Enter the hostname for the HSM server.

Partition Label or
HA Group Name

Enter the partition label for the partition on the HSM server that KeyControl will be using.
Note: Make sure you enter the partition label and not the partition name in this field.

Partition or
Crypto Officer (CO)
Password

Enter the password for the KeyControl partition or the Crypto Officer (CO) password for
SafeNet LUNA modules version 7 and above.

Server Certificate

Click Browse to specify the location of the HSM server certificate file.

Client Certificate
Mode

Select the Single Cluster Certificate radio button so that KeyControl will use the same
certificate for all KeyControl nodes in the cluster.

Client Name

Specify a name for the KeyControl client on the HSM server. This name must be unique on
the HSM server.

Admin Key ID

Indicates whether an Admin Key already exists on the HSM.

6. Click Apply, then click Proceed at the prompt. Do not test the connection yet.
7. Select Actions > Generate Client Certificate to download the cluster certificate that all KeyControl nodes can
use. KeyControl automatically saves client-name.pem file to your browser's default download location.
For example, if you use the default client name KC_Cluster, the cluster certificate name would be KC_Cluster.pem.
8. Upload the cluster certificate to the root directory on the HSM server. For example:
# scp KC_Cluster.pem admin@hsm1.my-company.com:
admin@hsm1.my-company.com's password:
KC_Cluster.pem
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9. Using a shell account, log into the HSM server and:
a. Register the new KeyControl client using the same client name you specified in the webGUI for both the client
name and hostname.
Tip: If the registration fails because a client of that name already exists, you either need to delete the existing
client or go back to the webGUI, enter an new client name, click Apply, and then download a new cluster
certificate that you can upload to the HSM server.
b. Assign a partition to the KeyControl client.
For example, if you want the KeyControl client KC_Cluster to be assigned to KC_partition1 on hsm1.mycompany.com, you could enter:
# ssh admin@hsm1.my-company.com
admin@hsm1.my-company.com's password:
[hsm1] lunash:>client register -client KC_Cluster -hostname KC_Cluster
'client register' successful
Command Result : 0 (Success)
[hsm1] lunash:>client assignPartition -client KC_Cluster -partition KC_partition1
'client assignPartition' successful
Command Result : 0 (Success)
[hsm1] lunash:>exit

10. Return to the KeyControl HSM Server Settings page and click Test. You should see a message that says the
HSM connection is OK and that the Admin Key needs to be regenerated.
To regenerate the Admin key, go to Settings > General Settings > Admin Key Parts, then click Generate New
Key. You should get a message that the Admin Key was successfully generated and distributed. To verify this, go
back to Settings > System Settings > HSM Server Settings. The Admin Key ID field should display a GUID for
the new Admin Key.

Configuring KeyControl as an HSM Client with Individual
Node Certificates
When you connect a KeyControl cluster to a hardware security module (HSM), you can create one certificate for the
KeyControl cluster that you can use for all KeyControl nodes or you can have an individual certificate for each node in the
KeyControl cluster. If you have a Safenet LUNA SA server with the ipcheck feature enabled, you must use unique node
certificates.
The following procedure describes how to configure KeyControl as an HSM client that uses unique certificates for each
node in the cluster. If you want to use a single certificate that will be shared by all nodes in the cluster, see Configuring
KeyControl as an HSM Client with a Single Cluster Certificate on page 64.

Before You Begin
For the HSM server that you want to connect to KeyControl, make sure you have the following information available:
l

The HSM server name.

l

The user name and password for an HSM account with Admin privileges.
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l

The HSM partition name and password.

l

The client name you want to assign to KeyControl on all of the HSM server.

You will also need:
l

A KeyControl account with Security Admin privileges.

l

Access to the HSM server via a shell account. The following procedure uses ssh to connect to the server.
Note: The following instructions are specific to the SafeNet LUNA SA HSM from Gemalto.

Procedure
1. Download the HSM server certificate file server.pem from the HSM server to which you want to connect. We
recommend that you rename the server.pem certificate file so that you can find the certificate file easily when you
need to upload it to KeyControl later in this procedure.
For example, if your HSM server is hsm1.my-company.com, you could enter:
# scp admin@hsm1.my-company.com:server.pem ./hsm1cert.pem
admin@hsm1.my-company.com's password:
server.pem

100% 1155

1.1KB/s

00:00

2. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
3. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
4. In the System Settings section, click HSM Server Settings.
5. On the HSM Server Settings tab, specify the options you want to use for theHSM server.

Field

Description

State

Make sure this field is set to Enabled.

Hostname

Enter the hostname for the HSM server.

Partition Label or
HA Group Name

Enter the partition label for the partition on the HSM server that KeyControl will be using.
Note: Make sure you enter the partition label and not the partition name in this field.

Partition or
Crypto Officer (CO)
Password

Enter the password for the KeyControl partition or the Crypto Officer (CO) password for
SafeNet LUNA modules version 7 and above.

Server Certificate

Click Browse and open the appropriate HSM server certificate file.

Client Certificate
Mode

Select the Individual Node Certificates radio button so that KeyControl will use a unique
certificate for each KeyControl node in the cluster.

Admin Key ID

Indicates whether an Admin Key already exists on the HSM.

6. Click Apply, then click Proceed at the prompt. Do not test the connection yet.
7. Navigate to the Client List tab. You should see one entry for each KeyControl node in the cluster.
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8. Select the first node in the list, then select Actions > Generate Client Certificate for node-name.domain-name.
KeyControl automatically generates a unique certificate for that node called node-name.domain-name.pem and
downloads it to your browser's default download location.
For example, if the name of the node is KC-1 and it is running on the domain my-company.com, the certificate file
would be called KC-1.my-company.com.pem.
9. Repeat the previous step for each KeyControl node in the cluster.
10. Upload all certificates to the root directory on the HSM server. For example, if you have two KeyControl nodes, you
would copy both KeyControl node certificates to HSM server:
# scp KC-1.my-company.com.pem admin@hsm1.my-company.com:
admin@hsm1.my-company.com's password:
KC-1.my-company.com.pem

100% 1164

1.1KB/s

00:00

# scp KC-2.my-company.com.pem admin@hsm1.my-company.com:
admin@hsm1.my-company.com's password:
KC-2.my-company.com.pem

100% 1164

1.1KB/s

00:00

11. Using a shell account, log into the HSM server and:
a. Register the new KeyControl client using "node-name.domain-name" for both the client name and hostname.
The double quotes are required because of the period in the client name.
Tip: If the registration fails because a client of that name already exists, you either need to delete the existing
client or go back to the webGUI, enter an new client name, click Apply, and then download a new cluster
certificate that you can upload to the HSM server.
b. Assign a partition to the KeyControl client.
For example, if you want the KeyControl client to be assigned to KC_partition1 on hsm1.my-company.com, you
could enter:
# ssh admin@hsm1.my-company.com
admin@hsm1.my-company.com's password:
[hsm1] lunash:>client register -client "KC-1.my-company.com" -hostname "KC-1.my-company.com"
'client register' successful
Command Result : 0 (Success)
[hsm1] lunash:>client register -client "KC-2.my-company.com" -hostname "KC-2.my-company.com"
'client register' successful
Command Result : 0 (Success)
[hsm1] lunash:>client assignPartition -client "KC-1.my-company.com" -partition KC_partition1
'client assignPartition' successful
Command Result : 0 (Success)
[hsm1] lunash:>client assignPartition -client "KC-2.my-company.com" -partition KC_partition1
'client assignPartition' successful
Command Result : 0 (Success)
[hsm1] lunash:>exit
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12. Return to the KeyControl HSM Server Settings page and click Test. You should see a message that says the
HSM connection is OK and that the Admin Key needs to be regenerated.
To regenerate the Admin key, go to Settings > General Settings > Admin Key Parts, then click Generate New
Key. You should get a message that the Admin Key was successfully generated and distributed. To verify this, go
back to Settings > System Settings > HSM Server Settings. The Admin Key ID field should display a GUID for
the new Admin Key.

Adding a KeyControl Node to an Existing HSM Configuration
How you add a new KeyControl node to an existing HSM configuration depends on whether you are using a single cluster
certificate or individual node certificates.
In both cases, though, you should deploy the node as usual and then join it to the existing cluster. For details on adding
an already-deployed node, see Joining or Re-joining a KeyControl Cluster on page 116. For details on deploying a new
node, see the HyTrust DataControl Installation and Upgrade Guide.

Single Cluster Certificate
If you are using a single cluster certificate, you do not need to do anything special to connect the new node to your
existing HSM configuration. KeyControl automatically adds to the new node to your existing HSM configuration when
you add it to the cluster.
This is true for both single HSM and multiple HSM configurations.

Individual Node Certificates
Before You Begin
For each hardware security module (HSM) that is currently connected to KeyControl, make sure you have the following
information available:
l

The HSM server name.

l

The user name and password for an HSM account with Admin privileges.

l

The HSM partition name and password for the partition to which the existing KeyControl clients have been assigned.

You will also need:
l

A KeyControl account with Security Admin privileges.

l

Access to the HSM servers via a shell account. The following procedure uses ssh to connect to the servers.
Note: The following instructions are specific to the SafeNet LUNA SA HSM from Gemalto.

Procedure
If you are using individual node certificates, you need to do the following after you have added the new node to the
cluster:
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
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3. In the System Settings section, click HSM Server Settings.
4. Navigate to the Client List tab. You should see one entry for each KeyControl node in the cluster.
5. Select the new node in the list, then select Actions > Generate Client Certificate for node-name.domain-name.
KeyControl automatically generates a unique certificate for that node called node-name.domain-name.pem and
downloads it to your browser's default download location.
For example, if the name of the node is KC-4 and it is running on the domain my-company.com, the certificate file
would be called KC-4.my-company.com.pem.
6. Upload the node certificate to the root directory on each HSM server that you want to use. For example, if you have
two HSM servers, you would copy the new node certificate to both HSM servers:
# scp KC-4.my-company.com.pem admin@hsm1.my-company.com:
admin@hsm1.my-company.com's password:
KC-4.my-company.com.pem

100% 1164

1.1KB/s

00:00

# scp KC-4.my-company.com.pem admin@hsm2.my-company.com:
admin@hsm2.my-company.com's password:
KC-4.my-company.com.pem

100% 1164

1.1KB/s

00:00

7. Using a shell account, log into each HSM server and:
a. Register the new KeyControl client using "node-name.domain-name" for both the client name and hostname.
The double quotes are required because of the period in the client name.
Tip: If the registration fails because a client of that name already exists, you need to delete the existing client.
You cannot change the name of the client pem file that KeyControl generates.
b. Assign a partition to the KeyControl client.
For example, if you want the KeyControl client KC-4.my.company.com to be assigned to KC_partition1 on
hsm1.my-company.com and to KC_partition2 on hsm2.my-company.com, you could enter:
# ssh admin@hsm1.my-company.com
admin@hsm1.my-company.com's password:
[hsm1] lunash:>client register -client "KC-4.my-company.com" -hostname "KC-4.my-company.com"
'client register' successful
Command Result : 0 (Success)
[hsm1] lunash:>client assignPartition -client "KC-4.my-company.com" -partition KC_partition1
'client assignPartition' successful
Command Result : 0 (Success)
[hsm1] lunash:>exit
# ssh admin@hsm2.my-company.com
admin@hsm2.my-company.com's password:
[hsm2] lunash:>client register -client "KC-4.my-company.com" -hostname "KC-4.my-company.com"
'client register' successful
Command Result : 0 (Success)
[hsm2] lunash:>client assignPartition -client "KC-4.my-company.com" -partition KC_partition1
'client assignPartition' successful
Command Result : 0 (Success)
[hsm2] lunash:>exit
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8. If you want to verify the connection, return to the KeyControl webGUI and navigate to the Server Settings tab, then
click Test. You should see a message that says the HSM connection is OK.

Changing the Client Certificate Mode
If you have an existing HSM configuration and you want to change from using a single cluster certificate to individual
node certificates, or if you want to change from individual node certificates to a single cluster certificate, you need to
reset your HSM configuration and recreate it from the beginning.
Warning:
l

l

When you reset your HSM configuration, KeyControl permanently deletes all Admin keys stored on any HSM servers
in the current configuration. Make sure you have downloaded the Admin Key in case you need to restore your
KeyControl system to its current state.
If any of your Cloud VM Sets use a KEK (Key Encryption Key) , the KEKs will not be deleted. However, KeyControl
will not be able to access those KEKs until you reconfigure the connection to the same partition on at least one of the
HSM servers that you originally used. If a VM protected by a KEK is rebooted before the HSM server connection had
been reestablished, the reboot will fail and VM will not be accessible to any users. For more information, see KEKs
with Cloud VM Sets on page 123.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the System Settings section, click HSM Server Settings.
4. Click Reset Server Settings and confirm the reset at the prompt.
5. Reconfigure your HSM settings as described in Configuring KeyControl as an HSM Client with a Single Cluster
Certificate on page 64 or Configuring KeyControl as an HSM Client with Individual Node Certificates on page 66.

Resetting the HSM Server Configuration
When you reset your HSM configuration, keep the following in mind:
l

l

l

KeyControl permanently deletes all Admin keys stored on any HSM servers in the current configuration. Make sure
you have downloaded the most recent Admin Key in case you need to restore your KeyControl system to its current
state.
If any of your Cloud VM Sets use a KEK (Key Encryption Key) , the KEKs will not be deleted. However, KeyControl
will not be able to access those KEKs until you reconfigure the connection to the same partition on at least one of the
HSM servers that you originally used. If a VM protected by a KEK is rebooted before the HSM server connection had
been reestablished, the reboot will fail and VM will not be accessible to any users. For more information, see KEKs
with Cloud VM Sets on page 123.
The KeyControl client on the HSM servers will not be deleted. If you want to remove the KeyControl client from the
HSM server, you must do this manually on each HSM server in your configuration.
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Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the System Settings section, click HSM Server Settings.
4. Click Reset Server Settings and confirm the reset at the prompt.

SNMP Traps in KeyControl
You can configure KeyControl to send an SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) trap whenever an alert is
generated. These alerts can be divided into two categories:
l

l

System-level alerts apply to events that are handled by Security Admins, such as numerous failed login attempts for
a KeyControl user account or if the KeyControl license is about to expire.
Group-level alerts apply to events that are handled by Cloud Admins or Domain Admins, such as if a VM needs to be
re-authorized or if the KeyControl cluster status changes.

You can specify one system-level SNMP trap configuration and one group-level SNMP trap configuration for each Cloud
Admin or Domain Admin user group in the system.
If a group-level alert is raised and there is no matching group-level SNMP trap configuration, KeyControl defaults to the
system-level SNMP trap configuration.

Configuring System-Level SNMP Traps
The system-level trap configuration is always used for alerts that affect Security Admins. It is also used for group-level
alerts if no specific group-level configuration exists in KeyControl.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the System Settings section, click SNMP Settings.
4. On the SNMP Settings page, specify the options you want to use.

Field

SNMP
Version

Description

Enabled

All

Select True if you want KeyControl to use this SNMP configuration.

Server

All

The hostname or IP address of the SNMP server.

Port

All

The SNMP port number. The default SNMP port is 162.
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Field

SNMP
Version

Description
The SNMP version. KeyControl supports version 2c and version 3.

Version

All

Note: The rest of the fields displayed in page depend upon the selected
version.

Community

2c

Specify the community string for your SNMP server.

User

3

The user ID that should be associated with the trap.
This can be:
l

Notification Type

3
l

Engine ID

3

Inform — KeyControl sends the SNMP trap and expects an
acknowledgment that the trap was received in return.
Trap — KeyControl sends the SNMP trap but does not expect an
acknowledgment.

If the Notification Type is Trap, enter the SNMP engine ID assigned to the
SNMP manager. You can enter between 10 and 64 hexadecimal
characters.
This can be:
l

l

Security Level

3
l

No Authentication, No Privacy — KeyControl sends the messages
in plain text and no authentication is done by the SNMP server.
With Authentication, No Privacy — KeyControl sends the message
in plain text but the SNMP server authenticates the message before
logging it.
With Authentication, With Privacy — KeyControl encrypts the
message before sending it and the SNMP server authenticates the
message before logging it.
For encryption, KeyControl supports AES (Advanced Encryption
Standard) or DES (Data Encryption Standard).

3

The type of authentication to use with the SNMP server if one of the
authentication options is selected in the Security Level field. KeyControl
supports MD5 and SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm).

Authentication Key

3

The authentication key that KeyControl should send to the
SNMP manager if one of the authentication options is selected in the
Security Level field. If you want to view the key in plain text, click the eye
icon.

Privacy Protocol

3

The privacy protocol to use if With Authentication, With Privacy is
selected in the Security Level field. This can be AES or DES.

Privacy Key

3

The privacy key to use if With Authentication, With Privacy is selected
in the Security Level field. If you want to view the key in plain text, click
the eye icon.

Authentication
Protocol

Agent Port
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5. When you are finished, click Apply.
6. If you want to test the configuration, click Test SNMP Settings.
Note: The SNMP trap must be enabled and you must apply the settings before you can test the configuration.
7. If you want to download the MIB file, click Download MIB File.

Configuring SNMP Agent Users for Polling
After you enable SNMP traps, you can configure one or more SNMP agent users that allow the SNMP agent to poll
KeyControl for system information.
The following OIDS are available for querying:
l

IF-MIB::ifTable (.1.3.6.1.2.1.2.2)

l

HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrFSTable (.1.3.6.1.2.1.25.3.8)

l

HOST-RESOURCES-MIB::hrSystem (.1.3.6.1.2.1.25.1)

l

l

'NET-SNMP-EXTEND-MIB::nsExtendOutputFull."svstat”'
(.1.3.6.1.4.1.8072.1.3.2.3.1.2.6.115.118.115.116.97.116)
SNMPv2-MIB::system (.1.3.6.1.2.1.1)

l

UCD-SNMP-MIB::dskTable (.1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.10)

l

UCD-SNMP-MIB::laTable (.1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.9)

l

UCD-SNMP-MIB::memory (.1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.4)

l

UCD-SNMP-MIB::systemStats (.1.3.6.1.4.1.2021.11)

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the System Settings section click SNMP Settings.
4. Click the Agent Users tab.
5. To create a new agent, click Actions > Add User and specify the options you want to use. When you are done,
click Apply.
Note: SNMP agent settings cannot be changed after you save the agent.

Field

SNMP
Version

Description
The SNMP version. KeyControl supports version 2c and version 3.

Version

All

Network

2c
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Field

SNMP
Version

Description

Community

2c

The community string for your SNMP server.

User

3

The user ID that should be associated with the agent.
This can be:
l

l

Security Level

3
l

No Authentication, No Privacy — KeyControl sends the messages
in plain text and no authentication is done by the SNMP server.
With Authentication, No Privacy — KeyControl sends the message
in plain text but the SNMP server authenticates the message before
logging it.
With Authentication, With Privacy — KeyControl encrypts the
message before sending it and the SNMP server authenticates the
message before logging it.
For encryption, KeyControl supports AES (Advanced Encryption
Standard) or DES (Data Encryption Standard).

3

The type of authentication to use with the SNMP server if one of the
authentication options is selected in the Security Level field. KeyControl
supports MD5 and SHA (Secure Hash Algorithm).

Authentication Key

3

The authentication key that KeyControl should send to the
SNMP manager if one of the authentication options is selected in the
Security Level field. If you want to view the key in plain text, click the eye
icon.

Privacy Protocol

3

The privacy protocol to use if With Authentication, With Privacy is
selected in the Security Level field. This can be AES or DES.

Privacy Key

3

The privacy key to use if With Authentication, With Privacy is selected
in the Security Level field. If you want to view the key in plain text, click
the eye icon.

Authentication
Protocol

6. To delete an existing agent, select that agent then select Actions > Delete Selected User. To delete multiple
users, enable Multi-Select, click the agents you want to delete, then select Actions > Delete Selected Users.

Configuring Group-Level SNMP Traps
The group-level trap configurations are used for alerts that affect Cloud Admins or Domain Admins. If no group-level
configuration is specified for a particular group-level alert, KeyControl defaults to the System-level SNMP configuration
settings.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI on any node in the cluster using an account with the security privilege that matches
the type of group configuration you want to create. For example, if you want to create a Cloud Admin group-level
SNMP configuration, you need to log in with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
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3. In the Group Settings section, click Group SNMP Settings.
4. On the SNMP Settings page, select the Cloud Admin Group to which you want the configuration to apply in the
Group field.
5. Specify the SNMP configuration options you want to use.

Field

SNMP
Version

Description

Enabled

All

Select True if you want KeyControl to use this SNMP configuration.

Server

All

The hostname or IP address of the SNMP server.

Port

All

The SNMP port number. The default SNMP port is 162.

Version

All

Note: The rest of the fields displayed in page depend upon the selected
version.

Community

2c

Specify the community string for your SNMP server.

User

3

The user ID that should be associated with the trap.

The SNMP version. KeyControl supports version 2c and version 3.

This can be:
l

Notification Type

3
l

Engine ID

3

Inform — KeyControl sends the SNMP trap and expects an
acknowledgment that the trap was received in return.
Trap — KeyControl sends the SNMP trap but does not expect an
acknowledgment.

If the Notification Type is Trap, enter the SNMP engine ID assigned to the
SNMP manager. You can enter between 10 and 64 hexadecimal
characters.
This can be:
l

l

Security Level

3
l

No Authentication, No Privacy — KeyControl sends the messages
in plain text and no authentication is done by the SNMP server.
With Authentication, No Privacy — KeyControl sends the message
in plain text but the SNMP server authenticates the message before
logging it.
With Authentication, With Privacy — KeyControl encrypts the
message before sending it and the SNMP server authenticates the
message before logging it.
For encryption, KeyControl supports AES (Advanced Encryption
Standard) or DES (Data Encryption Standard).

Authentication
Protocol
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Field

SNMP
Version

Description

Authentication Key

3

The authentication key that KeyControl should send to the
SNMP manager if one of the authentication options is selected in the
Security Level field. If you want to view the key in plain text, click the eye
icon.

Privacy Protocol

3

The privacy protocol to use if With Authentication, With Privacy is
selected in the Security Level field. This can be AES or DES.

3

The privacy key to use if With Authentication, With Privacy is selected
in the Security Level field. If you want to view the key in plain text, click
the eye icon.

Privacy Key

6. When you are finished, click Apply.
7. If you want to test the configuration, click Test SNMP Settings.
Note: The SNMP trap must be enabled and you must apply the settings before you can test the configuration.
8. If you want to download the MIB file, click Download MIB File.

SNMP MIB File
The SNMP MIB (Management Information Base) file defines the properties for the managed objects in KeyControl. The
MIB file is written in an independent format and the object information it contains is organized hierarchically. OIDs
(Object Identifiers) in the MIB file uniquely identify each managed object. Each OID has an address that follows the
levels of the OID hierarchy.
The Enterprise OID for HyTrust is 1.3.6.1.4.1.33095. KeyControl's relative OID is 4.

Object Model
The model for a KeyControl MIB trap object is:
-- 1.3.6.1.4.1.33095.4.1.0.1
htkcKeyServerAlert NOTIFICATION-TYPE
OBJECTS
{ htkcKeyServerAlertID, htkcKeyServerAlertSeverity, htkcKeyServerAlertText,
htkcKeyServerHostname, htkcKeyServerIP, htkcDeviceHostname, htkcDeviceIP, htkcObjectName, htkcObjectID, htkcObjectType, htkcObjectDetail }
STATUS
current
DESCRIPTION "An HTKC alert."
::= { htkcKeyServerAlerts 1 }

Message Fields
Message Field

Description

htkcKeyServerAlertID

The Alert ID number.

htkcKeyServerAlertSeverity

The alert severity. This can be 0 (high), 5 (medium), or 10 (low).
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Message Field

Description

htkcKeyServerAlertText

The alert text.

Host Identification Fields
Field

Description

htkcKeyServerHostname Hostname of the KeyControl server generating the alert.
htkcKeyServerIP

IP address of the KeyControl server generating the alert.
Hostname of device for which alert is being generated.

htkcDeviceHostname

If the alert is about the KeyControl cluster, this will be the same as
htkcKeyServerHostname. If it is about a client object such as a VM, disk, or filesystem,
this will be the hostname of the VM on which the DataControl Policy Agent is running.
The IP address of the device for which alert is being generated.

htkcDeviceIP

This will either be the IP address of the KeyControl server or the address of the client VM
on which the Policy Agent is running.

Object Identification Fields
The following fields only apply if the object identity is available.

Field

Description

htkcObjectName Name of object for which alert is being generated.
htkcObjectID

UUID of object for which alert is being generated.

htkcObjectType

Type of object for which alert is being generated.

htkcObjectDetail

JSON string containing hierarchical list of objects starting from leaf node. This is necessary for
identifying the object based on name.
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Example
For example, here is a sample trap for the alert stating that Virtual Machine dkw2012 has been authenticated. The alert ID
is 85 and the priority is 10 (low).
2018-07-26 14:57:44 dkkc2 [UDP: [172.16.14.22]:19357->[0.0.0.0]:0]:
DISMAN-EVENT-MIB::sysUpTimeInstance = Timeticks: (0) 0:00:00.00 SNMPv2-MIB::snmpTrapOID.0 = OID:
HTKC-MIB::htkcKeyServerAlert
HTKC-MIB::htkcKeyServerAlertID = Gauge32: 85
HTKC-MIB::htkcKeyServerAlertSeverity = INTEGER: low(10)
HTKC-MIB::htkcKeyServerAlertText = STRING: "Added Virtual Machine dkw2012 (Cloud VM Set: windows), authentication complete"
HTKC-MIB::htkcKeyServerHostname = STRING: "dkkc2.localdomain"
HTKC-MIB::htkcKeyServerIP = STRING: "172.16.14.22"
HTKC-MIB::htkcDeviceHostname = "dkw2012.localdomain"
HTKC-MIB::htkcDeviceIP = STRING: "172.16.14.169"
HTKC-MIB::htkcObjectName = STRING: "dkw2012"
HTKC-MIB::htkcObjectID = STRING: "24bc7e36-90b6-11e8-a0fc-000c29cd584d"
HTKC-MIB::htkcObjectType = STRING: "CVM"
HTKC-MIB::htkcObjectDetail = STRING: "[{\"type\": \"CVM\", \"name\": \"dkw2012\", \"id\":
\"24bc7e36-90b6-11e8-a0fc-000c29cd584d\"}, {\"type\": \"CVMSET\", \"name\": \"windows\", \"id\":
\"307e83d2-90b2-11e8-a0fc-000c29cd584d\"}, {\"type\": \"GROUP\", \"name\": \"Cloud Admin Group\",
\"id\": \"d2e6a25b-9096-11e8-a0fc-000c29cd584d\"}]"

Downloading the SNMP MIB File
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI on any node in the cluster using an account with Security Admin, Cloud Admin, or
Domain Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. If your user account has:
l

l

Security Admin privileges, click SNMP Settings in the System Settings section and select Actions
> Download MIB File.
Domain Admin or Cloud Admin privileges, click Group SNMP Settings in the Group Settings section and click
Download MIB File at the bottom of the SNMP Settings page.

KeyControl downloads HTKC-MIB.txt to your browser's default download location.
4. Import the MIB file into your SNMP trap receiver so that the KeyControl traps are readable in your SNMP tool. For
details, see your SNMP documenation.

App Links
An App Link provides a secure way for KeyControl to exchange information with HyTrust CloudControl or HyTrust
CloudAdvisor.
Once the App Link has been established, the two applications verify all communications between them using a shared
secret. To keep the link secure, the two applications will periodically re-validate the link and create a new shared secret.
This length of time, called the Secret Expiry Interval, is a user-configurable value that defaults to 7 days.
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HyTrust also protects the communication between the two applications by allowing users to set the Replay Interval,
which is the amount of time a REST API based on the App Link can be replayed (resent) by one of the applications and
have the same affect. After this period, the REST API will be considered invalid. This prevents a third-party from
hijacking the communication between the two applications and then issuing the same command at a later time as part of
a Replay Attack. Even if the shared secret has not changed, the command itself will be invalid if the Replay Interval has
expired. The Replay Interval defaults to 15 minutes.
Important: All App Link settings affect the security and overhead costs of the App Links between KeyControl and
CloudAdvisor or CloudControl. We recommend that you do not change these settings unless you are directed to do so
by HyTrust Support.
For more information, see:
l

Linking KeyControl with CloudControl on page 48

l

Setting Global App Link Parameters below

l

Generating an App Link One Time Code on the next page

l

Editing an App Link on the next page

Setting Global App Link Parameters
Important: The global App Link settings affect the security and overhead costs of the App Links between KeyControl
and CloudAdvisor or CloudControl. We recommend that you do not change these settings unless you are directed to do
so by HyTrust Support.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the System Settings section, click App Links.
4. Select Actions > Global App Link Settings and specify the options you want to use.

Option

Description

App Link Replay
Interval

The length of time a REST API based on the App Link can be replayed (resent) and have
the same effect. After this interval expires, any REST API that is replayed will be
considered an invalid request.
The default is 15 minutes.

Secret Expiry Interval

The length of time for which a shared secret is valid between the linked applications.
When the shared secret expires, the linked applications will re-validate the
communication between themselves and create a new shared secret.
The default is 7 days.

5. When you are done, click Apply. KeyControl will use these values for any new App Links created in KeyControl.
The changes are not applied to any existing App Links.
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Generating an App Link One Time Code
To generate an App Link one time code:
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the System Settings section, click App Links.
4. Select Actions > Generate One Time Code. The KeyControl webGUI displays the App Link one time code in a
pop-up dialog box along with the length of time for which the code is valid. Make sure you specify the code exactly
as shown when entering it in an application link request and that you submit the link request before the code expires.
You can click the Copy button to copy the one time code to the clipboard.
5. If you want to generate another code, click Generate. Otherwise, click Close.

What to Do Next
Create the App Link request as described in the HyTrust CloudAdvisor documentation.

Editing an App Link
The only setting for an existing App Link that you can change is the Secret Expiry Interval. If an existing App Link is not
functioning correctly because of a network or SSL certificate change, create a new App Link between the two products. If
the App Link you are replacing is with CloudControl, you must then update the Boundary Control property in each Cloud
VM Set that uses the BoundaryControl feature. For details, see Linking KeyControl with CloudControl on page 48.
Important: App Link settings affect the security and overhead costs of the App Links between KeyControl and
CloudAdvisor or CloudControl. We recommend that you do not change these settings unless you are directed to do so
by HyTrust Support.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the System Settings section, click App Links.
4. Click on the App Link you want to edit, select Actions > Edit App Link, and specify the Secret Expiry Interval you
want to use.
5. When you are done, click Save.
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Using the KeyControl HyTrust KeyControl System
Console
When you log into the KeyControl VM console as htadmin, KeyControl displays the HyTrust KeyControl System
Console. This menu lets you configure the local KeyControl server. In general, the changes you make here do not apply
to any other KeyControl node in the cluster.
The menu is a TUI (Text-based User Interface). You navigate through the TUI using the Tab key to move between fields
and pressing Enter when the correct choice is highlighted. If the TUI screen has numbers at the start of the line, you can
also press the corresponding number key and then press Enter to navigate through the menus.
To return to the main HyTrust KeyControl System Console screen, press Esc (Escape). Based on where you are in the
menus, you may need to press Esc several times.
The HyTrust KeyControl System Console contains the following options:

Option

1

Name

Description
View or change the current network configuration. For details, see
Changing Network Settings on page 34.

Manage Network Settings

This menu also allows you to run network diagnostic tools. For
details, see Troubleshooting Network Issues on page 330.

2

Manage htadmin and SSH Access

Manage the htadmin account for this KeyControl node and enable
or disable access to the HyTrust KeyControl System Console via
SSH.

3

Manage Support Accounts

Enable or disable the full support login account (htsupport) or the
restricted login account (htrestricted).

4

Join an Existing KeyControl Cluster

Join this node to an existing KeyControl cluster. For details, see
Joining or Re-joining a KeyControl Cluster on page 116.

5

Download the HyTrust-generated CA certificate being used on
this KeyControl node so that you can add that certificate to your
Download HyTrust Internal Certificate
web browser as a trusted site. For details, see KeyControl
Certificates on page 36.

6

Gather Diagnostic Logs

Creates a support bundle with diagnostic information and log files
that HyTrust Support can use to diagnose issues with your
KeyControl cluster. To create a support bundle using the webGUI,
see Creating a Support Bundle with the webGUI on page 332.

7

Reboot or Shut Down KeyControl
Node

Reboots or shuts down the current KeyControl node. If you plan to
remove the node from the cluster or decommission it, see
Removing a KeyControl Node from a Cluster on page 115 or
Decommissioning a KeyControl Node on page 118.
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Option

8

Name

Description

Manage TUI Session Timeout and
Appearance

View or change the current timeout for the HyTrust KeyControl
System Console. After this period of time elapses with no user
input, KeyControl closes the HyTrust KeyControl System
Console and returns to the system login prompt.
This option also lets you toggle the 3D appearance for the HyTrust
KeyControl System Console.
This option is only available in certain circumstances.

9

Complete Upgrade from 4.3.2 Cluster

10

Quit TUI Session

HyTrust DataControl v 5.0

Warning: You should only select this option when directed to do
so during the version 5.0 upgrade process described in the
HyTrust DataControl Installation and Upgrade Guide. This is a
destructive process that should not be used at any other time.
Close the HyTrust KeyControl System Console and return to the
system login prompt.
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Overview
When a user logs into the KeyControl webGUI, the options displayed in the webGUI depend on two things: the privileges
associated with the user's account and the Cloud Admin Groups to which the user account has been assigned.
When you register a VM with KeyControl, you must assign that VM to a Cloud VM Set. In turn, every Cloud VM Set must
be assigned to a Cloud Admin Group that defines which users can see and maintain the VMs assigned to the Cloud VM
Set.
The relationship between Cloud Admin Groups and Cloud VM Sets is one to many. While each Cloud VM Set can only be
associated with one Cloud Admin Group, each Cloud Admin Group can contain any number of Cloud VM Sets.
When you create a Cloud Admin Group, you can associate any number of KeyControl user accounts or Active Directory
(AD) Security groups with that Cloud Admin Group. As soon as you assign a Cloud VM Set to that group and you register
a VM with that Cloud VM Set, all the KeyControl users and AD Security group members associated with the Cloud
Admin Group can see and manage that VM.
The following figure shows an example of the relationship between KeyControl users, Cloud Admin Groups, and Cloud
VM Sets. In this example:
l

l

Jim and Carol both have KeyControl-managed user accounts assigned to the Cloud Admin Group "AWS IBM VMs".
They are responsible for the VMs in the Cloud VM Sets "Amazon AWS" and "IBM Bluemix". When they log in, they
cannot see any of the VMs that have been registered with the "Microsoft Azure" Cloud VM Set.
Jon has a KeyControl-managed user account, and both his account and the Active Directory Security group "Azure
Cloud Admins" have been assigned to the Cloud Admin Group "Azure VMs". Jon and all the members of the
AD Security group are responsible for the VMs in the Cloud VM Set "Microsoft Azure". When Jon or any of the AD
Security group members log into KeyControl, they can only see the VMs in the "Microsoft Azure" Cloud VM Set.
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Active Directory
“Azure Cloud Admins”
AD Security Group

HyTrust KeyControl
AWS IBM VMs
Cloud Admin Group

Azure VMs
Cloud Admin Group

AD Group Members
User login: user@domain or domain\user
Jim

Amazon AWS
CVM Set
VM

VM

Carol

Jon

IBM Bluemix
CVM Set
VM
VM

VM
VM

VM
VM

Microsoft Azure
CVM Set
VM

VM

VM

Cloud Admin Groups
Every VM that you register with KeyControl must be assigned to a specific Cloud VM Set. A Cloud VM Set is a logical
grouping of related VMs, such as "Amazon EC2 VMs," "Azure VMs," and "Legal Dept VMs". The configuration settings
specified for a specific Cloud VM Set apply to all VMs registered with that set.
Every Cloud VM Set must be associated with a Cloud Admin Group that determines the list of KeyControl users and
Active Directory (AD) Security groups that can see and managed the VMs in that Cloud VM Set. All KeyControl users
that have access to a specific Cloud Admin Group can see all of the VMs registered with all of the Cloud VM Sets in that
group. Likewise, KeyControl alerts and audit log entries that pertain to the VMs in a Cloud Admin Group can be seen by
all members of that group, but they cannot be seen by the members of other Cloud Admin Groups.
When you install KeyControl, the installer creates a default group called Cloud Admin Group and assigns the default
user account, secroot, to that group. You can change the name of the default Cloud Admin Group or remove secroot
from that group, but you cannot delete that group.
In order to be associated with one or more Cloud Admin Groups, a KeyControl user account must have Cloud Admin
privileges. If you assign an Active Directory (AD) Security group to a Cloud Admin Group, then every individual user who
is a member of that Security group in Active Directory will be given Cloud Admin access to all of the VMs registered with
all of the Cloud VM Sets that are associated with the Cloud Admin Group. (For more information, see Considerations
When Using AD Security Groups on the next page.)
If you want to limit the access to the VMs registered with KeyControl, you can create multiple Cloud Admin Groups and
Cloud VM Sets. Then you can distribute the Cloud VM Sets among the Cloud Admin Groups and create a different
membership list for each Cloud Admin Group.
For example, let's say you have 5 VMs in the Midwestern US and another 10 VMs in India. You want the US VMs to be
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managed by one group of users and the Indian VMs to be managed by another. In addition, you have a small set of
superusers who can manage all aspects of KeyControl as well as any VM anywhere in the world.
To achieve this configuration, you could:
1. Create two Cloud Admin Groups, one called US-MidWest and the other called India-Bangalore.
2. Create a KeyControl-managed Cloud Admin user account for each Midwestern user, or create an AD Security group
on your AD server and then assign the relevant Midwest AD user accounts to that AD Security group. When you are
done, add the KeyControl user accounts or the AD Security group as members of the US-MidWest Cloud Admin
Group.
3. Create a KeyControl-managed Cloud Admin user account for each Indian user, or create an AD Security group on
your AD server and then assign the relevant Indian AD user accounts to that AD Security group. When you are
done, add the KeyControl user accounts or the AD Security group as members of the India-Bangalore Cloud
Admin Group.
4. Create two Cloud VM Sets, one called US-MidWest-VMs associated with the US-MidWest Cloud Admin Group
and the other called India-Bangalore-VMs associated with the India-Bangalore Cloud Admin Group.
5. Add the Midwest VMs to the US-MidWest-VMs Cloud VM Set.
6. Add the Indian VMs to the India-Bangalore-VMs Cloud VM Set.
7. Create a KeyControl-managed user account for each superuser with all three user roles (Security Admin, Domain
Admin, and Cloud Admin), and assign them to the US-MidWest Cloud Admin Group and the India-Bangalore
Cloud Admin Group.
Note: These superuser accounts must be created in and managed by KeyControl so that they can be assigned
Security Admin and Domain Admin privileges. Users from an AD Security group can only be assigned Cloud Admin
privileges.

Considerations When Using AD Security Groups
l

l

l

l

KeyControl only supports Active Directory (AD) Security groups. You cannot assign an AD Distribution group to a
Cloud Admin Group.
KeyControl only evaluates a user's Secondary AD group memberships when it determines the user's privileges. It
does not evaluate the user's Primary AD group membership. Therefore, all privileges must come from Secondary AD
Security groups.
KeyControl supports one and only one AD domain for account authentication. If your system configuration includes
KeyControl-managed user accounts that are authorized using an LDAP server, the AD Security groups must be part
of the same AD domain as those KeyControl-managed accounts. (For details, see Specifying an LDAP/AD
Authentication Server on page 96.)
If KeyControl sends an email alert to a Cloud Admin Group that is associated with one or more AD Security groups,
every member of the associated AD Security groups receives the email alert at the email address listed for them in
Active Directory. Individual AD users cannot turn off alert notifications.
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l

l

The relationship between AD Security groups and Cloud Admin Groups is many to many. You can associate any
number of AD Security groups with a Cloud Admin Group, and you can associate any number of Cloud Admin Groups
with an AD Security group.
If you assign an AD Security group to a Cloud Admin Group, then every individual user who is a member of that
AD Security group in Active Directory will be given Cloud Admin access to all of the VMs registered with all of the
Cloud VM Sets that are associated with the Cloud Admin Group.
You cannot exclude specific members of the AD group, nor can you grant automatic access to any AD groups nested
inside the parent group. Every AD group you want to include must be directly associated with the Cloud Admin Group,
and every individual member of every associated AD group will automatically get access to KeyControl and the VMs
associated with that Cloud Admin Group.
For details about Cloud Admins can do in KeyControl, see KeyControl User Accounts on page 90.

l

l

We recommend creating separate AD Security groups that contain only those users who require access to
KeyControl. Cloud Admins can decrypt any VM registered with any Cloud Admin Group of which they are a member,
so it is critical to make sure that access is restricted to a very small set of trusted users.
When an AD user logs into the KeyControl webGUI, his or her privileges are evaluated only during the initial log in. If
an AD user is removed from, or added to, a Security group in Active Directory while they are logged into the webGUI,
the changes to their account privileges will not take effect until after that AD user logs out of their current session and
then logs back into the webGUI.
Tip: Any KeyControl-managed user account with Security Admin privileges can view the Audit log to determine
which users are currently logged into the KeyControl webGUI.

l

When an AD user logs into the KeyControl webGUI, KeyControl Security Admins can see the exact AD group
memberships that KeyControl used when it assigned privileges to that AD user.

Creating a Custom Cloud Admin Group
Cloud Admin Groups can contain KeyControl-managed user accounts with Cloud Admin privileges or Active Directory
(AD) Security groups whose members are automatically granted Cloud Admin privileges when they log into KeyControl.
Users with Cloud Admin privileges:
l

l

Can manage the encryption of virtual machines that have the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent installed.
Can create and manage Cloud VM Sets, which separate the encrypted VMs into logical groups such as "VMs running
in AWS" or "UK Data Center VMs". The configuration settings selected for a Cloud VM Set are automatically applied
to all VMs in that set.

l

Can set options for specific VMs that override the default options specified in the Cloud VM Set.

l

Can create certificates for VMs and specify key expiration dates.

l

Can revoke access to individual encrypted disks/filesystems, or the whole VM. When access to disks is revoked,
filesystems are forcibly unmounted, thus removing access to clear-text data.

l

Can create encryption keys to securely move encrypted data between specified VMs in the same Cloud VM Set.

l

Can view audit records and alerts generated from the all VMs in the Cloud VM Sets to which they have access.
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Before You Begin
If you want to associate one or more AD Security groups with this Cloud Admin Group, make sure that:
l

l

l

You have reviewed the considerations described in Considerations When Using AD Security Groups on page 86.
The Security groups you want to add already exist in the AD server and that they contain only those users who require
access to KeyControl.
KeyControl can communicate with your AD authentication server. For details, see Specifying an LDAP/AD
Authentication Server on page 96.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Security.
3. Click the Groups tab.
4. Click Actions > Create Group.
5. In the Add New Group dialog box on the Group tab, specify the options you want to use.

Option

Description

Group Name

The name of the new Cloud Admin Group.

Description

An optional description of the group.

6. Click Next.
7. To add KeyControl users to the group, click the Members tab.
l

To assign an AD Security group, start typing the name of the group in the Active Directory Groups field.
KeyControl automatically searches the associated AD server and displays a list of Security groups matching
what you have typed. Select the group you want to add from the list. All members of the selected AD Security
group will be able to access KeyControl with Cloud Admin privileges and see all of the VMs registered to all of the
Cloud VM Sets that are assigned to this Cloud Admin Group.
Note: If the text you enter matches a large number of AD groups, the AD server may return the message "Size
Limit Exceeded". If this happens, enter a longer search string to limit the number of matches returned from the AD
server.

l

To assign a KeyControl-managed user to the group, move that user from the Available Users list box to the
Assigned Users list box.

8. Click Create.
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Changing a Cloud Admin Group
Before You Begin
If you want to associate one or more AD Security groups with this Cloud Admin Group, make sure that:
l

l

l

You have reviewed the considerations described in Considerations When Using AD Security Groups on page 86.
The Security groups you want to add already exist in the AD server and that they contain only those users who require
access to KeyControl.
KeyControl can communicate with your AD authentication server. For details, see Specifying an LDAP/AD
Authentication Server on page 96.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Security.
3. Click the Groups tab.
4. Select the group you want to modify.
5. On the Group tab, click on the Name or Description to change that field.
6. Click Save in the field to save your changes.
7. To change the users in a group, click the Members tab.
l

To assign an AD Security group, start typing the name of the Security group in the Active Directory Groups
field. KeyControl automatically searches the associated AD server and displays a list of Security groups
matching what you have typed. Select the Security group you want to add from the list. As soon as you select the
Security group name, all members of that Security group can immediately access KeyControl with Cloud Admin
privileges and see all of the VMs registered to all of the Cloud VM Sets that are assigned to this Cloud Admin
Group.
Note: If the text you enter matches a large number of AD groups, the AD server may return the message "Size
Limit Exceeded". If this happens, enter a longer search string to limit the number of matches returned from the AD
server.

l

To assign a KeyControl-managed user to the group, move them to the Assigned Users list box. To remove a
KeyControl-managed user from the group, move them to the Available Users list box.

Your changes are saved automatically.
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Deleting a Cloud Admin Group
You can only delete a Cloud Admin Group if there a no Cloud VM Sets registered with the group and no KeyControlmanaged users or Active Directory (AD) groups associated with the group.
To verify that there are no associated Cloud VM Sets or AD groups, you can look at the KeyControl User Members,
AD Group Members, and Number of VM Sets columns on the Security > Groups tab. All three of these columns
must show 0 (zero) members before you can delete the group.
Note: You cannot delete the Cloud Admin Group created when KeyControl was installed. The default name for this
group is Cloud Admin Group.

Procedure
1. If there are Cloud VM Sets still associated with this Cloud Admin Group:
a. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges. This account must be a member
of the Cloud Admin Group that you intend to delete. In addition, if you want to transfer the Cloud VM Sets to
another Cloud Admin Group instead of deleting them, this account must also be a member of the Cloud Admin
Groups to which you want to transfer the Cloud VM Sets.
b. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
c. On the VM Sets tab, look at the Group column. For each Cloud VM Set that is registered with the Cloud Admin
Group you want to delete, either delete that Cloud VM Set or associate that Cloud VM Set with a new Cloud
Admin Group.
2. If necessary, log into the KeyControl webGUI on any node in the cluster using an account with Security Admin
privileges.
3. In the top menu bar, click Security.
4. Click the Groups tab.
5. Select the group you want to delete.
6. Click the Members tab and remove any AD groups or KeyControl-managed users.
7. Click Actions > Delete Group.
8. Click Proceed at the prompt.

KeyControl User Accounts
There are two types of KeyControl user accounts:
l

KeyControl-managed user accounts. These are individual accounts created and administered locally in KeyControl. A
KeyControl-managed account can be authenticated locally (with a password stored in KeyControl) or externally (with
a password stored in an LDAP or RADIUS server), and it can have any combination of the available user
roles: Security Admin, Domain Admin, and Cloud Admin. These three user roles and their privileges are described
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below.
With KeyControl-managed accounts, a KeyControl Security Admin should create one user account for each person
who needs access to KeyControl, being careful to assign each account the appropriate user roles and access rights.
l

Active Directory (AD)-managed user accounts. Unlike KeyControl-managed accounts where you have to create one
account for each KeyControl user, AD-managed users are granted access at the AD Security group level. When a
KeyControl Security Admin creates a Cloud Admin Group, they can assign one or more AD Security groups to that
Cloud Admin Group. When they do so, every individual in every explicitly-named AD Security group is automatically
granted Cloud Admin access to KeyControl. (For more information, see Considerations When Using AD Security
Groups on page 86.)
AD Security groups can only be associated with a Cloud Admin Group, and the only available user role for an ADmanaged user account is Cloud Admin. This means you cannot use an AD group to specify users that need Security
Admin or Domain Admin access to KeyControl. Those users must have their own KeyControl-managed user
account.

By default, the KeyControl installer creates the KeyControl-managed user account secroot, which is automatically
assigned all three user roles and placed in the default Cloud Admin Group. You can change the password and group
membership for secroot, but you cannot delete the account or change its assigned Security Admin user role. We
recommend you only give the secroot password to a very small number of administrators who need root-level access.
The available user roles and their privileges are described below.

Security Admin
l

Can manage the KeyControl license.

l

Can create or delete KeyControl-managed user accounts and Cloud Admin Groups.

l

Can specify the LDAP server that KeyControl will use to authenticate AD user accounts.

l

Can assign KeyControl-managed users or AD groups to Cloud Admin Groups.

l

Can manage the master Admin key and set up KMIP or HSM as a external key server.

l

Can back up, restore, and upgrade KeyControl.

l

Can manage the KeyControl KMIP server settings, accounts, and objects.

l

Can enable KeyControl features such as email settings and BoundaryControl.

l

Can view all audit records. These records can be exported to an external syslog server.

l

Can view and delete alerts.

l

Cannot view any policies or virtual machines, and cannot modify any associated settings.

Domain Admin
l

Can manage HyTrust KeyControl clusters by adding, removing, and authorizing KeyControl nodes.

l

Can configure KeyControl node settings such as KeyControl heartbeat.

l

Can view audit log records and alerts generated by Domain Admin actions.
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Cloud Admin
l

l

Can manage the encryption of virtual machines that have the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent installed.
Can create and manage Cloud VM Sets, which separate the encrypted VMs into logical groups such as "VMs running
in AWS" or "UK Data Center VMs". The configuration settings selected for a Cloud VM Set are automatically applied
to all VMs in that set.

l

Can set options for specific VMs that override the default options specified in the Cloud VM Set.

l

Can create certificates for VMs and specify key expiration dates.

l

Can revoke access to individual encrypted disks/filesystems, or the whole VM. When access to disks is revoked,
filesystems are forcibly unmounted, thus removing access to clear-text data.

l

Can create encryption keys to securely move encrypted data between specified VMs in the same Cloud VM Set.

l

Can view audit records and alerts generated from the all VMs in the Cloud VM Sets to which they have access.

Implementation Differences Between User Account Types
The following topic summarizes the differences in how KeyControl-managed and Active Directory (AD)-managed user
accounts are implemented.

Account User Names and Logins
KeyControl-managed user accounts have a user name that is assigned by the KeyControl Security Admin. If the
KeyControl-managed account is authenticated through an external LDAP or RADIUS authentication server, than the
name assigned to the KeyControl user account must match exactly with the user name in the external authentication
server. For example, if the KeyControl account user name is frank and the authentication type is RADIUS, then an
account with the username frank must exist in the external RADIUS directory. User names are case sensitive and
cannot be changed after the account is created.
Users with a KeyControl-managed user account must log in using only their username, even if the account is externally
authenticated. KeyControl-managed account users should never include domain or server information in their user name
when they log in.
AD-managed user accounts must log in using their AD domain and remote directory user name. Users can specify their
login name in the format domain\username or username@domain, as well as by using the full UPN format
username@domain.server.com. For example, the user jim in the qa AD domain could log into the KeyControl webGUI
using any of the following user names: qa\jim, jim@qa,or jim@qa.ad.hytrust.com. User names are controlled by your
corporate AD administrator.
If a user has a KeyControl-managed account that is authenticated through LDAP and they are also part of an AD Security
group that is associated with at least one Cloud Admin Group, then the privileges they have when they log in depend on
the user name they log in with. If they specify just their user name, then they have the privileges associated with their
KeyControl-managed account. If they log in with their user name and domain, then they have the same Cloud Admin
privileges as any other member of that AD group, regardless of the privileges set for their KeyControl-managed account.
For example, let's say you have an AD user account named susan and you create a KeyControl-managed user account
named susan that is authenticated through the LDAP (AD) server. If you give that account only Security Admin
privileges, then, when Susan logs in as susan, she will have Security Admin privileges but she will not have Cloud Admin
or Domain Admin privileges.
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If Susan is also a member of the AD Security group "Azure Cloud Admins" in the azure AD domain and that Security
group is assigned to the Cloud Admin Group "Azure VMs", then, if Susan logs in as azure\susan or susan@azure, she
will have Cloud Admin privileges for all of the VMs registered with the Cloud VM Sets associated with that Cloud Admin
Group, but she will not have any Security Admin privileges.

Account Authentication
KeyControl-managed user accounts are authenticated whenever they issue a command, change tabs, or refresh the
KeyControl webGUI. So if one KeyControl-managed user is logged in and a KeyControl Security Admin disables the
account, the logged-in user is immediately prevented from making any changes in KeyControl. If the account is reenabled while the user is still logged in, all that user has to do is refresh the page to regain access. Similarly, if the
Security Admin grants the user additional privileges or changes the user's Cloud Admin Group associations, then those
changes will be visible to the user as soon as he or she refreshes the browser.
AD-manged accounts are authenticated only at the initial log in. If a user is logged into the KeyControl webGUI when
they are removed from the AD group through which they were granted access to KeyControl, that user still has full
KeyControl access until they log out. It is only after they log out that they will lose access to KeyControl. Similarly, if the
AD group they belong to is added to, or removed from, any Cloud Admin Groups, then those changes will not be visible to
the user until they log out and then log back into the KeyControl webGUI.

Two-Factor Authentication
KeyControl supports two-factor authentication (TFA) for any KeyControl-managed user account that is locally
authenticated through KeyControl. It does not support TFA for any accounts that authenticated through an LDAP,
RADIUS, or Active Directory authentication server. For more information, see Enabling Two-Factor Authentication on
page 104.

Account Passwords
KeyControl-managed user accounts that are locally authenticated have a password that is initially set by the Security
Admin who created the account. All passwords have a maximum duration and strength requirements set by the Security
Admins.
KeyControl-managed user accounts that are externally authenticated through an LDAP or RADIUS server have a
password that is managed in the external authentication server. KeyControl Security Admins cannot set the duration of or
strength requirements for these passwords.
KeyControl Security Admins can set the maximum number of failed logins allowed for all KeyControl-managed accounts,
even those accounts that are externally authenticated.
All AD-managed user accounts have a password that is controlled by the AD authentication server. KeyControl Security
Admins cannot set the duration of or strength requirements for these passwords, nor can they set the number of failed
login attempts allowed.

Account Property Changes
Security Admins can change all account properties for KeyControl-managed user accounts except for the account login
name and the authentication method. This includes the email address assigned to the account.
Security Admins cannot change any account properties for AD-managed accounts. All changes to those accounts must
be made by the AD administrator.
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Email Address Used for KeyControl Alerts
The email address for any KeyControl-managed account can be set by any KeyControl Security Admin or by the
KeyControl user themselves. All KeyControl eamil alerts will go to the email address stored in KeyControl, if one is
available. This is true even for KeyControl-managed accounts that use an external LDAP or RADIUS authentication
server. KeyControl only checks the user's externally-stored email address if there is no email address specified in
KeyControl.
The email address for any AD-managed account comes from Active Directory and can only be changed in Active
Directory. AD users cannot change the email address to which they recieve KeyControl email alerts in KeyControl.

Authentication for KeyControl User Accounts
KeyControl-Managed Account Authentication
KeyControl-managed accounts can be authenticated in the following ways:
l

l

Locally, with a password stored in KeyControl. KeyControl Security Admins can configure the password
requirements and expiration options, as well as the maximum number of login attempts that are allowed before the
KeyControl account is disabled and an expiration date after which the account will be automatically disabled.
Externally, through a RADIUS or LDAP/Active Directory authentication server. Security Admins cannot change the
password requirements or expiration options, but they can set the maximum number of login attempts that are
allowed before the KeyControl-managed account is disabled and they can set an expiration date on the account itself
so that it cannot be used after a certain date.
For LDAP and Active Directory servers, Security Admins can specify one and only one domain for all user account
authentication. You can, however, configure multiple domain controllers to provide failover in case one controller
becomes unreachable.
For RADIUS, Security Admins can specify the default RADIUS server information, but that information can be
overridden for a specific user account.

Active Directory-Managed Account Authentication
All Active Directory (AD)-managed accounts must belong to AD Security groups that are defined in the same AD domain.
While you can specify multiple domain controllers to provide failover, all of the Security groups you want to use must be
part of the same domain.
Note: An AD-managed user account cannot log into KeyControl for the first time if the KeyControl cluster is
degraded. AD accounts that have already successfully logged in at least once will continue to work, but, in a
degraded state, KeyControl cannot process a new AD user login.
If you plan to use a mix of KeyControl-managed user accounts that are authenticated through LDAP along with AD
Security groups, you must use the same AD domain for both the KeyControl-managed accounts and the AD Security
groups.

Configuring Local Authentication Settings
This procedure describes how to configure the password and account security options for all locally-authenticated
KeyControl-managed user accounts. Password requirements for externally-authenticated accounts is managed in your
LDAP or RADIUS authentication server.
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1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the General Settings section, click Authentication.
4. In the Type drop-down, select Local (Password).
5. On the Basic tab, change the options as desired, then click Apply when finished.

Field

Description

Password Expiration

The maximum number of days that a password can be used before it expires. KeyControl
also uses this value to calculate the default password expiration date when a new local
KeyControl user is created. (Default: 60.)
Once a password expires, the user is prompted to change their account password the
next them they log into the webGUI.
The number of failed login attempts allowed before the user account is locked. (Default:
5.)

Max Failed Logins

If the maximum number of logins is exceeded, the next time the user attempts to log in
they receive a message informing them that the account is disabled and telling them to
talk to a Security Administrator.
The Security Administrator must then re-enable the account as described in Re-enabling a
KeyControl-Managed User Account on page 105.
Note: This option applies to all KeyControl-managed accounts, even ones that are
authenticated using LDAP or RADIUS.

Minimum Previous
Passwords

The number of unique new passwords that must be associated with a user account before
an old password can be used. (Default: 5.)

6. On the Strength tab, click the desired value to change the setting, then click Save when finished. If you change one
of these settings, KeyControl applies the new requirements to any new passwords created for a KeyControl
account. It does not apply the requirements to any existing KeyControl account passwords.

Field

Description

Minimum Password
Length

The minimum number of characters that must be in a password. (Default: 8.)

Minimum Uppercase
Characters

The minimum number of characters that must be upper case. (Default: 1.)

Minimum Special
Characters

The minimum number of characters that must be something other than a-z, A-Z,or 0-9.
(Default: 1.)

Minimum Lowercase
Characters

The minimum number of characters that must be lowercase. (Default: 1.)

Minimum Required
Digits

The minimum number of characters that must be numeric. (Default: 1.)
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7. When you are finished, click Close.

Specifying an LDAP/AD Authentication Server
For KeyControl-managed user accounts, you can use any LDAP server. If you want to specify AD-managed Security
groups whose members will have Cloud Admin access to the VMs registered with KeyControl, you must specify
a Windows Active Directory (AD) server.
KeyControl uses the same settings for both local account authentication and AD Security group authentication. You can
specify up to two AD domain controllers for failover, but both controllers must manage the same AD domain.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the General Settings section, click Authentication.
4. In the Type drop-down, select LDAP.
5. On the Domain tab, specify the options you want to use. When you are done, click Apply.

Field
Domain Name

Description
The Domain name to use for account authentication.
You cannot specify multiple domain names.
The AD account that KeyControl should use when logging into the AD server.
Specify the account using one of the following formats:
l

Distinguished Name (DN). For example,
CN=Administrator,CN=users,DC=hytrust,DC=com

Service Account
l

User Principal Name (UPN). For example, administrator@hytrust.com.

l

Account username. For example, administrator.

The AD account is usually an administrative user and it can have read only
permissions on the AD server.
Service Account Password

The password for the Service Account.

UID Attribute

The Security Manager Account Name (sAMAccountName) for the user.

6. If you want to add or change a Domain Controller, go to the Domain Controllers tab. To add a controller, click the
blue + (Plus) sign. You can add up to two domain controllers per KeyControl cluster.
If you specify two domain controllers, make sure your primary controller appears first in this list. KeyControl always
tries to authenticate an AD user through the first domain controller listed.
To edit an existing domain controller, select that controller and then click the edit button. You can specify the
following basic options:
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Field

Description

Server URL

The LDAP server IP address or hostname. Select ldap:// or ldaps:// from the
drop-down list and enter the URL in the text field. To include a port number,
specify :port after the name. For example, ldaps://10.238.66.33:389.

STARTTLS

Enable this option if you want KeyControl to use Transport Layer Security (TLS)
protocol when communicating with the LDAP server.
Note: This option is only available if the Server URL starts with ldap://.

CA Certificate

If you are using ldaps:// or have selected the STARTTLS option for ldap://,
click Load File and select the CA (Certificate Authority) certificate for the
LDAP server.
The certificate must be in Base64 encoded pem format.

If you want to specify advanced domain controller options, click Show Advanced Settings and specify the options
you want to use.

Field

Description

User Search Context

The Distinguished Name (DN) of the node where the search for users should
start. This option applies to KeyControl-managed account names that are
authenticated through LDAP.
For performance reasons, the base DN should be as specific as possible.
For example, dc=ldapserver,dc=com.

Group Search Context

The Distinguished Name (DN) of the node where the search for Security groups
should start. This option applies to AD Security groups being associated with a
Cloud Admin Group.
If multiple domain controllers have been specified, this is the amount of time
KeyControl should wait for a response before it re-sends the request to another
domain controller.

Timeout

This option only applies to the TCP/LDAP request. It does not apply to the DNS
request before the LDAP server has been successfully contacted. If the DNS
server is down, KeyControl may take longer than the length of time specified here
before it fails over to the next domain controller in the list or it considers the
authentication request to have failed.

7. When you are finished, click Save & Close. KeyControl automatically verifies that it can reach the specified
domain controller using the service account credentials you specified on the Domain tab.
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Specifying Default RADIUS Authentication Server Settings
By default, KeyControl uses the RADIUS server settings specified here when you create a KeyControl-managed user
account and specify RADIUS as the authentication type. You can override the default RADIUS server settings when you
create the user account.
Changes to the default settings are not applied to existing accounts. If you want to change the RADIUS settings for
existing KeyControl-managed user accounts, see Changing KeyControl Account Details as a Security Administrator on
page 105.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the General Settings section, click Authentication.
4. In the Type drop-down, select RADIUS and specify the options you want to use.

Field

Description

Server

The RADIUS server IP address or hostname.

Port

The port number for the RADIUS server.

Shared Secret

The Shared Secret defined for secure communication with the RADIUS server.
Select the authentication method you want to use. KeyControl supports:

Authentication Method

l

PAP (Password Authentication Protocol)

l

CHAP (Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol)

l

MS-CHAP (Microsoft Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol) v1 and v2.

5. To test your RADIUS server, click Test RADIUS Server. KeyControl displays an error message if there is a
problem or a confirmation message if the server is available and the Shared Secret is correct.
6. When you are finished, click Apply.

Setting the webGUI Session Timeout
By default, a KeyControl webGUI session is logged out automatically after 30 minutes of inactivity. You can shorten the
timeout but you cannot lengthen it.
Note: If the user closes the browser without explicitly logging out from KeyControl first, KeyControl does not end the
session until the session timeout is reached.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the General Settings section, click Session Timeout.
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4. Use the slider to set the desired value. You can set the timeout to be between 1 and 30 minutes.
5. Click Close.

Setting the Default Account Expiration
When you create a KeyControl-managed user account, KeyControl automatically assigns an account expiration date 365
days from the date the account is created. If you change this default, the expiration date for existing accounts is not
changed. The new value is only applied to future accounts.
The default expiration date can also be overridden on an account by account basis when you create a new user account.
For details, see Creating a New KeyControl-Managed User Account below.
Note: This option applies only to KeyControl-managed accounts. It does not apply to AD-managed user accounts.
For details, see KeyControl User Accounts on page 90.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the General Settings section, click KeyControl Account.
4. In the Account Expires After field, click the existing value and enter a number of days between 1 and 999. The
default is 365 days.
5. Click Save and close the General Settings dialog box.

Creating a New KeyControl-Managed User Account
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Security.
3. Click the KeyControl Managed Users tab.
4. Select Actions > Create User.
5. On the User tab, enter the following information. All fields on this tab are required.
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Field

Login Name

Description
The login name for the KeyControl-managed user account. The login name is casesensitive, so you could have three different accounts called CloudAdmin,
Cloudadmin, and cloudadmin.
The login name can contain standard alphanumeric characters, hyphens (-),
underscores (_), and periods (.). It cannot contain spaces or other special
characters.

Full Name

The full name of the user associated with the account. This name is included on any
audit log messages generated by that user's activity. Therefore, we recommend that
you specify a unique full name for each KeyControl user.

Email Address

If your system is configured to send email alerts, they will be sent to this email
address. The alerts a user sees depends on their user role and group access.

Account Expiration

Account Enabled
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The date on which this user account should expire. The default is one year from the
creation date.
KeyControl automatically disables expired accounts but does not delete them.
Disabled accounts can be re-enabled in the KeyControl webGUI.
Check this box to have the account be available as soon as you create it. If you
clear this check box, KeyControl sets the account status to Disabled and you will
need to manually enable it through the webGUI.
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6. On the Authentication tab, select the type of authentication you want to use.

Authentication
Method

Description
1. In the Authentication drop-down, select Local.
2. In the Password and Repeat Password fields, enter the password for this user
account.

Locally by KeyControl

3. In the Password Expiration field, enter the date on which the password should
expire. Once this date is reached, the user will be prompted to enter a new
password the next time they log into KeyControl.
The expiration date cannot be longer than the number of days defined in the
default local authentication settings. For more information, see Configuring
Local Authentication Settings on page 94.
Tip: If you want to force the user to change their password the first time they log
in, select a date in the past for the Password Expiration date.
1. In the Authentication drop-down, select RADIUS.
2. If you want to use the pre-configured RADIUS settings, leave the Use default
Radius settings check box checked and continue to the next step.

Externally by a RADIUS
authentication server

3. If you want to change the default RADIUS settings, clear the Use default
Radius settings check box and enter the RADIUS server address, port
number, shared secret, and authentication method in the designated fields. For
more information, see Specifying Default RADIUS Authentication Server
Settings on page 98.
4. To test the connection to the server, click Test RADIUS Server.
In the Authentication drop-down, select LDAP.

Externally by an LDAP
authentication server

KeyControl does not currently support individual LDAP settings. Instead, every
LDAP user account must use the global LDAP configuration. For more information,
see Specifying an LDAP/AD Authentication Server on page 96.

7. When you have finished specifying the authentication method, click Next.
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8. On the Privileges and Groups tab:
a. Check one or more of the user role check boxes to assign this user Security Admin, Domain Admin, and/or
Cloud Admin privileges. Security Admins configure KeyControl and create user accounts and Cloud Admin
Groups, Domain Admins manage the KeyControl servers in the cluster, and Cloud Admins manage the VMs
registered with KeyControl. For a complete list of the privileges associated with each user role, see KeyControl
User Accounts on page 90.
b. If you assigned the Cloud Admin user role to this account, in the Available Groups list box, select one or more
Cloud Admin Groups to which this user should belong and click the right arrow to move the selected groups to
the Assigned Groups list box.
When you add a Cloud Admin to a Cloud Admin Group, that user can see and manage all VMs registered with all
of the Cloud VM Sets associated with that group. A Cloud Admin can belong to any number of Cloud Admin
Groups.
c. Click Create.
9. When you see the User Successfully Created message, click Close or Create More Users.

Setting webGUI User Preferences
webGUI user account preferences are saved in KeyControl so that your preferences are available even if you log in from
a new location or using a different browser.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI with your standard account credentials.
2. In the top menu bar, open the User Menu by clicking the down arrow following your login name.

3. Select User Preferences.
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4. On the User Preferences page, you can:
l

l

l

l

l

Select the page you want KeyControl to display automatically whenever you log into the webGUI by selecting it
in the Default Landing Page drop-down. The pages available depend on the privileges associated with your user
account.
Reset the initial landing page to the HyTrust default by clicking the Reset Initial Landing Page to Default
button. The default page depends on the privileges associated with your account.
Have KeyControl remember your table column settings between sessions by checking the Save Column
Preferences check box. This option is enabled by default.
Restore all default table settings and remove any customizations by clicking the Reset All Grids to Default
Configuration button.
Change the webGUI skin by selecting a theme in the Theme drop-down.
The Dark theme is shown above. The Light theme looks like this:

5. When you are done, click Save Preferences.

Changing Your KeyControl User Account Settings
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI with your standard account credentials.
Note: AD-managed account users can view their account settings but they cannot change them.
2. Click Settings.
3. To change your account settings, click the contents of the appropriate field. KeyControl-managed account users
can change:
l

Full Name — Click the current name and enter the new information. When you are done, click Save. The full
name can contain letters, digits, hyphens (-), or underscores (_).
Note: The full name is associated with any audit log messages generated by the activity on this account. We
recommend that every user be assigned a unique full name. Before you change this information consult your
KeyControl Administrator to make sure the full name you want to use is available.

l

l

l

Password — Click the Change Password button and enter your new password in the Change Password dialog
box. When you are done, click Update Password. You can only change the password for a locally authenticated
KeyControl-managed user account. All other account passwords must be changed through the external
RADIUS, LDAP, or Active Directory authentication server.
Email Address — Click the current email address and enter the new information. When you are done, click Save.
Send Alert Notifications — If this is set to On, any alert notifications are emailed to the address associated with
the account. If it is Off, alert notifications can only be viewed in the webGUI.
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l

Two-Factor Authentication — If this is set to On, you are required to have an authentication token when logging
into the webGUI. If it is set to Off, you can log in using your standard username/password combination. For
details, see Enabling Two-Factor Authentication below.
Note: Two-Factor Authentication is only available for locally-authenticated KeyControl-managed user accounts.
It is not available for accounts that use LDAP, AD, or RADIUS authentication.

Enabling Two-Factor Authentication
Two-factor authentication requires you to enter two forms of identification before you can access your KeyControl
webGUI account. The first form is your standard username/password combination, and the second is a one-time
password (OTP) generated by a authorization app.
KeyControl supports HMAC-based One Time Passwords (HOTP) and Time-based One-time Passwords (TOTP). HOTP
uses an event-based algorithm, and passwords generated through this method are valid until the next event occurs.
TOTP passwords are only available for a very short amount of time and are therefore more secure.
Note: Two-Factor Authentication is only available for locally-authenticated KeyControl-managed user accounts. It is
not available for LDAP, AD, or RADIUS accounts.

Before You Begin
Make sure you have access to an authentication app that can generate HOTP or TOTP passwords. For example:
l

l

For TOTP authentication, you can use the free app Authy on both iOS and Android. Authy continually creates
passwords that are valid for 30 seconds. If the current password will expire before you can submit the login request,
you need to wait for Authy to generate a new password and then you can use that to log in.
For HOTP authentication on iOS, you can use the free app OTP Auth. A password generated through OTP Auth is
valid from the time you create it until you use it to log in. To log in a second time you must click the Next button in the
app to generate a new password.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI with your standard account credentials.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the Two-Factor Authentication field, click Set up Two-Factor Authentication.
4. In the Enable Two-Factor dialog box:
a. Select the HOTP or TOTP radio button.
b. Scan the generated bar code with your authorization app.
c. Enter the six-digit verification code from your app in the dialog box.
d. Click Continue. KeyControl verifies that the code is correct and displays a message indicating success or
failure. If the code is not correct, re-enter it.
e. After the code has been accepted, click Done.
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5. The next time you log into the KeyControl webGUI, you will need to append a valid OTP to your standard account
password on the KeyControl webGUI Login Page. Do not add any characters or spaces between your account
password and the one-time password generated by your authorization app. In addition, if you are using TOTP, make
sure the password will not expire before you submit the login request.

Changing KeyControl Account Details as a Security
Administrator
This procedure is for KeyControl-managed user accounts only. You cannot change the account details for any ADmanaged user accounts. For details, see KeyControl User Accounts on page 90.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Security.
3. Click the KeyControl Managed Users tab.
4. Select the account you want to modify in the list. The KeyControl webGUI displays the details for the selected
account below the table.
5. Click the tab containing the information you want to change.
l

The full name, account status, and email information is on the User tab.
The User tab also lets you disable two-factor authentication for another user's account. If you do so, however,
the user will need to re-enable it themselves. You cannot enable two-factor authentication for any other user's
account. For more information, see Enabling Two-Factor Authentication on the previous page.

l

The authentication method and password for locally-authenticated accounts is on the Authentication tab.

l

The user role and group membership information is on the Privileges and Groups tab.

6. Click the field that you want to change and enter the new value in that field. When you are done, click Save. Your
changes are immediately applied to the account.

Re-enabling a KeyControl-Managed User Account
A KeyControl-managed user account can become disabled for the following reasons:
l

The number of consecutive unsuccessful login attempts has exceeded the value set for Max Failed Logins. For
more information, see Configuring Local Authentication Settings on page 94.

l

A KeyControl Security Admin has manually disabled the account.

l

The expiration date associated with the account has passed.

l

The Account Enabled check box was not selected when the user account was created.

Important: If you cannot log into any KeyControl accounts with Security Admin privileges, contact HyTrust Support.
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Re-enabling a KeyControl-Managed User Account

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Security.
3. Select the account you want to re-enable in the list. The KeyControl webGUI displays the details for the selected
account below the table.
4. In the Account Status field, click Disabled.
5. Check the Enabled? check box and click Save.
6. Verify the expiration date in the Account Expiration field.
7. To change the account password, click the Authentication tab then click Change Password.
Your changes take effect immediately.
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KeyControl Nodes and Clusters
When you install KeyControl, the process creates a KeyControl node that can operate singly or be joined with other
KeyControl nodes to form an active-active cluster. These nodes can be installed in different geographic locations, but
they must be able to communicate with each other and with the Policy Agent installed on the encrypted servers
associated with the cluster.
All KeyControl nodes in a cluster share configuration settings, keys, and policy information. Changes made on one node
are automatically synced to all nodes in the cluster through an encrypted object store. This provides a failover
mechanism in case a KeyControl node becomes unreachable.
The KeyControl nodes constantly exchange heartbeats to verify that every node in the cluster is reachable. If all nodes
respond to the heartbeats, the cluster is considered "healthy". If one or more nodes stop responding for a given length of
time, the cluster is considered "degraded". If a cluster is degraded, the active KeyControl nodes can still serve requests
for keys and policies from the associated Policy Agents, but you cannot make changes to the nodes in the cluster.
The heartbeat interval and status thresholds are user-configurable for the cluster. For details, see Setting Cluster Options
on the next page.
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Viewing the Cluster Status
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Domain Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, look at the Cluster icon. If there is a green heart, the cluster is healthy. If there is a red X, the
cluster is degraded. You can also look at the Status field on the Cluster tab.
For example the following screenshot shows a healthy cluster containing two KeyControl nodes.

If the cluster were degraded, the status would look like this:

3. To view the status of the individual servers in the cluster, click the Servers tab. The Status column shows Online or
Unreachable for each server in the cluster.
Tip: To sort the unreachable servers to the top, click the Down Arrow (v) in the Status column and select Sort
Descending.

Setting Cluster Options
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Domain Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cluster and specify the options you want to use.

Option

Description

Description

A user-defined description for the cluster.

Status

The status of the cluster. If this is Healthy, all KeyControl nodes are functioning
normally. If this is Degraded, KeyControl can still serve requests for keys and
policies from the associated Policy Agents, but you cannot make changes to the
nodes in the cluster.
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Option

Description

Group Administrator

The KeyControl administration group to which this cluster belongs. You cannot
change this field.
The hostnames or IP addresses of systems that are allowed to access the
KeyControl backup directory through NFS. (0.0.0.0 means any server can have
access.)

Backup Hosts

Any time you back up KeyControl, it automatically stores the backup file in a folder
called /hcs/backup. If you issue an NFS mount command to that directory from
another server, you can access any of the backup files. Make sure these backup
images are securely stored in case you ever need to restore KeyControl. For
details, see KeyControl Backup and Restore on page 111.
The amount of time that a KeyControl node waits to receive a response from
another KeyControl node. If a response is not received by the specified timeout, the
KeyControl cluster goes into degraded mode, which indicates a network
connectivity problem.
Enter a value between 1 and 30 seconds. (Default: 5 seconds.)

Cluster Operation Timeout

If a KeyControl cluster frequently switches between degraded state and healthy
state, you can increase this timeout. We recommend, however, that you keep the
timeout as short as possible.
Note: Typically, network latency is measured in milliseconds. Based on the
clusters we have deployed at Amazon, the network latency from Northern California
to Oregon was under ~100ms, North Virginia to Oregon was around ~200ms, and
Northern California to Ireland was over ~280ms. The values varied based on time of
day and the day of the week, but all values were considerably less than 5 seconds.
If delays are consistently above 5 seconds, there is a network problem somewhere
or a node is down.
If set to Yes, nodes that have been authenticated successfully will, when restarted,
attempt to automatically reconnect to the KeyControl cluster. If Check Hardware
ID is set to Yes, the hardware check must pass before reconnection is allowed.

Allow Reconnect

If set to No, any KeyControl node that restarts must be manually authenticated by a
Domain Admin.
The default is Yes, which is the most permissive. For maximum system security,
set this option to No.
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Option

Description

Require Authentication
Passphrase

If set to Yes, when you instruct a KeyControl node to join or re-join an existing
cluster, you must specify a one-time passphrase on the KeyControl node itself.
When you then authenticate the new node through the KeyControl webGUI in the
existing cluster, you must enter the same passphrase in the webGUI that you
entered on the new KeyControl node. This provides an out-of-band assurance that
the node is valid and should be allowed to join.
If set to No, no passphrase is required and the node is automatically added to the
cluster without any additional verification required.
Important: The default is Yes. We recommend you do not change this option
unless your environment has other security measures in place.

Hide
Authentication Passphrase

If set to Yes, the authentication passphrase is masked when the Domain Admin
enters it in the KeyControl Installation TUI (Text-based User Interface).
If set to No, the authentication passphrase is shown in plain text as the Domain
Admin enters it.
The default is No.

Check Hardware ID

If set to Yes, when a KeyControl node attempts to reconnect with the cluster,
KeyControl checks a collection of hardware signatures to validate that the node is
the same one that was previously disconnected. If the validation fails, the node
must be manually authenticated by a Domain Admin.
If set to No, KeyControl does not validate the hardware ID when a node reconnects.
The default is Yes. We recommend you do not change this option without direct
guidance from HyTrust support.

Heartbeat Timeout

The number of seconds to wait for a KeyControl heartbeat response between
KeyControl nodes in the cluster. If this time is exceeded, the heartbeat fails.
Enter a value between 2 and 15 seconds. (Default: 3 seconds.)

Healthy Interval

The number of seconds between successful KeyControl heartbeats for the cluster
to be considered healthy.
Enter a value between 1 and 10 seconds. (Default: 1 second.)

Degraded Interval

The number of seconds between failed KeyControl heartbeats for the cluster to be
considered degraded.
Enter a value between 1 and 10 seconds. (Default: 1 second.)

Healthy Threshold

The number of successful consecutive heartbeats that must occur before
KeyControl determines that a degraded cluster is now healthy.
Enter an integer between 2 and 10. (Default: 2.)

Degraded Threshold

The number of failed consecutive heartbeats that must occur before KeyControl
determines that a healthy cluster is now degraded.
Enter a value between 2 and 10. (Default: 2.)

Any changes you make are communicated to all nodes in the cluster and take effect immediately.
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KeyControl Backup and Restore
KeyControl stores the configuration information, keys, and objects for all KeyControl nodes in an encrypted object store
that is shared among all nodes. Any changes you make on any KeyControl node in the cluster is automatically
disseminated to the other nodes in the cluster in a secure manner. This also allows you to backup all required information
from any node in the cluster.
Important: Because encryption keys are stored in the KeyControl backup file, you should create a new backup file
every time you encrypt a new disk or rekey existing disks. If you restore KeyControl from a backup file made before the
disks were encrypted or rekeyed, the new keys will be lost and you will not be able to access the encrypted data.
You can back up KeyControl using:
l

l

The KeyControl webGUI. The encrypted backup files KeyControl creates can be downloaded locally or accessed
through NFS on authorized servers. For details, see Backing Up KeyControl Through the webGUI below.
A third-party application that can take and restore system snapshots. You can restore KeyControl at any time from a
previous snapshot, but if any part of the VM changes you may be required to recover the Admin key as described in
Recovering Access to KeyControl on page 339.

You can restore KeyControl from a backup file using the KeyControl webGUI. For details, see Restoring KeyControl
Through the webGUI on page 113.

Automatic Backup Feature
KeyControl automatically creates a backup file once every 12 hours as long as the cluster is healthy. If this is the first
time the automatic backup has completed successfully since the node was first initialized or restarted, KeyControl
records this information in the audit log. It does not send an alert or email to any KeyControl users. It also does not record
any subsequent successful backups.
The automatic backup schedule may change based on the following rules:
l

l

l

If the cluster is in a degraded state, no automatic backup is attempted. The cluster must be healthy in order for
KeyControl to create a backup file.
If the cluster is healthy but the automatic backup fails for some reason, KeyControl retries the backup operation every
hour. The first time the automatic backup fails KeyControl records this information in the audit log and alerts all
KeyControl accounts with Domain Admin privileges. It does not record subsequent failed backup attempts.
Changes to the KeyControl configuration may trigger an automatic backup, but it is better to backup KeyControl
manually whenever you make changes to be certain that you have an up-to-date backup file available.

Backing Up KeyControl Through the webGUI
This procedure creates an encrypted backup file that can be downloaded through NFS on authorized servers or
downloaded via the KeyControl webGUI to the administrator's default download directory.
The backup file can later be used to restore KeyControl to the state it was in when the backup was taken.
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Accessing KeyControl Backup Files

Before You Begin
If you have an enabled a Linux Access Control Policy on any of the VMs registered with KeyControl, you must disable
those Access Control Policies before you create the backup file. You can then re-enable the Access Control Policies
after the backup is complete.
If you create the backup with any Linux Access Control Policies still active, you may be unable to access those VMs
when you restore your KeyControl configuration from the backup file.
For details, see Removing Access Controls from a Disk on page 180.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Domain Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cluster.
3. Go to the Cluster tab.
4. If you want to make the backup file available through NFS:
a. Make sure the Backup Over NFS option is set to Enabled.
b. Verify the IP addresses in the Backup Hosts field. If you want any server to have access to the backup
directory, enter 0.0.0.0.
5. Select Actions > KeyControl Backup. KeyControl displays the latest backup information if one exists.
6. Click Perform Backup. KeyControl creates a new backup file in the backup directory on the server and updates the
information in this dialog box.
7. If you want to download the backup file locally, click Download. KeyControl saves the encrypted backup file to your
browser's default download location. The filename is in the format server-name-datetimestamp.bu.
If you want to access the backup file through NFS, log into one of the servers listed in the Backup Hosts field and
mount the directory using the mount command. For example, if your KeyControl node IP address is
192.168.140.135, you would enter:
# mount -t nfs 192.168.140.135:/hcs/backup /backup
# ls -l /backup
total 506
-rw-rw-r-- 1 root root 178722 Dec 3 13:21 htkc.bu

8. When you are done, click Close.

What to Do Next
If you disabled any Linux Access Control Policies for the backup, you can now re-enable those policies on the Linux
VMs.

Accessing KeyControl Backup Files
If you want to access an existing KeyControl backup file, you can use the KeyControl webGUI, the HyTrust KeyControl
API or, if you have configured an NFS server, you can use NFS.
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Restoring KeyControl Through the webGUI

The following sections describe how to access the backup file through the webGUI and NFS. For information about the
API commands, see the HyTrust DataControl Programmer's Reference Guide.

webGUI Access
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Domain Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cluster.
3. Go to the Cluster tab.
4. Select Actions > KeyControl Backup. KeyControl displays the latest backup information if one exists.
5. Click Download. KeyControl saves the encrypted backup file to your browser's default download location. The
filename is in the format server-name-datetimestamp.bu.
6. Click Close.

NFS Access
To access the backup file through NFS, log into one of the Backup Host servers configured for the cluster and mount the
directory using the mount command. For example, if your KeyControl node IP address is 192.168.140.135, you would
enter:
# mount -t nfs 192.168.140.135:/hcs/backup /backup
# ls -l /backup
total 506
-rw-rw-r-- 1 root root 178722 Dec 3 13:21 htkc.bu

Restoring KeyControl Through the webGUI
Restoring from a KeyControl backup should only be needed if there is a catastrophic failure in the KeyControl cluster. If
one KeyControl node becomes unusable, for example due to hardware failures, simply remove the node from the cluster
and add a new node.
Warning: Restore is a destructive process. Any changes made to objects created since the backup image was taken
will be lost. This includes keys, policies, and KeyControl user accounts. If the KeyControl SSL certificate was changed
since the backup was taken, the older SSL certificate will be restored along with the rest of the system and the current
SSL certificate will be discarded.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Domain Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cluster.
3. If there are any other nodes in this cluster, you must remove them before you restore the node. To do so:
a. Click on the Servers tab.
b. Click on each of the other nodes in the cluster and select Actions > Remove.
c. Click Proceed at the prompt to confirm the request.
4. Go to the Cluster tab.
5. Select Actions > KeyControl Restore.
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6. Click Browse and select the backup file from which you want to restore KeyControl. The name of the selected file
appears next to the Browse button.
7. Click Verify Image. KeyControl uploads the file and verifies that it is a valid backup file. It also displays a hint
stating which Admin Key generation count goes with this backup file in case you need to upload the matching Admin
Key parts. For example:
Hint: Keypart generation version for this backup image is 16.

For details, see Admin Keys on page 51.
8. Click Restore Image.
9. Click Proceed at the prompt to confirm the request. KeyControl restores the system information from the backup
file and reboots the server.
10. Verify the restoration by logging back into the KeyControl webGUI.
Important: Remember that all user account information has been reverted back to whatever it was when the
backup was taken. That means your account may not exist or that the password may have changed.
11. If the hardware has changed since the backup was taken, KeyControl presents you with additional options.

Option

Recovery using Keypart
upload

Description
Allows you to recover the Admin key by uploading the parts from local files. You
must upload the required number of parts of the Admin key within 10 minutes to
use this method.
Important: All Admin key parts must have the key generation count that was
valid when the back up was taken. For details, see Admin Keys on page 51

Recovery from External key
server

Allows you to recover the Admin key by connecting to an external KMIP (Key
Management Interoperability Protocol) server or HSM (Hardware Security
Module).

Decommission

Tells KeyControl to decommission the server. For more information, see
Decommissioning a KeyControl Node on page 118.

12. If you removed any nodes from the cluster, re-join them as described in Joining or Re-joining a KeyControl Cluster
on page 116.

Authenticating New KeyControl Nodes
When you add a new KeyControl node to an existing cluster, you need to authenticate the new node from the KeyControl
webGUI on one of the nodes that is already part of the cluster.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Domain Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cluster.
3. Click the Servers tab.
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4. Select the node you want to authenticate. The Status column displays Join Pending for all nodes that have not yet
been authenticated.
5. Click Actions > Authenticate.
6. Enter the one-time passphrase at the prompt and click Authenticate. This passphrase must exactly match the
passphrase that was specified when the KeyControl node was installed. The passphrase is case-sensitive.
7. Once the authentication process completes and the system has finished synchronizing, click Refresh and make
sure that the Status is Online.
If you want to track the progress of the authentication process, log into the KeyControl VM console on the node that
you are authenticating as htadmin. The Authentication screen shows a series of messages beginning with
Passphrase successfully authenticated. Once the authentication process is finished, the wizard closes
automatically.

What to Do Next
Update the list of KeyControl IP addresses on the Policy Agents associated with this cluster as described in Updating
KeyControl Node IP Addresses on an Individual VM on page 149.

What to Do Next
For information about maintaining your KeyControl cluster or encrypting your data, see the HyTrust DataControl
Administration Guide.

Removing a KeyControl Node from a Cluster
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI on any node you are not removing using an account with Domain Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cluster.
3. Click the Servers tab.
4. Select the node you want to remove.
5. Select Actions > Remove.
6. Click Proceed at the prompt to confirm the request.
7. If this KeyControl node is included in any KeyControl Mappings, KeyControl displays a message stating which
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mappings it is a part of and giving you the following options. Select an option and click Proceed to continue.

Option

Description

Disable the KeyControl node

Select this option if you are planning to re-join the node to the
cluster later (for example, after upgrading it to a new KeyControl
version).
You will need to manually re-enable the node in the Mapping after
you re-join it with the cluster.

Remove the KeyControl node

Select this option if you are removing the node permanently from
the cluster.

Do not change the mapping

Select this option if you are planning to re-join the node with the
cluster within a short time. Any Policy Agents that attempt to
contact the node during this period will fail over to the next node in
the KeyControl Mapping.

8. KeyControl removes the node and refreshes the Servers tab.

What to Do Next
If this node was part of a KeyControl Mapping and you elected to remove or disable the node in the Mapping, make sure
you shut down the node so that any VMs that are currently connected to this node will fail over to another node in the
Mapping. The VMs will not get the updated Mapping from KeyControl until they fail over to another KeyControl node. For
more information, see High Availability Between a VM and the KeyControl Cluster on page 142.
If you want to rejoin the node to an existing KeyControl cluster, see Joining or Re-joining a KeyControl Cluster below.
If you want to remove the node permanently, see Decommissioning a KeyControl Node on page 118.

Joining or Re-joining a KeyControl Cluster
When you install KeyControl, you can specify whether you want to configure the node as the first node in the system or
add it to an existing cluster.
If you ever need to change the node's cluster assignment, or you need to re-join a node with its previous cluster, you can
do so using the KeyControl HyTrust KeyControl System Console TUI (Text-based User Interface) installed on the node.
You do not need to re-install the KeyControl software.
Warning: When a node is added to a cluster, any existing configuration data and encryption keys are permanently
deleted and cannot be restored. If this node was previously part of a different cluster or was used in standalone mode,
make sure you do not need the encryption keys stored on this node before you add it to the new cluster.
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Before You Begin
l

l

l

Make sure you know the IP address of any KeyControl node that is already part of the cluster you want to join.
If the node is currently part of a different cluster, you should remove the node from the original cluster so that the
original cluster does not become degraded. For details, see Removing a KeyControl Node from a Cluster on
page 115.
If you are re-joining a node to an existing cluster and you are using an externally signed SSL certificate for
KeyControl, make sure that you use the same hostname for the KeyControl node that it had originally. If you change
the hostname, you will need to reinstall the externally signed SSL certificate on that node.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl VM console as htadmin on the KeyControl node you want to join with the cluster.
KeyControl displays the HyTrust KeyControl System Console TUI (Text-based User Interface).
2. From the main HyTrust KeyControl System Console, select Join an Existing KeyControl Cluster and press
Enter.
3. KeyControl displays a prompt explaining that you will need the IP address of one of the nodes in the cluster. Press
Enter to acknowledge the message and continue.
4. Type the IP address of any KeyControl node already in the cluster and press Enter. KeyControl begins the initial
configuration process for the node.
5. If this node:
l

l

Was previously a part of the selected cluster, KeyControl displays a prompt stating this fact and asking if you
want to clear the existing data and re-join the cluster. Select Yes and press Enter.
Was a member of a different cluster, or was originally configured as the only node in the cluster, KeyControl
prompts you that all data will be destroyed on the current node if you continue. Select Yes and press Enter, then
press Enter again to confirm the action at the next prompt.

6. If prompted, type a one-time passphrase for this KeyControl node and press Enter.
The passphrase must contain at least 16 alphanumeric characters. It cannot contain spaces or special characters.
This phrase is a temporary string used to encrypt the initial communication between this node and the existing
KeyControl cluster. When you authenticate the new node with the existing cluster, you will specify this passphrase
in the KeyControl webGUI so that the existing node can decrypt the communication and verify that the join request
is valid.
If the wizard can connect to the designated KeyControl node, it displays the Authentication screen informing you
that the node is now part of the cluster but must be authenticated in the KeyControl webGUI before it can be used by
the system.
7. Authenticate the node in the KeyControl webGUI as described in Authenticating New KeyControl Nodes on
page 114.
When the Joining KeyControl Cluster screen displays a message stating that a Domain Administrator needs to
authenticate the new node, log into the KeyControl webGUI on that node and authenticate the new server. After the
node has been authenticated, KeyControl continues the setup process.
8. Once the authentication process is finished, KeyControl displays a message stating that the node was successfully
added to the cluster and showing the IP address for the node. Press Enter to acknowledge the message.
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What to Do Next
If necessary, update the list of KeyControl IP addresses on the VMs associated with this cluster. If you are maintaining
the list of IP addresses on the VMs, see Updating KeyControl Node IP Addresses on an Individual VM on page 149. If
you are using KeyControl Mappings, see Changing a KeyControl Mapping on page 146.

Changing the IP Address for a Node
After you have deployed a KeyControl node, you cannot change its IP address, hostname, or domain name. In order to
work around this restriction, you can do the following:
1. Deploy a new KeyControl node using the IP address and hostname you want to use and join it with the original node
to form a cluster.
For details, see the HyTrust DataControl Installation and Upgrade Guide.
2. Update any KeyControl Mappings that you have defined in your environment to use the new node. If you are
replacing a standalone node, you must then make sure the new Mapping information has been successfully
disseminated to all registered VMs before you continue. For more information, see High Availability Between a VM
and the KeyControl Cluster on page 142.
3. If there are any VMs that are registered directly with the old KeyControl node, you need to update the KeyControl list
on those VMs or create a KeyControl Mapping and assign that Mapping to the VMs. For details see Updating
KeyControl Node IP Addresses on an Individual VM on page 149 or Managing the KeyControl Mapping on a VM on
page 147.
Tip: We highly recommend that you use a KeyControl Mapping instead of registering VMs directly with KeyControl
to provide more flexibility and high availability between the VM and KeyControl.
4. When all VMs have been updated to use the new KeyControl IP address, you can decommission the old KeyControl
node as described in Decommissioning a KeyControl Node below or you can simply remove it from the cluster and
destroy the VM as described in Removing a KeyControl Node from a Cluster on page 115.

Decommissioning a KeyControl Node
Before You Begin
l

l

Make sure the node is not part of a cluster before you decommision it. For details, see Removing a KeyControl Node
from a Cluster on page 115.
Make sure you have access to all of the key parts for the Admin key that was generated for this system. All of the
parts need to be uploaded within 10 minutes of the first file upload in order for the decommission to work.
If there are multiple system administrators, each administrator has one of the key parts. You can either collect the
parts and have one administrator upload them all or you can have each administrator log in and upload their part
simultaneously.
For this procedure you must use the Admin Key parts that were sent to the Security Administrators. You cannot use
the Admin Key stored on an external key server.

Warning: When you decommission a KeyControl node, KeyControl uses zeroization to completely erase the data on
the disks where the KeyControl software and the object store are located. This is a non-reversible procedure.
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Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI on the node you want to decommision using an account with Security Admin
privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
3. In the System Settings section, click System Decommission.
4. Click Browse to upload the first part of the admin key. Navigate to the key part and click Choose. The filename of
the key part replaces the text of the Browse button.
5. Click Upload File.
6. If there is only one admin key part, KeyControl immediately logs you out of the system and zeroes out the disks
associated with the KeyControl node. If there are multiple key parts, KeyControl starts a 10 minute timer. All admin
key parts must be uploaded within the 10 minutes before KeyControl will decommission the node.
7. If you need to restart the process, click Reset. You will need to re-upload all key parts to complete the process.
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Effects of Encryption on Thin-Provisioned Disks
Many virtual disks are thin-provisioned so physical storage is only created when the Linux or Windows filesystem
allocates and writes new blocks. Encrypting disk partitions can increase the amount of storage required and can, at
times, essentially convert thin-provisioned disks to thick-provisioned. The following table describes what will happen for
Windows and Linux depending on the disk type and the filesystem that uses it.

Linux Disks
The effect of encryption, decryption, and rekeying on Linux data disk provisioning depends on whether you used the -s
option with the hcl encrypt , hcl decrypt, or hcl rekey commands. The -s option tells hcl to only encrypt, decrypt,
or rekey the allocated blocks on the disk, and it retains thin-provisioning where possible.
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Note: The -s option is not supported for root drives, data drives that use the XFS filesystem, or any Linux data drives
that have the Online Encryption feature enabled. For more information, see Encrypting a Disk Using the CLI on
page 233.

Filesystem
Type

Root Drives

Data Drives
with -s Option

Data Drives
without -s Option

ext2

Always become thick-provisioned
(-s not supported).

Thin-provisioned disks
remain thin after encryption.

Always become thick-provisioned.

ext3

Always become thick-provisioned
(-s not supported).

Thin-provisioned disks
remain thin after encryption.

Always become thick-provisioned.

ext4

Always become thick-provisioned
(-s not supported).

Thin-provisioned disks
remain thin after encryption.

Always become thick-provisioned.

XFS

Always become thick-provisioned
(-s not supported).

Always become thickprovisioned (-s not
supported).

Always become thick-provisioned.

Windows Disks
The effect of data encryption, decryption, or rekeying on Windows disk provisioning depends on the filesystem type and
whether the target is a boot drive or a data drive. For each filesystem, the results are the same for MBR and GPT
partitions.

Filesystem
Type

Boot Drives

Data Drives

NTFS

Always become thick-provisioned as all
blocks on the boot drive are encrypted.

Data drive encryption, decryption, and rekeying preserves
thin disks. We have measured around 5% increase in thin
volume space utilization when the drive is first encrypted.

ReFS

Boot drive encryption is not supported for
ReFS.

Data drive encryption, decryption, and rekeying preserves
thin disks. We have measured around 5% increase in thin
volume space utilization when the drive is first encrypted.

Cloud VM Sets
A Cloud VM Set is a logical grouping of related VMs, such as "Amazon EC2 VMs," "Azure VMs," and "Legal Dept VMs".
When you register a new VM with KeyControl, you must assign that VM to a Cloud VM Set before the data can be
encrypted.
When you create a Cloud VM Set, you can specify default properties that are inherited by every VM that is registered with
that set. These default properties can be overridden at the individual VM level if required.
If KeyControl has access to a hardware security module (HSM), the Cloud VM Set can also be associated with a Key
Encryption Key (KEK) that provides an extra layer of security and that can be used to expire or revoke access to all VMs
in the set automatically. For more information, see KEKs with Cloud VM Sets on page 123.
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Each Cloud VM Set is associated with a specific Cloud Admin group, and that group is, in turn, associated with one or
more KeyControl accounts with Cloud Admin privileges.
This structure allows you to create boundaries between your VM groups so that Cloud Admins from one group cannot see
the VMs assigned to a different group.
The following figure shows an example of the relationship between KeyControl users, Cloud Admin Groups, and Cloud
VM Sets. In this example:
l

l

Jim and Carol both have KeyControl-managed user accounts assigned to the Cloud Admin Group "AWS IBM VMs".
They are responsible for the VMs in the Cloud VM Sets "Amazon AWS" and "IBM Bluemix". When they log in, they
cannot see any of the VMs that have been registered with the "Microsoft Azure" Cloud VM Set.
Jon has a KeyControl-managed user account, and both his account and the Active Directory Security group "Azure
Cloud Admins" have been assigned to the Cloud Admin Group "Azure VMs". Jon and all the members of the
AD Security group are responsible for the VMs in the Cloud VM Set "Microsoft Azure". When Jon or any of the AD
Security group members log into KeyControl, they can only see the VMs in the "Microsoft Azure" Cloud VM Set.

Active Directory
“Azure Cloud Admins”
AD Security Group

HyTrust KeyControl
AWS IBM VMs
Cloud Admin Group

Azure VMs
Cloud Admin Group

AD Group Members
User login: user@domain or domain\user
Jim

Amazon AWS
CVM Set
VM

VM

Carol

Jon

IBM Bluemix
CVM Set
VM
VM

VM
VM

VM
VM

Microsoft Azure
CVM Set
VM

VM

VM

For more information about Cloud Admin groups and user accounts, see Cloud Admin Groups and KeyControl User
Accounts on page 84.
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KEKs with Cloud VM Sets
A Key Encryption Key (KEK) provides an extra layer of security by encrypting the individual data encryption keys on the
VMs associated with a Cloud VM Set. Both the KEK and the individual data encryption key must be available before the
information on the VM can be accessed.
To protect the KEK, KeyControl requires that the KEK be stored in the hardware security module (HSM) associated with
this KeyControl cluster. If the HSM is not available, then the VMs protected by the KEK cannot be accessed or rebooted.
If you decide to associate a KEK with a Cloud VM Set, it is imperative that the HSM be available to KeyControl at all
times.
The KEK also provides a way to control the accessibility of all the associated VMs with a single command. If the
KEK expires or is revoked, then all associated VMs become inaccessible at the next heartbeat regardless of the state of
their individual data encryption keys.
As the KEK expiration date nears, KeyControl issues an alert notifying the Domain Admins associated with the Cloud
VM Set that the KEK is about to expire. When the expiration date is reached, the KEK state changes from ACTIVE to
EXPIRED_PENDING. What happens at that point depends on the Key Expiration Action defined for the KEK. For
more information, see Changing KEK Properties on page 135.
For information on configuring an HSM, see Hardware Security Modules with KeyControl on page 63.

Considerations
l

l

l

l

l

The HSM must be available before you can encrypt the root drive on any VM associated with a Cloud VM Set that
uses a KEK.
After you encrypt the root drive, the HSM must be available any time that VM reboots or the reboot will fail.
If you create a Cloud VM Set, you must decide whether to associate the Cloud VM Set with a KEK at creation time.
You cannot add or remove a KEK from a Cloud VM Set after the set has been created.
If you associate a KEK with a Cloud VM Set, you must supply the Base64-encoded 128-bit or 256-bit KEK key bits
that KeyControl can encrypt and store in the HSM. If the HSM is not available, you can create the Cloud VM Set
without specifying a key. You can then import the Base64 key into the Cloud VM Set after connection to the HSM has
been restored.
If a Cloud VM Set is associated with a KEK, no VMs can be registered with the Cloud VM Set until KeyControl has
successfully stored the KEK in the HSM.

Data Deduplication with Cloud VM Sets
Data deduplication (dedupe) eliminates redundant copies of identical data blocks by replacing those data blocks with a
pointer to a single "master copy". Dedupe is especially effective across a large number of VMs running the same
operating system because most of the OS data blocks are identical on every VM.
When you encrypt those VMs, however, the data blocks are no longer the same because each virtual disk has a different
encryption key that changes the content of the encrypted data blocks.
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In order to support dedupe, KeyControl provides the Single Encryption Key (SEK) option for a Cloud VM Set. When
enabled, KeyControl encrypts all VMs in the Cloud VM Set with the same encryption key. This means that, if dedupe
found identical data blocks across the VMs before they were encrypted, dedupe will find approximately 90% of the same
identical data blocks after they are encrypted.
You can enable the SEK option when you create the Cloud VM Set, and you can change that option up until you register a
VM with Cloud VM Set. After one or more VMs are registered with the set, you cannot change the SEK option for that set.

Considerations
l

l

l

l

l

l

Using the same key for all VMs in the Cloud VM Set makes the VMs slightly less secure because if a hacker gains
access to the SEK key on one VM, they can use that key to access all VMs in the Cloud VM Set.
The SEK key expiration date and expiration option become global values set when you generate a new SEK key. If
you change those options for any disk on any VM in the Cloud VM Set, KeyControl applies the changes to all disks on
all VMs in the Cloud VM Set.
If you generate a new SEK key, you must rekey the encrypted disks in the VMs manually or use the Auto Rekey
feature. KeyControl does not automatically schedule a rekey task for the VMs when you generate a new SEK key. In
addition, the benefits of dedupe will be reduced until all encrypted disks in the VMs in the Cloud VM Set have been
rekeyed.
If you are using the Auto Rekey feature for the Cloud VM Set, a Cloud Admin should manually generate a new
SEK key before an automatic rekey operation is about to start. Auto Rekey rekeys the disks using the latest version
of the SEK key available. It does not automatically generate a new SEK key before it begins the rekey operation. For
more information, see Generating a New SEK Key on page 136.
Before the Policy Agent rekeys a disk it checks to make sure that there is a new version of the SEK key available. If
there is not, it raises an alert stating that there is no new SEK key to use and it does not rekey the disk.
HyTrust recommends that you always upgrade your Policy Agents when you upgrade KeyControl. However, if a VM
in the Cloud VM Set is using a version of the Policy Agent older than 4.2, the following caveats apply:
o

The older Policy Agent will always rekey a disk when requested, even if there is no new version of the SEK key.
While this does not harm anything, it is a waste of time and resources. It will also adversely impact deduplication
while the rekey is in process.

o

If you add or encrypt a Linux disk, or if you add a Windows disk, the older Policy Agent will use the first version of
the SEK key. If new SEK keys have been generated in the meantime, the Cloud Admin must rekey the disk after it
has been added or encrypted in order for that disk to use the current version of the SEK key. (When you first
encrypt a Windows disk, the older Policy Agent correctly uses the current version of the SEK key.)

Setting Default Cloud VM Set Properties
You can set defaults for some of the Cloud VM Set properties so that, when you create a new Cloud VM Set, those
defaults are automatically populated. Changes to these properties are only applied to Cloud VM Sets created after the
changes are saved. The changes do not affect any existing Cloud VM Sets.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
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3. In the Cloud Settings section, click Cloud Settings and specify the options you want to use.

Option

Description
The length of time between the heartbeats each VM in the set sends to KeyControl to
verify that the connection between them is functioning normally. You can specify
seconds, minutes, hours, or days. The default is 5 minutes. This value should be set to
a minimum of 10 seconds.

Heartbeat

If changes have been made to the VMs through the KeyControl webGUI, those changes
are communicated to the VMs during the heartbeat. That means if the heartbeat is set to
5 minutes, then it can take up to 5 minutes for any changes made in the KeyControl
webGUI to be applied to the VMs in the set.
If a VM cannot reach KeyControl during the heartbeat, the VM continues to run but any
changes made in KeyControl are not picked up by the VM until the next successful
heartbeat. KeyControl sets the status of the VM to Unreachable, but it takes no further
action unless the heartbeat continues to fail after the Grace Period has expired.

Grace Period

The length of time that can pass without a successful heartbeat. The default is 1 day.
You can specify the grace period in seconds, minutes, hours, or days.
If a VM remains unresponsive past the grace period, access to the data on the VM will
be unavailable until the VM is re-authenticated with KeyControl.

4. When you are finished, click Close.

Creating a Cloud VM Set
A VM must be part of a Cloud VM Set before it can be encrypted. The set controls global options for the VMs it contains.
It also allows you to enable the BoundaryControl feature that uses Policy Rules and constraints in HyTrust CloudControl
(HTCC) to authenticate and authorize delivery of encryption keys for the data encrypted by the HyTrust DataControl
Policy Agent and managed by KeyControl.

Before You Begin
l

l

If you want to use a Key Encryption Key (KEK) with the Cloud VM Set, KeyControl must have access to a hardware
security module (HSM) in which it can store the KEK. For more information, see KEKs with Cloud VM Sets on
page 123 and Hardware Security Modules with KeyControl on page 63.
If you are using the BoundaryControl feature, make sure you know the URL or IP address of the CloudControl server
you want to use. A link between KeyControl and the CloudControl server must already be established before you can
use it in the Cloud VM Set. For details about establishing the link, see Linking KeyControl with CloudControl on
page 48.
Important: You cannot change whether the BoundaryControl feature is enabled or disabled after you have created
the Cloud VM Set. If you do not select a CloudControl server link during this procedure, you cannot go back and add
one. Conversely, if you do select a link you cannot go back and disable BoundaryControl later.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
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3. Select Actions > Create New Cloud VM Set.
4. On the VM Set tab:
a. Enter a name for the Cloud VM Set.
b. Select the group to which this set should belong.
c. Optionally enter a description for the set.
d. If you want to use the BoundaryControl feature, select the CloudControl app server link that you want to use
from the drop-down list. You can change the server link after you save the Cloud VM Set but you cannot enable
BoundaryControl later if you do not select a server at this point.
5. If you want to specify additional options, click the Additional Properties tab specify the options you want to use.

Option

Description
The length of time between the heartbeats each VM in the set sends to KeyControl to
verify that the connection between them is functioning normally. You can specify
seconds, minutes, hours, or days. The default is 5 minutes. This value should be set to
a minimum of 10 seconds.

Heartbeat

If changes have been made to the VMs through the KeyControl webGUI, those changes
are communicated to the VMs during the heartbeat. That means if the heartbeat is set to
5 minutes, then it can take up to 5 minutes for any changes made in the KeyControl
webGUI to be applied to the VMs in the set.
If a VM cannot reach KeyControl during the heartbeat, the VM continues to run but any
changes made in KeyControl are not picked up by the VM until the next successful
heartbeat. KeyControl sets the status of the VM to Unreachable, but it takes no further
action unless the heartbeat continues to fail after the Grace Period has expired.

Grace Period

Max Parallel Rekey
Operations

Rekey Interval

The length of time that can pass without a successful heartbeat. The default is 1 day.
You can specify the grace period in seconds, minutes, hours, or days.
If a VM remains unresponsive past the grace period, access to the data on the VM will
be unavailable until the VM is re-authenticated with KeyControl.
The number of concurrent Auto Rekey operations that can be performed for VMs in the
Cloud VM Set. The default is 1.
If you specify any value other than 0 (zero) for this option, KeyControl periodically
creates a rekey task for every encrypted disk in every VM that is registered with this
Cloud VM Set. You can select any number of days, weeks, months, or years and
KeyControl will automatically rekey the encrypted disks on that schedule.
To disable Auto Rekey, enter 0 in this field. By default, Auto Rekey is disabled.
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Option

Certificate Auto
Renewal Period

Description
If you want KeyControl to automatically renew the certificate for a VM in this Cloud VM
Set, enter an integer greater than zero in this field. KeyControl will renew the certificate
that many days before the old one expires. For example, if you enter a value of 5 in this
field and a VM certificate is set to expire on June 12, 2019, KeyControl will renew the
license on June 7, 2019. The default is 10 days.
To change the renewal period, click the existing value and enter a new value in the text
field, then select days/weeks/months/years from the drop-down list. When you are
finished, click Save.
If you want to disable certificate auto-renewal, enter 0 (zero) in this field.
The length of time for which a VM certificate will be valid when it is first registered with
KeyControl or when it is auto-renewed by KeyControl. The default is 1 year.

Certificate Expiration

To change the expiation, click the existing value and enter a new value in the text field,
then select days/weeks/months/years from the drop-down list. When you are finished,
click Save.
Note: If you change this value for an existing Cloud VM Set, the certificate expiration
date is not changed for any of the VMs that are currently part of the set. This value only
takes effect for new VMs or when the certificates for the existing VMs are renewed.
If this option is enabled, whenever a new VM is registered with this Cloud VM Set,
KeyControl will automatically instruct the Policy Agent to encrypt one or more of the
drives on that VM.
To enable this option, click Disabled, select Enabled from the drop-down list, then
click Save. When you do so, the webGUI displays the Encryption Policy fields:
l

Auto Encryption

l

Auto Encryption Policy Type. This can be:
o

Exclude—The Windows drives and Linux devices listed in the Auto Encryption
Policy Path(s) field will not be automatically encrypted, although they can be
encrypted manually at any time. This is the default.

o

Include—The Windows drives and Linux devices listed in the Auto Encryption
Policy Path(s) field will be automatically encrypted. All other drives or devices on
the the VM must be encrypted manually.

o

Encrypt All Devices—All Windows drives and Linux devices will be
automatically encrypted.

Auto Encryption Policy Path(s)—If the policy type is Include or Exclude, enter a
path that should be included or excluded. To add additional paths, click the + (Plus
sign) in this field. You can enter either a Windows drive a Linux device name. For
example, any of the following would be valid path names: C:, C:\data, or sdb1.
Important: Each path must be on its own line.
For more information, see Automatic Data Encryption on page 229.

Decryption Allowed

If this option is set to Yes, the drives and devices in the VMs registered with this Cloud
VM Set can be decrypted. If it is set to No, any decryption request will fail.

Policy Agent
Uninstallation Allowed

If this option is set to Yes, the Policy Agent can be uninstalled on the VMs registered
with this Cloud VM Set. If it is set to No, the Policy Agent cannot be uninstalled.
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6. If you want to specify when the VMs in the Cloud VM Set need to be re-authenticated, click the Reauthentication
Settings tab and specify the options you want to use.

Option

Reauthentication on IP
Change

Description
Whether a VM in the set must be re-authenticated when the VM's IP address changes.
The default is No.
If your system configuration uses DHCP or multiple NICs, do not set this option to Yes.
If you do so, the VMs in the set may go into a reboot loop if their boot partitions are
encrypted and any encrypted drives may be detached.
Whether a VM in the set must be re-authenticated if its MAC address or UUID changes.
The options are:
l

l

Reauthentication on
H/W Signature
Change

l

Yes — If either the MAC address or the UUID changes, the VM requires
reauthentication. This is the default. We recommend that you do not change this
option.
Permissive — Both the MAC address and the UUID must change before the
VM requires reauthentication. You can use this option if your system administrators
are performing maintenance on the VMs in this Cloud VM Set that require changes to
the network cards and hence to the MAC addresses of the VMs in the set. We
recommend you reset this value to Yes once maintenance is finished.
No — KeyControl does not require reauthentication if VM's MAC address or UUID
changes. We strongly recommend that you do not select this option. If you do, a
cloned or misconfigured VM could gain access to the keys associated with the
original VM.
If you do select this option, you must confirm the selection before you can proceed. If
KeyControl detects multiple VMs with the same MAC address and UUID
combination when hardware validation is off, KeyControl generates an alert every 8
hours until the cloned VMs stop heartbeating or hardware authentication is set to Yes
or Permissive. In addition, KeyControl generates an alert when client operations,
such as key access or device registration, occur on the cloned VMs.

Reauthentication on
Reboot

Whether a VM in the set must be re-authenticated every time it reboots. The default is
No.
Setting this value to Yes is similar to requiring a boot-time password before the VM can
come up completely.

7. If you want to specify a key encryption key (KEK), click the Key Encryption Key tab and specify the required
information.
A KEK provides an extra layer of security by encrypting the individual data encryption keys on the VMs associated
with this Cloud VM Set. It also controls the expiration and revocation of those data encryption keys. To protect the
KEK, KeyControl requires that the KEK be stored in the hardware security module (HSM) associated with this
KeyControl cluster. For more information, see KEKs with Cloud VM Sets on page 123.
You cannot change whether the Cloud VM Set uses a KEK after the Cloud VM Set has been created.
Note: If you associate a KEK with this Cloud VM Set, you do not have to specify the KEK immediately, but you will
not be able to associate any VMs with the Cloud VM Set until the KEK has been successfully created and stored in
the HSM. For details on associating an HSM, see Hardware Security Modules with KeyControl on page 63.
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Option

Description
Determines whether KeyControl creates a KEK for this Cloud VM Set. The default is
No KEK Association.

Key Encryption Key
Association

To use a KEK, select Use KEK from the drop-down list and click Save. After you click
Save, KeyControl displays the Base64 Encoded Key field and allows you to make
changes to the rest of the KEK properties.
Important: If you have already configured an HSM for this KeyControl cluster, you
can enter the encoded key now. If you have not yet configured the HSM, however, do
not enter an encoded key at this time. Instead, leave the Base64 Encoded Key field
blank and click Create to create the Cloud VM Set with the KEK association set but
no key created. You can import the KEK later as described in Importing a KEK for an
Existing Cloud VM Set on page 140.
The encryption key KeyControl should use to encrypt all data encryption keys for all
VMs in the Cloud VM Set. The expiration option settings for this KEK are automatically
inherited by all VMs registered with the Cloud VM Set.

Base64 Encoded Key

Specify the base64-encoded value for a 128-bit or 256-bit key. KeyControl stores the
KEK in the associated HSM when you save the Cloud VM Set.
Important: Do not specify an encoded key unless you have already associated this
KeyControl cluster with an HSM. If you specify an encoded key with no HSM, the
Cloud VM Set creation request will fail.
The length of time for which the KEK and all data encryption keys on the VMs will be
valid. The default is 2 weeks. To indicate that the KEK should never expire, set this
field to 0 (zero).
When this time period expires:
l

Key Expiration Period

All disks on all VMs in the Cloud VM Set are automatically detached. What happens
to the keys depends on the setting in the Key Expiration Action field.

l

Any attempt to register a new VM with the Cloud VM Set will fail.

l

Any encrypt or decrypt operation on any of the associated VMs will fail.

To change the expiration period, click the existing value and enter a new value in the
text field, then select days/weeks/months/years from the drop-down list. When you
are finished, click Save.
The options are:
l

Key Expiration Action

l

No Use — The KEK and all data encryption keys are deactivated but retained. The
keys can be reactivated and the expiration date extended if the Key Expiration
Option field is set to Extend.
Shred — The KEK and all data encryption keys are destroyed and cannot be
retrieved. In addition, all VMs in the set are removed from KeyControl and the Cloud
VM Set itself is deleted. This is the default.
Shred is a destructive action that cannot be undone. Make sure you have set the
correct Key Expiration Period when using this option.
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Option
VM Set Retention
Period

Description
If Key Expiration Action is set to No Use, this field determines the period of time for
which Cloud VM Set objects will be retained after the expiration date is reached.
After this period passes, KeyControl permanently deletes all cloud VMs, the Cloud VM
Set, and the associated KEK.
The options are:
l

Key Expiration Option
l

l

No Change — The KEK expiration options cannot be changed after the Cloud VM
Set has been created. This is the default. Selecting this option means that once the
top-level key expires it cannot be reactivated and all VMs will be automatically
detached from KeyControl when the expiration date is reached.
Change — The KEK expiration options can be changed after the Cloud VM Set has
been created, but the Key Expiration Period cannot be extended beyond the
original date.
Extend — All KEK expiration options can be changed after the Cloud VM Set has
been created.

8. If you want the VMs in this Cloud VM Set to use a Single Encryption Key (SEK), click the Single Encryption Key
tab specify the required information.
If you enable this option, all the VMs registered with the Cloud VM Set will be encrypted with the same encryption
key, and the key's expiry date and expiration option will be set at the Cloud VM Set level instead of at the disk level.
Using a SEK enables data deduplication because identical blocks at the same offset will be encrypted with the
same key and will therefore still be identical after encryption. For details, see Data Deduplication with Cloud
VM Sets on page 123.

Option

Description

Single Key Encryption
State

This feature is Disabled by default. To enable it, click Disabled, then select Enabled
from the drop-down list and click Save. After you click Save, the KeyControl webGUI
displays the rest of the SEK option fields.

Single Key Encryption
Expiration

The date on which the SEK key will expire or "Never" if the SEK never expires. If you
specify a date and the SEK key expires, access to every encrypted disk on every
VM in the Cloud VM Set will be denied. What happens to the SEK key depends on the
setting in the Expiration Action field.
l

Single Key Encryption
Expiration Action

l

No Use — The key is deactivated but retained. It can be reactivated by setting a
future expiration date, or by setting the expiration date to "Never". At that point, all
access to the encrypted data will be restored. This is the default.
Shred — The key is destroyed and cannot be retrieved. You should only use this
option if you are absolutely certain that you will never again need to access the data
encrypted by this key. If a key is shredded, any data encrypted by this key cannot
be decrypted.

9. If you want to want KeyControl to store the keys for VMs in this Cloud VM Set in an Ionic Keyspace, click the Ionic
Properties tab and specify the options you want to use. For details about using KeyControl with Ionic, contact
HyTrust support.
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10. When you have finished specifying the Cloud VM Set options, click Create.
11. When you see the Cloud VM Set Successfully Created message, click Close.

Changing Cloud VM Set Properties
Note: Changes to the Cloud VM Set properties are applied to any new VMs that are registered with the Cloud VM
Set. If you want to change the properties for an existing VM, see Changing the Properties for a Specific VM on
page 153.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. On the VM Sets tab, select the Cloud VM Set whose properties you want to change. The KeyControl webGUI
displays the Cloud VM Set properties below the list of Cloud VM Sets.
4. On the Details tab, you can change any of the following options by clicking the entry in the field, setting the new
value, and then clicking Save. You must click Save after each change or your changes will be lost when you select
a different field.

Option

Description

Name

The name of the Cloud VM Set.

Description

A user-defined description of the Cloud VM Set.

Group

The Cloud Admin group to which this Cloud VM Set belongs.

VMs

The number of VMs registered to this set. Click the link in this field to view details about
the individual VMs.

Boundary Controls

Whether the BoundaryControl feature is enabled or disabled. If the feature is enabled,
this field displays the application link that the Cloud VM Set is using to communicate
with CloudControl. To change the link, click on the existing link and select a new link
from the drop-down list, then click Save.
If this field displays Disabled, then the BoundaryControl feature is not being used for
this Cloud VM Set.
You cannot change whether the feature is enabled or disabled after the Cloud VM Set
has been created.
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Option

Description
The length of time between the heartbeats each VM in the set sends to KeyControl to
verify that the connection between them is functioning normally. You can specify
seconds, minutes, hours, or days. The default is 5 minutes. This value should be set to
a minimum of 10 seconds.

Heartbeat

If changes have been made to the VMs through the KeyControl webGUI, those changes
are communicated to the VMs during the heartbeat. That means if the heartbeat is set to
5 minutes, then it can take up to 5 minutes for any changes made in the KeyControl
webGUI to be applied to the VMs in the set.
If a VM cannot reach KeyControl during the heartbeat, the VM continues to run but any
changes made in KeyControl are not picked up by the VM until the next successful
heartbeat. KeyControl sets the status of the VM to Unreachable, but it takes no further
action unless the heartbeat continues to fail after the Grace Period has expired.

Grace Period

Max Parallel Rekey
Operations

Rekey Interval

The length of time that can pass without a successful heartbeat. The default is 1 day.
You can specify the grace period in seconds, minutes, hours, or days.
If a VM remains unresponsive past the grace period, access to the data on the VM will
be unavailable until the VM is re-authenticated with KeyControl.
The number of concurrent Auto Rekey operations that can be performed for VMs in the
Cloud VM Set. The default is 1.
If you specify any value other than 0 (zero) for this option, KeyControl periodically
creates a rekey task for every encrypted disk in every VM that is registered with this
Cloud VM Set. You can select any number of days, weeks, months, or years and
KeyControl will automatically rekey the encrypted disks on that schedule.
To disable Auto Rekey, enter 0 in this field. By default, Auto Rekey is disabled.

Certificate Auto
Renewal Period

If you want KeyControl to automatically renew the certificate for a VM in this Cloud VM
Set, enter an integer greater than zero in this field. KeyControl will renew the certificate
that many days before the old one expires. For example, if you enter a value of 5 in this
field and a VM certificate is set to expire on June 12, 2019, KeyControl will renew the
license on June 7, 2019. The default is 10 days.
To change the renewal period, click the existing value and enter a new value in the text
field, then select days/weeks/months/years from the drop-down list. When you are
finished, click Save.
If you want to disable certificate auto-renewal, enter 0 (zero) in this field.
The length of time for which a VM certificate will be valid when it is first registered with
KeyControl or when it is auto-renewed by KeyControl. The the default is 1 year.

Certificate Expiration

To change the expiation, click the existing value and enter a new value in the text field,
then select days/weeks/months/years from the drop-down list. When you are finished,
click Save.
Note: If you change this value for an existing Cloud VM Set, the certificate expiration
date is not changed for any of the VMs that are currently part of the set. This value only
takes effect for new VMs or when the certificates for the existing VMs are renewed.
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Option

Description

Single Encryption Key
State

Whether the VMs in this Cloud VM Set are encrypted with the same Single Encryption
Key (SEK) key. For information about changing the SEK properties, see Changing SEK
Properties on page 137. For details about SEK usage with KeyControl, see Data
Deduplication with Cloud VM Sets on page 123.

Single Encryption Key
Cipher

Single Encryption Key
Version

The cipher used for all SEK keys. This value cannot be changed.
Note: This field is only displayed if the SEK state is Enabled.
The highest version number among the SEK keys that have been created for this Cloud
VM Set. To fully enable data deduplication, you should make sure that all encrypted
disks on all VMs in the Cloud VM Set are using the same version of the SEK key.
For details, see Generating a New SEK Key on page 136.
Note: This field is only displayed if the SEK state is Enabled.
If this option is enabled, whenever a new VM is registered with this Cloud VM Set,
KeyControl will automatically instruct the Policy Agent to encrypt one or more of the
drives on that VM.
To enable this option, click Disabled, select Enabled from the drop-down list, then
click Save. When you do so, the webGUI displays the Encryption Policy fields:
l

Auto Encryption

l

Auto Encryption Policy Type. This can be:
o

Exclude—The Windows drives and Linux devices listed in the Auto Encryption
Policy Path(s) field will not be automatically encrypted, although they can be
encrypted manually at any time. This is the default.

o

Include—The Windows drives and Linux devices listed in the Auto Encryption
Policy Path(s) field will be automatically encrypted. All other drives or devices on
the the VM must be encrypted manually.

o

Encrypt All Devices—All Windows drives and Linux devices will be
automatically encrypted.

Auto Encryption Policy Path(s)—If the policy type is Include or Exclude, enter a
path that should be included or excluded. To add additional paths, click the + (Plus
sign) in this field. You can enter either a Windows drive a Linux device name. For
example, any of the following would be valid path names: C:, C:\data, or sdb1.
Important: Each path must be on its own line.
For more information, see Automatic Data Encryption on page 229.

If this option is set to Yes, the drives and devices in the VMs registered with this Cloud
VM Set can be decrypted. If it is set to No, any decryption request will fail.
Decryption Allowed
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Option

Policy Agent
Uninstallation Allowed

Description
If this option is set to Yes, the Policy Agent can be uninstalled on the VMs registered
with this Cloud VM Set. If it is set to No, the Policy Agent cannot be uninstalled.
If you change this option, you can also propagate the change to all of the VMs that are
currently registered with the Cloud VM Set. If you do not propagate the change, then this
setting will be inherited only by new VMs registered with the Cloud VM Set.

5. On the Reauthentication Settings tab, you can change any of the following options by clicking the entry in the field,
setting the new value, and then clicking Save. You must click Save after each change or your changes will be lost
when you select a different field.

Option

Reauthentication on IP
Change

Description
Whether a VM in the set must be re-authenticated when the VM's IP address changes.
The default is No.
If your system configuration uses DHCP or multiple NICs, do not set this option to Yes.
If you do so, the VMs in the set may go into a reboot loop if their boot partitions are
encrypted and any encrypted drives may be detached.
Whether a VM in the set must be re-authenticated if its MAC address or UUID changes.
The options are:
l

l

Reauthentication on
H/W Signature
Change

l

Yes — If either the MAC address or the UUID changes, the VM requires
reauthentication. This is the default. We recommend that you do not change this
option.
Permissive — Both the MAC address and the UUID must change before the
VM requires reauthentication. You can use this option if your system administrators
are performing maintenance on the VMs in this Cloud VM Set that require changes to
the network cards and hence to the MAC addresses of the VMs in the set. We
recommend you reset this value to Yes once maintenance is finished.
No — KeyControl does not require reauthentication if VM's MAC address or UUID
changes. We strongly recommend that you do not select this option. If you do, a
cloned or misconfigured VM could gain access to the keys associated with the
original VM.
If you do select this option, you must confirm the selection before you can proceed. If
KeyControl detects multiple VMs with the same MAC address and UUID
combination when hardware validation is off, KeyControl generates an alert every 8
hours until the cloned VMs stop heartbeating or hardware authentication is set to Yes
or Permissive. In addition, KeyControl generates an alert when client operations,
such as key access or device registration, occur on the cloned VMs.

Reauthentication on
Reboot
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No.
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Changing KEK Properties
If a Key Encryption Key (KEK) was specified when the Cloud VM Set was created, you may be able to change the
properties for that KEK based on the options selected when the key was created.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Select the Cloud VM Set whose KEK properties you want to change.
4. Click the Key Encryption Key tab. The options you can change are displayed as blue links in the webGUI.
Note: If the Key State is Not Imported, then no KEK has been associated with this Cloud VM Set. To add one, see
Importing a KEK for an Existing Cloud VM Set on page 140.
5. Change any available option by clicking on the current value and then entering a new value in the field. When you are
finished with each field, click Save in that field or your changes will be lost. KeyControl applies each change as soon
as you click Save. While the change is in process, the Key State changes to ACTIVE_PENDING. When the
change has been completed, the Key State returns to ACTIVE.
The options are:

Option

Description
The length of time for which the KEK and all data encryption keys on the VMs will be
valid. To indicate that the KEK should never expire, set this field to 0 (zero).
If you change the Key Expiration Period, the new expiration period begins from the
day you make the change, not from the day the Cloud VM Set was created.
When this time period expires:

Key Expiration Period

l

All disks on all VMs in the Cloud VM Set are automatically detached. What happens
to the keys depends on the setting in the Key Expiration Action field.

l

Any attempt to register a new VM with the Cloud VM Set will fail.

l

Any encrypt or decrypt operation on any of the associated VMs will fail.

Note: If the Key Expiration Option field is set to Change, you can shorten the
expiration period but you cannot lengthen it beyond the original date.
The options are:
l

Key Expiration Action

l

No Use — The KEK and all data encryption keys are deactivated but retained. The
keys can be reactivated and the expiration date extended if the Key Expiration
Option field is set to Extend.
Shred — The KEK and all data encryption keys are destroyed and cannot be
retrieved. In addition, all VMs in the set are removed from KeyControl and the Cloud
VM Set itself is deleted.
Shred is a destructive action that cannot be undone. Make sure you have set the
correct Key Expiration Period when using this option.
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Option

Description
The options are:
l

Key Expiration Option
l

l

VM Set Retention
Period

No Change — None of the KEK properties can be changed. The only thing you can
do is revoke access to all VMs in the Cloud VM Set by selecting Actions > Revoke
Key Encryption Key.
Change — You can change the expiration options but you cannot set an expiration
date beyond the date originally specified when the Cloud VM Set was created.
Extend — You can change any of the expiration options as desired.

If Key Expiration Action is set to No Use, this field determines the period of time for
which Cloud VM Set objects will be retained after the expiration date is reached.
After this period passes, KeyControl permanently deletes all cloud VMs, the Cloud VM
Set, and the associated KEK.

Generating a New SEK Key
When you want to rekey the disks in the Cloud VM Set or you have the Auto Rekey option turned on and you want to
have a new SEK key available, you need to manually generate one. When you do, KeyControl:
l

l

l

Generates and stores a new version of the SEK key.
Increments the version number shown in the Single Key Encryption Version field and assigns that version number to
the new version of the SEK key.
Uses the new SEK key version when you tell KeyControl to encrypt a disk in the Cloud VM Set for the first time.

KeyControl does not automatically rekey any of the previously-encrypted disks. This means that, if you generate a new
key and then you encrypt a disk without rekeying the other disks in the Cloud VM Set, data deduplication will not work
with the newly-encrypted disk because the data blocks on the new disk will use a different offset from the data blocks on
the disks using the older version of the SEK key.
After you rekey the older disks, however, data deduplication will again work for all of the disks in the Cloud VM Set.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. On the VM Sets tab, select the Cloud VM Set for which you want to generate a new key.
4. In the Single Encryption Key State field, click Add New Key.
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5. In the Generate New Single Encryption Key dialog box, specify the options you want to use.

Option

Description

Single Key Encryption
Expiration

The date on which the SEK key will expire or "Never" if the SEK never expires. If you
specify a date and the SEK key expires, access to every encrypted disk on every
VM in the Cloud VM Set will be denied. What happens to the SEK key depends on the
setting in the Expiration Action field.
l

Single Key Encryption
Expiration Action

l

No Use — The key is deactivated but retained. It can be reactivated by setting a
future expiration date, or by setting the expiration date to "Never". At that point, all
access to the encrypted data will be restored. This is the default.
Shred — The key is destroyed and cannot be retrieved. You should only use this
option if you are absolutely certain that you will never again need to access the data
encrypted by this key. If a key is shredded, any data encrypted by this key cannot
be decrypted.

6. When you are finished, click Generate.

What to Do Next
Rekey the disks in the Cloud VM Set or make sure that Auto Rekey is enabled for the Cloud VM Set. For details, see
Rekeying a Disk Using the webGUI on page 241, Rekeying a Disk using the CLI on page 242, and Configuring Auto
Rekey for a Cloud VM Set on page 247.

Changing SEK Properties
After you create the Cloud VM Set, you can enable or disable the use of SEK for the set as long as there are no VMs
registered with the set. If one or more VMs are registered with the Cloud VM Set, you can no longer change these
properties.
Tip: If you want to change the cipher KeyControl uses for the SEK keys, disable SEK for the Cloud VM Set then reenable it. You can only set the cipher when you first enable SEK.
If you want to change the expiration date or expiration option for a SEK key, see Changing the SEK Key Expiration
Options on the next page.

Enabling SEK for the Cloud VM Set
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI on any node in the cluster using an account with Cloud Admin privileges for the
Cloud VM Set you want to modify.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. On the VM Sets tab, select the Cloud VM Set for which you want to enable SEK.
4. On the Details tab, click Enable in the Single Encryption Key field.
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5. In the Enable Single Encryption Key dialog box, specify the options you want to use.

Option

Description

Single Key Encryption
Expiration

The date on which the SEK key will expire or "Never" if the SEK never expires. If you
specify a date and the SEK key expires, access to every encrypted disk on every
VM in the Cloud VM Set will be denied. What happens to the SEK key depends on the
setting in the Expiration Action field.
l

Single Key Encryption
Expiration Action

l

No Use — The key is deactivated but retained. It can be reactivated by setting a
future expiration date, or by setting the expiration date to "Never". At that point, all
access to the encrypted data will be restored. This is the default.
Shred — The key is destroyed and cannot be retrieved. You should only use this
option if you are absolutely certain that you will never again need to access the data
encrypted by this key. If a key is shredded, any data encrypted by this key cannot
be decrypted.

6. When you are done, click Enable. KeyControl creates a SEK key that it will use to encrypt all disks in all VMs
registered with this Cloud VM Set until you generate a new SEK key. For details, see Generating a New SEK Key
on page 136.

Disabling SEK for the Cloud VM Set
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI on any node in the cluster using an account with Cloud Admin privileges for the
Cloud VM Set you want to modify.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. On the VM Sets tab, select the Cloud VM Set for which you want to disable SEK.
4. On the Details tab, click Disable in the Single Encryption Key field.
5. Confirm that you want to disable SEK at the prompt.

Changing the SEK Key Expiration Options
You can change the expiry date and expiration option for the version of the SEK key associated with any disk in the
Cloud VM Set. When you do so, KeyControl applies the changes to all disks on all VMs in the Cloud VM Set using the
same version of the SEK key as the selected disk.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI on any node in the cluster using an account with Cloud Admin privileges for the
Cloud VM Set you want to modify.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the VMs tab and select the VM you want to work with from the list.
4. Click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row to access the details for the specific VM.
5. Click the Encrypted Disks tab and select the disk whose expiration date you want to set. KeyControl displays the
Expiry Date and On Expiration properties for the selected disk below the table.
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6. If the Expiry Date field displays:
l

l

Never, click Never and enter a date in the format mm/dd/yyyy or click the calendar icon and select the day from
the pop up calendar.
A date, change the date using the field or the calendar icon. To set the key expiration back to Never, click Clear.

If the date is valid, KeyControl displays a confirmation dialog letting you know that these changes will affect all
disks on all VMs in the Cloud VM Set that use the same version of the SEK key as the selected disk. Confirm your
changes at the prompt.
KeyControl changes the date and updates the information for the affected disks in the Disk table. If there is a
problem, check whether the Cloud VM Set to which this VM belongs has an associated KEK. If it does, you cannot
change the key expiration date for the disk beyond the date specified for the KEK.
7. If desired, change what happens when the expiration date arrives for all disks on all VMs in the Cloud VM Set that
use the same version of the SEK key as the selected disk. You can select:
l

l

No Use — The key is deactivated but retained. It can be reactivated by setting a future expiration date, or by
setting the expiration date to "Never". At that point, all access to the encrypted data will be restored. This is the
default.
Shred — The key is destroyed and cannot be retrieved. You should only use this option if you are absolutely
certain that you will never again need to access the data encrypted by this key. If a key is shredded, any data
encrypted by this key cannot be decrypted.

When you are finished, click Save. At the prompt, confirm that you want to set the expiration option for all disks in
the Cloud VM Set using the same version of the SEK key as the selected disk.

Viewing the SEK Key Version for a Disk
When a Cloud Admin generates a new version of the SEK key, KeyControl does not automatically launch a rekey task
for all the disks in the Cloud VM Set. It does, however, provide the new version of the SEK key to the HyTrust
DataControl Policy Agent when the Policy Agent needs to encrypt a new disk or rekey an previously encrypted disk.
This gives the Cloud Admin full control over when rekeys take place, but it does mean that some disks in the Cloud VM
Set may be using different versions of the SEK key. If data deduplication stops working for some of the VMs in the Cloud
VM Set, use this procedure to verify that the encrypted disks are using the most recent version of the SEK key. If there
are discrepancies, you can rekey the appropriate disks.
1. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or
start Windows PowerShell.
2. Enter the hcl keyversion diskname command, where diskname is the name of the disk that you want to check.
For Linux, use the short form of the disk name. (For example, sdb1 instead of /dev/sdb1.) For Windows, specify the
drive letter or folder mount associated with the disk. (For example, f: or g:\data).
The command returns the key version being used by the disk as well as the current SEK key version. The following
example shows a disk that is currently encrypted with an older version of the SEK key:
# hcl keyversion sdb1
keyversion: 2 SEKversion: 4

In this case, you should rekey the disk to bring it up to date. For details, see Rekeying a Disk using the CLI on
page 242 and Rekeying a Disk Using the webGUI on page 241.
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Importing a KEK for an Existing Cloud VM Set
If a Cloud VM Set was created with an associated Key Encryption Key (KEK) but the Base64 encoded key was not
specified at the time of creation, you need to import one before you can register VMs with the Cloud VM Set.
KeyControl creates the KEK based on a user-provided 128- or 256-bit encoded key and stores the KEK in an associated
hardware security module (HSM).

Before You Begin
Make sure there is an HSM associated with this KeyControl cluster. For details, see Hardware Security Modules with
KeyControl on page 63.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Select the Cloud VM Set whose KEK you want to import.
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4. Select Actions > Import Key Encryption Key and specify the options you want to use.

Option

Description

Base64 Encoded Key

The encryption key KeyControl should use to encrypt all data encryption keys for all
VMs in the Cloud VM Set. The expiration option settings for this KEK are automatically
inherited by all VMs registered with the Cloud VM Set.
Specify the base64-encoded value for a 128-bit or 256-bit key. KeyControl stores the
KEK in the associated HSM when you submit the import request.
The length of time for which the KEK and all data encryption keys on the VMs will be
valid. To indicate that the KEK should never expire, set this field to 0 (zero).
If you change the Key Expiration Period, the new expiration period begins from the
day you make the change, not from the day the Cloud VM Set was created.
When this time period expires:

Key Expiration Period

l

All disks on all VMs in the Cloud VM Set are automatically detached. What happens
to the keys depends on the setting in the Key Expiration Action field.

l

Any attempt to register a new VM with the Cloud VM Set will fail.

l

Any encrypt or decrypt operation on any of the associated VMs will fail.

Note: If the Key Expiration Option field is set to Change, you can shorten the
expiration period but you cannot lengthen it beyond the original date.
The options are:
l

Key Expiration Action

l

No Use — The KEK and all data encryption keys are deactivated but retained. The
keys can be reactivated and the expiration date extended if the Key Expiration
Option field is set to Extend.
Shred — The KEK and all data encryption keys are destroyed and cannot be
retrieved. In addition, all VMs in the set are removed from KeyControl and the Cloud
VM Set itself is deleted.
Only use Shred if you are absolutely certain that you will never need to access the
Cloud VM Set or the VMs registered with the Cloud VM Set again.

The options are:
l

Key Expiration Option
l

l

VM Set Retention
Period

No Change — None of the KEK properties can be changed. The only thing you can
do is revoke access to all VMs in the Cloud VM Set by selecting Actions > Revoke
Key Encryption Key.
Change — You can change the expiration options but you cannot set an expiration
date beyond the date originally specified when the Cloud VM Set was created.
Extend — You can change any of the expiration options as desired.

If Key Expiration Action is set to No Use, this field determines the period of time for
which Cloud VM Set objects will be retained after the expiration date is reached.
After this period passes, KeyControl permanently deletes all cloud VMs, the Cloud VM
Set, and the associated KEK.

5. Click Proceed.
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Revoking KEK Access
If you specified a Key Encryption Key (KEK) when you created the Cloud VM Set, you can revoke access to all of the
VMs in the Cloud VM Set by revoking access to the KEK. When you do so, KeyControl immediately deactivates and
detaches all encrypted disks for all VMs in the Cloud VM Set regardless of the KEK expiration date.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Select the Cloud VM Set for which you want to revoke access.
4. Select Actions > Revoke Key Encryption Key.
5. Click Revoke.
6. To verify that the KEK was revoked, click on the Key Encryption Key tab and look at the Key Encryption Key
State field. While the operation is proceeding, the state is REVOKE_PENDING. When the process is finished, the
state changes to REVOKED.
While the key is revoked, you will not be able to add a new VM to the Cloud VM Set or access, encrypt, or decrypt any of
the existing VMs in the set. These operations are only available when the KEK state is ACTIVE.
To restore access to the VMs, select the Cloud VM Set then select Actions > Unrevoke Key Encryption Key.
KeyControl restores access to the VMs as long as the KEK has not expired.

High Availability Between a VM and the KeyControl
Cluster
When you register a VM with KeyControl, you must provide at least one KeyControl node IP address. If that is all you do,
then that is the only KeyControl node that the VM will communicate with, even if that KeyControl node is part of a cluster.
If that KeyControl node becomes unreachable, then the VM's heartbeat will fail and access to the VM may be disrupted.
If you have a cluster of KeyControl nodes, you can solve this issue by configuring High Availability between the VM and
all the nodes in the KeyControl cluster. To do this, HyTrust recommends associating the VM with a KeyControl Mapping,
which is a list of KeyControl nodes maintained in KeyControl. If you add or remove a KeyControl node from the cluster, or
if any of the KeyControl node IP addresses change, you can update the Mapping and KeyControl will automatically
disseminate those updates to all associated VMs at their next heartbeat.
Tip: You can create a KeyControl Mapping even if you have a standalone KeyControl node. That way, if you ever
decide to add additional nodes to form a KeyControl cluster, you just need to add the new nodes to your existing
Mapping and the changes will be disseminated to the VMs automatically.
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Alternatively, you can configure High Availability on an individual VM-by-VM basis. If you do this, however, you must
manually update the list of available KeyControl nodes on every VM any time you add or remove a KeyControl node from
the cluster.

High Availability Through a Global KeyControl Mapping
A KeyControl Mapping is a list of KeyControl nodes maintained in KeyControl. Each KeyControl Mapping is assigned to
a specific Cloud Admin Group, and it can be associated with any number of VMs registered with that group. If you add or
remove a KeyControl node from the cluster, you only need to edit the Mapping and the changes will be disseminated to
the associated VMs at their next heartbeat.
For each KeyControl node in the Mapping, you can specify an externally-visible IP address or hostname. This allows you
to connect the VMs with the KeyControl nodes across a firewall or in an environment such as Amazon Web Services
(AWS) or Microsoft Azure, where the node is assigned an internal IP address as well as an external IP address.
You can create as many KeyControl Mappings for each Cloud Admin Group as you need. The first node in each Mapping
will always be the preferred KeyControl node for the associated VMs. So if you have some KeyControl nodes in the US
and some in Europe, you can create one Mapping with the US nodes listed first and another mapping with the European
nodes listed first. Then you can assign the appropriate Mapping to each VM based on its location.
You cannot, however, associate the same Mapping with multiple Cloud Admin Groups. Even if you want to use the same
list of KeyControl nodes for every registered VM, you must still create a unique KeyControl Mapping for each Cloud
Admin Group.

Failover with a KeyControl Mapping
The order of the IP addresses in the list determines the order of precedence. The first node in a KeyControl Mapping is
considered the preferred node, and all VMs will use that node as long as it is available. If the preferred node is offline
when a VM heartbeats, the VM will try the other IP addresses in the Mapping, starting with the second IP address in the
list and working downwards. Once the VM finds an available KeyControl node, it will use that node to complete the
current heartbeat, and it will continue to use that node until the cluster returns to a healthy state. After the cluster
becomes healthy, the VM will resume using the preferred node at its next heartbeat.
If you want to change the preferred KeyControl node, you can change the order of the nodes in the Mapping, and, the next
time the VM heartbeats with a healthy KeyControl cluster, it will begin using the new preferred node immediately.
Important: If you remove the preferred KeyControl node from the cluster, KeyControl automatically gives you the option
of removing the KeyControl node from the Mapping as well. Doing this by itself, however, is not enough to make the
registered VMs fail over to a different node in the Mapping. Instead, you must also shut down or destroy the old node so
that it is no longer reachable by the VMs. As soon at it is no longer reachable, the VMs will fail over to one of the other
KeyControl nodes in the Mapping. At that point KeyControl will communicate the updated Mapping to the VMs and they
will begin to use the KeyControl node that is listed first in the updated Mapping.

High Availability on Individual VMs
You can maintain the list of available KeyControl node IP addresses on individual VMs using the hcl updatekc
command on each VM. In this case, if the list of KeyControl IP addresses changes in any way, those changes must be
manually disseminated to each VM by re-running the hcl updatekc command on each VM.
This method also requires that the VM and all of your KeyControl nodes be on the same network so that they can ping
each other directly, or that you have set up a Domain Name Server (DNS) server with entries that map each KeyControl
IP address to a single domain name. With a DNS server, if you add or remove KeyControl nodes from the cluster, the
Policy Agents can continue to use the same domain name but you must update the DNS entries on the DNS server.
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For details on the hcl updatekc command, see Updating KeyControl Node IP Addresses on an Individual VM on
page 149. For details about setting up a DNS server, see your DNS server documentation.

Creating a KeyControl Mapping
A KeyControl Mapping lets you create a list of KeyControl IP addresses that you maintain in KeyControl. Each
KeyControl node in the Mapping is associated with an externally-visible IP address or hostname that the VMs can use to
access that KeyControl node. If you ever change the list of KeyControl nodes in the Mapping, KeyControl automatically
disseminates the changes to the each associated VM at its next heartbeat.
Associating a Mapping with a VM enables High Availability between the VM and KeyControl by enabling failover among
the KeyControl nodes, and it means you do not need to update the individual VMs when KeyControl nodes are added to,
or removed from, the cluster.
For more information on High Availability and failover, see High Availability Between a VM and the KeyControl Cluster on
page 142.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the Mappings tab.
4. Select Actions > Create Mapping.
5. On the Mapping tab, specify the options you want to use.

Field

Description

Name

Enter the name for this KeyControl Mapping. You can use - (hyphen) and _
(underscore) as well as any alphanumeric characters.

Cloud Admin Group
drop-down

Select the Cloud Admin Group associated with this Mapping. The Mapping will be
available to all VMs that are registered with the Cloud VM Sets assigned to the
selected Cloud Admin Group.

Description

Enter a description for the KeyControl Mapping. This description will be displayed on
the VMs when they are associated with the KeyControl Mapping.

6. When you are done, click Next.
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7. On the Servers tab, create an entry for the first KeyControl node by specifying the options you want to use.

Field

Description
The externally-visible hostname or IP address to which this node should be mapped.
Each node in the cluster can be associated with one and only one externally-visible
IP address.

External IP

Note: If the VMs will be communicating with the KeyControl node through a firewall or
in an environment like Amazon Web Services or Microsoft Azure, the externally-visible
IP address may not be the same as the internal KeyControl node IP address. Make
sure that all VMs that will use this Mapping can communicate with the KeyControl
node via the specified IP address/port number combination.

Port

The port number for the specified Hostname or IP address. The default is 443.

KeyControl Server

Select the appropriate KeyControl node in the drop-down list. You can only have one
entry for each KeyControl node.

State

Select Enabled if the node is available to the VMs associated with this KeyControl
Mapping. If you want to use this as a placeholder until you bring the node online, select
Disabled. The default is Enabled.

Description

Enter a description for this node that lets you distinguish it from other nodes in the
KeyControl Mapping.

8. If you want to add another node, click the + button and enter the appropriate information.
9. When you are done adding nodes, make sure that the order is correct because the order of the IP addresses in the
list determines the order of precedence. The first node in a KeyControl Mapping is considered the preferred node,
and all VMs will use that node as long as it is available. If the preferred node is offline when a VM heartbeats, the VM
will try the other IP addresses in the Mapping, starting with the second IP address in the list and working
downwards. Once the VM finds an available KeyControl node, it will use that node to complete the current
heartbeat, and it will continue to use that node until the cluster returns to a healthy state. After the cluster becomes
healthy, the VM will resume using the preferred node at its next heartbeat.
If you need to change the order, click and hold on the arrow icon at the beginning of the line to drag the entry to the
proper position. Release the mouse to drop the entry in the new location.
10. When all nodes are included and the order is correct, click Create.
11. At the Mapping Successfully Created message, click Close.
12. If you want to associate the KeyControl Mapping with an existing VM that already has the Policy Agent installed:
a. Log into the VM as an administrator.
b. Enter the command hcl updatekc -a and enter the credentials for a KeyControl user account with Cloud
Admin privileges at the prompt. KeyControl displays a list of available KeyControl Mapping that you can use with
the VM.
c. Select the KeyControl Mapping you want to use from the list. KeyControl echoes the IP addresses in the list for
confirmation. For example:
# hcl updatekc -a
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Getting KeyControl Mapping information
Please provide the KeyControl login details
username: cloudadmin
password: ********
This VM can be added to one of the following KeyControl Mappings
--------------------------------------------------1 : San Francisco Datacenter
2 : AWS VMs
--------------------------------------------------Please select KeyControl Mapping (0 to skip): 1
KeyControl Mapping
server description KC-1, ip 192.168.140.151, port 443
server description KC-2, ip 192.168.140.152, port 443
Updated KeyControl list with KeyControl nodes 192.168.140.151:443,192.168.140.152:443

Note: For details about specifying a KeyControl Mapping when you install the Policy Agent, see the HyTrust
DataControl Installation and Upgrade Guide.

Changing a KeyControl Mapping
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the Mappings tab.
4. Select the Mapping you want to change in the list.
5. If you want to change the Mapping name, associated Cloud Admin Group, or description, do the following:
a. In the Details tab below the table, click the text in the field you want to change.
b. Make your changes and click Save.
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6. If you want to change the KeyControl nodes in the Mapping or the order of the node in the Mapping, do the following:
a. Select Actions > Edit Mapping.
b. If you want to add a new IP address, click the + (Plus sign) on the right-hand side of the dialog box to add a new
row, then enter the following information:

Field

Description
The externally-visible hostname or IP address to which this node should be
mapped. Each node in the cluster can be associated with one and only one
externally-visible IP address.

External IP

Note: If the VMs will be communicating with the KeyControl node through a
firewall or in an environment like Amazon Web Services or Microsoft Azure, the
externally-visible IP address may not be the same as the internal KeyControl node
IP address. Make sure that all VMs that will use this Mapping can communicate
with the KeyControl node via the specified IP address/port number combination.

Port

The port number for the specified Hostname or IP address. The default is 443.

KeyControl Server

Select the appropriate KeyControl node in the drop-down list. You can only have
one entry for each KeyControl node.

State

Select Enabled if the node is available to the VMs associated with this KeyControl
Mapping. If you want to use this as a placeholder until you bring the node online,
select Disabled. The default is Enabled.

Description

Enter a description for this node that lets you distinguish it from other nodes in the
KeyControl Mapping.

c. If you want to delete an existing entry, click the – (Minus sign) at the end of the row you want to delete.
d. When you are done changing the list of nodes, make sure that the order is correct because the order of the
IP addresses in the list determines the order of precedence. The first node in a KeyControl Mapping is
considered the preferred node, and all VMs will use that node as long as it is available. If the preferred node is
offline when a VM heartbeats, the VM will try the other IP addresses in the Mapping, starting with the second
IP address in the list and working downwards. Once the VM finds an available KeyControl node, it will use that
node to complete the current heartbeat, and it will continue to use that node until the cluster returns to a healthy
state. After the cluster becomes healthy, the VM will resume using the preferred node at its next heartbeat.
If you need to change the order, click and hold on the arrow icon at the beginning of the line to drag the entry to
the proper position. Release the mouse to drop the entry in the new location.
e. When you are done, click Update. KeyControl communicates the changes to the associated VMs on their next
heartbeat.

Managing the KeyControl Mapping on a VM
You can associate a KeyControl Mapping with a VM at any time. The same procedure can also be used to change the
Mapping currently associated with a VM. This can be done either through the KeyControl webGUI or through the CLI on
the VM itself.
If you use the webGUI, you can also use the Multi-Select option to set the Mapping for multiple VMs at the same time.
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Managing the Mapping Through the webGUI
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click on the VM whose Mapping you want to set and select Actions > Set Mapping.
Tip: If you want to set the same Mapping for multiple VMs, enable the Multi-Select option and then click on each of
the VMs whose Mapping you want to set.
4. Select the Mapping you want to use from the drop-down list, then click Set Mapping.
KeyControl automatically communicates the new Mapping information to the VM. After that, the VM will connect to
KeyControl using the first node in the Mapping. If that node is unavailable, the VM will automatically fail over to the
next node in the Mapping. For details, see High Availability Between a VM and the KeyControl Cluster on page 142.
You can view the progress of the Mapping assignment on the User Tasks tab for the VM. You can also view the
currently-assigned Mapping on the VM's Details tab in the Mapping field.

Managing the Mapping Through the CLI
Log into each VM you want to associate with the KeyControl Mapping and enter the command hcl updatekc –a [-u
username [-s password]], where:
l

-u is a KeyControl user account with Cloud Admin privileges. If you do not enter a user account name you will be

prompted for one.
l

-s is the password for the KeyControl user account. If you do not enter a password you will be prompted for one.

The Policy Agent then queries KeyControl for the list of available KeyControl Mappings. Type the number corresponding
to the Mapping you want to use and press Enter. For example:
# hcl updatekc -a
Getting KeyControl Mapping information
Please provide the KeyControl login details
username: cloudadmin
password: ********
This VM can be added to one of the following KeyControl Mappings
--------------------------------------------------1 : San Francisco Datacenter
2 : AWS VMs
--------------------------------------------------Please select KeyControl Mapping (0 to skip): 1
KeyControl Mapping
server description KC-1, ip 192.168.140.151, port 443
server description KC-2, ip 192.168.140.152, port 443
Updated KeyControl list with KeyControl nodes 192.168.140.151:443,192.168.140.152:443

Note: If you select 0, no changes are made to the current IP addresses or KeyControl Mapping associated with the
VM.
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Updating KeyControl Node IP Addresses on an Individual VM
If the KeyControl nodes in a cluster change, you need to update the IP address list on each Policy Agent unless you have
specified a KeyControl Mapping for the VMs. KeyControl Mapping changes are done through KeyControl and are
communicated to each associated VM on the VM's next heartbeat. For more information, see High Availability Between
a VM and the KeyControl Cluster on page 142.

Procedure
For each VM registered with this KeyControl cluster:
1. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or
start Windows PowerShell.
2. Enter the hcl updatekc kc_hostname[:port],kc_hostname[:port],kc_hostname[:port],... command
where kc_hostname,kc_hostname,kc_hostname... is a comma-separated list of the KeyControl node IP
addresses or hostnames and port is an optional port number (the default is port 443). If you are entering the
command on Windows, use quotes around the list of hostnames.
The first KeyControl node in the list will be considered the primary node, and the VM will always attempt to reach
KeyControl through that node first. If that node is unavailable, the VM will try the other nodes in the list in order until it
finds a KeyControl node that it can communicate with.
For example, if you want to specify the KeyControl node named kc-chicago as your primary node and the nodes
10.238.66.234 and kc-bangalore on port 447 as your second and third nodes, you would specify:
Linux: # hcl updatekc kc-chicago,10.238.66.234,kc-bangalore:447
Windows: C:\> hcl updatekc "kc-chicago,10.238.66.234,kc-bangalore:447" (Note the " " around the
hostname list for Windows.)
Important: The list you specify overwrites any existing list on the Policy Agent. So if the Policy Agent is currently
connected to three KeyControl nodes and you remove one, you must specify the two remaining nodes with the
updatekc command. The third node will be removed automatically. Similarly, if you add a fourth KeyControl node, you
must specify all four IP addresses with the updatekc command. If you only specify the new KeyControl node, then that
becomes the only node that the Policy Agent will communicate with.
To verify the connection status, enter the hcl status command, as shown. The first line shows the KeyControl that the
VM is currently communicating with and the second line shows the three KeyControl nodes available to the VM.
C:\> hcl status
Summary
--------------------------------------------------KeyControl: kc-chicago:443
KeyControl list: kc-chicago:443,10.238.66.234:443,kc-bangalore:447
Status: Connected

Viewing the Details for a VM
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
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3. Click the VMs tab.
4. To view the details for a VM, click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row.
KeyControl displays the details for the VM along with a VM-specific Actions button that allows you to manage the
selected VM without affecting other VMs registered with KeyControl.

VM Status Information
The VM Status can be one of the following:
l

Not registered — The Policy Agent software is installed but the VM has not yet been registered with KeyControl.

l

Connected — The VM can communicate with KeyControl and everything is running normally.

l

Could not connect — KeyControl is not reachable. If this condition continues, the VM will need to be reauthenticated with KeyControl when communication is re-established.

l

Need to update certificate — The certificate for the is VM is no longer valid and should be updated.

l

Reauth needed — The VM needs to be re-authenticated.

l

l

l

Virtual Machine not authenticated — VM permissions have been revoked from KeyControl. To fix this issue, see
Reactivating a Revoked Disk on page 207.
Identity verification failed — Permissions are not available because the VM heartbeat has timed out or its IP
address or hardware signature has changed. This can occur if you have changed the IP address on a VM or copied
the VM to a new server.
Unknown error from KeyControl cluster — An unknown error has occurred. Please contact HyTrust support if you
see this message.

VM Details Area
The VM Details area contains the following tabs:
l

l

Details — Shows the basic information about the VM including its certificate status, rekey interval, and the version of
the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent installed on the VM.
Reauthentication Settings — Shows whether KeyControl requires you to reauthenticate the VM when its
IP address changes, its hardware signature changes, or it reboots.
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l

l

l

l

Encrypted Disks — Shows the status of the VM's encrypted disks, including both regular disks and Windows folder
mounts.
Unencrypted Disks — Shows the disks and Windows folder mounts available for encryption.
User Tasks — Shows the tasks that were started by a KeyControl user. This list includes any manually-initiated disk
encryption or decryption tasks and the status of any changes to the KeyControl Mapping assigned to the VM.
System Tasks — Shows the tasks that were started automatically by KeyControl. This list includes any auto
encryption tasks for the VM.

Exporting VM Details
You can export the details for all VMs registered with KeyControl, or for all VMs registered with selected Cloud VM Sets,
to a CSV (comma separated value) file. The CSV file includes information about the VM's status, IP address, operating
system, Policy Agent version, certificate expiration date, and the basic VM option settings.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. If you want to download the details for all VMs registered with the Cloud VM Sets to which your account has
access, click Actions > Download All CVM Set Info. If you want to download the details for specific Cloud
VM Sets, select those sets and click Actions > Download Selected CVM Set Info.
KeyControl generates and downloads a file called htdc-cvmsetinfo-yymmddhhmm.csv, where yymmddhhmm is the
year, month, day, hour, and minute server time at which the export file was created.
Note: This option is only available for Cloud VM Sets that have at least one registered VM. If you select a Cloud VM
Set and Download Selected CVM Set Info does not appear in the Actions menu, then the selected set does not
have any registered VMs.

Viewing the VM Status with the CLI
1. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or
start Windows PowerShell.
2. Run the hcl status command. For example:
# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 192.168.200.175:443
KeyControl list: 192.168.200.175:443
Status: Connected
Last heartbeat: Fri Jul 27 11:31:57 2018 (pass)
AES_NI: enabled
Certificate Expiration: Sep 11 22:16:13 2020 GMT
HTCRYPT: Not Installed
Registered Devices
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Disk Name
Cipher
Status
Clear
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sde1
AES-XTS-512 Detached (RK 10.25%)
/dev/mapper/clear_sde1
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, attach_handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT
sda3
AES-XTS-512 Attached
/dev/mapper/clear_3463E620-D268-43778020-36C53513C8FD (swap)
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, attach_handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT
sdc2
AES-XTS-512 Attached
/dev/mapper/clear_44B72469-EDEE-4061BDF8-E05A12DB5063 (/data)
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, attach_handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT
Available Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Device Node
Size (in MB)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sde7
/dev/sde7
580
sde6
/dev/sde6
203
sde5
/dev/sde5
125
sdc1
/dev/sdc1
118
sdb
/dev/sdb
256
vg--sdd-d1g1ts
/dev/dm-0
252
vg--sdd-long
/dev/dm-1
252
Other Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Device Node
Status
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sda2
/dev/sda2
Mounted (/)
sda1
/dev/sda1
Mounted (/boot)
sdd
/dev/sdd
LVM (vg-sdd)

The VM status can be one of the following:
l

Not registered — The Policy Agent software is installed but the VM has not yet been registered with KeyControl.

l

Connected — The VM can communicate with KeyControl and everything is running normally.

l

Could not connect — KeyControl is not reachable. If this condition continues, the VM will need to be reauthenticated with KeyControl when communication is re-established.

l

Need to update certificate — The certificate for the is VM is no longer valid and should be updated.

l

Reauth needed — The VM needs to be re-authenticated.

l

l

l

Virtual Machine not authenticated — VM permissions have been revoked from KeyControl. To fix this issue,
see Reactivating a Revoked Disk on page 207.
Identity verification failed — Permissions are not available because the VM heartbeat has timed out or its IP
address or hardware signature has changed. This can occur if you have changed the IP address on a VM or
copied the VM to a new server.
Unknown error from KeyControl cluster — An unknown error has occurred. Please contact HyTrust support if
you see this message.
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Changing the Properties for a Specific VM
When you add a VM to a Cloud VM Set, the VM inherits the settings for most of its property settings from the global
defaults specified for the associated Cloud VM Set. (The only exception is the Description, which is set when you
register the VM with KeyControl.) You can override the global defaults for individual VMs as required. For details about
setting the global defaults, see Creating a Cloud VM Set on page 125.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Select the VM whose properties you want to set and click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row.
4. On the Details tab, specify the options you want to use.

Option

Description

Description

A user-defined string identifying this VM.

Certificate Valid
Until

The date on which the certificate for this VM will expire. To have KeyControl automatically
renew the certificate, set the Certificate Auto Renewal Period option, described below.
The length of time between the heartbeats each VM in the set sends to KeyControl to verify
that the connection between them is functioning normally. You can specify seconds,
minutes, hours, or days. The default is 5 minutes. This value should be set to a minimum of
10 seconds.

Heartbeat

If changes have been made to the VMs through the KeyControl webGUI, those changes are
communicated to the VMs during the heartbeat. That means if the heartbeat is set to 5
minutes, then it can take up to 5 minutes for any changes made in the KeyControl webGUI
to be applied to the VMs in the set.
If a VM cannot reach KeyControl during the heartbeat, the VM continues to run but any
changes made in KeyControl are not picked up by the VM until the next successful
heartbeat. KeyControl sets the status of the VM to Unreachable, but it takes no further
action unless the heartbeat continues to fail after the Grace Period has expired.

Grace Period

The length of time that can pass without a successful heartbeat. The default is 1 day. You
can specify the grace period in seconds, minutes, hours, or days.
If a VM remains unresponsive past the grace period, access to the data on the VM will be
unavailable until the VM is re-authenticated with KeyControl.

OS

The operating system running on the VM.

HyTrust Policy
Agent Version

The version of the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent running on the VM.
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Option

Rekey Interval

Description
If you specify any value other than 0 (zero) for this option, KeyControl periodically creates a
rekey task for every encrypted disk in the VM. You can select any number of days, weeks,
months, or years and KeyControl will automatically rekey the encrypted disks on that
schedule.
To disable Auto Rekey, enter 0 in this field. By default, Auto Rekey is disabled.
Note: The Auto Rekey feature only works with Windows disks. If you enable Auto Rekey
for a Linux VM, this feature will be ignored and the Linux disks will not be automatically
rekeyed.

Certificate Auto
Renewal Period

If you want KeyControl to automatically renew the certificate for a VM in this Cloud VM Set,
enter an integer greater than zero in this field. KeyControl will renew the certificate that
many days before the old one expires. For example, if you enter a value of 5 in this field and
a VM certificate is set to expire on June 12, 2019, KeyControl will renew the license on June
7, 2019. The default is 10 days.
To change the renewal period, click the existing value and enter a new value in the text field,
then select days/weeks/months/years from the drop-down list. When you are finished, click
Save.
If you want to disable certificate auto-renewal, enter 0 (zero) in this field.

Mapping

The KeyControl Mapping associated with this VM, if any. For details, see Creating a
KeyControl Mapping on page 144.

Single Encryption
Key State

Whether the Single Encryption Key (SEK) option is enabled or disabled for the Cloud VM
Set with which this VM is registered. For details, see Data Deduplication with Cloud
VM Sets on page 123.
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Option

Description
If this option is enabled, whenever KeyControl detects a new Windows drive or Linux device
has been added to this VM, KeyControl immediately checks the Auto Encryption Policy. If
the new drive or device is covered by the policy, KeyControl automatically tells the Policy
Agent to encrypt that drive or device.
To enable this option, click Disabled, select Enabled from the drop-down list, then click
Save. When you do so, the webGUI displays the Encryption Policy fields:
l

Auto Encryption

l

Auto Encryption Policy Type. This can be:
o

Exclude—The Windows drives and Linux devices listed in the Auto Encryption
Policy Path(s) field will not be automatically encrypted, although they can be
encrypted manually at any time. This is the default.

o

Include—The Windows drives and Linux devices listed in the Auto Encryption
Policy Path(s) field will be automatically encrypted. All other drives or devices on the
the VM must be encrypted manually.

o

Encrypt All Devices—All Windows drives and Linux devices will be automatically
encrypted.

Auto Encryption Policy Path(s)—If the policy type is Include or Exclude, enter a path
that should be included or excluded. To add additional paths, click the + (Plus sign) in this
field. You can enter either a Windows drive a Linux device name. For example, any of the
following would be valid path names: C:, C:\data, or sdb1.
Important: Each path must be on its own line.
For more information, see Automatic Data Encryption on page 229.

Decryption
Allowed

If this option is set to Yes, the drives and devices in this VM can be decrypted. If it is set to
No, any decryption request will fail.

Policy Agent
Uninstallation
Allowed

If this option is set to Yes, the Policy Agent can be uninstalled on this VM. If it is set to No,
the Policy Agent cannot be uninstalled.

5. On the Reauthentication Settings tab, you can change any of the following options by clicking the entry in the field,
setting the new value, and then clicking Save. You must click Save after each change or your changes will be lost
when you select a different field.
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Option

Reauthentication on IP
Change

Description
Whether the VM must be re-authenticated when the VM's IP address changes. The
default is No.
If your system configuration uses DHCP or multiple NICs, do not set this option to Yes.
If you do so, the VM may go into a reboot loop if the boot partition is encrypted and any
encrypted drives may be detached.
Whether the VM must be re-authenticated if its MAC address or UUID changes.
The options are:
l

l

l

Reauthentication on
H/W Signature
Change

Yes — If either the MAC address or the UUID changes, the VM requires
reauthentication. This is the default. We recommend that you do not change this
option.
Permissive — Both the MAC address and the UUID must change before the
VM requires reauthentication.
No — KeyControl does not require reauthentication if VM's MAC address or UUID
changes. We strongly recommend that you do not select this option. If you do, a
cloned or misconfigured VM could gain access to the keys associated with the
original VM.
If you do select this option, you must confirm the selection before you can proceed. If
KeyControl detects multiple VMs with the same MAC address and UUID
combination when hardware validation is off, KeyControl generates an alert every 8
hours until the cloned VMs stop heartbeating or hardware authentication is set to Yes
or Permissive. In addition, KeyControl generates an alert when client operations,
such as key access or device registration, occur on the cloned VMs.

Note: If this VM is a Master vSphere VDI VM, this option should always be Yes. If it is
set to No, KeyControl may not be able to tell the Master VM from its clones. For details,
see Combining VMware vSphere VDI with DataControl on page 255.
Reauthentication on
Reboot

Whether the VM must be re-authenticated every time it reboots. The default is No.
Setting this value to Yes is similar to requiring a boot-time password before the VM can
come up completely.

VM Certificates
When you first install the Policy Agent on a VM, you register the VM with KeyControl using a certificate created by
KeyControl for that VM. If the certificate is about to expire, you need to re-authenticate the VM with a new certificate. If
you do not re-authenticate the VM and the certificate expires, KeyControl waits for a given amount of time and then
detaches the encrypted drives from the VM so that they can no longer be accessed. The drives will remain detached until
the certificate is renewed.
Note: The amount of time KeyControl waits before detaching the drives is determined by the Grace Period set for the
VM. For details, see Changing the Properties for a Specific VM on page 153.
By default, KeyControl automatically renews the certificate for a VM based on the setting of the Certificate Auto
Renewal Period option on both the Cloud VM Set and the VM itself. For details, see Creating a Cloud VM Set on
page 125 and Changing the Properties for a Specific VM on page 153.
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If you have elected to disable auto-renewal, you need to reauthenticate the VM with a new certificate through the webGUI
or hicli before the old certificate expires in order to avoid an interruption in service. For details, see Renewing a VM
Certificate below.
KeyControl generates alerts with increasing frequency when the certificate expiration date nears. If the certificate
expiration date is:
l

More than three months away, no alert is generated.

l

Three months away, KeyControl generates one alert.

l

Two months away, KeyControl generates one alert.

l

Between four weeks to one week, KeyControl generates an alert once a week.

l

In the final week and for the next week after expiration, KeyControl generates an alert every day.

l

After the first week, KeyControl generated an alert every week for the next month.

l

For the second and third months after expiration, KeyControl generates one alert each month.

l

After the third month, no alert is generated.

Renewing a VM Certificate
If you have disabled the KeyControl auto-certificate renewal feature, you can reauthenticate a VM with a new certificate
manually through the CLI or the webGUI.
Note: This procedure updates the VM's certificate with KeyControl. If you need to update the KeyControl certificate
stored on the VM, see Manually Updating the CA Certificate on a Data Encrypted VM on page 45.

Renewing the Certificate with the CLI
1. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or
start Windows PowerShell.
2. Enter the command hcl updatecert -a [-u username -p password] [-e certificate expiration], where:
l

-a tells hcl to contact KeyControl to get the new certificate.

l

-u is a KeyControl user account with Cloud Admin privileges. If you do not enter a user account name you will be

prompted for one.
l

-p is the password for the KeyControl user account. If you do not enter a password you will be prompted for one.

l

-e is the certificate expiration date in the format MM/DD/YYYY. If you do not enter an expiration date, KeyControl

uses the default date set in the Certificate Expiration option for the Cloud VM Set that this VM belongs to. The
default is one year from the creation date.
For example:
# hcl updatecert -a -u CloudAdmin -p password -e 06/30/2018
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Renewing the Certificate with the webGUI
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Select the VM for which you want to renew the certificate.
4. Select Actions > Renew Certificate.
5. In the Renew Certificate dialog box, enter the passphrase for the certificate. This passphrase is optional but
recommended for added security.
6. If desired, change the default certificate expiration date.
7. When you are done, click Renew. KeyControl generates a new certificate with the .cert extension and downloads it
to your browser's default download location.
Important: Do not change the name of the certificate file. If you do, the reauthorization will fail.
8. Copy the certificate to the VM.
9. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or
start Windows PowerShell.
10. Enter the command hcl updatecert [-p certificate_passphrase] /path/to/cert.cert, where:
l

-p is the passphrase for the certificate you specified in the webGUI. If you do not enter a passphrase and the

certificate requires one, you will be prompted for the passphrase.
l

/path/to/cert.cert is the fully-qualified name of the certificate file you copied to the VM.

For example:
# hcl updatecert -p onetimepassphrase16chars /hytrust/cert.cert

Access Control Policies
An Access Control Policy determines who can access the files and data blocks on the DataControl-encrypted data disks
associated with the policy. The default permission is "Deny", so as soon as you associate an Access Control Policy with
an encrypted disk, the data on that disk is inaccessible to everyone except the users and groups who have explicit
"Allow" permissions in the policy rules.
The first time you associate an Access Control Policy with a disk, KeyControl sends the policy information to the VM at
the VM's next heartbeat. At that time, the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent verifies that all local user account entries in
the policy's permissions list are valid. If they are, the Policy Agent enables the Access Control Policy on the disk. If not,
the Policy Agent raises an alert describing the problem and does not enable any access controls on the disk.
Note: For Windows, the permissions list can also contain Active Directory (AD) users and groups which are validated
when the AD accounts are added to the permissions list. If a policy's permissions list contains AD accounts that
have since been removed from AD, the Policy Agent ignores the non-existent accounts and implements the rest of
the Access Control Policy.
The permissions lists for an Access Control Policy are stored in the Access Control Rules defined for that policy. For
details, see Access Control Rule Types on page 164.
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Linux Access Control Policy Maintenance
Whenever you change a Linux Access Control Policy in KeyControl, KeyControl sends the changes to each associated
Linux VM on the VM's next heartbeat. At that time, the Policy Agent verifies the new permissions list. If any local user
account entries are not found, the Policy Agent raises an alert and continues to use the old permissions list for the VM.
The old permissions list remains in effect until a Cloud Admin changes the Access Control Policy in the KeyControl
webGUI and the new permissions list is validated by the Policy Agent.

Windows Access Control Policy Maintenance
Whenever you change a Windows Access Control Policy in KeyControl, KeyControl sends the changes to each
associated VM on the VM's next heartbeat. At that time, the Policy Agent verifies the new permissions list. If any local
users account entries are not found, the Policy Agent raises an alert and continues to use the old permissions list until the
VM reboots. At that time, if the permissions list still contains invalid local accounts, the Policy Agent raises an alert and
does not enable any access controls on the disk.
Whenever a Windows VM reboots, regardless of whether there have been any changes to the associated Access
Control Policies, the Policy Agent re-verifies the entries in the each policy's permissions list on each protected disk. If all
of the local user account entries are still valid for an individual disk, the Policy Agent enables the Access Control Policy
on the disk. Otherwise, the Policy Agent raises an alert and does not enable any access controls on the disk.
As with the initial policy application, if a policy's permissions list contains AD accounts that have since been removed
from AD, the Policy Agent ignores the non-existent accounts and implements the rest of the Access Control Policy.

Access Control Requirements and Considerations
Platform Requirements
Platform

Supported Versions

Linux

RHEL/CentOS 7 and above.

Windows

All Windows platforms supported by DataControl. For a complete list, see Supported Platforms on
page 29.

General Requirements and Considerations
l

You can only associate an Access Control Policy with a data disk encrypted by HyTrust DataControl.
You cannot associate a policy with an unencrypted data disk, a data disk encrypted by some application other than
DataControl, or with a boot disk (even if the boot disk is encrypted by DataControl).

l

l

If a disk is associated with an Access Control Policy, system administrators can still perform basic disk management
functions such as creating mount points or adding, expanding, or shrinking partitions. They cannot, however, decrypt
the disk until the Access Control Policy is removed.
If you want to protect a disk that is accessed by Application Services (such as a web server), make sure that all
Application Services and Programs run under specific user accounts that can be added to the permissions list.
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Linux-Only Requirements and Considerations
l

l

l

With Linux, you can only create one Access Control Rule per policy that provides a "whitelist" of local VM user
accounts that can access both the files and blocks on the disk. There is no way to grant file accesses but deny block
access to a particular user, nor is there a way to grant access to a domain-qualified user name.
If you want to use an Access Control Policy on a Linux VM, you need to install three SELinux packages and a
HyTrust-supplied rpm package. For details, see Enabling Access Controls on a Linux VM on page 178.
Due to security concerns, you cannot enable an Access Control Policy on a VM if there are any custom SELinux
configuration settings or modules. If the Policy Agent finds any such customizations, the policy association will fail.
Important: After you associate an Access Control Policy with a Linux VM, make sure you do not customize any
SELinux configuration settings or modules. If you do so, the interaction between the SELinux customizations and
the access controls could cause data loss.
In addition, if the Policy Agent determines that any HyTrust SELinux policies have been removed or that SELinux
has been disabled or tampered with in any way (as could be done with a custom SELinux policy), the Policy Agent
prevents the disk from being attached and access to the data will be lost.

l

l

The hcld daemon must be run by the root user.
If you enable both an Access Control Policy and Online Encryption (using the HTCrypt Driver) on the same Linux VM,
the online encryption will fail. Make sure that the HTCrypt Driver is not installed on the VM before you associate an
Access Control Policy with the VM.
You can see the status of the HTCrypt Driver by entering the hcl status command on the VM. For more details
about Online Encryption, see Linux Online Encryption Prerequisites and Considerations on page 214.

l

l

l

One of the supported Linux filesystems must already exist on the disk before you can associate it with an Access
Control Policy. For a list of supported filesystems, see Supported Platforms on page 29.
You can associate one and only one Access Control Policy with one or more data disks on a specific VM. Linux does
not support using different Access Control Policies for different disks on the same VM.
Once the Policy Agent has enabled access controls on a disk, users on that disk will be operating in a custom
SELinux environment that restricts certain actions. For example, users cannot switch users (su), run sudo
commands, or access some of the root files or directories, such as the logs in /var/log.
In addition, users with root privileges are blocked from performing operations such as file system checks or data
backup for any access controlled disks on the VM.

l

If you apply an Access Control Policy for the first time while users are actively using the disk, all of the logged in
users will immediately lose access to the disk even if they are included in the permissions list. Allowed users must
log out and log back in before they can continue accessing the files and data blocks on the disk.
If you apply a valid update an existing Access Control Policy, the Policy Agent verifies that all active users are still
included in the permissions list. If they are, those users can continue to access the disk as normal. If any currentlyactive users have been removed from the permissions list, the Policy Agent automatically logs them out as soon as it
validates the new version of the Access Control Policy.
In either case, if the Access Control Policy contains invalid users, the Policy Agent does not apply that version and it
does not do any validation on the currently-active users. This means that, if there is a currently-active user that you
want to block from accessing the disk, the version of the Access Control Policy you apply must be valid before the
Policy Agent will log off the now-unauthorzied user.
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l

l

l

l

l

If you want to move a disk to another registered VM in the same Cloud VM Set, you must first remove the Access
Control Policy from the Linux disk before you move it. Access Control Policies do not move with the Linux disk.
If you import a disk into a VM that is already associated with an Access Control Policy, the Access Control Policy is
not automatically associated with the new disk. You must explicitly associate the Access Control Policy with the
imported disk.
If the Linux VM has multiple disks protected by the Access Control Policy, you cannot remove the Access Control
Policy from only one of those disks. Policy removal is an all-or-nothing operation, so if you remove the Access
Control Policy from one disk, the Policy Agent removes it from all disks and reboots the VM. You must then reassociate the policy with the disks that you want to protect.
The VM must support the creation of local user accounts, as some access control functions require a temporary local
user account created (and then deleted) by the Policy Agent on an as-needed basis.
Password-based SSH login must be enabled on the VM if you want to add, change, or remove an Access Control
Policy because setting and enforcing SELinux policies requires SSH login as a HyTrust-admin. These activities
cannot be performed by the superuser. After the policy has been successfully associated, you can choose to disable
the password-based SSH login access until such time as you need to associate the policy with a different disk or you
want to change or remove the existing policy.
If you attempt to add, change, or remove an Access Control Policy and password-based SSH login is not enabled,
the attempt will fail and the following message will be displayed in the KeyControl Audit Log:
Error enforcing policy <policy name>, version <version no> on VM <vmname>. Check if passwordbased SSH login is enabled on the VM.

Note: Password-based SSH login is enabled by default for most Linux systems, but it is disabled by default for VMs
in an Amazon Web Services (AWS) or Microsoft Azure environment. For details about enabling it for those VMs, see
your AWS or Azure documentation.
l

l

If you want to remove the VM from KeyControl, make sure that you first remove the Access Control Policy
associated with VM by following the procedure described in Removing Access Controls from a Disk on page 180.
This procedure also removes the HyTrust SELinux customizations from the VM. If you remove the VM from
KeyControl without following this procedure, you may encounter issues accessing the data on the disk or with normal
VM behavior because of these SELinux customizations. For this reason, the hcl unregister command will fail if
there is an Access Control Policy associated with the disk.
If you want to back up your KeyControl configuration, you must first remove any Linux Access Control Policies
applied to your Linux disks. If you create the backup with any Linux Access Control Policies still active, you may be
unable to access those VMs when you restore your KeyControl configuration from the backup file.

Windows-Only Requirements and Considerations
l

With Windows, you can protect the disk at the folder level, the file level, the data block level, or any combination of
the three. Each type of protection has a separate rule in the policy with a separate permissions list. Each permissions
list can contain users and groups that are either local to the VM or defined in Active Directory (AD). You can grant
access to some users or groups while denying access to others so that you can grant access to an entire group but
then deny access to selected members within the group. For details, see Windows Access Control Rule Processing
on page 165 and Windows Access Control Rule Recommendations and Considerations on page 166.
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l

l

l

Due to security issues that can arise when using local accounts, we recommend that you only add users and groups
from Active Directory. If a System Administrator removes a local account that has been included in the permissions
list for an Access Control Policy and reboots the VM, the Policy Agent disables access controls but leaves the
encrypted disk attached. This cannot happen if all users and groups in the permissions list come from AD, because
the Policy Agent ignores non-existent AD accounts during policy verification and applies the rest of the Access
Control Policy to the disk.
Windows System Administrators can still use most Windows Disk Management Tools on access controlled disks to
perform basic disk management functions such as managing partitions, creating shadow volumes, and monitoring
disk performance. However, they cannot:
o

Check for or fix the errors on a disk by any means other than chkdsk.exe. Error checking is blocked for the
Windows Disk Manager and the Windows Explorer Tools UI.

o

Format a volume with Windows Explorer. Instead, System Administrators need to format volumes with Windows
Disk Manager, the diskpart CLI command, or format.com.

If the data on the Windows disk is accessed by Windows Services, you need to add the Windows Service Accounts
or the SYSTEM account under which the Services are running to the Access Control Policy permissions list. If you
add SYSTEM, be aware that System Administrators will be able to run programs under the SYSTEM account.
This is especially important for Active Directory disks, because AD will not boot if it cannot access the data through
the SYSTEM account. For other applications, check the appropriate documentation to see if the program can run
under a specific user account instead of using SYSTEM.
Note: Most antivirus programs require that scheduled antivirus scans run under the SYSTEM account. This means
that scheduled scans will be blocked on a disk protected by an Access Control Policy that dos not allow Chaccess to
SYSTEM. However, when an authorized user accesses a file on the protected disk, the on-access antivirus scan will
work for most antivirus software, as that scan does not run under SYSTEM.

l

An Access Control Policy is associated with a Windows disk, not a VM. You can associate different Access Control
Policies with different disks on the same VM. If any of the disks are moved from one VM to another, the associated
Access Control Policy goes with the disk.
The only caveat to this is if the disk was originally imported from another VM before the Access Control Policy was
applied to it. In this case, if you move the disk back to the original VM after applying an Access Control Policy, the
Access Control Policy does not move with the disk.

l

l

If an unauthorized user attempts to access a protected disk, the Policy Agent adds an entry to the KeyControl Audit
Log. The log message specifies the file that the user tried to access, the login account associated with the request,
the process name that made the request, and the name of the Access Control Rule that blocked the request.
When you apply a valid Access Control Policy version to a disk while users are actively using that disk, the access
controls take effect immediately. Active users who have Allow permissions will be able to continue accessing the
disk as normal. Active users who are not listed in the permissions list or who have Deny permissions will immediately
lose access to the files and data blocks on the disk.
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Implementation Differences Between Linux and Windows
Linux and Windows allow different types of access controls. The following topic summarizes the differences in how
access controls behave on these two platforms.

Access Control Rule Types
Windows supports three types of access control rules: folder-level access, filesystem-level access, and block-level
access. Folder-level access determines who can see the files and subfolders in specific folders on a disk. Filesystemlevel access controls who can see all of the files and folders on the disk as long as those folders are not protected by a
specific folder-level access rule. Block-level access determines who can access the data blocks on the disk. Windows
allows you to have one permission list for each rule type, so users who have filesystem-level access may not be able to
see certain folders that are protected by a folder-level rule, and users who have folder-level access may not be able to
see any of the other files on the disk.
Linux only supports one type of access control rule, and that rule determines who can have access to the both the files
and the data blocks on the disk.
For details, see Access Control Rule Types on the next page.

Remote Users and User Groups
For Windows, you can include remote users and groups from Active Directory (AD) as well as local users and groups
defined on the Windows VM. Because you can include groups, Windows also allows you to specify to whom access
should be denied as well as to whom it should be granted.
For example, you could allow access to the group development-all but deny access to the sub-group developmentinterns. Permission conflicts are resolved using the order of precedence defined in the rule. For details, see Windows
Access Control Rule Processing on page 165 and Windows Access Control Rule Recommendations and
Considerations on page 166.
For Linux, you can only include local user accounts in the permissions list. Local groups or remote users and groups are
not supported. Therefore, the permission list for an Access Control Policy is a simple whitelist of local user accounts that
can access the files and data blocks on the associated disks.

Access Control Policy Application and Re-Verification
If a Windows Access Control Policy contains invalid local user accounts when the Policy Agent verifies the Access
Control Policy, the Policy Agent raises an alert and does one of the following:
l

If this is the first time a policy is being associated with the disk, or if the Windows VM has just rebooted, the Policy
Agent does not apply any access controls to the disk.
Note: During policy validation, the Policy Agent ignores non-existent Active Directory accounts. It only disables
access controls if there are invalid local accounts.

l

If the Policy Agent is verifying a new version of the policy that it received from KeyControl, the Policy Agent does not
apply the new version. Instead, it continues to use the previous version of the policy until the VM reboots. On reboot,
the application of the policy is always all-or-nothing. If the current version of the policy contains invalid local accounts
on reboot, the Policy Agent always disables all access controls, even if a previous version of the policy exists.
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If a Linux Access Control Policy contains invalid local user accounts when the Policy Agent verifies the Access Control
Policy, the Policy Agent raises an alert. If this is the first time a policy is being associated with the disk, the Policy Agent
does not apply any access controls to the disk. If a previous version of the policy has been successfully verified for the
disk, the Policy Agent uses that version of the policy. The Policy Agent only verifies the permissions list when an Access
Control Policy is first associated with the VM or when changes to the Access Control Policy are communicated to the
VM from KeyControl. The Policy Agent does not re-verify the permissions list when the Linux VM reboots.

Associating Access Control Policies with Multiple Disks on a VM
Windows allows you to associate different Access Control Policies with different disks and different folders on the same
VM. You can also remove an Access Control Policy from one disk or folders without affecting any of the other disks or
folders on the VM.
Linux requires you to use the same Access Control Policy for all disks on the same VM. In addition, if you remove the
Access Control Policy from one disk, the Policy Agent removes it from all disks on the VM.

Access Control Rule Types
Linux Access Control Rule Type
Linux only allows one type of Access Control Rule, and it controls local user access to both the files and blocks on the
associated disks. Because the default is to deny access to the disk, the Linux policy rule is basically a "whitelist" of the
users who can access the files and data blocks on the encrypted disk.
HyTrust supports only local Linux users. You cannot add domain-qualified user names to the access control rule.

Windows Access Control Rule Types
For Windows, there are three types of Access Control Rules that you can create:
l

l

l

Filesystem-Level Access Rules control which local VM users, local VM groups, Active Directory (AD) users, and
AD groups can access the files on the encrypted disk. This is the standard type of disk access and a majority of
users will be covered by these rules. You can have one filesystem-level rule per disk.
Folder-Level Access Rules control which local VM users, local VM groups, Active Directory (AD) users, and
AD groups can access the files and subfolders in a specific folder on the encrypted disk. As soon as you apply one or
more folder-level access rules to a disk, the folders protected by those rules can only be seen by those users who
have been granted specific permission to view those folders. You can have as many folder-level rules per disk as you
need.
Block-Level Access Rules control which local VM users, local VM groups, AD users, and AD groups can access
the individual blocks on the encrypted disk. We highly recommend that you create a block-level access rule in every
Windows Access Control Policy that you create and that you make sure the permissions list is kept up to date
because block-level access can be used by hackers to bypass filesystem-level restrictions. Only those programs
that legitimately require block-level access (such as back up utilities) should be included on the permissions list. You
can have one block-level access rule per disk.

Each rule you include in an Access Control Policy functions independently with its own permissions list. Adding a
filesystem-level or folder-level access rule does not turn on block-level restrictions, and adding a block-level rule does not
turn on filesystem-level or folder-level restrictions. In addition, users with filesystem-level access to the disk will not be
able to see the folders protected by a folder-level access rule unless they are included in both the filesystem-level rule
and in the folder-level access rule.
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Note: We recommend that you include only AD users and groups in the permissions list for all three rule types. If you
specify an invalid local user account, or if a local user account on the permissions list is deleted after the Access
Control Policy has been applied, the next time the Policy Agent validates the permissions list the entire Access
Control Policy will fail validation and the Policy Agent will disable all access controls on the disk. For more
information, see Windows Access Control Rule Recommendations and Considerations on the next page.
For all rules, the order of the entries in the rule determines how permission conflicts are resolved. For details, see
Windows Access Control Rule Processing below.

Windows Access Control Rule Processing
The permissions list for a Windows Access Control Rule can contain both individual users as well as user groups. For
each entry, you can also specify whether the user or group is to be Allowed or Denied access to the associated disk or
folder. This allows you to give access permission to an entire AD group while denying access to specific members in that
group.
When determining a user's permission level, the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent uses the order of the entries in the
Access Control Rule. As soon as it finds a match for the user requesting access, it allows or denies access to that user
based on the matching entry and stops processing the permissions list. If the first entry is "Allow", it allows the user
access even if there is a rule further down the list that denies the user access.
For example, let's say you want to give access permissions to the AD group development-all but deny access to the
sub-group development-interns and the individual users Joe Smith (jsmith) and Mary Carson (mcarson) because they
are both temporary contractors. In order to do this, you would specify the following permissions in the rule:

User or Group Name

Domain

Permission

jsmith

mycompany.com

Deny

mcarson

mycompany.com

Deny

development-interns

mycomany.com

Deny

development-all

mycompany.com

Allow

If the AD user jsmith, mcarson, or one of the users listed in development-interns logs in, they will be denied access
even if they are a member of the group development-all because the Deny entries come before development-all in
the list. If someone signs into the VM locally, access to the data will be denied because no local users are defined in the
permissions list.
However, let's say the permissions list looked like this:

User or Group Name

Domain

Permission

development-all

mycompany.com

Allow

jsmith

mycompany.com

Deny

mcarson

mycompany.com

Deny

development-interns

mycomany.com

Deny
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Now if the AD user jsmith, mcarson, or one of the users listed in development-interns logs in, the Policy Agent will
grant them access if they are a member of the group development-all, because the development-all group comes
first in the list and all members of that group are automatically allowed access regardless of the other entries in the
permissions list.

Windows Access Control Rule Recommendations and
Considerations
l

l

l

Due to security issues that can arise when using local accounts, we recommend that you only add users and groups
from Active Directory (AD). If a System Administrator removes a local account that has been included in the
permissions list for an Access Control Policy and reboots the VM, the Policy Agent disables access controls but
leaves the encrypted disk attached. This cannot happen if all users and groups in the permissions list come from AD,
because if the Policy Agent finds an invalid AD account in the permissions list it just ignores that account and
implements the rest of the Access Control Policy.
If your rule definition includes AD groups, we recommend that you:
o

Put all of the individual local and AD user permissions first. The order of the individual users does not matter as
long as the entries are unique.

o

Put all of the AD group permissions after the individual users, making sure that you have the correct order of
precedence so that users are not being granted permission to access data they should not access or being denied
permission to access data they need.

o

Make sure you allow access to the smallest AD groups possible. For example, if you have a group that includes all
the developers in your company and smaller sub-groups that are specific to each product line, try to use the
product-specific groups unless everyone in development truly needs access to the data.

If an AD account that is included in one or more permissions lists is deleted and later re-added to AD, you need to
delete that account and re-add it to any relevant permissions lists as well.

Associating an AD Server with a Cloud Administration Group
If you want to add AD users and groups to the permissions lists for your Windows Access Control Policies, you need to
associate at least one AD server with each Cloud Administration group in which you plan to create these policies. After
you have associated the AD server with the Cloud Administration group, Cloud Admins can select the appropriate
AD domain for each user from a drop-down list.
If you want to use the same AD server for multiple groups, you need to associate the server with each one of the groups
individually. There is no default AD server association.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Navigate to the Active Directory tab.
4. Select Actions > Add Active Directory.
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5. In the Add Active Directory Server dialog box, specify the options you want to use.

Field

Description

Cloud Admin Group

Select the Cloud Administration group with which this AD server should be
associated.
Note: You cannot change the group name after you save the AD server.
The AD domain controller IP address or hostname. Select LDAP:// or LDAPS://
from the drop-down list and enter the controller's URL in the text field. To include
a port number, specify :port after the name. For example, 10.238.66.33:389.

Server URL

KeyControl does not support multiple AD domain controllers defined in the same
Server URL field. If you want to use multiple domain controllers, you need to add
a separate entry for each controller.
Important: Enter the URL of your AD domain controller, not the URL of a
specific AD domain. If you use a specific AD domain, you may encounter
authorization issues the next time you upgrade KeyControl.

STARTTLS

Enable this option if you want KeyControl to use Transport Layer Security (TLS)
protocol when communicating with the AD server. If you select this option, you
must upload a CA certificate for the AD server.
Note: This option is only available if the Server URL starts with LDAP://.
The AD account that KeyControl should use when logging into the AD server.
Specify the account using one of the following formats:
l

Distinguished Name (DN). For example,
CN=Administrator,CN=users,DC=hytrust,DC=com

Service Account
l

User Principal Name (UPN). For example, administrator@hytrust.com.

l

Account username. For example, administrator.

The AD account is usually an administrative user and it can have read only
permissions on the AD server.
Service Account Password

The password for the Service Account.

CA Certificate

If you are using LDAPS:// or have selected the STARTTLS option for LDAP://,
click Load File and select the CA certificate for the AD server.

6. When you are done, click Add.

Managing Active Directory Server Associations
To view the AD server associations defined for the Cloud Administration groups that your KeyControl user account is a
member of, do the following:
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Navigate to the Active Directory tab.
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From this tab, if you want to:
l

l

l

Create a new AD server association, select Actions > Add Active Directory. For details, see Associating an AD
Server with a Cloud Administration Group on page 166.
Edit an existing AD server association, click on the AD association and select Actions > Edit Active Directory. For
details, see Changing the AD Server Configuration below.
Delete an existing AD server association, click on the AD association and select Actions > Remove Active
Directory, then confirm the deletion at the prompt.

Changing the AD Server Configuration
You can change all AD server properties except for the associated Cloud Admin group. Once an AD server has been
associated with a group, it cannot be re-associated with a different group. If you are using LDAPS or LDAP with the
STARTTLS option, you do not need to re-upload the AD server's CA certificate unless you change the server URL or you
enable STARTTLS for an LDAP server connection.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Navigate to the Active Directory tab.
4. Click on the AD server you want to edit and select Actions > Edit Active Directory.
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5. In Edit Add Active Directory Server dialog box, specify the options you want to use.

Field

Description

Cloud Admin Group

The Cloud Administration group with which this AD server is associated. You
cannot change the group association.
The AD domain controller IP address or hostname. Select LDAP:// or LDAPS://
from the drop-down list and enter the controller's URL in the text field. To include
a port number, specify :port after the name. For example, 10.238.66.33:389.

Server URL

KeyControl does not support multiple AD domain controllers defined in the same
Server URL field. If you want to use multiple domain controllers, you need to add
a separate entry for each controller.
Important: Enter the URL of your AD domain controller, not the URL of a
specific AD domain. If you use a specific AD domain, you may encounter
authorization issues the next time you upgrade KeyControl.

STARTTLS

Enable this option if you want KeyControl to use Transport Layer Security (TLS)
protocol when communicating with the AD server. If you select this option, you
must upload a CA certificate for the AD server.
Note: This option is only available if the Server URL starts with LDAP://.
The AD account that KeyControl should use when logging into the AD server.
Specify the account using one of the following formats:
l

Distinguished Name (DN). For example,
CN=Administrator,CN=users,DC=hytrust,DC=com

Service Account
l

User Principal Name (UPN). For example, administrator@hytrust.com.

l

Account username. For example, administrator.

The AD account is usually an administrative user and it can have read only
permissions on the AD server.
Service Account Password

The password for the Service Account.

CA Certificate

If you changed the Server URL and you are using LDAPS:// or have selected the
STARTTLS option for LDAP://, click Load File and select the CA certificate for
the AD server.

6. When you are done, click Save.

Creating a Linux Access Control Policy
Linux Access Control Policies determine which local user accounts can access the data files and blocks on the
associated Linux data disks. Each policy contains one rule with one permissions list, so you cannot differentiate between
filesystem-level controls and block-level controls. The default permission is "Deny" for all accounts, so the permissions
list is a whitelist of the accounts that are allowed to access the data on the disk.
The permission list can contains local VM users only. You cannot specify a domain-qualified user account. This means
that any protected disk will block all remote access user requests.
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The following procedure describes how to create a Linux Access Control Policy. For Windows, see Creating a Windows
Access Control Policy on the next page.

Before You Begin
Make sure you have reviewed the requirements and recommendations described in Access Control Policies on
page 158.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI on any node in the cluster using an account with Cloud Admin privileges in the
Cloud Administration group under which you want to add the policy.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Navigate to the Access Control Policies tab.
4. Select Actions > Create Policy.
5. In the Create Policy Wizard Details page, enter the following information:

Field

Description

Name

Enter a name for the Access Control Policy (1-256 characters). The name can include
special characters and spaces.

OS Type
Cloud Administrator
Group

Description

Select Linux.
Note: You cannot change the OS Type after the policy has been saved.
Select the Cloud Administration Group with which this policy should be associated.
Note: You cannot change the Group after the policy has been saved.
Enter an optional description for the group. This description is displayed in the
KeyControl webGUI when a user selects the Access Control Policy to associate with the
disk, so we recommend that you use this field so other Cloud Admins can be sure that
they are selecting the correct policy.

6. When you are done, click Next.
7. In the Rules page, click Add rule now.
8. In the Create Rule Wizard Details page, enter a name and description for the Access Control Rule. For Linux, you
can only create one rule that applies to both filesystem-level access and block-level access.
9. When you are finished, click Next.
10. In the Permissions page, click Add permission now.
You must add at least one user to the permissions list before you can save the Access Control Policy.
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11. In the Create Permission dialog box, enter a local VM account name that will be allowed to access the data on the
disk. DataControl does not support domain-qualified usernames for Linux.
For security reasons, you cannot add root to the permissions list.
Important: If any of the permissions list entries are invalid, the Policy Agent does not apply the Access Control
Policy. If access controls were already enabled for the disk, the Policy Agent continues to use the previous access
control settings.
12. If you want to add another user to the permissions list, click Add Another. Otherwise, click Save.
Note: A Linux Access Control Policy can only contain one rule, and only one Access Control Policy can be
associated with a specific Linux VM, so this permissions list must include all users who are authorized to access
the files and data blocks on all protected disks on the VM.
13. After you have added all of the required permissions, click Add Rule.
14. Click Create Policy.

What to Do Next
Associate the Access Control Policy with one or more Linux data disks as described in Associating an Access Control
Policy with a Disk on page 179.

Creating a Windows Access Control Policy
Windows Access Control Policies can control who can access the files and folders on a disk, who can access the data
blocks on a disk, or both. The rules are independent, which means that you create one list of users who have filesystemlevel access, another list who have folder-level access, and a third list who have block-level access. You can specify
both local and Active Directory (AD) users and groups in the rule permission lists.
We recommend that you create a least a filesystem-level access rule and a block-level access rule in all Windows
Access Control Policies so that your data disks are fully protected. We also recommend that you include only AD users
and groups in your permissions lists. For more information, see Windows Access Control Rule Recommendations and
Considerations on page 166.
The following procedure describes how to create a Windows Access Control Policy. For Linux, see Creating a Linux
Access Control Policy on page 169.

Before You Begin
l

l

l

l

Make sure you have reviewed the requirements and recommendations described in Access Control Policies on
page 158.
Make sure you know the Cloud Administration group under which you want to add the Access Control Policy. Each
policy can be associated with one and only one Cloud Administration group.
If you intend to include AD users or groups, make sure an AD server has been associated with the Cloud Admin
Group under which you intend to add the policy. For details, see Managing Active Directory Server Associations on
page 167 and Associating an AD Server with a Cloud Administration Group on page 166.
If you intend to add Active Directory groups to your permissions lists, make sure you know what order the groups
should be in. For details, see Windows Access Control Rule Processing on page 165 and Windows Access Control
Rule Recommendations and Considerations on page 166.
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Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI on any node in the cluster using an account with Cloud Admin privileges in the
Cloud Administration group under which you want to add the policy.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Navigate to the Access Control Policies tab.
4. Select Actions > Create Policy.
5. In the Create Policy Wizard Details page, enter the following information:

Field

Description

Name

Enter a name for the Access Control Policy (1-256 characters). The name can include
special characters and spaces.

OS Type
Cloud Administrator
Group
Description

Select Windows.
Note: You cannot change the OS Type after the policy has been saved.
Select the Cloud Admin Group with which this policy should be associated.
Note: You cannot change the group after the policy has been saved.
Enter an optional description for the policy. This description is displayed in the KeyControl
webGUI when a user selects the Access Control Policy to associate with the disk.

6. When you are done, click Next.
7. In the Rules page, click Add rule now.
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8. In the Create Rule Wizard Details page, enter the following information:

Field

Description

Name

Enter a name for the Access Control Rule (1-256 characters). The name can include special
characters and spaces and it does not need to be unique.

Description

Enter an optional description for the rule.
Select the rule type.
l

l

Rule Type

l

Filesystem-level Access controls who can access the files and folders on the disk as long
as those folders are not protected by a specific folder-level rule. This type of rule covers the
majority of users. You can have one filesystem-level rule per policy.
Folder-level Access controls who can see the files and subfolders in a specific folder on
the disk. All subfolders in the specified folder automatically inherit the same access
permissions unless they are protected by their own folder-level rule. You can have as many
folder-level rules as needed.
Block-level Access controls who can access the blocks on the disk. Generally, only a few
applications, such as backup utilities, require block-level access. You can have one blocklevel rule per policy.

If the rule type is Folder-level Access, enter the path to the folder you want to protect in this
field. You can enter only one folder path per rule.
Folder

If the specified folder contain subfolders, those subfolders inherit the same access
permissions list as the parent folder. To override the default inheritance, enter a separate rule
for both the parent folder and the subfolder. For example, you could restrict the folder \HR to
only those users who are in the HR department but you could make the subfolder
\HR\employee_public accessible to all employees in the company.

9. When you are finished, click Next.
10. In the Permissions page, click Add permission now.
Note: If this is a block-level access rule, you do not have to add a user to the permission list if you do not want
anyone to be able to access the data blocks on the disk. If this is a filesystem-level or folder-level access rule, you
must add at least one user to the permissions list.
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11. In the Create Permission dialog box, enter the following information:

Field

Description
Enter a user or group name. The user or group can be local or can come from Active Directory.

User or Group
Name

Important: If any of the local users in the permissions list are invalid, the Policy Agent issues
an alert and does not apply the Access Control Policy. If access controls were already
enabled for the disk, the Policy Agent continues to use the previous access control settings
until the VM reboots. If the permissions list contains invalid entries when the VM reboots, the
Policy Agent disables all access controls for the disk.
We strongly recommend that you only specify AD users and groups so that the removal of a
local user account cannot invalidate the entire Access Control Policy. If the Policy Agent
encounters an invalid AD account entry, it simply ignores that entry and enables the rest of the
Access Control Policy.
For security reasons, we also recommend that you do not add SYSTEM as a whitelisted user.
You can select:
l

Domain

l

l

Permission

Local — This account is local to the Windows VM.
NT Service — This is a virtual account under which a Windows Service is running on the
VM.
AD-Domain-Name — This account comes from the selected domain in the AD defined for
the Cloud Admin Group associated with this policy.

Specify whether the user should be allowed or denied access to the data on the disk. The
default permission is "Deny" for all users not explicitly allowed or not included in an explicitlyallowed group.

12. If you want to add another user to the permissions list, click Add Another. Otherwise, click Save.
13. If any of the entries in the permissions list are groups, make sure the order of the entries is correct.
When the Policy Agent receives an access request, it processes the permissions list in order, from top to bottom.
As soon as it finds an entry that matches the account that requested the data, it assigns that permission level to the
user and stops processing the permissions list. If you have added an entry to deny a particular user access but the
user is part of a group that was granted permission higher in the list, that user's request for access will be granted.
For details, see Windows Access Control Rule Processing on page 165.
14. After you have added all of the required permissions and verified the order, click Add Rule.
15. If you want to add another rule, click the blue + (Plus sign) above the table and repeat the steps above.
16. When you have added all of the necessary rules, click Create Policy.

What to Do Next
Associate the Access Control Policy with one or more Windows data disks as desribed in Associating an Access
Control Policy with a Disk on page 179.
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Changing a Linux Access Control Policy
You can change the name, description, or permissions list associated with an existing Access Control Policy, but you
cannot change the OS Type or Cloud Administration Group for the policy.
If a VM contains one or more disks associated with the policy you are changing, KeyControl communicates the changes
at the VM's next heartbeat. If the policy is associated with disks on more than one VM, this means that policy changes
may not take effect on all associated disks at the same time because the VMs may be on different heartbeat schedules.

Before You Begin
Make sure password-based SSH login is enabled for the VM. If it is not, the process will fail and the Access Control
Policy will not be updated on the VM. For details, see Access Control Requirements and Considerations on page 159.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Navigate to the Access Control Policies tab.
4. Click on the policy you want to change. The KeyControl webGUI displays details about the policy and its associated
rules in the Details area under the Policy table.
5. If you want to change the policy name or description, select Actions > Edit Policy. In the Edit Policy Wizard
Details page, change the policy name or description if desired. You cannot change the OS Type or the Cloud
Administration Group specified for the policy.
6. To edit the existing rule, select Actions > Edit Rule and make the desired changes. Make sure that any entries you
add contain a valid local VM username. DataControl does not support domain-qualified usernames in Linux.
7. When you are finished, click Done. KeyControl saves the rule changes immediately and applies them to the
associated disks the next time the VMs containing those disks heartbeat with KeyControl.

What to Do Next
If you want to force an update on one or more VMs so that the Access Control Policy changes are applied before the next
scheduled heartbeat, you can log into the VMs as an administrator and use the hcl heartbeat command.
Important: The heartbeat command may take a few minutes to complete the first time an Access Control Policy is
associated with the disk. If you use this command, make sure you wait for it to complete because interrupting the policy
association process may cause issues on the VM.
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Changing a Windows Access Control Policy
You can change the name, description, or permissions lists associated with an existing Access Control Policy, but you
cannot change the OS Type or Cloud Administration Group for the policy. You also cannot change the Rule Type
associated with a Windows Access Control Rule.
If a VM contains one or more disks associated with the policy you are changing, KeyControl communicates the changes
at the VM's next heartbeat. If the policy is associated with disks on more than one VM, this means that policy changes
may not take effect on all associated disks at the same time because the VMs may be on different heartbeat schedules.
If you want to force the update on a particular VM immediately, you can use the hcl heartbeat command on that VM.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Navigate to the Access Control Policies tab.
4. Click on the policy you want to change. The KeyControl webGUI displays details about the policy and its associated
rules in the Details area under the Policy table.
5. Select Actions > Edit Policy.
6. On the Details tab in the Edit Policy Wizard Details wizard, you can change the policy name or description if
desired. You cannot change the OS Type or the Cloud Administration Group specified for the policy.
7. If you want to edit the rules associated with the policy, click the Rules tab and do any of the following:
l

l

To add a new rule type, click Add. You can specify one filesystem-level rule, one block-level access rule, and
any number of folder-level rules per policy.
To delete an existing rule, click the associated selection check box and click Delete.
Note: The rule list cannot be empty, so you can only delete a rule if a second rule already exists in the list.

l

To change an existing rule, click the associated selection check box and click Edit. On the Details tab you can
change the rule name or description, but you cannot change the rule type. If you want to change the rule's
permissions list, click the Permissions tab and make the desired changes. Make sure that any entries you add
contain a valid local VM user or group name, an NT service name, or a valid Active Directory (AD) user or group
name.
Important: If any of the local users in the permissions list are invalid, the Policy Agent issues an alert and does
not apply the Access Control Policy. If access controls were already enabled for the disk, the Policy Agent
continues to use the previous access control settings until the VM reboots. If the permissions list contains
invalid entries when the VM reboots, the Policy Agent disables all access controls for the disk.
We strongly recommend that you only specify AD users and groups so that the removal of a local user account
cannot invalidate the entire Access Control Policy. If the Policy Agent encounters an invalid AD account entry, it
simply ignores that entry and enables the rest of the Access Control Policy.
For security reasons, we also recommend that you do not add SYSTEM as a whitelisted user.
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For the domain, you can select one of the following:
o

Local — This account is local to the Windows VM.

o

NT Service — This is a virtual account under which a Windows Service is running on the VM.

o

AD-Domain-Name — This account comes from the selected domain in the AD defined for the Cloud Admin
Group associated with this policy.

Note: The permissions list for a filesystem-level rule or a folder-level rule cannot be empty, so you cannot select
all entries and click Delete. You must first de-select at least one entry before you can delete the others.
If any of the entries in the permissions list are groups, make sure the order of the entries is correct.
When the Policy Agent receives an access request, it processes the permissions list in order, from top to bottom.
As soon as it finds an entry that matches the account that requested the data, it assigns that permission level to
the user and stops processing the permissions list. If you have added an entry to deny a particular user access
but the user is part of a group that was granted permission higher in the list, that user's request for access will be
granted. For details, see Windows Access Control Rule Processing on page 165.
8. When you are finished changing the policy, click Done. KeyControl applies the changes to the associated disks the
next time the VMs containing those disks heartbeat with KeyControl.

What to Do Next
If you want to force an update on one or more VMs so that the Access Control Policy changes are applied before the next
scheduled heartbeat, you can log into the VMs as an administrator and use the hcl heartbeat command.

Viewing the Change History for an Access Control Policy
After you create an Access Control Policy, KeyControl tracks the changes made to the policy details, rules, and
permission lists. You can access the change history in for any policy in the KeyControl webGUI.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI on any node in the cluster using an account with Cloud Admin privileges in the
Cloud Administration group under which you want to add the policy.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Navigate to the Access Control Policies tab.
4. Select the policy whose change history you want to view in the list.
5. In the Policy Details area below the table, look at the Version field. If changes have been made since the policy was
created, the KeyControl webGUI displays the View Change List link. Click this link to view the Change Version
History dialog box.
Note: If the version number is higher than 1 but there is no View Change List link, that means the changes were
made while the policy was being created. KeyControl does not begin logging the changes until after the policy has
been saved for the first time.
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6. To view the details of a particular change, click any of the fields for that change. The KeyControl webGUI displays
the old version and the new version side by side.
For Windows rules, the Changes in Version dialog box also contains a Rule Type field that identifies which kind of
rule was changed. The Rule Type can be:
l

1— Filesystem-Level Access Rule

l

2— Block-Level Access Rule

l

3— Filesystem-Level and Block-Level Access Rule

l

4— Folder-Level Access Rule

Note: In order to keep the changes easy to identify, KeyControl creates a new version each time you click Save
during the process. For example, if you add a permission for the user fred and click Save, that becomes a new
version. If you then edit the permissions list again and add martha, that becomes a different version. If, however,
you edit the permissions list and add fred, then you click Add Another and add martha then you click Save, the
addition of fred and martha are both part of the same version.

Enabling Access Controls on a Linux VM
Before you can associate an Access Control Policy with an encrypted Linux data disk, you need to enable access
controls on the VM that contains the disk. This process must be done once for each VM that contains a disk you want to
protect, but after it has been set up you can associate an Access Control Policy with any number of encrypted data disks
on that VM.
Note: The following procedure is for Linux only. Access controls are automatically enabled for Windows disks.

Before You Begin
Make sure your Linux VM meets the requirements specified in Access Control Policies on page 158.

Procedure
1. Log into the VM as root.
2. Make sure that the following required packages are installed:
l

setools-console

l

selinux-policy-devel

l

sshpass

If any of the required packages are not there, install them using the yum install pkg-name command.
3. Enter the command rpm -ivh /opt/hcs/rpms/hytrust_accesscontrols-relnum-buildnum.noarch.rpm,
where relnum-buildnum is the rpm release and build number that you are using.
For example:
# rpm -ivh /opt/hcs/rpms/hytrust_accesscontrols-5.0-13239M.noarch.rpm
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Associating an Access Control Policy with a Disk
You can enable access controls on any Windows or Linux data disk that has been encrypted by DataControl. Access
controls are not supported on Windows boot disks, Linux root or swap disks, or unencrypted data disks.

Before You Begin
l

l

l

Make sure the disk meets the requirements described in Access Control Policies on page 158.
Make sure you know what Access Control Policy you want to associate with the disk. For Windows, you can use any
Windows Access Control Policy for any disk. For Linux, if one Access Control Policy has been applied to another
disk on this VM, you must use the same Access Control Policy for this disk.
If this is a Linux disk:
o

Make sure access controls have been enabled on the VM as described in Enabling Access Controls on a Linux VM
on the previous page.

o

Make sure password-based SSH login is enabled for the Linux VM. If it is not, the process will fail and the Access
Control Policy will not be associated with the disk.

o

If this is the first time you are associating an Access Control Policy with the disk, make sure that any currentlyactive users accessing that disk know that they will lose access as soon as the Policy Agent validates the Access
Control Policy. The first time an Access Control Policy is successfully associated with a disk, all Allowed users
must log out and log back in before they can continue to access the files and data blocks on the disk.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the VMs tab.
4. Click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row associated with the VM whose disks you want to protect.
KeyControl displays the details for the VM along with a VM-specific Actions button that allows you to manage the
selected VM without affecting other VMs registered with KeyControl.
5. In the Details area, click the Encrypted Disks tab.
6. In the list of disks, click on the data disk that you want to associate with an Access Control Policy and select
Actions > Add Policy to Disk from the VM-specific Actions button.
Tip: If the Add Policy to Disk option is not available for a Linux disk, make sure access controls have been
enabled on the VM as described in Enabling Access Controls on a Linux VM on the previous page.
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7. In the Available Policies dialog box, select the policy that you want to use and click Add Policy.
At the selected VM's next heartbeat, the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent attempts to associate the Access
Control Policy with the selected disk. At this time, the Policy Agent verifies the permissions specified in the
associated policy rules. If all permission entries are valid, the association is successful and access controls are
enabled for that disk. The Policy Agent records the successful application of the policy in the Audit Log.
Important: If any of the permissions list entries are invalid, the Policy Agent issues an alert and does not apply the
Access Control Policy. If this is an update to an existing policy, what happens next depends on the type of disk.
For Linux disks, the Policy Agent continues to use the previous version of the policy. For Windows disks, the
Policy Agent continues to use the previous policy settings until the VM reboots. If the permissions list contains
invalid entries when the Windows VM reboots, the Policy Agent disables all access controls for the disk.

What to Do Next
If you want to force an update so that the Access Control Policy is applied before the next scheduled heartbeat, you can
log into the VMs as an administrator and use the hcl heartbeat command.
Note: For a Linux disk, the heartbeat command may take a few minutes to complete the first time an Access
Control Policy is associated with the disk. If you use this command, make sure you wait for it to complete because
interrupting the policy association process may cause issues on the VM.

Viewing the Access Control Status for a Disk
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the VMs tab and select the VM that contains the disk.
4. Click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row to access the details for the specific VM.
5. Click the Encrypted Disks tab and select the disk whose Access Control Policy you want to see. KeyControl
displays the Policy Name and Policy Status properties for the selected disk below the table.
The policy status can be:
l

l

Enabled — The policy has been successfully associated with the disk and all entries in the permissions list have
been validated by the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent.
Update Pending — The policy shown in the Policy Name field is either being associated with the disk for the
first time or there is a new version of the policy that has not yet been applied to the disk.
If the process completes successfully, a message appears in the KeyControl Audit Log and the status changes
to Enabled. If it fails, KeyControl displays an Alert and does not change the policy status until the issue is fixed.

l

Disabled — No policy is currently associated with the disk.

Removing Access Controls from a Disk
You need to remove the Access Control Policy from a disk if you want to decrypt that disk. For Linux, you also need to
remove the policy if you want to move the disk from one VM to another or if you want to back up your KeyControl
configuration.
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For Windows, you can remove an Access Control Policy from an individual Windows disk while leaving the others
protected. In Linux, removing the Access Control Policy from one disk removes it from all disks on the VM. In addition, a
Linux VM must be rebooted in order for to fully remove the access controls. This reboot happens automatically at the
VM's next heartbeat after you complete this procedure.
Important: For Linux, it is essential that you use this procedure to cleanly remove the Access Control Policy from the
VM. Do not simply revoke the authentication or remove the VM from KeyControl without first removing the Access
Control Policy and rebooting the VM. Doing so may cause erroneous alerts and audit log messages.

Before You Begin
Make sure password-based SSH login is enabled for the VM. If it is not, the process will fail and the Access Control
Policy will not be removed from the disks on the VM.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the VMs tab.
4. Click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row associated with the VM whose disks you want to change.
KeyControl displays the details for the VM along with a VM-specific Actions button that allows you to manage the
selected VM without affecting other VMs registered with KeyControl.
5. In the Details area, click the Encrypted Disks tab.
6. Click on the data disk from which you want to remove the Access Control Policy and select Actions > Remove
Policy from Disk from the VM-specific Actions button.
At the selected VM's next heartbeat, the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent removes the Access Control Policy
from the selected Windows disk or Linux VM. If it is a Linux VM, the Policy Agent also reboots the VM to complete
the removal process.

What to Do Next
If you want to force an update so that the Access Control Policy is removed before the next scheduled heartbeat, you can
log into the VM as an administrator and use the hcl heartbeat command.
Important: For a Linux disk, the hcl heartbeat command may take a few minutes to complete while the policy is
being removed. If you use this command, make sure you wait for it to complete because interrupting the policy removal
process may cause issues on the VM. The Policy Agent automatically reboots the VM as soon as the hcl heartbeat
command has finished.

Deleting an Access Control Policy
You can delete an Access Control Policy as long as that policy is not currently associated with a disk.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Navigate to the Access Control Policies tab.
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4. Click the policy that you want to delete and select Actions > Remove Policy.
The KeyControl webGUI displays a message indicating whether the policy was successfully deleted.

Re-Authenticating a Standard VM
The way you re-authenticate a VM depends on the operating system and whether the boot drive is encrypted on the VM.
The following procedure describes how to re-authenticate a standard VM. If you want to re-authenticate a VM with an
encrypted boot drive, see Re-Authenticating a VM with an Encrypted Root Device or Boot Disk below.
When you re-authenticate a VM you can either create a one-time passphrase on the VM that you must then enter in the
KeyControl webGUI, or you can enter the credentials of a KeyControl user account with Cloud Admin privileges on the
command line.
1. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or
start Windows PowerShell.
2. If you want to enter a one-time passphrase that you will confirm in the KeyControl webGUI:
a. Enter the command hcl auth [-o one_time_passphrase], where -o is the one-time passphrase that you will
use in the webGUI. The passphrase must contain exactly 16 alphanumeric characters.
b. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
c. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
d. Click the VMs tab.
e. Select the VM in the table and then select Actions > Authenticate.
f. Enter the one-time passphrase at the prompt.
g. Return to the VM and enter the command hcl attach -a to reattach all registered disks on the VM.
3. If you want to enter your KeyControl user account credentials on the command line, enter the command hcl auth a [-u user [-s password]], where:
l

-u is a KeyControl user account name with Cloud Admin privileges.

l

-s is the password for the Cloud Admin account.

Re-Authenticating a VM with an Encrypted Root Device
or Boot Disk
Because encryption keys are never stored locally, a VM with an encrypted boot partition requires access to KeyControl
when booting or the attempt will fail. If KeyControl is not available when the system is booted, the VM repeatedly
attempts to contact KeyControl for 30 seconds. If contact cannot be established after that time, the VM presents a
console menu with a number of options.
This procedure describes how to re-authenticate a Linux VM with an encrypted root device or a Windows VM with an
encrypted boot disk using the console menu on the VM. If you want to re-authenticate a regular VM, see ReAuthenticating a Standard VM above.
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Note: The following procedure only works with root or boot-encrypted VMs because they continually try to reach
KeyControl until they are authenticated. Regular VMs stop trying to contact KeyControl after a small number of
attempts.

Procedure
1. Access the VM through your hypervisor.
If you are unable to view the console directly, for example in environments such as Amazon Web Services (AWS),
you can access the console using an SSH client. This requires the id_rsa key file generated during the Policy
Agent installation. Copy the id_rsa file to the server and then reboot.
Tip: If you need another copy of the id_rsa key file, you can download it from the KeyControl webGUI by selecting
the VM on the Cloud > VMs tab and then selecting Actions > Download Bootloader SSH Key.
2. The Policy Agent should automatically display the console when it has failed to authenticate with KeyControl for at
least 30 seconds. From this console menu, select Authenticate for Linux or Reauthenticate for Windows.
3. When prompted, enter a one time passphrase of exactly 16 alphanumeric characters that you can use to validate the
reauthentication request in the KeyControl webGUI.
4. Reauthenticate the VM using the KeyControl webGUI. To do so:
a. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
b. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
c. Select the VM in the table and then select Actions > Authenticate.
d. Enter the one-time passphrase at the prompt.
5. Return to the VM and make sure that it can now communicate with KeyControl and the boot process succeeds.
6. If reauthenticating the VM from the console does not work, you can try to rescue the authentication from the
KeyControl webGUI. Rescue authentication can only be used on encrypted boot drives and it should only be used
after you have tried reauthenticating from the console menu on the VM.
To use rescue authentication, make sure the VM is selected in the webGUI then select Actions > Rescue
Authentication. At the VM's next heartbeat, KeyControl authenticates the VM.

Re-Authenticating a Windows VM with the HyTrust
Policy Agent GUI
1. Log into the VM as a System Administrator.
2. Select Start > All Programs > HyTrust > HyTrust DataControl or start Windows Powershell and enter the
hclgui command.
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3. Click Authenticate and specify the options you want to use.

Field

Description

Username

The login name of a KeyControl account with Cloud Admin privileges.

Password

The password for the KeyControl account.

Cloud VM Set

The Cloud VM Set with which this VM should be associated.

VM Name

The name of the VM. This name is displayed in the KeyControl webGUI.

4. When you are done, click Authenticate.

Backups, Clones, and Snapshots
If you want to backup an the Policy Agent on an encrypted disk, you need to make sure the entire disk is backed up (for
example, the entire VMDK file in a VMware vSphere environment). This ensures that the HyTrust GUIDs representing
the keys are also backed up so the data can be decrypted if it is restored from the backup. Once the backup is
reauthorized with KeyControl, KeyControl can use the restored GUIDs to determine which keys apply to the restored
data.
To create the backup, see your hypervisor documentation. HyTrust does not provide any tools for backing up a VM.
Warning: Before you back up your VM, make sure you check the expiration date for the data encryption keys on the
disk. If you restore a backup with expired keys and the expiration option is set to SHRED, KeyControl will destroy the
keys immediately and the data will be inaccessible. If you set the expiration option to NO USE, the keys can be
reactivated after the back up is restored. For more information, see Encrypting a Disk Using the CLI on page 233.
The HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent identifies the VM on which it is running and uses this information and the
certificate supplied during registration in order to authenticate the VM with KeyControl. KeyControl will not deliver keys to
any VM that looks identical to one already in the system . While this is required from a security perspective, it presents
challenges when dealing with VM snapshots and clones.

Snapshots
If you restore a VM using a snapshot, the hardware signature of the VM does not change. However, the restored VM may
need to be re-authenticated with KeyControl and should always be re-synchronized. For details, see Restoring a VM from
a Snapshot on the next page.

Clones
If you want to add a clone of an existing VM while the original is still running, you must specifically register the clone VM
with KeyControl as an authorized clone of the existing VM.
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For example, if you bring a clone of a VM online while the original VM is still running, the Policy Agent on the clone
VM will attempt to communicate with KeyControl on startup, but the check will fail authentication because the original
VM is already registered.
If you enter the hcl status command on the clone VM, you will see messages similar to the following:
# hcl status
Summary
--------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 192.168.140.151:443
KeyControl list: 192.168.140.151:443
Status: Reauth needed

For Windows, this would look like:
C:\>hcl status
Summary
------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 172.16.163.129:443
KeyControl list: 172.16.163.129:443
KeyControl Mapping: map1
Status: Reauth needed (Hardware signature verification failed)

KeyControl does not know which VM is the original and which is the clone. In order to both VMs running at the same time,
you need to register the clone as described in Registering a Cloned VM with Standard Authentication below.

Restoring a VM from a Snapshot
1. Use your hypervisor tools to restore the VM from the snapshot.
2. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or
start Windows PowerShell.
3. Enter the hcl status command and determine if the grace period has expired.
4. If required, re-authenticate the VM with KeyControl as described in Re-Authenticating a Standard VM on page 182 or
Re-Authenticating a VM with an Encrypted Root Device or Boot Disk on page 182.
5. After the VM has been authenticated, re-synchronize the device using the hcl devicesync reason command,
where reason is a user-defined reason for the re-sync. This text string is logged in the KeyControl audit log and
added to the alert message sent during sync processing.
# hcl devicesync "restored hq-4-linux from snapshot"

6. Make sure the device list in configuration file on the VM is accurate using the hcl updateconfig command. This
updates the list in real time without requiring a VM reboot.
# hcl updateconfig

Registering a Cloned VM with Standard Authentication
Backups, clones, and snapshots look identical to KeyControl. If you want both a VM and its clone running at the same
time, you need to clone the VM certificate issued to the original VM and then register the clone using that certificate.
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If the root drive is encrypted on the VM, you must register the certificate from the debug console or the VM console. For
details, see Registering a Linux Root-Drive-Encrypted Cloned VM with Simplified Authentication on page 188.
If only data drives are encrypted on the VM, there are two ways to register the certificate:
l

l

Standard Authentication — The most secure authentication method. You create a certificate in the KeyControl
webGUI which you then copy to the target system. This method is described below.
Simplified Authentication — The easiest method. It allows you to skip downloading a certificate from KeyControl, but
it does require you to enter the KeyControl credentials on the command line. You should only use this method if the
VM is secure. For details, see Registering a Cloned VM with Simplified Authentication on the next page.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the VMs tab.
4. Select the VM that you want to clone from the list.
5. Select Actions > Clone Certificate.
6. Optionally enter a passphrase for the certificate. If you enter one here, you will be required to enter the same
passphrase when you register the cloned VM.
7. If you want to change the date on which the certificate expires, enter a new date in the Date field.
8. When you are done, click Clone. KeyControl creates a cloned certificate and copies it to your browser's default
download location.
9. Copy the certificate to the cloned VM.
10. Register the cloned VM using the command hcl register -c [-h

myname] [-d description] [-p
certificate_password] [-o one_time_passphrase] kc_hostname[:port],kc_hostname2[:port2],...
/path/to/certificate.cert, where:
l

-c indicates that this is a cloned VM.

l

-h specifies the name associated with this VM. This name is visible in the webGUI and through APIs.

l

-d is an optional description for the VM.

l

-p is the password for the certificate if one was entered when the certificate was created. If you omit this option

and a password is required, you will be prompted for the password when you execute the command.
l

-o is a one-time passphrase that will be used to authenticate the VM with KeyControl through the webGUI. If you

do not specify a passphrase, you will be prompted for one when you execute the command. The passphrase
must contain at least 16 alphanumeric characters.
l

kc-hostname[:port],kc-hostname2[:port],... (required) — The list of IP addresses or hostnames for the

KeyControl nodes with which you want to register the VM. You must specify at least one KeyControl node in this
list. You must also specify a port if the KeyControl nodes use anything other than the default port (443). On
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Windows, if you specify more than one IP address, enclose the list in double-quotes.
l

The final option is the fully-qualified name of the certificate that you downloaded from the webGUI.

For example:
# hcl register -c -h "ubuntu-12.10" -d "My 12.10 VM" 192.168.140.15\
bbd7d0c7-*_130415215216.cert
Certificate passphrase might be required
Certificate successfully unpacked
You need to specify a passphrase which will be used for authentication with KeyControl
Enter passphrase (min 16 characters): onetimepassword16chrs
Registered as ubuntu-12.10 with KeyControl(s) 192.168.140.15
Please log on to any KeyControl to complete the authentication of this node

11. Return to the webGUI and authenticate the VM:
a. Click the Unauthenticated VMs tab.
b. Select the clone VM you just registered.
c. Select Actions > Authenticate.
d. Enter the one-time passphrase at the prompt.
12. If you want to change the KeyControl node IP addresses the clone VM will use, see Updating KeyControl Node IP
Addresses on an Individual VM on page 149. If you want to associate a KeyControl Mapping with the clone VM, see
Managing the KeyControl Mapping on a VM on page 147.

Registering a Cloned VM with Simplified Authentication
Backups, clones, and snapshots look identical to KeyControl. If you want both a VM and its clone running at the same
time, you need to clone the VM certificate issued to the original VM and then register the clone using that certificate.
If the root drive is encrypted on the VM, you must register the certificate from the debug console or the VM console. For
details, see Registering a Linux Root-Drive-Encrypted Cloned VM with Simplified Authentication on the next page.
If only data drives are encrypted on the VM, there are two ways to register the certificate:
l

l

Standard Authentication — The most secure authentication method. You create a certificate in the KeyControl
webGUI which you then copy to the target system. For details, see Registering a Cloned VM with Standard
Authentication on page 185.
Simplified Authentication — The easiest method. It allows you to skip downloading a certificate from KeyControl, but
it does require you to enter the KeyControl credentials on the command line. You should only use this method if the
VM is secure. This method is described below.

Procedure
1. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or
start Windows PowerShell.
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2. Register the VM with KeyControl by entering the following command:
hcl register -a -c [-h vm-name] [-d "vm-description"] [-u username [-p password]] [-z cvm-set]
kc-hostname[:port],kc-hostname2[:port],...

where:
l

-a indicates that hcl should download the VM certificate from KeyControl and do the registration and

authentication in one step.
l

-c indicates that this a cloned VM.

l

-h (optional) — The name of the clone VM that will be displayed in the KeyControl webGUI (Default: hostname).

l

-d (optional) — A description of the clone VM that will be displayed in the KeyControl webGUI.

l

-u is a KeyControl user account with Cloud Admin privileges. If you do not enter a user account you will be

prompted for one.
l

-p is the password for the KeyControl user account. If you do not enter a password you will be prompted for one.

l

-z (optional) — The name of the Cloud VM Set defined in the KeyControl cluster to which you want to assign this

VM. If you do not specify this parameter, the registration prompts you for the set name.
l

kc-hostname[:port],kc-hostname2[:port],... (required) — The list of IP addresses or hostnames for the

KeyControl nodes with which you want to register the VM. You must specify at least one KeyControl node in this
list. You must also specify a port if the KeyControl nodes use anything other than the default port (443). On
Windows, if you specify more than one IP address, enclose the list in double-quotes.
For example, if the clone VM name is "hq-vm-clone", the description is "Clone of HQ Server", and you want to
register it with two KeyControl nodes at 10.238.32.74 and 10.238.32.75, you would enter:
# hcl register -a -c -h hq-vm-clone -d "Clone of HQ Server" 10.238.32.74,10.238.32.75
Please provide the KeyControl login details
username: htcloudadmin
password: ********
Registered as hq-vm-clone with KeyControl node(s) 10.238.32.74,10.238.32.75
Completing authentication for hq-vm-clone on KeyControl node(s) 10.238.32.74,10.238.32.75
Authentication complete, machine ready to use

Registering a Linux Root-Drive-Encrypted Cloned VM with
Simplified Authentication
Backups, clones, and snapshots look identical to KeyControl. If you want both a VM and its clone running at the same
time, you need to clone the VM certificate issued to the original VM and then register the clone using that certificate.
If the root drive is encrypted on a Linux VM, you must access the VM through your hypervisor and use the HyTrust
Debug Console as described below.
If only data drives are encrypted on the VM, there are two ways to register the certificate:
l

Standard Authentication — The most secure authentication method. You create a certificate in the KeyControl
webGUI which you then copy to the target system. For details, see Registering a Cloned VM with Standard
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Authentication on page 185.
l

Simplified Authentication — The easiest method. It allows you to skip downloading a certificate from KeyControl, but
it does require you to enter the KeyControl credentials on the command line. You should only use this method if the
VM is secure. For details, see Registering a Cloned VM with Simplified Authentication on page 187.

Procedure
1. Power on the cloned Linux VM. The clone VM's attempt to boot will fail because KeyControl determines that the
cloned VM has a different hardware signature than the original VM.
2. Open console access to the cloned VM through your hypervisor and wait for the VM to display the prompt asking if
you want to use the HyTrust Debug Console. When it does, type y and press Enter to launch the Debug Console.
3. From the Debug Console menu, select Advanced Access.
4. If you are using a static IP address for the cloned VM, do the following to change the IP address. (If you are using
DHCP, the system automatically assigns a new IP address to the cloned VM.) In the following examples, the
original VM's IP address is 10.238.66.240 and the clone's IP address is 10.238.66.100.
a. Add the new IP address you want to use for the cloned VM by entering the ip addr add <clone
IP address>/<netmask> dev <interface name> command. For example:
# ip addr add 10.238.66.100/24 dev eth0

b. Delete the IP address being used by the original VM by entering the ip addr del <original VM
IP address>/<netmask> dev <interface name> command. For example:
# ip addr del 10.238.66.240/24 dev eth0

c. If needed, add the clone IP address to the routing table with the ip route add [default]
<network/netmask> [via <gateway IP address>|dev <device>] command.
5. Update the certificate on the cloned VM by entering the command hcl updatecert -a [-u username -p
password] [-e certificate expiration] command, where:
l

-a tells hcl to contact KeyControl to get the new certificate.

l

-u is a KeyControl user account with Cloud Admin privileges. If you do not enter a user account name you will be

prompted for one.
l

-p is the password for the KeyControl user account. If you do not enter a password you will be prompted for one.

l

-e is the certificate expiration date in the format MM/DD/YYYY. If you do not enter an expiration date, KeyControl

uses the default date set in the Certificate Expiration option for the Cloud VM Set that this VM belongs to. The
default is one year from the creation date.
For example:
# hcl updatecert -a -u CloudAdmin -p DogDays123! -e 06/30/2022
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6. Register the cloned VM with KeyControl by entering the following command:
hcl register -a -c [-h vm-name] [-d "vm-description"] [-u username [-p password]] [-z cvm-set]
kc-hostname[:port],kc-hostname2[:port],...

where:
l

-a indicates that hcl should download the VM certificate from KeyControl and do the registration and

authentication in one step.
l

-c indicates that this a cloned VM.

l

-h (optional) — The name of the clone VM that will be displayed in the KeyControl webGUI (Default: hostname).

l

-d (optional) — A description of the clone VM that will be displayed in the KeyControl webGUI.

l

-u is a KeyControl user account with Cloud Admin privileges. If you do not enter a user account you will be

prompted for one.
l

-p is the password for the KeyControl user account. If you do not enter a password you will be prompted for one.

l

-z (optional) — The name of the Cloud VM Set defined in the KeyControl cluster to which you want to assign this

VM. If you do not specify this parameter, the registration prompts you for the set name.
l

kc-hostname[:port],kc-hostname2[:port],... (required) — The list of IP addresses or hostnames for the

KeyControl nodes with which you want to register the VM. You must specify at least one KeyControl node in this
list. You must also specify a port if the KeyControl nodes use anything other than the default port (443). On
Windows, if you specify more than one IP address, enclose the list in double-quotes.
For example, if the clone VM name is "hq-vm-clone", the description is "Clone of HQ Server", and you want to
register it with two KeyControl nodes at 10.238.32.74 and 10.238.32.75, you would enter:
# hcl register -a -c -h hq-vm-clone -d "Clone of HQ Server" 10.238.32.74,10.238.32.75
Please provide the KeyControl login details
username: htcloudadmin
password: ********
Registered as hq-vm-clone with KeyControl node(s) 10.238.32.74,10.238.32.75
Completing authentication for hq-vm-clone on KeyControl node(s) 10.238.32.74,10.238.32.75
Authentication complete, machine ready to use

7. After the VM has been registered, exit from the Advanced Access shell and let the VM finish booting. After the VM
has booted, log into the clone VM as root and set the clone VM's IP address using your standard Linux networking
tools.
8. Update the HyTrust Bootloader network information with the htroot update [-c params.conf] command, where
-c tells the command to run non-interactively.
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Viewing the Details for a Disk
You can view the details for any disk on any VM that is registered with KeyControl. For each VM, the KeyControl
webGUI displays separate tabs for encrypted and unencrypted disks.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the VMs tab and select the VM you want to work with from the list.
4. Click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row to access the details for the specific VM.
5. To view the details for an encrypted disk, click the Encrypted Disks tab and select the disk from the list. the
webGUI displays additional details for the selected disk below the table. For the selected disk you can do any of the
following:
l

l

Revoke access to the disk by selecting Actions > Revoke Disk Access. For details, see Revoking Access to a
Disk on page 206 and Reactivating a Revoked Disk on page 207.
Decrypt the disk by selecting Actions > Decrypt Disk. For details, see Decrypting a Disk Using the webGUI on
page 251.
Note: This option is not available if there is an Access Control Policy associated with the disk.

l

l

l

l

Rekey the disk by selecting Actions > Rekey Disk. For details, see Encryption Key Maintenance on page 241.
Associate an Access Control Policy with the disk, or change the currently-associated Access Control Policy, by
selecting Actions > Set Policy on Disk. For details, see Associating an Access Control Policy with a Disk on
page 179.
Edit the Access Control Policy associated with the disk by clicking the name of the policy in the Policy Name
field. For details, see Changing a Linux Access Control Policy on page 175 or Changing a Windows Access
Control Policy on page 176.
Change the expiry date or expiration option by clicking the value in the Expiry Date or On Expiration field. For
details, see Setting the Key Expiration Date for a Disk on page 249.

6. To view the list of unencrypted disks, click the Unencrypted Disks tab. You can then select one or more disks and
encrypt them using Actions > Encrypt Disk.

Moving Disks Between VMs
HyTrust supports the migration of disks between Linux VMs or between Windows VMs as long as:
l

l

The original VM and the target VM are members of the same Cloud VM Set.
The disk contains a GUID (Globally Unique Identifier) assigned by KeyControl. The GUID is stored in a private area
created when the disk is encrypted, added, or imported if there is enough space to do so.
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l

The disk is partitioned in such a way that KeyControl can add a private area for the GUID. For example, you cannot
move a non-partitioned disk, a GPT partition, or a LVM (Logical Volume Manager) volume to another VM because
KeyControl cannot add the private area to those entities. You can, however, move an MBR partition because
KeyControl can add to that type of partition.

Before You Begin
If you want to move a Linux disk that is protected by an Access Control Policy, you need to remove the policy from the
disk before you can move the disk. For more information, see Access Control Policies on page 158.
If you want to move a Windows disk that is protected by an Access Control Policy, make sure that the policy's
permissions list will be valid on the VM to which you want to move the disk. If any user currently in the permissions list
does not exist on the new VM, the policy association will fail when the disk is rebooted.

Procedure
1. To verify that the disk you want to move has a GUID:
a. Log into the original VM as root.
b. Enter the command hcl status -g on Linux or hcl status on Windows.
Linux Example
# hcl status -g
Device Discovery (Registered and Available)
--------------------------------------------------Disk Name
PartLayout
GUID
--------------------------------------------------sdb1
MBR
8AF3AF24-351A-2FD4-C1AE-44094D259B3F
sdb1
MBR
7AFFA524-459F-4F56-AC1E-5459E0259E3F

Windows Example
Device details
--------------------------------------------------Drive Disk Part Cipher
Status
GUID
--------------------------------------------------C:
0
2
none
Avail-Sys
N/A
E:
1
1
none
Available
A8E25AE9-7A75-471A-A1AA-7CAE1550B35C
F:
2
1
none
Available
583EB883-52D3-4B05-A482-FF113B5359DD
G:
3
1
none
Available
FF2A17F2-D7DE-404B-B977-018ADC611BCC

c. If the disk you want to move has a GUID, you can continue with this procedure. If it does not, then you cannot
migrate the disk.
2. Move the disk to a target VM that is a member of the same Cloud VM Set as the original VM.
3. Log into the target VM as root.
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4. Enter the command hcl import [-y] diskname, where:
l

-y specifies that the command should run without prompts.

l

diskname is the name of the disk that you just moved.

KeyControl recognizes the disk by the GUID and adds it back to the system in its new location. Because the disk
was previously registered, KeyControl does not need to re-encrypt the data or change the disk in any way. Therefore
the data on the disk is immediately available to authorized clients.

Changing the Drive Letter for a Windows Disk
Data Disks
At any time, you can use the Windows Disk Manager to change the drive letter for a data disk, even if that data disk is
encrypted. DataControl automatically detects the change and displays the updated drive letter in the KeyControl webGUI
after the next VM heartbeat.
If you want to force an immediate update, enter the hcl heartbeat command.

Boot Disk
If you have encrypted the boot disk, or if you plan to encrypt the boot disk in the future, HyTrust DataControl requires that
the boot disk must reside on C: or be mapped to C:.
If you are never going to encrypt the boot disk, you can use the Windows Disk Manager to change the drive letter as
desired.

HyTrust Bootloader Install Disk
If you want to change the drive letter for the disk on which the HyTrust Bootloader is installed, you can use the HyTrust
Drive and Network Configuration utility or a PowerShell script.
To use the HyTrust Drive and Network Configuration utility, run htblconf.exe and select the drive letter you want to use
from the Select drive letter drop down. When you are finished, click Install.
To use the PowerShell script:
1. Log into the Windows VM as a System Administrator.
2. Start Windows PowerShell.
3. Enter the command ChangeHTBootloadDrive.ps1 -drive new-drive:, where new-drive is the drive letter that
you want to use. For example:
PS C:\Users\Administrator> ChangeBootLoadDrive.ps1 -drive s:
HyTrust Bootloader is installed at E:, switching it to S:
Success
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Disk Size Management in Linux
There are two methods for resizing an encrypted disk:
l

Online Resize Method — The filesystem remains mounted and the clear text path for the device remains accessible
during this process for most configurations. On some systems, the filesystem may need to be unmounted for when
expanding or decreasing the disk size. Online resize is available for LVM (Logical Volume Manager) volumes.
Important: Online resize is not available if Online Encryption is enabled on the LVM volume. If you are using
Online Encryption, you must resize the volume while it unmounted and detached.

l

Offline Resize Method — The filesystem must be unmounted. That means the data will not be available during this
procedure. Offline resize is available for LVM volumes, root and swap devices, and data partitions.

Root, swap, and data partitions can both be expanded as required. Root partitions, however, cannot be reduced in size
because they cannot be unmounted.

Expanding a Root Partition
This procedure describes how to expand a root partition using the Offline Resize method. You must unmount the
filesystem and reboot the VM during this procedure.
If you want to resize a data partition or an LVM volume, see Expanding a Linux Data Partition on page 197 or Expanding
an LVM Data or Root Volume on page 199.
1. If necessary, use your hypervisor tools to expand the root disk so that there is sufficient room to resize it to the
desired size. You might also have to push the "swap" partition forward, if it is immediately after the root partition.
2. Extend the root partition using the fdisk or partx command.
Warning: This is very critical operation. Make sure you do not change the starting offset of the partition while you
are manipulating the partition table.
# fdisk /dev/sda

3. Reboot the VM to force the system to read the new partition table.
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Expanding a Swap Partition
Before You Begin
Make sure you know the name of the swap volume and the KeyControl clear text path to it. If you do not, use the hcl
status command and look at the Registered Devices section. For example:
# hcl status
...
Registered Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Cipher
Status
Clear
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sda3
AES-XTS-512 Attached
/dev/mapper/clear_htswap (swap)
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, attach_handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT
sda2
AES-XTS-512 Attached
/dev/mapper/clear_htroot (/)
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, attach_handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT

Procedure
1. Log into the VM as root.
2. Get the UUID of the swap device by using the blkid swap-clear-text-path command. For example:
# blkid /dev/mapper/clear_htswap
/dev/mapper/clear_htswap: UUID="62e5b7ca-cc50-409f-ba7d-5f0645c85588" TYPE="swap"

3. Turn the swap off by entering the command swapoff -a.
# swapoff -av
swapoff on /dev/mapper/clear_htswap

Tip: If the swapoff command does not work, applications are probably using the swap file. You can make a
temporary swap space and move the swap there until this procedure is finished. For example:
# fallocate --length 2GiB /swapfile
# mkswap /swapfile
# swapon /swapfile

You can also try dropping stopping all main applications and then dropping all caches from memory. For details, see
your Linux documentation.
4. Increase the size of the swap device as desired. How you do this depends on the partition type.
l

l

If this is a GPT partition, you can use partx as long as you preserve the GUID assigned to the GPT partition. To
determine the GUID, use the i partition-number command and look at the "Partition unique GUID" field. For
an example of setting the GUID on a GPT partition, see Expanding a Linux Data Partition on page 197.
If this is a non-GPT partition, you can use the fdisk diskname command, where diskname is the name of the
swap device. An example of this process follows.

For example, if you want to increase the non-GPT swap partition sda3 by 256M, you would enter:
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# fdisk /dev/sda
WARNING: DOS-compatible mode is deprecated. It's strongly recommended to
switch off the mode (command 'c') and change display units to
sectors (command 'u').
Command (m for help): p
Disk /dev/sda: 17.2 GB, 17179869184 bytes
255 heads, 63 sectors/track, 2088 cylinders
Units = cylinders of 16065 * 512 = 8225280 bytes
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
Disk identifier: 0x000a3126
Device Boot
Start
End
Blocks
/dev/sda1
*
1
131
1048576
Partition 1 does not end on cylinder boundary.
/dev/sda2
131
1828
13631488
/dev/sda3
1828
1980
1223262

Id
83

System
Linux

83
82

Linux
Linux swap / Solaris

Command (m for help): d
Partition number (1-4): 3
Command (m for help): n
Command action
e
extended
p
primary partition (1-4)
p
Partition number (1-4): 3
First cylinder (1828-2088, default 1828):
Using default value 1828
Last cylinder, +cylinders or +size{K,M,G} (1828-2088, default 2088):
Using default value 2088
Command (m for help): t
Partition number (1-4): 3
Hex code (type L to list codes): 82
Changed system type of partition 3 to 82 (Linux swap / Solaris)
Command (m for help): p
Disk /dev/sda: 17.2 GB, 17179869184 bytes
255 heads, 63 sectors/track, 2088 cylinders
Units = cylinders of 16065 * 512 = 8225280 bytes
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
Disk identifier: 0x000a3126
Device Boot
Start
End
Blocks
/dev/sda1
*
1
131
1048576
Partition 1 does not end on cylinder boundary.
/dev/sda2
131
1828
13631488
/dev/sda3
1828
2088
2090772
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Command (m for help): w
The partition table has been altered!
Calling ioctl() to re-read partition table.
WARNING: Re-reading the partition table failed with error 16: Device or resource busy.
The kernel still uses the old table. The new table will be used at
the next reboot or after you run partprobe(8) or kpartx(8)
Syncing disks.

5. Run the partprobe command to reread the partition table. If this command fails because the device is busy, you
need to reboot the VM.
# partprobe /dev/sdb
Warning: WARNING: the kernel failed to re-read the partition table on /dev/sda (Device or
resource busy). As a result, it may not reflect all of your changes until after reboot.
# reboot

6. If you had to reboot the VM in the previous step, turn the swap off again by entering the command swapoff -a.
# swapoff -av
swapoff on /dev/mapper/clear_htswap

7. Recreate the swap device with the same UUID as the old device and turn it back on. For example:
# mkswap -U "62e5b7ca-cc50-409f-ba7d-5f0645c85588" /dev/mapper/clear_htswap
mkswap: /dev/mapper/clear_htswap: warning: don't erase bootbits sectors
on whole disk. Use -f to force.
Setting up swapspace version 1, size = 2090768 KiB
no label, UUID=62e5b7ca-cc50-409f-ba7d-5f0645c85588
# swapon -a
# swapon -s
NAME
TYPE
SIZE
/dev/dm-3 partition 2090768

USED PRIO
0
-1

Expanding a Linux Data Partition
This procedure describes how to expand a data partition using the Offline Resize method. You must unmount the
filesystem until the resizing is complete.
If you want to resize a boot partition or an LVM volume, Expanding a Root Partition on page 194 or Expanding an LVM
Data or Root Volume on page 199.
1. Unmount the file system. For example, if the target device is "sdb1", you would enter:
# umount /dev/mapper/clear_sdb1

2. Detach the disk you want to expand using the command hcl detach diskname, where diskname is the short form
of the disk name. For example, you would use sdb1 instead of /dev/sdb1.
# hcl detach sdb1
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3. If the data partition is a non-GPT partition, extend the root partition using the fdisk or partx command.
Warning: This is very critical operation. Make sure you do not change the starting offset of the partition while you
are manipulating the partition table.
# fdisk /dev/sdb

4. If the data partition is a GPT partition, you need to delete the partition and recreate it with the new size. To do so:
a. Access the device using gdisk.
# gdisk /dev/sdb

b. Print all the information about the old partition using the i partition-number command and note the "Partition
unique GUID".
Important: You need to manually assign the current GUID to the resized partition or KeyControl will not
recognize the resized partition.
Command (? for help): i 1
Using 1
Partition GUID code: EBD0A0A2-B9E5-4433-87C0-68B6B72699C7 (Microsoft basic data)
Partition unique GUID: 1390EA67-17AB-48F9-9851-8C8D54A9E454
First sector: 2048 (at 1024.0 KiB)
Last sector: 585727 (at 286.0 MiB)
Partition size: 583680 sectors (285.0 MiB)
Attribute flags: 0000000000000000
Partition name: '1'

c. Delete the old partition.
Command (? for help): d 1

d. Re-create the new partition with same start but different size when prompted.
Command (? for help): n 1

e. Switch to expert mode.
Command (? for help): x

f. Set the saved GUID for the partition.
Expert command (? for help): c 1
Using 1
Enter the partition's new unique GUID ('R' to randomize): 1390EA67-17AB-48F9-98518C8D54A9E454

g. Save the changes to disk.
Expert command (? for help): w

5. Run the partprobe command to reread the partition table.
# partprobe /dev/sdb

6. Reattach the disk using the command hcl attach diskname, where diskname is the short form of the disk name.
# hcl attach sdb1
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7. Check the files with the e2fsck command and then expand the filesystem using the resize2fs clear_path
command where clear_path is the clear text path to the disk. The default path is /dev/mapper/clear_diskname.
# e2fsck -f /dev/mapper/clear_sdb1
# resize2fs /dev/mapper/clear_sdb1

8. Remount the filesystem.
# mount /dev/mapper/clear_sdb1

Expanding an LVM Data or Root Volume
How you expand an LVM data or root volume depends on whether you have enabled Online Encryption for that volume. If
you have, you must use the Offline Resize method. If you are not using Online Encryption, you can resize the volume
using the Online Resize method.
If you want to expand a LVM swap volume, see Expanding an LVM Swap Volume on the next page. If you want to
expand a Linux root or data partition that is not managed by LVM, see Expanding a Root Partition on page 194 and
Expanding a Linux Data Partition on page 197.

Procedure
1. Expand the disk using your hypervisor tools.
2. Extend the underlying volume using your Linux management tools.
For example, if the disk is an LVM volume called myvg-myvol, you would use:
# lvextend -L<new size> /dev/myvg/myvol

3. Resize the crypto mapping so that it matches the volume size. How you do this depends on what type of volume
you're working with and whether Online Encryption is enabled or disabled for the volume.
Tip: You can always use the Offline Resize Method for all volumes, regardless of whether they use
Online Encryption. If you are not sure whether Online Encryption is enabled on the volume, use the appropriate
Offline Resize Method.
Select one of the following methods:
l

Online Resize Method — Usable for both root and data volumes only if Online Encryption is disabled.
Use the command hcl resize diskname, where diskname is the short form of the disk name, as shown in the
hcl status command. For example, myvg-myvol.
# hcl resize myvg-myvol

l

Offline Resize Method for Root Volumes — Usable for all root volumes. This method is required for root
volumes on which Online Encryption is enabled.
Reboot the VM.
# reboot
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l

Offline Resize Method for Data Volumes — Usable for all data volumes. This method is required for data
volumes on which Online Encryption is enabled.
Unmount and detach the data volume, then reattach and remount the data volume.
#
#
#
#

umount /dev/mapper/clear_myvg_myvol
hcl detach myvg_myvol
hcl attach myvg_myvol
mount /dev/mapper/clear_myvg_myvol

4. Expand the filesystem. How you do this depends on whether the volume uses the XFS or EXT filesystem. Both
methods require you to specify the clear text path to the volume.
Tip: The clear text path is shown in the hcl status command.
XFS Filesystems
Use the xfs_growfs clear_path command, where clear_path is the clear text path to the disk. For a data
partition, the default path is /dev/mapper/clear_diskname. For a root partition, the clear text path is
/dev/mapper/clear_htroot.
# xfs_growfs /dev/mapper/clear_myvg_myvol
meta-data=/dev/mapper/clear_myvg_myvol isize=512
agcount=8, agsize=65536 blks
=
sectsz=512
attr=2, projid32bit=1
=
crc=1
finobt=0 spinodes=0
data
=
bsize=4096
blocks=498688, imaxpct=25
=
sunit=0
swidth=0 blks
naming
=version 2
bsize=4096
ascii-ci=0 ftype=1
log
=internal
bsize=4096
blocks=2560, version=2
=
sectsz=512
sunit=0 blks, lazy-count=1
realtime =none
extsz=4096
blocks=0, rtextents=0
data blocks changed from 498688 to 524288

EXT Filesystems
using the resize2fs clear_path command, where clear_path is the clear text path to the disk. For a data
partition, the default path is /dev/mapper/clear_diskname. For a root partition, the clear text path is
/dev/mapper/clear_htroot.
# resize2fs /dev/mapper/clear_myvg-myvol
# resize2fs /dev/mapper/clear_htroot

Expanding an LVM Swap Volume
The following procedure applies to expanding an LVM swap volume only. If you want to expand a LVM root or data
volume, see Expanding an LVM Data or Root Volume on the previous page. If you want to expand a Linux root or data
partition that is not managed by LVM, see Expanding a Root Partition on page 194 and Expanding a Linux Data Partition
on page 197.
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Before You Begin
Make sure you know the name of the LVM swap volume and the KeyControl clear text path to it. If you do not, use the
hcl status command and look at the Registered Devices section. For example:
# hcl status
...
Registered Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Cipher
Status
Clear
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------cl_centos73-swap
AES-XTS-512 Attached
/dev/mapper/clear_htswap (swap)
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, attach_handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT
cl_centos73-root
AES-XTS-512 Attached
/dev/mapper/clear_htroot (/)
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, attach_handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT

Procedure
1. Log into the VM as root.
2. Get the UUID of the swap device by using the blkid swap-clear-text-path command. For example:
# blkid /dev/mapper/clear_htswap
/dev/mapper/clear_htswap: UUID="a949b636-1669-43cb-acc4-b1ed86e7f2f1 TYPE="swap"

3. Turn the swap off by entering the command swapoff -a.
# swapoff -av
swapoff on /dev/mapper/clear_htswap

Tip: If the swapoff command does not work, applications are probably using the swap file. You can make a
temporary swap space and move the swap there until this procedure is finished. For example:
# fallocate --length 2GiB /swapfile
# mkswap /swapfile
# swapon /swapfile

You can also try stopping all main applications and then dropping all caches from memory. For details, see your
Linux documentation.
4. Increase the size the LVM swap volume as desired using the lvresize diskname command, where diskname is
the name of the swap volume . For example, if you want to increase the swap volume cl_centos73-swap by 256M,
you would enter:
# lvm lvresize /dev/cl_centos73/swap -L +256M
Size of logical volume cl_centos73/swap changed from 1.00 GiB (256 extents) to 1.25 GiB (320
extents).
Logical volume cl_centos73/swap successfully resized.

5. Increase the size of the encrypted swap to match the new volume size. How you do this depends on whether
Online Encryption is enabled or disabled for the volume.
Tip: You can always use the Offline Resize Method for swap volumes regardless of whether they use
Online Encryption. If you are not sure whether Online Encryption is enabled on the volume, use the Offline Resize
Method.
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Select one of the following methods:
l

Online Resize Method — Usable for swap volumes only if Online Encryption is disabled.
Use the command hcl resize diskname, where diskname is the name of the swap volume.
# hcl resize cl_centos73-swap
Warning: Resizing active device incorrectly can cause any data stored on them to become
inaccessible
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
Device cl_centos73-swap was successfully resized
Updating the KC with the size (1310720 KB) of the device
Successfully updated the KC with size (1310720 KB) of the device cl_centos73-swap

l

Offline Resize Method — Usable for all swap volumes. This method is required for swap volumes on which
Online Encryption is enabled.
Reboot the VM.
# reboot

6. Re-create swap on the swap volume using the mkswap -U clear-text-path command, where clear-text-path
is the clear text path to the swap volume. For example, if the clear text path is /dev/mapper/clear_htswap, you
would enter:
# mkswap -U "a949b636-1669-43cb-acc4-b1ed86e7f2f1" /dev/mapper/clear_htswap
mkswap: /dev/mapper/clear_htswap: warning: wiping old swap signature.
Setting up swapspace version 1, size = 1310716 KiB
no label, UUID=a949b636-1669-43cb-acc4-b1ed86e7f2f1

7. Turn the swap back on using the swapon -va command. For example:
# swapon -va
swapon /dev/mapper/clear_htswap
swapon: /dev/mapper/clear_htswap: found swap signature: version 1, page-size 4, same byte
order
swapon: /dev/mapper/clear_htswap: pagesize=4096, swapsize=1342177280, devsize=1342177280

# swapon --show
NAME TYPE SIZE USED PRIO
/dev/dm-4 partition 1.3G 0B -1

Decreasing the Size of a Linux Data Partition
Note: Linux file systems like ext2/ext3/ext4/xfs do not allow you to reduce the filesystem size without unmounting
the disk. This means that you cannot decrease the size of the root device because you cannot unmount it.
1. Unmount the disk and reduce the size of the disk using your hypervisor tools. For example:
# umount /dev/mapper/clear_sdb1
# e2fsck -f /dev/mapper/clear_sdb1
# resize2fs /dev/mapper/clear_sdb1 <newsize>

2. Detach the disk using the command hcl detach diskname, where diskname is the short form of the disk name (for
example, you would use sdb1 instead of /dev/sdb1).
# hcl detach sdb1
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3. If this is a non-GPT data partition, decrease the underlying volume using the fdisk command. For example:
# fdisk /dev/sdb

4. If the data partition is a GPT partition, you need to delete the partition and recreate it with the new size. To do so:
a. Access the device using gdisk.
# gdisk /dev/sdb

b. Print all the information about the old partition using the i partition-number command and note the "Partition
unique GUID".
Important: You need to manually assign the current GUID to the resized partition or KeyControl will not
recognize the resized partition.
Command (? for help): i 1
Using 1
Partition GUID code: EBD0A0A2-B9E5-4433-87C0-68B6B72699C7 (Microsoft basic data)
Partition unique GUID: 1390EA67-17AB-48F9-9851-8C8D54A9E454
First sector: 2048 (at 1024.0 KiB)
Last sector: 585727 (at 286.0 MiB)
Partition size: 583680 sectors (285.0 MiB)
Attribute flags: 0000000000000000
Partition name: '1'

c. Delete the old partition.
Command (? for help): d 1

d. Re-create the new partition with same start but different size when prompted.
Command (? for help): n 1

e. Switch to expert mode.
Command (? for help): x

f. Set the saved GUID for the partition.
Expert command (? for help): c 1
Using 1
Enter the partition's new unique GUID ('R' to randomize): 1390EA67-17AB-48F9-98518C8D54A9E454

g. Save the changes to disk.
Expert command (? for help): w

5. Re-read the partition table using the partprobe command. For example:
# partprobe /dev/sdb

Note: partprobe may fail if the underlying device is busy, which can happen if LVM is configured for another
partition on the same disk. If it fails, reboot the VM and continue with this procedure. The partition table will be
correctly updated during the reboot.
6. Reattach the disk using the command hcl attach diskname, where diskname is the short form of the disk name.
# hcl attach sdb1
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Decreasing the Size of an LVM Volume
You can reduce the size of an LVM data volume only. You cannot reduce the size of a root volume.
The data volume must be detached during this procedure, which means that the data it contains will be inaccessible for a
short period of time.
1. Unmount the disk and reduce the filesystem using your hypervisor tools. For example:
# umount /dev/mapper/clear_myvg-myvol
# e2fsck -f /dev/mapper/clear_myvg-myvol
# resize2fs /dev/mapper/clear_myvg-myvol <newsize>

2. Detach the volume. For example:
# hcl detach myvg-myvol

3. Shrink the underlying volume. For example:
# lvreduce -L<new size> /dev/myvg/myvol

4. Reattach the volume so that DataControl recognizes the new size.
# hcl attach myvg-myvol

Disk Size Management in Windows
How you increase the size of a Windows disk depends on whether the type of disk and whether or not the disk is
encrypted.
l

l

l

If the Windows disk has not been encrypted, you can extend or shrink that disk as desired using your hypervisor
tools.
o

If the unencrypted disk is a Windows data disk or a GPT boot disk, you do not need to do anything in KeyControl
after you resize the disk, even if the Bootloader is already installed. KeyControl will pick up the new disk size
automatically.

o

If the unencrypted disk is an MBR boot disk with the HyTrust Bootloader already installed, you need to move the
boot partition as described in Resizing an Encrypted Windows Data Disk or GPT Boot Disk below.

If the disk is an encrypted Windows data disk or an encrypted GPT boot disk, you can extend or shrink that disk as
desired using your hypervisor tools. After you resize the disk in your hypervisor, you need to update the size in
KeyControl using the hcl extend command. For details, see Resizing an Encrypted Windows Data Disk or GPT
Boot Disk below.
If the disk is an encrypted Windows MBR boot disk, you must resize it as described in Extending an MBR Boot
Partition After Installing the Bootloader on the next page.

Resizing an Encrypted Windows Data Disk or GPT Boot Disk
This is an online procedure, which means that the disk and its contents will remain available during the resize. However,
you cannot resize a disk that is detached or that is in the process of being rekeyed.
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Warning: If you resize the disk with Windows Disk Manager, you may be prompted to convert from a basic disk into a
dynamic disk. Windows dynamic disks are not supported. If you select this option, you will not be able to access this
disk through DataControl and all existing data will be lost.
1. Resize the underlying disk using your hypervisor tools.
2. Log into the VM as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or start Windows PowerShell.
3. Enter the command hcl extend diskname, where diskname is the drive letter or folder mount you want to resize.
For example:
C:\>hcl extend f:
extending partition for f:
extending filesystem for f:the new filesystem is 2146369536 bytes long

Tip: If the hcl extend command fails with the message that there are too many partitions on the disk, see
Detecting and Removing a Windows Snapshot Partition on page 228.

Extending an MBR Boot Partition After Installing the Bootloader
The Bootloader installation creates a new MBR partition labeled HTBOOTLDR immediately following the boot partition on
the disk. If you want to extend the MBR boot partition at any time after you have installed the Bootloader, you need to
make sure the unallocated space you want to use is immediately adjacent to the boot partition by extending the disk and
then using the HyTrust-provided PowerShell script that moves the HTBOOTLDR partition to the end of the disk and then
extends the boot partition into the unallocated space. (For details about the HyTrust Bootloader, see Windows Boot Drive
Encryption on page 306.)
Important: The VM will need to be rebooted twice during this procedure.
1. Extend the MBR disk containing the boot partition using your hypervisor tools.
2. Log into PowerShell on the Windows VM.
3. Locate the main Policy Agent installation directory. The PowerShiell scripts are located in the bin folder under this
main directory. The default directory is C:\Program Files\hcs.
4. Run the PowerShell script MoveHTBootloader.ps1 by entering the command powershell -File "C:\hytrustinstall-dir\MoveHTBootloader.ps1".
The script creates a new Bootloader partition at the end of the recently extended disk and reboots the virtual
machine. On reboot, MoveHTBootloader.ps1 will again be executed automatically and will delete the old Bootloader
partition and then extend the boot partition to take up the available free space. The VM will be rebooted a second
time to complete this process.
Note: This operation changes the drive letter for the HTBOOTLDR drive. The original drive letter can be restored by
either using the htblconf.exe GUI utility or the ChangeHTBootloaderDrive.ps1 PowerShell script.
5. If desired, log into the KeyControl webGUI and verify that the new boot drive size is displayed correctly. If it is not,
go back to the Windows VM and enter the hcl updateavail command.

Revoking VM Permissions
If you revoke the permissions for an entire VM, all encrypted data on all the disks contained in the VM will become
inaccessible until the VM is re-authenticated.
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If you want to revoke individual disks within a VM, see Revoking Access to a Disk below.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. Click the VMs tab.
3. Select the VM you want to revoke in the table.
4. Select Actions > Revoke Authentication.
5. Click Proceed at the prompt to confirm the revoke request. KeyControl moves the VM to the Unauthenticated VMs
tab and all future access requests will be denied until the VM is re-authorized. The operation is completed at
the VM's next heartbeat.
After the VM heartbeat, if you enter the hcl status command on the server, the result shows that the encrypted
drives have been detached and that the VM is not authenticated. For example:

To re-authenticate the VM, see Re-Authenticating a Standard VM on page 182.

Revoking Access to a Disk
If you revoke access to a disk, it will be deactivated and detached on the next heartbeat. Any attempt to attach the disk
using hcl attach will fail with the message stating that the key could not be fetched because the disk is not active.
If this is a Windows boot disk, the VM will be unable to boot. If this is a standard Windows disk, the associated drive will
no longer be available through Windows Explorer or to any applications running on the Windows server. If this is a Linux
disk, the filesystem will be unmounted and it will likewise be unavailable to any applications running on the server.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the VMs tab and select the VM you want to work with from the list.
4. Click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row to access the details for the specific VM.
5. Click the Encrypted Disks tab and select the disk that you want to revoke.
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6. Select Revoke Disk Access from the VM-specific Actions menu.
7. Click Proceed at the prompt to confirm the revoke request. KeyControl changes the disk state to
Revoked/Attached until the action completes, at which time it changes the state to Detached.

Reactivating a Revoked Disk
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the VMs tab and select the VM you want to work with from the list.
4. Click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row to access the details for the specific VM.
5. Click the Encrypted Disks tab and select the disk that you want to reactivate.
6. Select Grant Disk Access from the VM-specific Actions menu. KeyControl changes the disk state to
Active/Detached until the action completes, at which time it changes the state to Active/Attached.
7. If this is a Linux disk, you need to manually remount the filesystem unless auto_mount is set to True. To verify
which disks are currently accessible, use the hcl status command.

Removing a VM from KeyControl
The following procedure describes how to decrypt the data on a VM and then remove it from KeyControl so that it no
longer appears in the KeyControl inventory and it no longer counts against the Cloud VM Limit defined in your KeyControl
license. The data on the VM remains, however, and you can re-authorize the VM with KeyControl at any time.
If you want to decommission a VM and destroy it immediately without ever accessing the data, see Decommissioning
and Destroying a VM on page 209.

Before You Begin
You cannot decrypt a disk if it has an Access Control Policy associated with it. Make sure that no such policy
association exists before you decrypt the disk. For details, see Viewing the Access Control Status for a Disk on
page 180.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the VMs tab and select the VM you want to work with from the list.
4. Click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row to access the details for the specific VM.
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5. On the Details tab for the VM, make sure that:
l

l

The Auto Encryption property is either Disabled or the Automatic Data Encryption Policy does not include the
disk you want to decrypt.
The Decryption Allowed property is set to Yes. If this field is set to No, click No, select Yes from the drop-down
list, then click Save.

Tip: If you want to decrypt the disks on multiple VMs in this Cloud VM Set, you can change these properties at the
Cloud VM Set level and propagate the changes to all VMs in the Cloud VM Set. For more information, see Changing
Cloud VM Set Properties on page 131.
6. Click the Encrypted Disks tab.
7. Select the encrypted disk. If more than one disk is encrypted:
a. In the top right-hand corner, click Multi-Select.
b. Click on the first encrypted disk.
c. Shift+Click on the last encrypted disk.
8. Select Actions > Decrypt Disk from the VM-specific Actions menu.
KeyControl displays a message that the decrypt requests were successfully created and adds a Decrypt Disk task
for the VM that will begin on the VM's next heartbeat. The length of time the operation will take depends on the
amount of data present on the disk and the encryption settings configured for this system.
You can track the progress of the decrypt task on the Dashboard in the Tasks tile.
When the decrypt request begins processing, KeyControl sets the state to Active/Decrypt. When the encryption
process has finished, KeyControl moves the disk back to the Unencrypted Disks tab and changes the state to
Available.
9. Periodically check the Encrypted Disks tab for the VM until that tab shows that no encrypted disks remain in the
VM. Do not proceed with this procedure until decryption is complete for all disks.
10. Select the VM you want to remove and click Actions > Revoke Authentication from the main Actions menu.
11. Confirm the action at the prompt.
KeyControl revokes access to the VM and automatically displays the Unauthenticated VMs tab.
12. Select the VM and click Actions > Remove.
KeyControl removes the VM from its inventory, returns the associated KeyControl license to the license pool, and
destroys all encryption keys associated with that VM.
13. Log into the VM as an administrator and uninstall the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent. For details, see
Uninstalling the Policy Agent on Linux on page 335 or Uninstalling the Policy Agent on Windows on page 336.

Removing a Disk from KeyControl
The following procedure explains how to remove a disk from KeyControl when you don't care about its contents. If you
want to save the contents, you need to decrypt the disk before you remove it from KeyControl. For details, see
Decrypting a Disk Using the webGUI on page 251 or Decrypting a Disk Using the CLI on page 252.
Important: This operation is destructive. You will lose all encrypted data that is stored on the disk.
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1. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or
start Windows PowerShell.
2. Unmount the disk you want to remove.
3. Enter the command hcl rm [-y] <diskname | -a>, where:
l

l

-y makes the command non-interactive.
diskname | -a is the name of the disk that you want to remove or -a to remove all disks on the VM that are
registered with KeyControl. For Linux, use the short form of the disk name (for example, sdb1 instead of
/dev/sdb1). For Windows, specify the drive letter or folder mount associated with the disk.

DataControl issues an implicit hcl detach command and unregisters the disk(s) with KeyControl. Any keys
associated with the disk(s) are deleted and any encrypted data is now inaccessible.
For example:
# hcl rm sdd1
WARNING: Removal of devices will cause any data stored on them to be permanently lost.
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
Removed device sdd1

Decommissioning and Destroying a VM
The following procedure describes how to remove a VM from KeyControl when you intend to destroy the VM without
accessing any of the encrypted data. After you remove the VM from KeyControl, the VM no longer appears in the
KeyControl webGUI and no longer counts against the Cloud VM Limit defined in your KeyControl license.
If you want to remove the VM from KeyControl but retain the data on the VM, see Removing a VM from KeyControl on
page 207.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the VMs tab, then select the VM that you want to decommission.
4. Click Actions > Revoke Authentication.
5. Confirm the action at the prompt.
KeyControl revokes access to the VM and automatically displays the Unauthenticated VMs tab.
Note: At this point, all of the encryption keys are still stored in KeyControl, and you can restore the VM by selecting
it and clicking Actions > Rescue Authentication. If you continue with this procedure, all access to any encrypted
data on the VM will be lost when the VM is removed from KeyControl.
6. Select the VM and click Actions > Remove.
KeyControl removes the VM from its inventory, returns the associated KeyControl license to the license pool, and
destroys all encryption keys associated with that VM.
7. Use your hypervisor to delete the VM.
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Data Encryption Overview
This chapter describes support for encryption within individual Virtual Machines (VMs) wherever they reside (data center,
private, public or hybrid clouds). For virtual machines, HyTrust's encryption works independently of the type of the
hypervisor platform (Type 1, Type 2, etc.) as well as the hypervisor vendor (VMware, Microsoft, Citrix, Red Hat, etc.) and
Cloud environment (Amazon AWS, ENKI, Microsoft Azure, etc.) or cloud frameworks such as OpenStack. Throughout
the chapter, we will refer to the virtualized case and reference the agent being managed by KeyControl as a "VM."
Once the VM has been registered, you can manage it through the KeyControl webGUI or the hicli.
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In order to encrypt a VM, complete the following tasks:

Step Task

Description

1

Install KeyControl and configure the
KeyControl cluster.

See the HyTrust DataControl Installation and Upgrade Guide.

2

If desired, create one or more custom Cloud
Admin Groups in addition to the default Cloud
Admin Group.

See Creating a Custom Cloud Admin Group on page 87. This
step requires a KeyControl account with Security Admin
privileges.

3

Create one or more users with Cloud Admin
privileges and assign them to the appropriate
Cloud Admin groups.

See Creating a New KeyControl-Managed User Account on
page 99. This step requires a KeyControl account with
Security Admin privileges.

4

Create one or more Cloud VM Sets.

See Creating a Cloud VM Set on page 125. This step requires
a KeyControl account with Cloud Admin privileges.

5

Install the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent
on the VM you want to encrypt and register
it with KeyControl.

See the HyTrust DataControl Installation and Upgrade Guide.

See one of the following:

6

Encrypt the data on the VM.

l

Linux Encryption Overview below.

l

Windows Encryption Prerequisites on page 227.

l

l

Linux Root, Swap, and System Device Encryption on
page 283.
Windows Boot Drive Encryption on page 306.

Linux Encryption Overview
In Linux, a disk can either be free or it can be under HyTrust control. If HyTrust controls it, then it must be attached before
applications can access it.
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HyTrust allows you to register:
l

New disks with no existing data (using the hcl add command).

l

Existing disks that already contain data you want to retain (using the hcl encrypt command).

After you register a disk with KeyControl and perform the initial encryption, you can rekey the disk, move the disk, or
reimport the disk using the webGUI or hicli.
KeyControl creates an unencrypted path to the data that is accessible when the disk is attached. The default pathname
is /dev/mapper/clear_diskname (for example: /dev/mapper/clear_sdb1), but you can change that path when you
register the disk.
Warning: Once the encrypted disk has been set up you should NOT access the unencrypted device through anything
other than the clear text path. In other words, you always need to use /dev/mapper/clear_sdb1 instead of /dev/sdb1.
The Linux kernel caches data in the kernel which may be periodically flushed. If you write to the raw device without
going through the /dev/mapper interface, you could end up with corrupted data.
This means that any existing entries for the unencrypted device in the Filesystem Table (/etc/fstab) need to be
updated to point to the clear text version of the device. An incorrect fstab entry can result in the system hanging when it
reboots. For details, see Automatically Mounting Linux Filesystems on page 224, Changing the Mount Order on Linux on
page 226, and VM Handlers for Attach/Detach in Linux on page 327.
The following figure summarizes the layers at which encrypted and unencrypted data is available:

Linux Encryption Prerequisites
The following prerequisites apply to all types of Linux encryption, including data drive encryption and root, swap, or
system device encryption in online or offline mode. If you want to enable Online Encryption for the VM, additional
prerequisites are described in Linux Online Encryption Prerequisites and Considerations on page 214.
l

l

Make sure the Linux version you are using is supported. For details, see Supported Platforms on page 29.
If you intend to use this VM with a BoundaryControl-enabled Cloud VM Set, you must install a VMware-supported
version of VMware Tools on the VM. For all other VMs, installing VMware Tools is recommended but not required. In
all cases, we recommend that you keep the version of VMware Tools up to date.
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l

l

If an entry for the Linux device you intend to encrypt already exists in the Filesystem Table (/etc/fstab), you need to
remove that entry until the encryption process is complete and the HyTrust-created clear text path to the device is
available. If you reboot the device after encryption with the /etc/fstab entry still pointing to the original device path,
the system may hang because the encrypted version of the device will fail the filesystem check. For details, see
Automatically Mounting Linux Filesystems on page 224.
We recommend that you partition the disk before it is encrypted. When DataControl encrypts a disk it writes a private
region at the start of the disk that contains information that allows DataControl to identify which keys are associated
with which partition.
For example, let's say you have 2 non-partitioned disks, /dev/sdb and /dev/sdc, where /dev/sdc is encrypted by
DataControl. If you remove /dev/sdb and reboot the VM, /dev/sdc will be renamed /dev/sdb and the association
between the keys and the disk will become invalid. At that point access to the encrypted data will be lost.
Now let's say you have the same set up as before but you partition disk /dev/sdc and then you encrypt the
/dev/sdc1 partition. DataControl adds a UUID (Universally Unique Identifier) in the private area at the start of the
/dev/sdc disk that associates the /dev/sdc1 partition with its encryption keys. When you remove /dev/sdb and
reboot the VM, the encrypted partition /dev/sdc1 will be renamed /dev/sdb1, but the UUID does not change. In this
case, DataControl can use the UUID to match the encryption keys to the partition and the data remains accessible
even after the partition name has changed.
Important: If you want to resize a partition after you have encrypted it with DataControl, there are additional steps
you need to take. For more information, see Disk Size Management in Linux on page 194.

l

Make sure the Linux VM has access to the following Linux packages and their dependencies:

Encryption Type

Required Packages
device-mapper

All Linux encryption (data drives and system devices)

OpenSSL
Python 2.7 or Python 3
busybox

Linux root, swap, or system device encryption
Note: If the server to be encrypted has external internet access,
any missing package will be installed when you encrypt the root,
swap, or system device. If the server is not connected to the
internet, these packages must be fully installed before root/swap
encryption begins or the encryption request will fail.

Linux online encryption (data drives and system devices)
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cryptsetup or cryptsetup-luks
dracut (RHEL and CentOS) or initramfstools (Ubuntu)
dracut-network
dropbear
EPEL-release
hashalot
OpenSUSE
dkms
gcc
kernel-devel
kernel-headers
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Linux Online Encryption Prerequisites and Considerations
By default, when you encrypt, rekey, or decrypt a Linux block device, the filesystem on that block device must be
unmounted during the entire procedure and the data is inaccessible until the procedure is finished. With
Online Encryption:
l

l

l

During the initial encryption phase, the filesystem only needs to be unmounted briefly when the HyTrust DataControl
Policy Agent changes the device to attach the clear text version it creates during the encryption process. After the
device has been reattached on the clear text version, the encryption process continues while the disk remains online
and the data remains accessible.
During any subsequent rekeys, the device remains online and the data remains accessible during the entire rekey
process.
During the decryption process, the data is decrypted dynamically and the device remains online and the data remains
accessible during the decryption process. If you are decrypting a Linux system device (such as /root, swap, or
/home), the device remains accessible after the decryption procedure is complete. If you are decrypting a Linux data
drive, however, the data drive is automatically unmounted after the decryption is complete.
Note: The only exception to this is if a VM reboots while a Linux system device is being decrypted. In this case, when
the VM finishes rebooting, the decryption process resumes in offline mode and the system device and its data will be
inaccessible until decryption is complete. If the VM remains online during the entire decryption process, the data will
be available the entire time.

Prerequisites
In order to enable Online Encryption, you need to install the HTCrypt Driver on each Linux VM whose disks you want to
encrypt.
The HTCrypt Driver is a Dynamic Kernel Module Support (DKMS)-based package that requires the following:
l

The VM must be running RHEL or CentOS 7.0 or later.

l

The Linux Kernel version must be 3.10.0-123 or later.

l

The following Linux packages must be installed:
o

dkms version 1.95 or later.
gcc

o

kernel-headers

o

kernel-devel

o

For CentOS, the kernel-headers and kernel-devel packages can be installed through yum or from the CentOS
Vault Repository at http://vault.centos.org.
Important: The version of the Linux kernel must be the same as the version of the kernel-headers and kerneldevel packages. If you update the Linux kernel, you must also update the version of these packages. For details,
see Updating the HTCrypt Kernel Dependencies on page 220.
The HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent includes a script that makes sure the required packages are installed and that
they are all using the same version. You can run this script manually if you want to enable online encryption through
the CLI, or you can let the Policy Agent take care of installing the required packages by enabling online encryption
through the KeyControl webGUI. For details, see Enabling Linux Online Encryption with the CLI on the next page or
Enabling Linux Online Encryption with the webGUI on page 217.
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Considerations
l

l

l

l

l

l

When you install the HTCrypt Driver for the first time on a VM, you will need to detach and then reattach all currentlyattached block devices. If the root drive is already encrypted on the VM, the VM will need to be rebooted before
Online Encryption is fully enabled for the VM.
When you enter the hcl encrypt, hcl rekey, or hcl decrypt commands, the commands will return immediately
and the encryption or decryption process will start running in the background. You can use the hcl status command
to monitor the progress of these commands.
Online Encryption does not support encrypting, rekeying, or decrypting only the allocated blocks on the VM. Therefore
you cannot use the -s option with the hcl encrypt, hcl rekey, or hcl decrypt commands when Online Encryption
is enabled.
You cannot use Online Encryption if there is an Access Control Policy associated with the VM. If you enable the
HTCrypt Driver and apply an Access Control Policy to the disk, online encryption will fail.
If you are using Online Encryption on a VM and you want to encrypt a Linux system device (such as /root, swap, or
/home), keep in mind that:
o

The VM will need to be rebooted before the Policy Agent can begin the encryption process. There will be no delay
in the reboot process however. The VM will come back up and be available to users again before the Policy Agent
starts encrypting it. After that intial reboot, the VM will remain available throughout the encryption process.

o

If you decrypt the system device, the VM will remain accessible to users during the entire process as long as the
VM does not reboot. If the VM reboots, the VM will remain offline until the Policy Agent finishes decrypting the
system device. Once the system device has been decrypted, you will need to reboot the VM before you perform
any other administration functions, such as upgrading the kernel or re-encrypting the system device.

After Online Encryption has been enabled, you can rekey all devices on the VM as a background process with no
disruption to data disk access and minimal disruption to system device access.

Enabling Linux Online Encryption with the CLI
To enable Online Encryption for Linux disks, you need to install the HTCrypt Driver on the VM hosting those disks.
During this process, the VM may need to be rebooted if the Linux kernel on the VM needs to be updated in order to install
the required packages.
You only need to perform this procedure once for each Linux VM. After the HTCrypt Driver has been installed, the Policy
Agent will automatically use it every time it encrypts, decrypts, or rekeys a disk on that VM.
Note: You cannot use Online Encryption if there is an Access Control Policy associated with the VM. If you enable
the HTCrypt Driver and apply an Access Control Policy to the disk, online encryption will fail.
The following procedure describes how to install the HTCrypt Driver for the first time using the CLI. You can also install
the driver using the KeyControl webGUI as described in Enabling Linux Online Encryption with the webGUI on page 217.
If your Linux kernel version has changed, see Updating the HTCrypt Kernel Dependencies on page 220.

Before You Begin
Make sure the VM meets the requirements described in Linux Encryption Prerequisites on page 212 and Linux
Online Encryption Prerequisites and Considerations on the previous page.
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Procedure
1. Log into the VM as root.
2. If you want to verify that the HTCrypt Driver is not already installed, use the hcl status command. For example:
# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 10.238.66.235:443
KeyControl list: 10.238.66.235:443
Status: Connected
Last heartbeat: Wed Mar 21 12:48:19 2018 (successful)
AES_NI: enabled
Certificate Expiration: Sep 11 22:16:13 2020 GMT
HTCRYPT: Not Installed

If the HTCRYPT status is enabled, the HTCrypt Driver has already been installed on this VM.
3. To make sure the proper dependencies are installed, enter the htdrv prepare command. For example:
# htdrv prepare
Preparing system for HyTrust encryption driver installation
Loaded plugins: fastestmirror, langpacks
Loading mirror speeds from cached hostfile
* base: mirrors.sonic.net
* epel: mirror.beyondhosting.net
...
DKMS: install completed.

The script goes through the dependency list, installing or updating the required packages as needed. If it cannot
install the required packages for the current kernel, it updates the kernel and prompts you to reboot the VM.
Rebooting is not necessary unless you are prompted to do so by the script.
4. If prompted, reboot the VM and then enter the htdrv prepare command again to install the required packages on
the updated kernel.
Note: If the Linux kernel version changes on this VM after you install the HTCrypt Driver, you need to update the
kernel-devel and kernel-headers dependencies to match the new version. For details, see Updating the HTCrypt
Kernel Dependencies on page 220.
5. Install the HTCrypt Driver RPM by entering the command rpm -ivh /opt/hcs/drivers/htcrypt-5.0buildnum.noarch.rpm, where buildnum is the build number that you are installing. For example:
# rpm -ivh htcrypt-5.0-12345M.noarch.rpm
Preparing...
################################# [100%]
Updating / installing...
1:htcrypt-5.0-12345M
################################# [100%]
Loading new htcrypt-5.0 DKMS files...
Building for 3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64
Building initial module for 3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64
Done.
htcrypt:
Running module version sanity check.
- Original module
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- No original module exists within this kernel
- Installation
- Installing to /lib/modules/3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64/extra/
depmod....
Backing up initramfs-3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64.img to /boot/initramfs-3.10.0693.17.1.el7.x86_64.img.old-dkms
Making new initramfs-3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64.img
(If next boot fails, revert to initramfs-3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64.img.old-dkms image)
dracut...................
DKMS: install completed.

6. To verify that the installation succeeded, enter the hcl status command. For example:
# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 10.238.66.235:443
KeyControl list: 10.238.66.235:443
Status: Connected
Last heartbeat: Wed Mar 21 12:48:19 2019 (successful)
AES_NI: enabled
Certificate Expiration: Sep 11 22:16:13 2020 GMT
HTCRYPT: enabled

At this point, the HTCrypt Driver is installed but is not yet running on any disks that are currently attached.
7. If the root or swap disk is encrypted on this VM, you need to reboot the VM to complete the installation process.
If only data disks are encrypted on the VM, you can either reboot the VM or detach and then reattach all attached
data disks to start the HTCrypt Driver on those disks. To detach and reattach the disks, use the hcl detach -a
and hcl attach -a commands. For example:
# hcl detach -a
Encrypted device
Encrypted device
# hcl attach -a
Encrypted device
sdi7
Encrypted device
sdi1

sdi7 detached; encrypted contents no longer visible
sdi1 detached; encrypted contents no longer visible
sdi7 (/dev/sdi7) attached; encrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_
sdi1 (/dev/sdi1) attached; encrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_

Enabling Linux Online Encryption with the webGUI
To enable Online Encryption for Linux disks, you need to install the HTCrypt Driver on the VM hosting those disks.
During this process, the VM may need to be rebooted if the Linux kernel on the VM needs to be updated in order to install
the required packages. The webGUI allows you to specify whether you want this reboot to happen automatically if it is
required.
You only need to perform this procedure once for each Linux VM. After the HTCrypt Driver has been installed, the Policy
Agent will automatically use it every time it encrypts, decrypts, or rekeys a disk on that VM.
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Note: You cannot use Online Encryption if there is an Access Control Policy associated with the VM. If you enable
the HTCrypt Driver and apply an Access Control Policy to the disk, online encryption will fail.
The following procedure describes how to install the HTCrypt Driver for the first time using the webGUI. You can also
install the driver using the CLI as described in Enabling Linux Online Encryption with the CLI on page 215. If your Linux
kernel version has changed, see Updating the HTCrypt Kernel Dependencies on page 220.

Before You Begin
Make sure the VM meets the requirements described in Linux Encryption Prerequisites on page 212 and Linux
Online Encryption Prerequisites and Considerations on page 214.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Navigate to the VMs tab, select the VM on which you want to install the HTCrypt Driver, then click the Expand
button (>) at the end of the row to view the VM details.
4. In the Details tab, click Install Now in the HTCrypt State field.
5. If you want KeyControl to reboot the VM automatically to complete the driver installation, check the Reboot VM
check box in the confirmation dialog box.
If you do not check the Reboot VM check box, the driver will be installed on the VM but it will not be active on any
disk that is currently attached. After the installation finishes, you need to either reboot the VM manually or detach
and then reattach any currently attached disks so that the Policy Agent can use the HTCrypt Driver for online
encryption on those disks.
6. Click Install Driver.
The HTCrypt State field shows that the HTCrypt Driver is scheduled for installation. When the installation is
finished, KeyControl raises an alert and changes the HTCrypt State to "Installed".
Note: The installation could take a few minutes to complete depending on how long it takes to install the
dependencies. When the installation is finished, the HTCrypt State field will display "Installed" and the HTCrypt
Version field will display the correct driver version number. You can monitor the progress of the installation task on
the Dashboard in the Tasks tile.
7. If the HTCrypt Version field indicates that the VM needs to be rebooted, either reboot the VM or detach and
reattach all currently attached disks to finish the installation process.

Viewing HTCrypt Driver Status
To view the status of the HTCrypt Driver module, use the modinfo htcrypt command. For example:
# modinfo htcrypt
filename:
/lib/modules/3.10.0-693.21.1.el7.x86_64/extra/htcrypt.ko
license:
GPL
version:
4.2 (b13106M)
description:
HyTrust Online Encryption Driver
author:
HyTrust, Inc.
retpoline:
Y
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rhelversion:
srcversion:
depends:
vermagic:
parm:

7.4
A462456A63982A406F3B416
dm-mod
3.10.0-693.21.1.el7.x86_64 SMP mod_unload modversions
max_targets:int

To view detailed status information for the driver rpm, use the htdrv status command. For example:
# htdrv status
HyTrust encryption driver status
-------------------------------------------------------------------Name
: htcrypt
Version
: 4.2
Release
: 13106M
Architecture: noarch
Install Date: Wed 21 Mar 2018 02:38:16 PM PDT
Group
: System/Kernel
Size
: 63829
License
: GPLv2
Signature
: DSA/SHA1, Tue 06 Mar 2018 05:55:39 AM PST, Key ID 4a1ed78762b480bf
Source RPM : htcrypt-4.2-13106M.src.rpm
Build Date : Tue 06 Mar 2018 05:55:06 AM PST
Build Host : htcrypt-centos7.dc.hytrust.com
Relocations : (not relocatable)
Packager
: HYTRUST <htdc-devel@hytrust.com>
Summary
: htcrypt 4.2 dkms package
Description :
Kernel modules for htcrypt 4.2 in a DKMS wrapper.
>>> htcrypt driver is installed on this VM
Here are the Linux kernel and related packages installed on this system
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Installed Packages
kernel.x86_64
3.10.0-514.el7
kernel.x86_64
3.10.0-693.17.1.el7
kernel-devel.x86_64
3.10.0-514.el7
kernel-devel.x86_64
3.10.0-514.21.1.el7
kernel-devel.x86_64
3.10.0-693.17.1.el7
kernel-headers.x86_64
3.10.0-693.17.1.el7
kernel-tools.x86_64
3.10.0-693.17.1.el7
kernel-tools-libs.x86_64
3.10.0-693.17.1.el7
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Updating the HTCrypt Kernel Dependencies
If you update the Linux kernel on the VM, you need to update the kernel-devel and kernel-headers packages as well.
To do so:
1. Log into the VM as root.
2. If you want to:
l

l

Update the kernel and all dependencies at the same time, enter the htdrv update command.
Update just the kernel-headers and kernel-devel packages, enter the yum update kernel kernel-devel
kernel-headers command.

3. Reboot the VM.

What to Do Next
If the HTCrypt Driver still reports kernel errors or that there is a mismatch between the kernel and its dependencies, you
can rebuild the driver using the htdrv driver rebuild command. If this does not fix the issue, use the htdrv update
command.

Uninstalling the HTCrypt Driver
Note: If you uninstall the HTCrypt Driver, the Policy Agent will need to detach a Linux disk before it can encrypt,
decrypt, or rekey that disk.
1. Log into the VM as root.
2. Enter the command rpm -e htcrypt. For example:
# rpm -e htcrypt
Uninstall of htcrypt module (version 4.2) beginning:
-------- Uninstall Beginning -------Module: htcrypt
Version: 4.2
Kernel: 3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64 (x86_64)
------------------------------------Status: Before uninstall, this module version was ACTIVE on this kernel.
htcrypt.ko:
- Uninstallation
- Deleting from: /lib/modules/3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64/extra/
- Original module
- No original module was found for this module on this kernel.
- Use the dkms install command to reinstall any previous module version.

Running the post_remove script:
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depmod....
Backing up initramfs-3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64.img to /boot/initramfs-3.10.0693.17.1.el7.x86_64.img.old-dkms
Making new initramfs-3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64.img
(If next boot fails, revert to initramfs-3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64.img.old-dkms image)
dracut...................
DKMS: uninstall completed.
-----------------------------Deleting module version: 4.2
completely from the DKMS tree.
-----------------------------Done.

At this point, the HTCrypt Driver status shows as "Not Installed" but it is still running on any disks that are currently
attached.
3. If the root or swap disk is encrypted on this VM, you need to reboot the VM to completely remove the HTCrypt
Driver from the VM.
If only data disks are encrypted on the VM, you can either reboot the VM or detach and then reattach all attached
data disks to remove the HTCrypt Driver from those disks. To detach and reattach the disks, use the hcl detach a and hcl attach -a commands. For example:
# hcl detach -a
Encrypted device
Encrypted device
# hcl attach -a
Encrypted device
sdi7
Encrypted device
sdi1

sdi7 detached; encrypted contents no longer visible
sdi1 detached; encrypted contents no longer visible
sdi7 (/dev/sdi7) attached; encrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_
sdi1 (/dev/sdi1) attached; encrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_

4. Verify the uninstallation by entering the hcl status command. For example:
# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 10.238.66.235:443
KeyControl list: 10.238.66.235:443
Status: Connected
Last heartbeat: Wed Mar 21 13:50:45 2018 (successful)
AES_NI: enabled
Certificate Expiration: Sep 11 22:16:13 2020 GMT
HTCRYPT: Not Installed
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Troubleshooting the HTCrypt Driver
When you upgrade the DataControl Policy Agent or the kernel files on a Linux VM, the Policy Agent automatically
rebuilds the HTCrypt Driver using DKMS. If the required packages are not available at this time, the Policy Agent reverts
to using offline encryption and will no longer encrypt, decrypt, or rekey devices using Online Encryption.
The following hcl status output indicates that there are issues with the HTCrypt Driver.
# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: None
Status: Not registered
AES_NI: enabled
HTCRYPT: unavailable
ERROR !!!!! htcrypt is installed but not accessible, run "htdrv status" for details

If this happens, you can manually update and rebuild the HTCrypt Driver. If rebuilding it does not work, you can also
reinstall the driver.

Rebuilding the HTCrypt Driver
1. Log into the VM on which you want to re-enable the HTCrypt Driver as root.
2. Display the status of the HTCrypt Driver by entering the htdrv status command. If some packages are out of
date, this command will show which packages need to be updated.
The following example shows the results of the htdrv status command before the HTCrypt Driver has been
installed:
# htdrv status
HyTrust online encryption driver status
-------------------------------------------------------------------package htcrypt is not installed
>>> htcrypt driver is not installed on this VM
ERROR !!!!! Missing kernel headers for the current kernel version: 3.10.0-514.el7.x86_64 or
higher
ERROR !!!!! Missing kernel development package for the current kernel version: 3.10.0514.el7.x86_64
ERROR !!!!! gcc missing -- required for htcrypt driver
ERROR !!!!! dkms missing -- required for htcrypt driver
Here are the Linux kernel and related packages installed on this system
-----------------------------------------------------------------------Installed Packages
kernel.x86_64
3.10.0-514.el7
@anaconda
kernel-tools.x86_64
3.10.0-514.el7
@anaconda
kernel-tools-libs.x86_64
3.10.0-514.el7
@anaconda

3. Install the required supporting packages by entering the htdrv prepare command.
4. Recompile the HTCrypt Driver by entering the htdrv rebuild command.
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5. To verify that the rebuild worked, use the hcl status command and make sure the HTCrypt Driver status is
enabled.
# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: None
Status: Not registered
AES_NI: enabled
HTCRYPT: enabled

If the rebuild worked and the HTCrypt Driver is now available, proceed to the next step and finish the process by
rebooting the VM. If the rebuild did not work, you should reinstall the HTCrypt Driver as described below.
6. If the root or swap disk is encrypted on this VM, you need to reboot the VM to complete the installation process.
If only data disks are encrypted on the VM, you can either reboot the VM or detach and then reattach all attached
data disks to start the HTCrypt Driver on those disks. To detach and reattach the disks, use the hcl detach -a
and hcl attach -a commands. For example:
# hcl detach -a
Encrypted device
Encrypted device
# hcl attach -a
Encrypted device
sdi7
Encrypted device
sdi1

sdi7 detached; encrypted contents no longer visible
sdi1 detached; encrypted contents no longer visible
sdi7 (/dev/sdi7) attached; encrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_
sdi1 (/dev/sdi1) attached; encrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_

Reinstalling the HTCrypt Driver
If rebuilding the HTCrypt Driver does not work, you can uninstall the driver, clean up any old installation files, and then
reinstall the driver from scratch.
1. Uninstall the HTCrypt Driver by entering the rpm -e htcrypt command
2. Clean up all HTCrypt Driver files by entering the rm -rf /var/lib/dkms/htcrypt command.
3. Reinstall the HTCrypt Driver RPM by entering the command rpm -ivh /opt/hcs/drivers/htcrypt-5.0buildnum.noarch.rpm, where buildnum is the build number that you are installing. For example:
# rpm -ivh htcrypt-5.0-12345M.noarch.rpm
Preparing...
################################# [100%]
Updating / installing...
1:htcrypt-5.0-12345M
################################# [100%]
Loading new htcrypt-5.0 DKMS files...
Building for 3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64
Building initial module for 3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64
Done.
htcrypt:
Running module version sanity check.
- Original module
- No original module exists within this kernel
- Installation
- Installing to /lib/modules/3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64/extra/
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depmod....
Backing up initramfs-3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64.img to /boot/initramfs-3.10.0693.17.1.el7.x86_64.img.old-dkms
Making new initramfs-3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64.img
(If next boot fails, revert to initramfs-3.10.0-693.17.1.el7.x86_64.img.old-dkms image)
dracut...................
DKMS: install completed.

4. To verify that the installation succeeded, enter the hcl status command. For example:
# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 10.238.66.235:443
KeyControl list: 10.238.66.235:443
Status: Connected
Last heartbeat: Wed Mar 21 12:48:19 2019 (successful)
AES_NI: enabled
Certificate Expiration: Sep 11 22:16:13 2020 GMT
HTCRYPT: enabled

At this point, the HTCrypt Driver is installed but is not yet running on any disks that are currently attached.
5. If the root or swap disk is encrypted on this VM, you need to reboot the VM to complete the installation process.
If only data disks are encrypted on the VM, you can either reboot the VM or detach and then reattach all attached
data disks to start the HTCrypt Driver on those disks. To detach and reattach the disks, use the hcl detach -a
and hcl attach -a commands. For example:
# hcl detach -a
Encrypted device
Encrypted device
# hcl attach -a
Encrypted device
sdi7
Encrypted device
sdi1

sdi7 detached; encrypted contents no longer visible
sdi1 detached; encrypted contents no longer visible
sdi7 (/dev/sdi7) attached; encrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_
sdi1 (/dev/sdi1) attached; encrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_

Automatically Mounting Linux Filesystems
On Linux, it is normal to add entries to the Filesystem Table (/etc/fstab) to have the filesystems automatically mount
on boot. While you could add the clear text path to the device in the /etc/fstab file manually, doing so could cause the
system to hang during reboot.
The issues arise because the Linux boot process is asynchronous. As the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent is querying
KeyControl to get the keys for the registered devices and then attaching them, Linux is processing the /etc/fstab file in
the background. If the system processes an fstab entry for a device that the Policy Agent has not yet attached, the clear
text path will not be available yet and the device will fail to mount. If the device is marked as "required at boot", the
system will hang during the boot process.
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In addition, if the device name changes during the boot process due to a hardware device swap or similar process, then
the clear text path to the device will change and any manually-created fstab entry will be incorrect. Again, the system
will hang during boot if this renamed device is marked "required at boot".
To resolve all of these issues, HyTrust provides a way to automatically mount the drives using hcl. By letting HyTrust
control the auto-mount process, you can be certain that the devices are mounted after the clear text paths are available,
and that device name changes will be handled automatically.
Note: If you specified the -m option and provided a user-defined clear text path name when you added the VM to
KeyControl, hcl always uses that clear text path regardless of the device name.

Procedure
1. Log into the VM as root.
2. To check the existing mount points and options, use hcl status command:
# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 192.168.140.151:443
KeyControl list: 192.168.140.151:443
Status: Connected
Last heartbeat: Thu Apr 19 09:42:58 2016 (successful)

Registered Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Cipher
Status
Clear
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sdb1
AES-XTS-512 Attached
/dev/mapper/clear_sdb1

3. Enable auto-mount for the device using the hcl set mntpt=/path diskname command, where path is the mount
point for the device and diskname is the short form of the device name. For example, you would use sdb1 instead of
/dev/sdb1. For example:
# hcl set mntpt=/my_mountpoint sdb1

4. If you want to set any mount options, use the hcl set mntopts="option1 option2 ..." diskname command.
For example:
# hcl set mntopts="-t ext4 -o ro,noatime" sdb1
hcl stores these options and then, whenever the VM reboots, hcl checks to make sure that the mount point exists
and then mounts the filesystem using the specified options. Using the example above, hcl would make the

following call during boot:
# mount -t ext4 -o ro,noatime /dev/mapper/clear_sdb1 /my_mountpoint

Note: To see the default attach handler script HyTrust uses, see VM Handlers for Attach/Detach in Linux on
page 327.
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5. To verify your changes, use the hcl status command.
# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 192.168.140.151:443
KeyControl list: 192.168.140.151:443
Status: Connected
Last heartbeat: Thu Apr 19 09:42:58 2018 (successful)

Registered Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Cipher
Status
Clear
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sdb1
AES-XTS-512 Attached
/dev/mapper/clear_sdb1
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, mntpt=/my_mountpoint, mntopts="-t ext4 -o ro,noatime", attach_
handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT

What to Do Next
If you want to change the order in which the devices are mounted, see Changing the Mount Order on Linux below.

Changing the Mount Order on Linux
1. To view the current mount order, use the hcl devorder print command. For example:
# hcl devorder print
Disk | Path | Clear | Cipher | auto_attach | mntpt | mntopts
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sdb1 | /dev/sdb1 | /dev/mapper/clear_sdb1 | AES-XTS-512 | ENABLED | my_mountpoint | -t ext4 -o
ro,noatime
sdb4 | /dev/sdb4 | /dev/mapper/clear_sdb4 | AES-XTS-512 | ENABLED | mount4 | -o rw
sdc3 | /dev/sdc3 | /dev/mapper/clear_sdc3 | AES-XTS-512 | ENABLED | |
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2. To change the mount order, use the hcl devorder up|down diskname command, where diskname is the short
form of the device name and up or down moves the device one position in the specified direction. For example, to
move sdc3 to the top of the list, you need to use the devorder up sdc3 command twice:
# hcl devorder up sdc3
Device re-order: move device sdc3 UP
Successfully changed order of device sdc3
# hcl devorder up sdc3
Device re-order: move device sdc3 UP
Successfully changed order of device sdc3
# hcl devorder print
Disk | Path | Clear | Cipher | auto_attach | mntpt | mntopts
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sdc3 | /dev/sdc3 | /dev/mapper/clear_sdc3 | AES-XTS-512 | ENABLED | |
sdb1 | /dev/sdb1 | /dev/mapper/clear_sdb1 | AES-XTS-512 | ENABLED | my_mountpoint | -t ext4 -o
ro,noatime
sdb4 | /dev/sdb4 | /dev/mapper/clear_sdb4 | AES-XTS-512 | ENABLED | mount4 | -o rw

Windows Encryption Prerequisites
l

l

l

Make sure the version of Windows you are using is supported. For details, see Supported Platforms on page 29.
If you intend to use this VM with a BoundaryControl-enabled Cloud VM Set, you must install the latest version of
VMware Tools on the VM. For all other VMs, installing VMware Tools is recommended but not required.
DataControl creates a 10 MB private RAW partition for storing metadata first time you encrypt a partition on a disk.
This metadata is required for all subsequent client operations on the encrypted drives. It should be backed up with the
drives themselves whenever back ups are taken. If the metadata partition is inadvertently removed, the encrypted
drives will be rendered inaccessible as the data encryption keys will not be found.
DataControl first attempts to create the private partition from unallocated space. If the disk does not have at least 10
MB of unallocated space, it automatically shrinks the data partition to create space for the private RAW partition. On
large partitions, this can be a very time consuming operation. If the Virtual Disk does not have 10 MB of unallocated
space, we recommend that you use your Hypervisor tools to extend the virtual disk to ensure that DataControl can
create the private partition from unallocated space.

l

Make sure that the disk contains no more than two partitions, excluding the Microsoft Reserved Partition and the
DataControl private partition.
DataControl only supports encrypting either two data partitions or encrypting the root drive partition and one data
partition. You cannot encrypt the boot drive and multiple data partitions.
If the disk contains a hidden Snapshot partition, that snapshot partition must be removed as described in Detecting
and Removing a Windows Snapshot Partition on the next page.

l

The virtual disks you want to encrypt must support NTFS or ReFS.

l

The disks you want to encrypt must be basic Windows disks. DataControl does not support Windows dynamic disks.
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l

The virtual disks you want to encrypt must be assigned a drive letter or folder mount. The assigned drive letter or
folder mount can be changed at any time using the Windows Disk Manager. DataControl automatically detects the
change and updates the configuration. The new drive assignment will be displayed in the KeyControl webGUI after
the next heartbeat.

Detecting and Removing a Windows Snapshot Partition
If a request to add, encrypt, or extend a Windows disk fails with an error stating there are too many partitions on the disk,
the problem may be that Windows added a Snapshot partition at the beginning of the disk. If the Windows Disk Manager
shows only two partitions, excluding the Microsoft Reserved Partition and the DataControl private partition, use this
procedure to see if there is a hidden Snapshot partition on the disk.
1. Log into the VM as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or start Windows PowerShell.
2. Enter the command diskpart.
3. At the DISKPART prompt, enter the command select Disk disk-number, where disk-number is the number of the
Windows disk that you want to check.
4. Enter the command list partition.
If there is a Snapshot partition, it typically starts at offset 273 KB. For example:
DISKPART> list partition
Partition ###
------------Partition 4
Partition 2
Partition 3
Partition 1

Type
---------------Unknown
Reserved
Primary
Unknown

Size
------256 KB
31 MB
300 MB
10 MB

Offset
------273 KB
529 KB
32 MB
332 MB

5. To verify that the partition is a Snapshot partition, enter the command select partition partition-number,
where partition-number is the number of the partition you want to check. For example:
DISKPART> select partition 4

6. Enter the command detail partition. If this is a Snapshot partition, the type will be listed as caddebf1-4400-4de8b103-12117dcf3ccf. For example:
DISKPART> detail partition
Partition 4
Type : caddebf1-4400-4de8-b103-12117dcf3ccf
Hidden : Yes
Required: No
Attrib : 0000000000000000
Offset in Bytes: 279552

7. To delete the Snapshot partition, enter the command delete partition.
8. Resubmit the add, encrypt, or extend request.
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Automatic Data Encryption
When you create a Cloud VM Set, you can specify that, when a VM is registered with the Cloud VM Set, KeyControl will
automatically tell the Policy Agent on that VM to encrypt the available drives on the VM. If you enable this feature, you
can also specify an Automatic Data Encryption Policy that tells KeyControl which drives to include or exclude by default.
For example, If you enable Automatic Data Encryption and you want to:
l

l

l

Automatically encrypt all available drives on the VM except the C: drive, you would set the Automatic Data
Encryption Policy to Exclude the C: drive.
Automatically encrypt only the C: drive, you would set the Automatic Data Encryption Policy to Include the C: drive.
Automatically encrypt all available drives on the VM including the C: drive, you would set the Automatic Data
Encryption Policy to Encrypt All Devices.

You can specify as many paths in the Automatic Data Encryption Policy as you want, and you can specify a mixture of
Windows drives and Linux device names. You cannot, however, set some paths as included and some as excluded. The
Automatic Data Encryption Policy must be configured to either exclude all of the specified paths or include all of the
specified paths.
When you register a VM with the Cloud VM Set, the VM inherits the Automatic Data Encryption settings from the Cloud
VM Set. You can override the default settings for an individual VM at any time, allowing you to customize the Automatic
Data Encryption feature on a VM-by-VM basis.

Prerequisites and Considerations
l

l

l

l

l

l

Automatic Data Encryption only works for Linux and Windows devices that meet the qualifications described in Linux
Encryption Prerequisites on page 212 and Windows Encryption Prerequisites on page 227.
Automatic Data Encryption only works for Linux devices that are not mounted. Therefore, you cannot use Automatic
Data Encryption to encrypt Linux system devices such as /root, swap, or /home.
If you want to encrypt a Windows boot drive, you must install the HyTrust Bootloader option with the Policy Agent on
that VM. Auto encryption on the boot drive will fail if the Bootloader is not installed. For details, see Windows Boot
Drive Encryption on page 306.
If you change the Automatic Data Encryption Policy for a Cloud VM Set, you can choose whether to propagate the
changes to the VMs already registered with the set. If you do so, any changes you made on the individual VMs will be
overwritten by the settings in the Cloud VM Set. All customizations on the individual VMs will be lost.
If you change the Automatic Data Encryption Policy to include a device that was not included before, KeyControl
automatically schedules a task to encrypt the newly- added device.
After a device has been encrypted (either manually or through an Automatic Data Encryption Policy), KeyControl will
not automatically decrypt it, even if you change the Automatic Data Encryption Policy to exclude that device. Once
encrypted, all devices must be decrypted manually.
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l

If you try to decrypt a device that is specified as Included in the Automatic Data Encryption Policy, the decryption
task will fail. You must first remove the device from the Automatic Data Encryption Policy before you can decrypt it. If
you remove the device from the policy at the VM-level, that device can only be decrypted on that VM. If you remove
the device from the policy on the Cloud VM Set level and you propagate the changes from the Cloud VM Set to the
registered VMs, then you can decrypt that device on any registered VM.

Configuring Automatic Data Encryption for a Cloud VM Set
The following procedure describes how to configure Automatic Data Encryption for an existing Cloud VM Set. If you want
to create a new Cloud VM Set with Automatic Data Encryption, see Creating a Cloud VM Set on page 125.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. On the VM Sets tab, select the Cloud VM Set you want to change. The KeyControl webGUI displays the Cloud VM
Set properties below the list of Cloud VM Sets.
4. On the Details tab, look at the Auto Encryption field. If it says Disabled, then no automatic encryption will be
performed for the VMs in this Cloud VM Set.
If it says Enabled, then whenever a new VM is registered with this Cloud VM Set, KeyControl will automatically
instruct the Policy Agent on that VM to encrypt one or more of the drives on that VM based on the Automatic Data
Encryption Policy.
5. To change the Auto Encryption Settings, click the current setting and, in the Auto Encryption Settings for VM Set
dialog box, do the following:
a. To change whether the feature is enabled or disabled, in the Auto Encrypt field, click the current setting and
select Enabled or Disabled from the drop-down list, then click Save.
b. If the feature is enabled, make sure the Auto Encryption Policy Type is set correctly. You can select:
l

l

l

Exclude—The Windows drives and Linux devices listed in the Auto Encryption Policy Path(s) field will not
be automatically encrypted, although they can be encrypted manually at any time. This is the default.
Include—The Windows drives and Linux devices listed in the Auto Encryption Policy Path(s) field will be
automatically encrypted. All other drives or devices on the VMs must be encrypted manually.
Encrypt All Devices—All Windows drives and Linux devices will be automatically encrypted.

c. If the policy type is Exclude or Include, make sure the Auto Encryption Policy Paths are set correctly. To add
additional paths, click the blue + (Plus sign) in this field. You can enter either a Windows drive a Linux device
name. For example, any of the following would be valid path names: C:, C:\data, or sdb1.
Important: Each path must be on its own line.
6. When you are done, click Save.
7. When prompted, choose whether you want the changes you just made propagated to all VMs currently registered
with the Cloud VM Set. If you select No, the new settings will only be inherited by any new VMs that are registered
with the Cloud VM Set after the changes have been saved. No changes will be made on the currently-registered
VMs.
If you select Yes:
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l

l

All local changes made to the Auto Encryption settings on the individual VMs will be lost.
If you enabled the feature or if you changed the Auto Encryption Policy paths, KeyControl will analyze all disks on
all VMs currently registered with the Cloud VM Set and it will automatically tell the appropriate Policy Agents to
encrypt any unencrypted disks that meet the new criteria. KeyControl will not, however, tell the Policy Agents to
decrypt any disk that no longer meets the auto encryption criteria. Once a disk has been encrypted, it must be
decrypted manually.

Configuring Automatic Data Encryption for a VM
The following procedure describes how to change the Automatic Data Encryption settings for the VM. For details about
changing other VM properties, see Changing the Properties for a Specific VM on page 153. For details about configuring
Automatic Data Encryption for a Cloud VM Set, see Configuring Automatic Data Encryption for a Cloud VM Set on the
previous page.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Select the VM whose properties you want to set and click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row.
4. On the Details tab, look at the Auto Encryption field. If it says Disabled, then no automatic encryption will be
performed for the VM.
If it says Enabled, then whenever KeyControl detects a new disk on the VM, KeyControl will automatically instruct
the Policy Agent on that VM to encrypt the new disk if it matches the settings in the Automatic Data Encryption
Policy.
5. To change the Auto Encryption Settings, click the current setting and, in the Auto Encryption Settings for VM Set
dialog box, do the following:
a. To change whether the feature is enabled or disabled, in the Auto Encrypt field, click the current setting and
select Enabled or Disabled from the drop-down list, then click Save.
b. If the feature is enabled, make sure the Auto Encryption Policy Type is set correctly. You can select:
l

l

l

Exclude—The Windows drives and Linux devices listed in the Auto Encryption Policy Path(s) field will not
be automatically encrypted, although they can be encrypted manually at any time. This is the default.
Include—The Windows drives and Linux devices listed in the Auto Encryption Policy Path(s) field will be
automatically encrypted. All other drives or devices on the VM must be encrypted manually.
Encrypt All Devices—All Windows drives and Linux devices will be automatically encrypted.

c. If the policy type is Exclude or Include, make sure the Auto Encryption Policy Paths are set correctly. To add
additional paths, click the blue + (Plus sign) in this field. You can enter either a Windows drive a Linux device
name. For example, any of the following would be valid path names: C:, C:\data, or sdb1.
Important: Each path must be on its own line.
6. When you are done, click Save.
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Encrypting a Disk Using the webGUI
The following procedure describes how to use the KeyControl webGUI to encrypt a Linux data partition or a Windows
boot drive, folder mount, or data drive.
Note: You cannot encrypt a Linux system device (such as /root, swap, or /home) using this procedure. Instead,
follow the procedure described in Encrypting Linux System Devices on page 300.

Before You Begin
For Linux disks:
l

l

l

Make sure you have partitioned the Linux data disk and that the disk meets the qualifications described in Linux
Encryption Prerequisites on page 212.
If an entry for the Linux device you intend to encrypt already exists in the Filesystem Table (/etc/fstab), you need to
remove that entry until the encryption process is complete and the HyTrust-created clear text path to the device is
available. If you reboot the device after encryption with the /etc/fstab entry still pointing to the original device path,
the system may hang because the encrypted version of the device will fail the filesystem check. For details, see
Automatically Mounting Linux Filesystems on page 224.
If you want to encrypt the existing data while the disk remains online and accessible, make sure you enable
Online Encryption on the VM as described in Enabling Linux Online Encryption with the CLI on page 215 and Enabling
Linux Online Encryption with the webGUI on page 217. For details about Online Encryption, see Linux
Online Encryption Prerequisites and Considerations on page 214.

For Windows disks:
l

l

If this is a Windows data drive, make sure the disk you want to encrypt meets the prerequisites described in Windows
Encryption Prerequisites on page 227.
If this is a Windows boot partition, make sure the partition has been set up as described in Windows Boot Drive
Encryption on page 306. Note: The boot partition may not appear as an available disk until after the HyTrust
Bootloader is installed.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the VMs tab and select the VM you want to work with from the list.
4. Click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row to access the details for the specific VM.
5. In the Details area, click on the Unencrypted Disks tab.
6. Select the disk you want to encrypt and select Actions > Encrypt Disk from the VM-specific Actions menu.
KeyControl displays a message that the encryption request was successfully created and adds an Encrypt Disk
task for the VM that will begin on then VM's next heartbeat. The length of time the operation will take depends on the
amount of data already present on the disk and the encryption settings configured for this system.
You can track the progress of the encryption task on the Dashboard in the Tasks tile.
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When the encryption request begins processing, KeyControl moves the disk from the Unencrypted Disks tab to
the Encrypted Disks tab and sets the state to Active/Encrypt. When the encryption process has finished,
KeyControl changes the state to Active/Attached.
Tip: If the encryption fails for a Windows disk with the message that there are too many partitions on the disk, see
Detecting and Removing a Windows Snapshot Partition on page 228.

What to Do Next
If you removed the /etc/fstab entry for a Linux disk, you can recreate that entry using the clear text path created
during encryption. For details, see Automatically Mounting Linux Filesystems on page 224.

Encrypting a Disk Using the CLI
The following procedure describes how to use the CLI to encrypt a Linux data partition or a Windows boot drive, folder
mount, or data drive. During this procedure you can elect to reformat the drive and remove any existing data or keep and
encrypt the existing data.
You cannot encrypt a Linux system device (such as /root, swap, or /home) using this procedure. Instead, follow the
procedure described in Encrypting Linux System Devices on page 300.

Before You Begin
For Linux disks:
l

l

l

If this is a Linux data disk, make sure you have partitioned the disk and that the disk meets the qualifications
described in Linux Encryption Prerequisites on page 212.
If an entry for the Linux device you intend to encrypt already exists in the Filesystem Table (/etc/fstab), you need to
remove that entry until the encryption process is complete and the HyTrust-created clear text path to the device is
available. If you reboot the device after encryption with the /etc/fstab entry still pointing to the original device path,
the system may hang because the encrypted version of the device will fail the filesystem check. For details, see
Automatically Mounting Linux Filesystems on page 224.
If you want to encrypt the existing data while the disk remains online and accessible, make sure you enable
Online Encryption on the VM as described in Enabling Linux Online Encryption with the CLI on page 215 and Enabling
Linux Online Encryption with the webGUI on page 217. For details about Online Encryption, see Linux
Online Encryption Prerequisites and Considerations on page 214.
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For Windows disks:
l

l

If this is a Windows data drive, make sure the disk you want to encrypt meets the prerequisites described in Windows
Encryption Prerequisites on page 227.
If this is a Windows boot partition, make sure the partition has been set up as described in Windows Boot Drive
Encryption on page 306. Note: The boot partition may not appear as an available disk until after the HyTrust
Bootloader is installed.
Tip: Depending on the size of the disk, the encryption process can take a long time to run. If the process is
interrupted on Windows, it will be resumed automatically when the disk comes back online. If the process is
interrupted on Linux, you need to manually restart the process. We recommend you use the Linux nohup or screen
command to avoid terminal-related interruptions during encryption.

Procedure
1. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or
start Windows PowerShell.
2. If you want to reformat the disk and, optionally, create a new filesystem, enter the command hcl add [-F fstype
| "none"] [-n] [-c cipher] [-m mapped_device] [-p parent-disk] [-e days_to_expire] [-z "NO
USE"|"SHRED"] [-o] [-y] [-x] diskname, where:
l

-F (Linux only) allows you to specify the filesystem you want to use. If you do not specify a filesystem, the hcl
add command uses the same filesystem as root. If that information is not available, the hcl add command uses
ext4. If you do not want DataControl to format the disk, specify "none" for this option.

Tip: To use XFS (Extents File System), specify "xfs". For more information, see Example: Adding and
Encrypting a Linux Disk with XFS on page 259.
l

-n indicates that the disk should not be attached immediately. Use this option if you want to prepare the disk but

not bring it online until later.
l

-c is the encryption cipher that DataControl should use for the disk. The default cipher is AES-XTS-512. To view
a list of available ciphers, use the hcl ciphers command. For details, see Encryption Key Sizes and Algorithms

on page 21.
l

l

-m (Linux only) sets the default clear text path, which is constructed based on the current path to the disk. For
example, if the disk is /dev/sdb1, the default clear text path would be /dev/mapper/clear_sdb1. To set the
clear text path to /dev/hytrust/clear_sdb1, you would use –m /dev/hytrust/clear_sdb1.
-p indicates that this is a snapshot of the encrypted LVM (Logical Volume Management) volume, or MBR
partition copy/snapshot, whose parent is named in parent-disk. Use the hcl status command to determine

the exact format for the parent disk name. For more information, see Example: Encrypting a Linux LVM Volume
on page 262.
Warning: If the snapshot was taken before the parent volume was registered with KeyControl, the snapshot will
not have encrypted data.
l

-e allows you to specify the number of days the key should be active before it expires. If you omit this option, the
key never expires. What happens when a key expires is controlled by the -z option.
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l

-z controls what happens when the key expiry date is reached. You can specify:
o

"NO USE" — The key is deactivated but retained. It can then be reactivated by setting a future date in the

Expiry Date field in the KeyControl webGUI. This is the default.
o

"SHRED" — The key is destroyed and cannot be retrieved. You should only use this option if you are absolutely

certain that you will never need to access the selected disk again.
l

-o overrides the default setting that prevents you from encrypting a non-partitioned disk. You should always use

partitioned disks because we can easily identify them and find the associated keys.
Warning: We recommend you do NOT use this option, or access to your encrypted data will be lost if the disk
name changes.
l

-y makes the command non-interactive.

l

-x (Windows data drive only) tells DataControl to check for the existence of a pagefile on the designated

Windows data drive. If one is found, the command is aborted.
l

diskname is the name of the disk that you want to encrypt. For Linux, use the short form of the disk name. (For
example, sdb1 instead of /dev/sdb1.) For Windows, specify the drive letter or folder mount associated with the
disk. (For example, f: or g:\data).

For example:
# hcl add sdb1
WARNING: This operation will destroy the contents of the disk.
If you wish to preserve them, run "hcl encrypt" instead.
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
In case of error remove the disk using "hcl rm" and run "hcl add" again
Encrypted device sdb1 (/dev/sdb1) attached; decrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_
sdb1
Creating file system ext3 on /dev/mapper/clear_sdb1
--------------------------------------------------mke2fs 1.41.11 (14-Mar-2017)
...
This filesystem will be automatically checked every 22 mounts or
180 days, whichever comes first. Use tune2fs -c or -i to override.
---------------------------------------------------

3. If you want to retain and encrypt the data that currently exists on the disk, enter the command hcl encrypt [-s]
[-c cipher] [-e days_to_expire] [-z "NO USE"|"SHRED"] [-o] [-y] [-x] diskname, where:
l

-s (Linux only) tells DataControl to only process allocated blocks which can improve performance dramatically.

DataControl uses system-provided utilities to determine the allocated blocks on the disk. This option is supported
for ext2, ext3, and ext4 file systems. It is not supported on XFS. (To change the speed for Windows, see
Changing the Encryption/Decryption Speed on Windows on page 267.)
Important: This option does not work if online encryption has been enabled for the VM, even if you unmount the
drive during the process. If online encryption has been enabled or if the disk is mounted, using the -s option will
cause the command to fail.
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l

-c is the encryption cipher that DataControl should use for the disk. The default cipher is AES-XTS-512. To view
a list of available ciphers, use the hcl ciphers command. For details, see Encryption Key Sizes and Algorithms

on page 21.
l

l

-e allows you to specify the number of days the key should be active before it expires. If you omit this option, the
key never expires. What happens when a key expires is controlled by the -z option.
-z controls what happens when the key expiry date is reached. You can specify:
o

"NO USE" — The key is deactivated but retained. It can then be reactivated by setting a future date in the

Expiry Date field in the KeyControl webGUI. This is the default.
o

"SHRED" — The key is destroyed and cannot be retrieved. You should only use this option if you are absolutely

certain that you will never need to access the selected disk again.
l

-o overrides the default setting that prevents you from encrypting a non-partitioned disk. You should always use

partitioned disks because we can easily identify them and find the associated keys.
Warning: We recommend you do NOT use this option, or access to your encrypted data will be lost if the disk
name changes.
l

-y makes the command non-interactive.

l

-x (Windows data drive only) tells DataControl to check for the existence of a pagefile on the designated

Windows data drive. If one is found, the command is aborted.
l

diskname is the name of the disk that you want to encrypt. For Linux, use the short form of the disk name. (For
example, sdb1 instead of /dev/sdb1.) For Windows, specify the drive letter or folder mount associated with the
disk. (For example, f: or g:\data).

For example:
# hcl encrypt sdb1
All the data on sdb1 will be encrypted
The cleartext data will be available on /dev/mapper/clear_sdb1
This operation may take long time
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
Encrypted device sdb1 (/dev/sdb1) attached; decrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_
sdb1
total device size 1044193 KB
Processing: 100%
Time left: 00:00:00
Completed encryption of sdb1 successfully

Note: During encryption, you may see the message "WARNING: unable to add private region to <disk-name>. Disk
will still have a unique ID." This message means that the Policy Agent cannot create a private region on the disk and
therefore cannot assign a GUID to the disk. All data encryption will proceed normally, but you will not be able to
move this disk to a new VM. For details, see Moving Disks Between VMs on page 191.
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4. For Linux, the progress of the command is displayed automatically. For Windows, use the hcl status command to
check the progress.
Notes:
l

l

If the hcl encrypt command is interrupted for any reason, you can re-issue the same hcl encrypt command.
The encryption process will start at the point where it was interrupted.
If the encryption fails for a Windows disk with the message that there are too many partitions on the disk, see
Detecting and Removing a Windows Snapshot Partition on page 228.

What to Do Next
If you removed the /etc/fstab entry for the device, you can recreate that entry using the clear text path created during
encryption. For details, see Automatically Mounting Linux Filesystems on page 224.

Troubleshooting Windows Online Encryption Issues
If you are encrypting, rekeying, or decrypting a Windows drive using Online Encryption and the process appears to hang,
there may be I/O errors on the device. To check for this problem, you can use the hcl rekey status command.
1. Log into the VM as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or start Windows PowerShell.
2. Enter the hcl rekey status drive command, where drive is the drive that you are encrypting, decrypting or
rekeying and look at the value in the current field.
C:\>hcl rekey status J:
device: \Device\Harddisk1\Partition2
drive: J
state: in progress
begin: 33619968
end: 1108279296
current: 160432128
sector offset (from 0): 313344
total sectors: 2098944
total size: 1074659328
pct done: 14.93%
elapsed time (seconds): 11

3. Wait for a least two minutes and run the hcl rekey status drive command again. Compare the value in the
current field to the value from the first iteration of the command. If the value is unchanged, then the rekey process is
no longer responding. If the values are the same, you can:
l

Reboot the VM. The encryption, decryption, or rekeying process should resume once the VM reboots.

l

Contact HyTrust Support.
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Windows Encryption Management with the HyTrust
Policy Agent GUI
Windows disks can be encrypted or decrypted using the KeyControl webGUI, hicli, or the HyTrust Policy Agent GUI
that is installed locally on the Windows server with the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent. The HyTrust Policy Agent
GUI provides basic encryption and decryption functionality without requiring the use of the KeyControl webGUI. The GUI
looks similar to the following:

The GUI shows the KeyControl connection information and the status of the VM with KeyControl. The VM status can be
one of the following:
l

Not registered — The Policy Agent software is installed but the VM has not yet been registered with KeyControl.

l

Connected — The VM can communicate with KeyControl and everything is running normally.

l

Could not connect — KeyControl is not reachable. If this condition continues, the VM will need to be reauthenticated with KeyControl when communication is re-established.

l

Need to update certificate — The certificate for the is VM is no longer valid and should be updated.

l

Reauth needed — The VM needs to be re-authenticated.

l

Virtual Machine not authenticated — VM permissions have been revoked from KeyControl. To fix this issue, see
Reactivating a Revoked Disk on page 207.
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l

l

Identity verification failed — Permissions are not available because the VM heartbeat has timed out or its IP
address or hardware signature has changed. This can occur if you have changed the IP address on a VM or copied
the VM to a new server.
Unknown error from KeyControl cluster — An unknown error has occurred. Please contact HyTrust support if you
see this message.

The table beneath the status area shows the disks on the VM and their encryption status. In the screenshot above, C:
and the folder mount C:\data have been encrypted but disks E: and F: are not encrypted.

Encrypting a Windows Disk Using the HyTrust Policy Agent
GUI
The following procedure describes how to encrypt a Windows data drive, boot drive, or folder mount using the HyTrust
Policy Agent GUI.

Before You Begin
l

l

If this is a data partition, make sure the disk you want to encrypt meets the prerequisites described in Windows
Encryption Prerequisites on page 227.
If this is a Windows boot partition, make sure the partition has been set up as described in Windows Boot Drive
Encryption on page 306. Note: The boot partition may not appear as an available disk until after the HyTrust
Bootloader is installed.

Procedure
1. Log into the VM as a System Administrator.
2. Select Start > All Programs > HyTrust > HyTrust DataControl or start Windows Powershell and enter the
hclgui command.
3. Right-click on the disk and select one of the following:
l

l

Add and Format — Registers the disk with KeyControl and reformats it using NTFS. Any existing data on the
disk is lost. This is equivalent to the hcl add command with all defaults selected.
Add and Encrypt — Registers the disk with KeyControl and encrypts the data that already exists on the disk.
This is equivalent to the hcl encrypt command with all defaults selected.
If the disk is sparse, DataControl only encrypts the allocated blocks to ensure that the sparseness remains.
Sparse is not available for C: drives.

After you select the option you want to use, confirm the selection at the prompt. DataControl displays a status
message while the encryption is in process and updates the disk list in the HyTrust Policy Agent GUI while it is
running.
For example, the following screenshot shows that the folder mount C:\data is encrypted and attached to
KeyControl, while the C: disk is 70.05% encrypted.
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The encryption proceeds in the background and you can continue to use the disk while it is being performed. If you
want to change the encryption speed, see Changing the Encryption/Decryption Speed on Windows on page 267.

Decrypting or Removing a Disk Using the HyTrust Policy
Agent GUI
Before You Begin
You cannot decrypt a disk if it has an Access Control Policy associated with it. Make sure that no such policy
association exists before you decrypt the disk. For details, see Viewing the Access Control Status for a Disk on
page 180.

Procedure
1. Log into the VM as a System Administrator.
2. Select Start > All Programs > HyTrust > HyTrust DataControl or start Windows Powershell and enter the
hclgui command.
3. Right-click on the disk you want to decrypt or remove and select one of the following:
l

Remove — Removes the disk from KeyControl but does not decrypt it. Any existing data on the disk will be
inaccessible because the encryption keys will be destroyed by KeyControl. This is equivalent to the hcl rm
command.
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l

Decrypt and Remove — Removes the disk from KeyControl and decrypts the data that exists on the disk. The
data will then be available in clear text form. This is equivalent to the hcl decrypt command.
This command cannot be performed on disks with an associated Access Control Policy.

l

Detach — Tells KeyControl to deny access to the disk but retain the encryption keys. The data on the disk
remains encrypted and can be accessed by reattaching the disk to KeyControl. (The Detach option in the rightclick menu changes to Attach for detached disks.) This is equivalent to the hcl detach command.

4. After you select the option you want to use, confirm the selection if prompted.

Encryption Key Maintenance
Disks are encrypted with a key created and safeguarded by KeyControl. If the key is lost, the encrypted data on the disk
cannot be accessed because it cannot be decrypted. When a disk is rekeyed, each block of data is decrypted using the
old key and then re-encrypted using the new key.
You should immediately rekey a disk if you believe there has been a security breach. As a precaution, you can also have
KeyControl rekey all or selected disks in the system on a periodic basis. The trade off is in performance — rekeying a
disk increases the security but takes system resources and may adversely affect the applications running on the server
that is being rekeyed.
Important: After you rekey one or more disks, you should create a new KeyControl backup file that contains the new
keys. If you restore KeyControl from a backup file made before the disks were rekeyed, the new keys will be lost and
you will not be able to access the encrypted data.

Rekeying a Disk Using the webGUI
When KeyControl rekeys a disk, it creates a new key and then begins decrypting the disk using the old key. As each
block is decrypted, the Policy Agent re-encrypts it using the new key.
Note: If you are using the Single Encryption Key (SEK) option to support data deduplication (dedupe), make sure
there is a new version of the SEK key available before you rekey the disk. If the disk already uses the current version
of the key, the rekey request may fail. For more information, see Viewing the SEK Key Version for a Disk on
page 139.
The following procedure applies to all types of Windows disks and to Linux data disks. You cannot, however, rekey a
Linux system device (such as /root, swap, or /home) using this procedure. Instead, use the htroot rekey command as
described in Rekeying a Linux System Device on page 245.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the VMs tab and select the VM you want to work with from the list.
4. Click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row to access the details for the specific VM.
5. In the Details area, click on the Encrypted Disks tab.
6. Select the disk you want to rekey and select Actions > Rekey Disk from the VM-specific Actions menu.
KeyControl displays a message that the rekey request was successfully created and adds a Rekey Disk task for
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the VM that will begin on then VM's next heartbeat. The length of time the operation will take depends on the amount
of data already present on the disk and the encryption settings configured for this system.
You can track the progress of the rekey task on the Dashboard in the Tasks tile.
When the rekey request begins processing, KeyControl sets the state to Active/Rekey. When the encryption
process has finished, KeyControl changes the state to Active/Attached.

Rekeying a Disk using the CLI
When KeyControl rekeys a disk, it creates a new key and then begins decrypting the disk using the old key. As each
block is decrypted, the Policy Agent re-encrypts it using the new key.
The following procedure applies to all types of Windows disks and to Linux data disks. You cannot, however, rekey a
Linux system device (such as /root, swap, or /home) using this procedure. Instead, use the htroot rekey command as
described in Rekeying a Linux System Device on page 245.
Tip: Depending on the size of the encrypted disk, the rekey process can take a long time to run. If the rekey process
is interrupted on Windows, it will be resumed automatically when the disk comes back online. If the process is
interrupted on Linux, you need to manually reissue the hcl rekey command to resume the process. We recommend
you use the Linux nohup or screen command to avoid terminal-related interruptions during the rekey.

Procedure
1. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or
start Windows PowerShell.
2. If you want to check the available disks on this VM, enter the hcl status command.
3. If this VM belongs to a Cloud VM Set that uses the Single Encryption Key (SEK) option and you want to verify that
there is a new version of the SEK key available, enter the hcl keyversion diskname command, where diskname
is the name of the disk that you want to rekey. For Linux, use the short form of the disk name. (For example, sdb1
instead of /dev/sdb1.) For Windows, specify the drive letter or folder mount associated with the disk. (For example,
f: or g:\data).
The command returns the key version being used by the disk as well as the current SEK key version. The following
example shows a disk that is currently encrypted with an older version of the SEK key:
# hcl keyversion sdb1
keyversion: 2 SEKversion: 4

In this case, you should rekey the disk to bring it up to date. If the key version matches the SEK version however,
there is no need to rekey the disk. For more information on the SEK option, see Data Deduplication with Cloud
VM Sets on page 123.
4. If this is a Linux system and you have not enabled Online Encryption for this VM, unmount the disk you want to
rekey. For more information, see Linux Online Encryption Prerequisites and Considerations on page 214.
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5. Enter the command hcl rekey [-s] diskname, where:
l

-s (Linux only) tells DataControl to only process allocated blocks which can improve performance dramatically.

DataControl uses system-provided utilities to determine the allocated blocks on the disk. This option is supported
for ext2, ext3, and ext4 file systems. It is not supported on XFS. (To change the speed for Windows, see
Changing the Encryption/Decryption Speed on Windows on page 267.)
Important: This option does not work if online encryption has been enabled for the VM, even if you unmount the
drive during the process. If online encryption has been enabled or if the disk is mounted, using the -s option will
cause the command to fail.
l

diskname is the name of the disk that you want to encrypt. For Linux, use the short form of the disk name. (For
example, sdb1 instead of /dev/sdb1.) For Windows, specify the drive letter or folder mount associated with the
disk. (For example, f: or g:\data).

6. For Linux, the progress of the command is displayed automatically. For Windows, use the hcl status command to
check the progress.
7. If the rekey operation is interrupted on Windows, the Policy Agent automatically restarts it when the system comes
back online. For Linux, you can:
l

Resume the rekey operation by reissuing the hcl rekey command.

l

Revert the rekey operation using the hcl rekey -u diskname command.

Windows Example
The following example shows the rekey operation for the Windows folder mount E:\data:
C:\Users\Administrator> hcl rekey e:\data
C:\Users\Administrator> hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 10.238.66.232:443
KeyControl list: 10.238.66.232:443
Status: Connected
Last Heartbeat: Fri May 12 16:16:34 2017 (successful)
AES_NI: enabled
Certificate Expiration: Sep 11 22:16:13 2020 GMT
Device Details
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Drive
Disk Part Cipher
Status
GUID
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------C:
0
2
none
Avail-Sys D74E94B8-0067-4652-935D-E1BA96B6E8F5
E:\data
1
1
AES-XTS-512 RK 43.89% 20500265-AC34-4966-8A40-40A98F08BEE7
C:\Users\Administrator> hcl rekey e:\data
C:\Users\Administrator> hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 10.238.66.232:443
KeyControl list: 10.238.66.232:443
Status: Connected
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Last Heartbeat: Fri May 12 16:16:34 2017 (successful)
AES_NI: enabled
Certificate Expiration: Sep 11 22:16:13 2020 GMT
Device Details
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Drive
Disk Part Cipher
Status
GUID
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------C:
0
2
none
Avail-Sys D74E94B8-0067-4652-935D-E1BA96B6E8F5
E:\data
1
1
AES-XTS-512 RK 43.89% 20500265-AC34-4966-8A40-40A98F08BEE7

The RK in the status column for disk E:\data indicates that it is being rekeyed. The operation is currently 43.89% done.

Linux Example
The following example shows a Linux filesystem that is mounted with several files at the top directory. We unmount the
filesystem, issue the rekey command, then remount it and show that the files are still accessible.
# mount /dev/mapper/clear_sdc1 /mnt
# ls /mnt
file1 file2 file3 files.tgz lost+found/
# umount /mnt
# hcl rekey sdc1
All the data on /dev/sdc1 will be rekeyed
The clear text data will be available on /dev/mapper/clear_sdc1
This operation may take long time
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
Starting rekey of sdc1
In case of failure run 'hcl rekey [-u] sdc1'
total device size 10206 KB
Processing: 100%
Time left: 00:00:00
Completed rekey of sdc1 successfully
# mount /dev/mapper/clear_sdc1 /mnt
# ls /mnt file1 file2 file3 files.tgz lost+found/

If you have rekeyed previously, you will see the following additional prompt:
# hcl rekey sdc1
WARNING: rekey operation was successfully performed for device sdc1
Run rekey again
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
All the data on /dev/sdc1 will be rekeyed
The clear text data will be available on /dev/mapper/clear_sdc1
This operation may take long time
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
Starting rekey of sdc1
In case of failure run 'hcl rekey [-u] sdc1'
total device size 10206 KB
Processing: 100%
Time left: 00:00:00
Completed rekey of sdc1 successfully

You will also see a similar prompt if you have already encrypted or decrypted a disk.
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If the operation fails for any reason, for example a system crash, run the hcl rekey command again. You will see the
following:
# hcl rekey sdb1
WARNING: Incomplete rekey operation detected for device sdb1
Continue rekey
Do you want to proceed? (y/n)

If you want to reverse a rekey that only partially completed:
# hcl rekey -u sdb1
Starting undo of rekey operation on sdb1;
In case of failure run 'hcl rekey -u sdb1' again
Processing: 100%
Time left: 00:00:00
Completed undo for sdb1 successfully

Rekeying a Linux System Device
If you encrypted a Linux system device (such as /root, swap, or /home) with the htroot encrypt command, you need
to rekey that system device with the htroot rekey command.
Important: This procedure applies to Linux system devices only. If you want to rekey a Linux data drive, see Rekeying
a Disk Using the webGUI on page 241 or Rekeying a Disk using the CLI on page 242. If you use this procedure to rekey
a data drive, DataControl will treat the data drive as a system device and all future rekey tasks will require you to reboot
the device.
During this procedure, the VM will need to be rebooted to start the rekey process. If you have enabled Online Encryption
for this VM, the VM will come back online immediately and the Policy Agent will rekey the system devices as a
background process. In this case, users can continue to access the data while it is being rekeyed.
If Online Encryption is not enabled, the VM will remain inaccessible for normal operations until the rekey process
completes.
For more information about Online Encryption, see Linux Online Encryption Prerequisites and Considerations on
page 214.

Procedure
1. Log into the VM as root.
2. If you want to check the available disks on this VM, enter the hcl status command. The Registered Devices
section shows all devices that have been encrypted on the VM, with the short form of the disk name in the first
column. You will need this short name in order to rekey the device. For example:
# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: sdkc:443
KeyControl list: sdkc:443
Status: Connected
Last heartbeat: Tue Jul 31 12:06:22 2018 (successful)
AES_NI: enabled
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Certificate Expiration: Sep 11 22:16:13 2020 GMT
HTCRYPT: Not Installed
Registered Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Cipher
Status
Clear
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sda3
AES-XTS-512 Attached
/dev/mapper/clear_D4044351-4C2C-45828935-479B5238B23A (swap)
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, attach_handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT
sda2
AES-XTS-512 Attached
/dev/mapper/clear_htroot (/)
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, attach_handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT
Available Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Device Node
Size (in MB)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sdc2
/dev/sdc2
119
sdc1
/dev/sdc1
118
Other Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Device Node
Status
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sda1
/dev/sda1
Mounted (/boot)
sdd
/dev/sdd
LVM (vg-sdd)

3. Enter the htroot rekey <diskname1,diskname2,... | -a> command, where each diskname is the short form of
the disk name. (For example, sda2 instead of /dev/sda2.) To specify multiple disks, use a comma-seperated list.
To rekey all availabl e system devices, specify -a instead of a list of disk names. (If you specify -a, DataControl
only rekeys the system devices. It does not rekey the data devices.)
For example:
# htroot rekey sda2,sda3
Setting up system for root device rekey.
This operation may take a long time
Do you want to proceed? (y/N) y
The system has been updated to rekey the Linux root device/s during next boot; please reboot
the system now
Do you want to reboot the system now? (y/N) y

4. Confirm the server reboot to continue. When the server has rebooted, it authenticates itself with KeyControl to get
the required encryption keys and then starts the rekey process. The time required to rekey the devices depends on
their size and the type of storage you have.
l

l

If you have enabled Online Encryption for this VM, the VM reboots immediately and the Policy Agent rekeys the
devices as a background process. In this case, you can check the rekey status at any time using the hcl status
command.
If Online Encryption is not enabled, the VM remains offline until the rekey process completes. In this case, you
can see the rekey progress on the VM console through vSphere, Azure, or AWS.
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Configuring Auto Rekey for a Cloud VM Set
You can configure KeyControl to automatically rekey all disks on all VMs in a Cloud VM Set on a specific schedule. This
provides additional security but may impact system performance depending on the size of the encrypted disks and the
server load.
For maximum flexibility, you can override the default Auto Rekey settings on a VM by VM basis as well. For details, see
Configuring Auto Rekey for a VM below.
Note: If you configure Auto Rekey for a Cloud VM Set that has the Single Encryption Key (SEK) option enabled,
KeyControl uses the current version of the SEK key when it performs the auto rekey. It does not automatically create
a new SEK key version. If you want to automatically rekey all of the encrypted disksin the VMs in theCloud VM Set,
make sure you generate a new SEK key before the auto rekey process begins. For details, see Generating a New
SEK Key on page 136.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Select the Cloud VM Set for which you want to configure Auto Rekey.
4. Set the following properties on the Details tab:

Option

Description

Max Parallel Rekey
Operations

The number of concurrent Auto Rekey operations that can be performed for VMs in the
Cloud VM Set. The default is 1.

Rekey Interval

If you specify any value other than 0 (zero) for this option, KeyControl periodically
creates a rekey task for every encrypted disk in every VM that is registered with this
Cloud VM Set. You can select any number of days, weeks, months, or years and
KeyControl will automatically rekey the encrypted disks on that schedule.
To disable Auto Rekey, enter 0 in this field. By default, Auto Rekey is disabled.

5. When you are finished entering a value in each field, click Save. KeyControl sends the changes to the VMs in the
Cloud VM Set on the next heartbeat.
6. You can track the progress of all rekey operations on the Dashboard in the Tasks tile.

Configuring Auto Rekey for a VM
The default Auto Rekey settings for a VM come from the settings in the parent Cloud VM Set as described in Configuring
Auto Rekey for a Cloud VM Set above.
This procedure describes how to override the default Auto Rekey setting for a specific VM.
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Note: If you configure Auto Rekey for a VM in a Cloud VM Set that has the Single Encryption Key (SEK) option
enabled, KeyControl uses the current version of the SEK key when it performs the auto rekey. It does not
automatically create a new SEK key version. If you want to automatically rekey all of the encrypted disks in the VM,
make sure you generate a new SEK key before the auto rekey process begins. For details, see Generating a New
SEK Key on page 136.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the VMs tab and select the VM you want to work with from the list.
4. Click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row to access the details for the specific VM.
5. Set the following property on the Details tab:

Option

Rekey Interval

Description
If you specify any value other than 0 (zero) for this option, KeyControl periodically
creates a rekey task for every encrypted disk in the VM. You can select any number of
days, weeks, months, or years and KeyControl will automatically rekey the encrypted
disks on that schedule.
To disable Auto Rekey, enter 0 in this field. By default, Auto Rekey is disabled.

6. When you are finished entering a value in each field, click Save. KeyControl sends the changes to the VM on the
next heartbeat.
7. You can track the progress of the rekey operation on the Dashboard in the Tasks tile.

Pausing a Rekey Operation on Windows
If you run into bottleneck issues during a rekey operation on a Windows VM, you can pause the rekey operation and
resume it at a later time.
Note: The rekey operation on Linux runs in the foreground and cannot be paused.
1. Log into the VM as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or start Windows PowerShell.
2. Enter the command hcl rekey pause diskname, where diskname is the drive letter or folder mount of the
Windows disk whose rekey operation you want to pause.
Note: This command pauses the rekey operation but the CLI does not display a confirmation message.
3. To verify that the rekey operation has been paused, enter the hcl status command. For example:
C:\Users\Administrator> hcl rekey pause g:
C:\Users\Administrator> hcl status
Summary
------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 10.238.66.232:443
KeyControl list: 10.238.66.232:443
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Status: Connected
Last heartbeat: Fri May 19 14:08:40 2017 (successful)
AES_NI: enabled
Certificate Expiration: Sep 11 22:16:13 2020 GMT

Device details
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Drive
Disk Part Cipher
Status
GUID
------------------------------------------------------------------------------C:
0
2
AES-XTS-512 Attached 3CBE4043-390C-49D6-BA81-CA225ED991C8
E:
1
1
AES-XTS-512 Detached 8652CAC7-F991-43B0-A092-693628AC1633
G:
2
1
AES-XTS-512 PS 28.28% FD19E39B-01F7-4E60-9354-76F6BABA0F31
C:\Users\Administrator>

In the above example, you can see that the status for G: is PS, which means Paused, and that the operation was
28.8% complete.
4. To resume the rekey operation, enter the command d hcl rekey resume diskname, where diskname is the drive
letter or folder mount of the Windows disk whose rekey operation you want to resume.
5. To verify that the rekey operation has resumed, enter the hcl status command. For example:
Example
C:\Users\Administrator> hcl rekey resume g:
C:\Users\Administrator> hcl status
Summary
------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 10.238.66.232:443
KeyControl list: 10.238.66.232:443
Status: Connected
Last heartbeat: Fri May 19 14:21:45 2017 (successful)
AES_NI: enabled
Certificate Expiration: Sep 11 22:16:13 2020 GMT

Device details
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Drive
Disk Part Cipher
Status
GUID
------------------------------------------------------------------------------C:
0
2
AES-XTS-512 Attached 3CBE4043-390C-49D6-BA81-CA225ED991C8
E:
1
1
AES-XTS-512 Detached 8652CAC7-F991-43B0-A092-693628AC1633
G:
2
1
AES-XTS-512 RK 35.10% FD19E39B-01F7-4E60-9354-76F6BABA0F31
C:\Users\Administrator>

In the above example, you can see that the status for G: is RK, which means Rekey, and that the operation is
35.10% complete.

Setting the Key Expiration Date for a Disk
By default, the key assigned to a disk never expires. If you want the disk to only be available for a specified amount of
time, you can set a key expiration date. What happens when the key expires depends on how you have configured the
system.
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Before you change the date, keep in mind that:
l

l

If the VM belongs to a Cloud VM Set that has an associated KEK (Key Encryption Key), you cannot set the disk key
expiration date beyond the expiration date set for the KEK. For details about viewing the KEK properties, see
Changing KEK Properties on page 135.
If the VM belongs to a Cloud VM Set that uses the SEK (Single Encryption Key) option, changing the key expiry date
or expiration option for the disk changes the expiry date or expiration option for all disks in the Cloud VM Set that use
the same version of the SEK key as the selected disk. For more information about the SEK option, see Data
Deduplication with Cloud VM Sets on page 123.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the VMs tab and select the VM you want to work with from the list.
4. Click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row to access the details for the specific VM.
5. Click the Encrypted Disks tab and select the disk whose expiration date you want to set. KeyControl displays the
Expiry Date and On Expiration properties for the selected disk below the table.
6. If the Expiry Date field displays:
l

l

Never, click Never and enter a date in the format mm/dd/yyyy or click the calendar icon and select the day from
the pop up calendar.
A date, change the date using the field or the calendar icon. To set the key expiration back to Never, click Clear.

If the date is valid and the Cloud VM Set to which this VM belongs uses a SEK key, confirm that you want to make
the same expiry date change to all disks on all VMs in the Cloud VM Set that use the same version of the SEK key
as the selelcted disk.
KeyControl displays a message that the request was successful and updates the information for the disk in the Disk
table. If there is a problem, check whether the Cloud VM Set to which this VM belongs has an associated KEK. If it
does, you cannot change the key expiration date for the disk beyond the date specified for the KEK.
7. If desired, change what happens when the expiration date arrives. You can select:
l

l

No Use — The key is deactivated but retained. It can be reactivated by setting a future expiration date, or by
setting the expiration date to "Never". At that point, all access to the encrypted data will be restored. This is the
default.
Shred — The key is destroyed and cannot be retrieved. You should only use this option if you are absolutely
certain that you will never again need to access the data encrypted by this key. If a key is shredded, any data
encrypted by this key cannot be decrypted.

When you are finished, click Save. If the Cloud VM Set to which this VM belongs uses a SEK key, confirm that you
want to make the same expriration option change to all disks on all VMs in the Cloud VM Set that use the same
version of the SEK key as the selelcted disk.
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Decrypting a Disk Using the webGUI
The following procedure applies to all types of Windows disks and to Linux data disks. You cannot, however, decrypt a
Linux system device (such as /root, swap, or /home) using this procedure. Instead, use the htroot decrypt command
as described in Decrypting a Linux System Device on page 253.

Before You Begin
You cannot decrypt a disk if it has an Access Control Policy associated with it. Make sure that no such policy
association exists before you decrypt the disk. For details, see Viewing the Access Control Status for a Disk on
page 180.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. Click the VMs tab and select the VM you want to work with from the list.
4. Click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row to access the details for the specific VM.
5. On the Details tab for the VM, make sure that:
l

l

The Auto Encryption property is either Disabled or the Automatic Data Encryption Policy does not include the
disk you want to decrypt.
The Decryption Allowed property is set to Yes. If this field is set to No, click No, select Yes from the drop-down
list, then click Save.

Tip: If you want to decrypt the disks on multiple VMs in this Cloud VM Set, you can change these properties at the
Cloud VM Set level and propagate the changes to all VMs in the Cloud VM Set. For more information, see Changing
Cloud VM Set Properties on page 131.
6. Click on the Encrypted Disks tab.
7. Select the disk you want to decrypt and select Actions > Decrypt Disk from the VM-specific Actions menu.
KeyControl displays a message that the decrypt request was successfully created and adds a Decrypt Disk task
for the VM that will begin on the VM's next heartbeat. The length of time the operation will take depends on the
amount of data already present on the disk and the encryption settings configured for this system.
You can track the progress of the decrypt task on the Dashboard in the Tasks tile.
When the decrypt request begins processing, KeyControl sets the state to Active/Decrypt. When the encryption
process has finished, KeyControl moves the disk back to the Unencrypted Disks tab and changes the state to
Available.
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Decrypting a Disk Using the CLI
The following procedure explains how to decrypt a disk and remove it from KeyControl. If you want to remove the disk but
you don't care about the contents of the disk, see Removing a Disk from KeyControl on page 208.
The following procedure applies to all types of Windows disks and to Linux data disks. You cannot, however, decrypt a
Linux system device (such as /root, swap, or /home) using this procedure. Instead, use the htroot decrypt command
as described in Decrypting a Linux System Device on the next page.

Before You Begin
You cannot decrypt a disk if it has an Access Control Policy associated with it. Make sure that no such policy
association exists before you decrypt the disk. For details, see Viewing the Access Control Status for a Disk on
page 180.
Tip: Depending on the size of the encrypted disk, the decryption process can take a long time to run. If the decryption
process is interrupted on Windows, it will be resumed automatically when the disk comes back online. If the process
is interrupted on Linux, you need to manually reissue the hcl decrypt command to resume the process. We
recommend you use the Linux nohup or screen command to avoid terminal-related interruptions during decryption.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. On the Details tab for the VM, make sure that:
l

l

The Auto Encryption property is either Disabled or the Automatic Data Encryption Policy does not include the
disk you want to decrypt.
The Decryption Allowed property is set to Yes. If this field is set to No, click No, select Yes from the drop-down
list, then click Save.

Tip: If you want to decrypt the disks on multiple VMs in this Cloud VM Set, you can change these properties at the
Cloud VM Set level and propagate the changes to all VMs in the Cloud VM Set. For more information, see Changing
Cloud VM Set Properties on page 131.
3. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or
start Windows PowerShell.
4. If this is a Linux system and you have not enabled Online Encryption for this VM, unmount the disk you want to
decrypt. For more information about enabling Online Encryption, see Linux Online Encryption Prerequisites and
Considerations on page 214.
5. Enter the hcl decrypt [-s] [-y] diskname command, where:
l

-s (Linux only) tells DataControl to only process allocated blocks which can improve performance dramatically.

DataControl uses system-provided utilities to determine the allocated blocks on the disk. This option is supported
for ext2, ext3, and ext4 file systems. It is not supported on XFS. (To change the speed for Windows, see
Changing the Encryption/Decryption Speed on Windows on page 267.)
Important: This option does not work if online encryption has been enabled for the VM, even if you unmount the
drive during the process. If online encryption has been enabled or if the disk is mounted, using the -s option will
cause the command to fail.
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l

l

-y makes the command non-interactive.
diskname is the name of the disk that you want to encrypt. For Linux, use the short form of the disk name. (For
example, sdb1 instead of /dev/sdb1.) For Windows, specify the drive letter or folder mount associated with the
disk. (For example, f: or g:\data).

DataControl decrypts the disk and unregisters it with KeyControl. Any keys associated with the disk are deleted.
For Linux, you can now mount the disk in the standard manner and access its contents in plain text. For Windows,
all drives and folder mounts are immediately accessible in plain text.
For example:
# hcl decrypt -s sdb1
All the data on /dev/mapper/clear_sdb1 will be decrypted
The clear text data will be available on /dev/sdb1
This operation may take long time
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
total device size 1044193 KB
Processing: 100%
Time left: 00:00:00
Completed decryption of sdb1 successfully
Removed device sdb1

Decrypting a Linux System Device
If you encrypted a Linux system device (such as /root, swap, or /home) with the htroot encrypt command, you need
to decrypt that system device with the htroot decrypt command.
Important: This procedure applies to Linux system devices only. If you want to decrypt a Linux data drive, see
Decrypting a Disk Using the webGUI on page 251 or Decrypting a Disk Using the CLI on the previous page.
During this procedure, the VM will need to be rebooted to start the decryption process. If you have enabled
Online Encryption for this VM, the VM will come back online immediately and the Policy Agent will decrypt the system
devices as a background process. In this case, users can continue to access the data while it is being decrypted as long
as the VM remains online. If the VM reboots during this process, the VM will remain inaccessible for normal operations
until the Policy Agent has finished decrypting all of the specified system devices.
If Online Encryption is not enabled, the VM will remain inaccessible for normal operations until the decryption process
completes.
For more information about Online Encryption, see Linux Online Encryption Prerequisites and Considerations on
page 214.

Before You Begin
You cannot decrypt a disk if it has an Access Control Policy associated with it. Make sure that no such policy
association exists before you decrypt the disk. For details, see Viewing the Access Control Status for a Disk on
page 180.
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Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. On the Details tab for the VM, make sure that:
l

l

The Auto Encryption property is either Disabled or the Automatic Data Encryption Policy does not include the
disk you want to decrypt.
The Decryption Allowed property is set to Yes. If this field is set to No, click No, select Yes from the drop-down
list, then click Save.

Tip: If you want to decrypt the disks on multiple VMs in this Cloud VM Set, you can change these properties at the
Cloud VM Set level and propagate the changes to all VMs in the Cloud VM Set. For more information, see Changing
Cloud VM Set Properties on page 131.
3. Log into the VM as root.
4. If you want to check the available disks on this VM, enter the hcl status command. The Registered Devices
section shows all devices that have been encrypted on the VM, with the short form of the disk name in the first
column. You will need this short name in order to decrypt the device. For example:
# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: sdkc:443
KeyControl list: sdkc:443
Status: Connected
Last heartbeat: Tue Jul 31 12:06:22 2018 (successful)
AES_NI: enabled
Certificate Expiration: Sep 11 22:16:13 2020 GMT
HTCRYPT: Not Installed
Registered Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Cipher
Status
Clear
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sda3
AES-XTS-512
Attached
/dev/mapper/clear_D4044351-4C2C4582-8935-479B5238B23A (swap)
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, attach_handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT
sda2
AES-XTS-512
Attached
/dev/mapper/clear_htroot (/)
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, attach_handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT
Available Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Device Node
Size (in MB)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sdc2
/dev/sdc2
119
sdc1
/dev/sdc1
118
Other Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Device Node
Status
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sda1
/dev/sda1
Mounted (/boot)
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sdd

/dev/sdd

LVM (vg-sdd)

5. If you want to check the encrption status of the system devices, enter the htroot status command. You cannot
decrypt a device that is in the process of being encrypted or rekeyed.
# htroot status
HyTrust boot loader setup is complete
Root device "/dev/sda2" is encrypted
swap device "/dev/sda3" is encrypted

6. Enter the htroot decrypt <diskname1,diskname2,... | -a> command, where each diskname is the short form
of the disk name. (For example, sda2 instead of /dev/sda2.) To specify multiple disks, use a comma-seperated list.
To decrypt all available system devices, specify -a instead of a list of disk names. (If you specify -a, DataControl
only decrypts the system devices. It does not decrypt any encrypted data devices.)
For example:
# htroot decrypt -a
Setting up system for root device decryption.
This operation may take a long time
Do you want to proceed? (y/N) y
Changing /etc/fstab to mount file system / from UUID=03d7a977-72b1-48bc-b1f0-3bc78f61a815
Changing /etc/fstab to mount the swap from UUID=9217649b-e08c-4703-9d51-c7000b3321a8
The system has been updated to decrypt the Linux root device/s during next boot; please reboot
the system now
Do you want to reboot the system now? (y/N) y

7. Confirm the server reboot to continue. When the server has rebooted, it authenticates itself with KeyControl to get
the required keys and then starts the decryption process. The time required to decrypt the devices depends on their
size and the type of storage you have.
l

l

If you have enabled Online Encryption for this VM, the VM reboots immediately and the Policy Agent decrypts the
devices as a background process. In this case, you can check the decryption status at any time using the hcl
status command.
If Online Encryption is not enabled, the VM remains offline until the decryption process completes. In this case,
you can see the decryption progress on the VM console through vSphere, Azure, or AWS.

Combining VMware vSphere VDI with DataControl
You can use VMware vSphere and HyTrust DataControl in combination to create an encrypted virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI) that you can then clone as many times as needed. The clones can be managed individually through
KeyControl, and each clone can have its own set of encryption keys.

Before You Begin
Make sure you know the IP addresses or MAC addresses that you want to use for the clones. You need to register the
addresses with KeyControl before you create a clone from the master VM.
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Every clone must have a unique IP or MAC address registered with KeyControl. Therefore, if you want to deploy 10
clones, you would need to register 10 unique IP addresses or MAC addresses with KeyControl before you deployed the
10 clones.

Procedure
1. Create the master VM that you want to use to create the clones. If you already have a VM that is fully set up and
encrypted by HyTrust DataControl, proceed to the next step.
a. Set up a VM with all the required software and configuration settings according to your company's VDI
requirements. Once the VM is fully set up it becomes the "Master VM".
b. Install the latest HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent on the Master VM and register it with KeyControl as
described in the HyTrust DataControl Installation and Upgrade Guide.
c. Encrypt the required data disks as described in Encrypting a Windows Disk Using the HyTrust Policy Agent
GUI on page 239 or Encrypting a Disk Using the CLI on page 233.
d. If required, encrypt the root or system drives as described in Linux Root, Swap, and System Device Encryption
on page 283 or Windows Boot Drive Encryption on page 306.
2. As a precaution, take a snapshot of the Master VM at this point.
3. Register the IP addresses or MAC addresses you want to use for the clones by running the hcl template
command on the Master VM once for each clone you want to register. To do so:
a. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command
Prompt or start Windows PowerShell.
b. Enter the command hcl template <-i ipaddr | -m macaddr> [-u username [-p password]] days_to_
expire, where:
l

<-i ipaddr | -m macaddr> is either -i and an IP address or -m and a MAC address.

l

-u is a KeyControl user account with Cloud Admin privileges. If you do not specify the account name, hcl

prompts you for the information.
l

-p is the password for the KeyControl account. If you do not specify this password you will be prompted for

the information.
l

days_to_expire is the number of days for which the access will remain valid for the clone. After access

expires the clone will not be able to register itself with KeyControl and access to the clone will be denied. If
you do not want the access to ever expire, specify 0 (zero) for this option.
For example, if you want to register a template with the MAC address 00-80-c0-8f-45-c8 that is valid for 30
days, you would enter:
# hcl template -m 0080c08f45c8 -u CloudAdmin -p DogDays123! 30

If you want to register a template with the IP address 192.168.140.150 that never expires, you would enter:
# hcl template -i 192.168.140.150 -u CloudAdmin -p DogDays123! 0

If you want to prepare a group of clones with consecutive IP addresses, you can create a script that calls the hcl
template command once for each clone. For example, if you want to prepare 30 clones that will be available for
365 days starting with the IP address 192.168.140.150 and ending with the IP address 192.168.140.180, you
could include the following in your script:
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i=150
while [[ $i -lt 181 ]]; do
hcl template -i 192.168.140.$i -u CloudAdmin -p DogDays123! 365
i=’expr+1’
done

c. For each clone you want register for this VM, repeat the hcl template command specifying a unique IP or MAC
address each time.
d. To view a list of reserved IP and MAC addresses in the system, enter the command hcl template list.
e. If you want to unregister a clone IP or MAC address, enter the command hcl template remove <-i ipaddr |
-m macaddr> [-u username [-p password]].
4. When you are done registering the IP or MAC addresses you want to use, you can either create a vSphere Template
from the Master VM, or you can simply clone the existing Master VM without making it a Template. Both methods
work equally well with KeyControl. For more information about vSphere Templates, see your vSphere
documentation.
5. Create the clones you want to use by selecting either Clone > Clone to Virtual Machine or New VM from This
Template, depending on whether you set the master VM up as a vSphere Template in the proceeding step.
Important: Do NOT power on the clones at this point.
6. After the clones have been deployed, manually set the IP or MAC addresses to match the ones you already
registered with KeyControl. How you do this depends on what version of the vSphere Web Client that you are using.
7. After you have verified that the IP or MAC for the clones match the addresses that were registered with KeyControl,
you can power on the clones.
If the root drive of the master VM was encrypted, when each clone VM boots, it contacts KeyControl during boot.
KeyControl provides the keys for root drive and lets the clone VM boot. If the root drive was not encrypted, the clone
VM will simply boot normally.
If you log into the KeyControl webGUI, the clone VM appears on the Cloud > VMs tab with the following name:
<original hostname>-<mac address of clone>

For example, you could see the following VM names in the webGUI:
win2016master
win2016master-0080c01f45c5
win2016master-0080c02f46c6
win2016master-0080c03f47c7

Once a clone has successfully powered on and contacted KeyControl, you can then manage it like any other VM
that is registered with KeyControl. By default, KeyControl uses the same encryption key for the Master VM and all
of the clone VMs. If you want each clone to have its own encryption key, you can rekey each clone VM as described
in Rekeying a Disk Using the webGUI on page 241 or Rekeying a Disk using the CLI on page 242.

Removing Expired Clones
At the end of the VDI life cycle, the clone VM is deleted from the hypervisor. This can happen as a result of administrator
action through the vSphere Web Client or the VMware Horizon View GUI.
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Before a clone VM is deleted, you need to unregister it from KeyControl. This removes the address of the clone from
KeyControl so that the same address can be used again later. Otherwise, you will have "orphan" names in KeyControl
which will prevent you from reusing those addresses.
Important: Removing a clone from KeyControl without decrypting the data first means that the data on all encrypted
disks will be lost. If you want to decrypt the data first, see Decrypting a Disk Using the CLI on page 252.
1. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or
start Windows PowerShell.
2. Remove the VM using the CLI or the HyTrust Python-based REST API. After the clone VM has been removed,
none of its encrypted drives can be accessed. If the clone boot partition was encrypted, the clone is powered off
after it is removed from KeyControl.
l

If you want to use the CLI, enter the command hcl unregister [-a] [-u username [-p password]] [-y],
where:
o

-a tells hcl that the VM is registered with KeyControl but it is currently unauthenticated. This option requires

KeyControl Cloud Admin user account credentials. Omit this option if the VM is currently registered and
authenticated with KeyControl.
o

-u is a KeyControl user account with Cloud Admin privileges. If you do not specify the account name, hcl

prompts you for the information.
o

-p is the password for the KeyControl account. If you do not specify this password you will be prompted for the

information.
o
l

-y tells the command to run non-interactively.

If you want to use the API:
a. Make sure Python is available on the VM.
b. If needed, install the HyTrust APIs on the machine from which you want to do the clean up. You can
download the API package from the KeyControl webGUI by clicking Cloud in the top menu bar, selecting
Actions > Download Policy Agent, then downloading the file called hcs-api-RelaseNumberBuildNumber.tgz. For example, hcs-api-5.0-12346M.tgz.
c. Copy the hcs-api-RelaseNumber-BuildNumber.tgz file to the VM and unpack the archive so that you have
an hcs-api directory with 5 python files and one executable called hicli.
d. Create a Python script with the following lines:
keycontrol=$1
cvmset=$2
clonevm=$3
username=$4
password=$5
hicli kc select $keycontrol
hicli user login $username --password=$password
hicli cvmset select $cvmset
yes | hicli cvm rm $clonevm

Where $username is a KeyControl user account with Cloud Admin privileges and $password is the password
for that KeyControl account.
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Example: Adding and Encrypting a Linux Disk with XFS
Tip: Depending on the size of the disk, the encryption process can take a long time to run. If the process is
interrupted, you need to manually restart the process. We recommend you use the Linux nohup or screen command
to avoid terminal-related interruptions during encryption.

Encrypting an Existing XFS Disk
In following example we create an XFS filesystem and then use hcl encrypt to register that filesystem with
KeyControl. The example that follows shows how to do this in a single step using hcl add.
# mkfs -t xfs /dev/sdc1
meta-data=/dev/sdc1
=
=
data
=
=
naming
=version 2
log
=internal log
=
realtime =none

isize=256
sectsz=512
crc=0
bsize=4096
sunit=0
bsize=4096
bsize=4096
sectsz=512
extsz=4096

agcount=4, agsize=62436 blks
attr=2, projid32bit=1
finobt=0
blocks=249744, imaxpct=25
swidth=0 blks
ascii-ci=0 ftype=0
blocks=853, version=2
sunit=0 blks, lazy-count=1
blocks=0, rtextents=0

# mount | grep sdc1
/dev/sdc1 on /mnt type xfs (rw,relatime,seclabel,attr2,inode64,noquota)
# cp /etc/* /mnt
# find /mnt -type f -exec md5sum {} \; | md5sum
5cf56f73de26edf599cb3a8c5887ebe0 # umount /mnt
# hcl encrypt /dev/sdc1
All the data on /dev/sdc1 will be encrypted
The cleartext data will be available on /dev/mapper/clear_sdc1
This operation may take long time
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
total device size 998976 KB
Processing: 100%
rekey finished

Time left: 00:00:00

Completed encryption of /dev/sdc1 successfully
# mount /dev/mapper/clear_sdc1 /mnt
# mount | grep sdc1
/dev/mapper/clear_sdc1 on /mnt type xfs (rw,relatime,seclabel,attr2,inode64,noquota)
#

find /mnt -type f -exec md5sum {} \; | md5sum
5cf56f73de26edf599cb3a8c5887ebe0 -

# mkfs -t xfs /dev/sdc1
meta-data=/dev/sdc1
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=
=
data
=
=
naming
=version 2
log
=internal log
=
realtime =none

sectsz=512
crc=0
bsize=4096
sunit=0
bsize=4096
bsize=4096
sectsz=512
extsz=4096

attr=2, projid32bit=1
finobt=0
blocks=249744, imaxpct=25
swidth=0 blks
ascii-ci=0 ftype=0
blocks=853, version=2
sunit=0 blks, lazy-count=1
blocks=0, rtextents=0

# mount | grep sdc1
/dev/sdc1 on /mnt type xfs (rw,relatime,seclabel,attr2,inode64,noquota)
# cp /etc/* /mnt
# find /mnt -type f -exec md5sum {} \; | md5sum
5cf56f73de26edf599cb3a8c5887ebe0 # umount /mnt
# hcl encrypt /dev/sdc1
All the data on /dev/sdc1 will be encrypted
The cleartext data will be available on /dev/mapper/clear_sdc1
This operation may take long time
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
total device size 998976 KB
Processing: 100%
rekey finished

Time left: 00:00:00

Completed encryption of /dev/sdc1 successfully
# mount /dev/mapper/clear_sdc1 /mnt
# mount | grep sdc1
/dev/mapper/clear_sdc1 on /mnt type xfs (rw,relatime,seclabel,attr2,inode64,noquota)
# find

/mnt -type f -exec md5sum {} \; | md5sum
5cf56f73de26edf599cb3a8c5887ebe0 -

Adding a New Disk with XFS
In following example we use hcl add to create an XFS filesystem on the disk and then register the disk with KeyControl.
# hcl add -F xfs /dev/sdc1
/dev/sdc1 (/dev/sdc1) appears to contain an existing filesystem (ext3)
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
WARNING: This operation will destroy the contents of the disk.
If you wish to preserve them, run "hcl encrypt" instead.
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
In case of error remove the disk using "hcl rm" and run "hcl add" again
Encrypted device sdc1 (/dev/sdc1) attached; decrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_sdc1
Creating file system xfs on /dev/mapper/clear_sdc1
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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meta-data=/dev/mapper/clear_sdc1 isize=256
agcount=4, agsize=62436 blks
=
sectsz=512
attr=2, projid32bit=1
=
crc=0
finobt=0
data
=
bsize=4096
blocks=249744, imaxpct=25
=
sunit=0
swidth=0 blks
naming
=version 2
bsize=4096
ascii-ci=0 ftype=0
log
=internal log
bsize=4096
blocks=853, version=2
=
sectsz=512
sunit=0 blks, lazy-count=1
realtime =none
extsz=4096
blocks=0, rtextents=0
----------------------------------------------------------------------# mount /dev/mapper/clear_sdc1 /mnt
# mount | grep sdc1
/dev/mapper/clear_sdc1 on /mnt type xfs
(rw,relatime,seclabel,attr2,inode64,noquota)
# hcl add -F xfs /dev/sdc1
/dev/sdc1 (/dev/sdc1) appears to contain an existing filesystem (ext3)
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
WARNING: This operation will destroy the contents of the disk.
If you wish to preserve them, run "hcl encrypt" instead.
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
In case of error remove the disk using "hcl rm" and run "hcl add" again
Encrypted device sdc1 (/dev/sdc1) attached; decrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_sdc1
Creating file system xfs on /dev/mapper/clear_sdc1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------meta-data=/dev/mapper/clear_sdc1 isize=256
agcount=4, agsize=62436 blks
=
sectsz=512
attr=2, projid32bit=1
=
crc=0
finobt=0
data
=
bsize=4096
blocks=249744, imaxpct=25
=
sunit=0
swidth=0 blks
naming
=version 2
bsize=4096
ascii-ci=0 ftype=0
log
=internal log
bsize=4096
blocks=853, version=2
=
sectsz=512
sunit=0 blks, lazy-count=1
realtime =none
extsz=4096
blocks=0, rtextents=0
----------------------------------------------------------------------# mount /dev/mapper/clear_sdc1 /mnt
# mount | grep sdc1
/dev/mapper/clear_sdc1 on /mnt type xfs
(rw,relatime,seclabel,attr2,inode64,noquota)
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Example: Encrypting a Linux LVM Volume
In Linux, Logical Volume Manager (LVM) is a device mapper target that provides logical volume management for the
Linux kernel. You can use the same hcl add and hcl encrypt commands to register an LVM volume withKeyControl,
but the Policy Agent cannot stamp a GUID on LVM volumes the way it can with MBR partitions such as sdb1. Therefore
an LVM cannot be migrated across VMs because that process requires a GUID.
The following examples show the process of encrypting a volume with existing data and registering a new LVM volume.
Tip: Depending on the size of the disk, the encryption process can take a long time to run. If the process is
interrupted, you need to manually restart the process. We recommend you use the Linux nohup or screen command
to avoid terminal-related interruptions during encryption.

Encrypting an LVM Volume with an Existing File System
hcl encrypt allows you to encrypt an LVM volume while preserving any data that already exists on the volume. For

example:
# umount /dev/hytrust-vg/datalv
# hcl encrypt hytrust--vg-datalv -o
All the data on hytrust--vg-datalv will be encrypted
The cleartext data will be available on /dev/mapper/clear_hytrust--vg-datalv
This operation may take long time.
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
hytrust--vg-datalv (/dev/dm-2) appears to contain an existing filesystem (ext2)
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
WARNING: device hytrust--vg-datalv will be added but will not have unique ID that ensures detection if disks are reordered or moved.
Encrypted device hytrust--vg-datalv (/dev/dm-2) attached; decrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_hytrust--vg-datalv
total device size 102400 K
Processing: 100%
Time left: 00:00:00
Completed encryption of hytrust--vg-datalv successfully

Registering a New LVM Volume
hcl add allows you to add a new volume to KeyControl, or to erase any data from an existing volume before the volume

is encrypted. For example:
# lvs
LV
VG
Attr
LSize
Pool Origin Data%
datalv hytrust-vg -wi-a----- 100.00m
root
sub1504-vg -wi-ao---6.73g
swap_1 sub1504-vg -wi-ao---- 1020.00m

Meta%

Move Log Cpy%Sync Convert

# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: skc1:443
KeyControl list: skc1:443
Status: Connected
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Registered Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Cipher
Status
Clear
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Available Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Device Node
Size (in MB)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------hytrust--vg-datalv /dev/dm-2
100
Other Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Device Node
Status
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sda1
/dev/sda1
Mounted (/boot)
sdb
/dev/sdb
LVM (hytrust-vg)
sda5
/dev/sda5
LVM (sub1504-vg)
sub1504--vg-root
/dev/dm-0
Mounted (/)
sub1504--vg-swap_1 /dev/dm-1
Mounted (swap)
# hcl add hytrust--vg-datalv
WARNING: device hytrust--vg-datalv will be added but will not have unique ID that ensures detection if disks are reordered or moved.
WARNING: This operation will destroy the contents of the disk.
If you wish to preserve them, run "hcl encrypt" instead.
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
Encrypted device hytrust--vg-datalv (/dev/dm-2) attached; decrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_hytrust--vg-datalv
Creating file system ext3 on /dev/mapper/clear_hytrust--vg-datalv
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------mke2fs 1.42.12 (29-Aug-2014)
Creating filesystem with 102400 1k blocks and 25688 inodes
Filesystem UUID: d3d987b4-4773-4e15-995d-a1669603db0a
Superblock backups stored on blocks:
8193, 24577, 40961, 57345, 73729
Allocating group tables: done
Writing inode tables: done
Creating journal (4096 blocks): done
Writing superblocks and filesystem accounting information: done
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: skc1:443
KeyControl list: skc1:443
Status: Connected
Registered Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Cipher
Status
Clear
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------AES-XTS-512 Attached
hytrust--vg-datalv/dev/mapper/clear_
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hytrust--vg-datalv
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, attach_handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT
Available Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Device Node
Size (in MB)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Other Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Device Node
Status
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sda1
/dev/sda1
Mounted (/boot)
sdb
/dev/sdb
LVM (hytrust-vg)
sda5
/dev/sda5
LVM (sub1504-vg)
sub1504--vg-root
/dev/dm-0
Mounted (/)
sub1504--vg-swap_1 /dev/dm-1
Mounted (swap)
# lvs
LV
VG
Attr
LSize
Pool Origin Data%
datalv hytrust-vg -wi-a----- 100.00m
root
sub1504-vg -wi-ao---6.73g
swap_1 sub1504-vg -wi-ao---- 1020.00m

Meta%

Move Log Cpy%Sync Convert

# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: skc1:443
KeyControl list: skc1:443
Status: Connected
Registered Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Cipher
Status
Clear
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Available Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Device Node
Size (in MB)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------hytrust--vg-datalv /dev/dm-2
100
Other Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Device Node
Status
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sda1
/dev/sda1
Mounted (/boot)
sdb
/dev/sdb
LVM (hytrust-vg)
sda5
/dev/sda5
LVM (sub1504-vg)
sub1504--vg-root
/dev/dm-0
Mounted (/)
sub1504--vg-swap_1 /dev/dm-1
Mounted (swap)
# hcl add hytrust--vg-datalv
WARNING: device hytrust--vg-datalv will be added but will not have unique ID that ensures detection if disks are reordered or moved.
WARNING: This operation will destroy the contents of the disk.
If you wish to preserve them, run "hcl encrypt" instead.
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
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Encrypted device hytrust--vg-datalv (/dev/dm-2) attached; decrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_hytrust--vg-datalv
Creating file system ext3 on /dev/mapper/clear_hytrust--vg-datalv
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------mke2fs 1.42.12 (29-Aug-2014)
Creating filesystem with 102400 1k blocks and 25688 inodes
Filesystem UUID: d3d987b4-4773-4e15-995d-a1669603db0a
Superblock backups stored on blocks:
8193, 24577, 40961, 57345, 73729
Allocating group tables: done
Writing inode tables: done
Creating journal (4096 blocks): done
Writing superblocks and filesystem accounting information: done
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: skc1:443
KeyControl list: skc1:443
Status: Connected
Registered Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Cipher
Status
Clear
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------AES-XTS-512 Attached
hytrust--vg-datalv/dev/mapper/clear_
hytrust--vg-datalv
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, attach_handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT
Available Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Device Node
Size (in MB)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Other Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Device Node
Status
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sda1
/dev/sda1
Mounted (/boot)
sdb
/dev/sdb
LVM (hytrust-vg)
sda5
/dev/sda5
LVM (sub1504-vg)
sub1504--vg-root
/dev/dm-0
Mounted (/)
sub1504--vg-swap_1 /dev/dm-1
Mounted (swap)

The file system can now be created on the clear-text device.
# mkfs /dev/mapper/clear_hytrust--vg-datalv
mke2fs 1.42.12 (29-Aug-2014)
/dev/mapper/clear_hytrust--vg-datalv contains a ext3 file system
created on Tue May 3 17:54:22 2016
Proceed anyway? (y,n) y
Creating filesystem with 102400 1k blocks and 25688 inodes
Filesystem UUID: f4a9c9ca-d451-4d20-9a32-6cdf5de844d8
Superblock backups stored on blocks:
8193, 24577, 40961, 57345, 73729
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Allocating group tables: done
Writing inode tables: done
Writing superblocks and filesystem accounting information: done
# mkdir /tmp/mnt
# mount /dev/mapper/clear_hytrust--vg-datalv /tmp/mnt
# hcl rm hytrust--vg-datalv
WARNING: Removal of devices will cause any data stored on them to be permanently lost.
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
Removed device hytrust--vg-datalv

Example: Encrypting a Windows VM with New Disks
Empty drives must be given drive letters or folder mounts prior to being managed by HyTrust through the Windows Disk
Manager. If no drive letters or folder mounts are associated with the drives, HyTrust cannot encrypt them.
For example, if you have a new system with two disks (E: and F:) and a folder mount (C:\data) that has been registered
with KeyControl, the hcl status command would return something similar to the following:
C:\> hcl status
Summary
------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 172.16.163.129:443
KeyControl list: 172.16.163.129:443
Status: Connected
Last heartbeat: Fri May 26 15:31:05 2017 (successful)
AES_NI: enabled
Certificate Expiration: Sep 11 22:16:13 2020 GMT
Device details
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Drive
Disk Part Cipher
Status
GUID
------------------------------------------------------------------------------C:
0
2
none
Available N/A
E:
1
1
none
Available N/A
C:\data
2
1
none
Available N/A
F:
3
1
none
Available N/A

We can now add/attach the drives as follows. Please note that this operation is destructive. It will add the drive and
format it.
In this example, the E: disk will use the default cipher of AES-XTS-512 and the folder mount C:\data disk will use AES256. For details on the encryption ciphers, see Encryption Key Sizes and Algorithms on page 21.
C:\>hcl add e:
Encrypted device E: has been added.
dismounting the volume...
formatting...
The type of the file system is RAW.
The new file system is NTFS.
QuickFormatting 535.0 MB
Creating file system structures.
Format complete.
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535.0 MB total disk space.
530.6 MB are available.
verify succeeded

C:\>hcl add -c AES-256 C:\data
Encrypted device C:\data has been added.
dismounting the volume...
formatting...
The type of the file system is RAW.
The new file system is NTFS.
QuickFormatting 500.0 MB
Creating file system structures.
Format complete.
500.0 MB total disk space.
495.7 MB are available.
verify succeeded

You can now view the attached disks as follows:
C:\>hcl status
Summary
------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 172.16.163.129:443
KeyControl list: 172.16.163.129:443
Status: Connected
Last heartbeat: Fri May 26 15:44:42 2017 (successful)
AES_NI: enabled
Certificate Expiration: Sep 11 22:16:13 2020 GMT
Device details
------------------------------------------------------------------------------Drive
Disk Part Cipher
Status
GUID
------------------------------------------------------------------------------C:
0
2
none
Available N/A
E:
1
1
AES-XTS-512 Attached 9999CF72-8C81-4B86-BB9B-9F3D9928D635
C:\data
2
1
AES-256
Attached 7B894336-5BC8-41A7-81F8-00BBCF74CA64
F:
3
1
none
Available N/A

At this point the encrypted folder mount and disk are formatted and ready to use.

Changing the Encryption/Decryption Speed on Windows
When you encrypt, decrypt, or rekey a disk, DataControl throttles the processing speed so that applications running on
the server take priority. If your Windows system is operating under a light load or if you have multiple CPUs, you can
increase the processing speed on the disk in real time by changing the rekey throttle speed. You can also save your
rekey throttle configuration so that it becomes the default configuration for any disk in the selected VM.
Note: In this procedure, we are using "rekey" to mean initial encryption or decryption as well as actually changing the
current encryption key on an already encrypted disk. The rekey throttle speed applies to all three of these operations.
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1. Log into the Windows VM as an administrator.
2. To view the current rekey throttle configuration, enter the command hcl get_rekey_throttle
[DiskNumber|config], where:
l

DiskNumber is the number of the disk whose configuration you want to check.

l

config displays the default values for rekey throttle.

For example:
C:\Users\Administrator > hcl get_rekey_throttle config
Rekey Throttle Configuration is not set. Default values are
PendingIoCount : 1
PollInterval
: 1 seconds
Max Wait Time
: 60 seconds

3. To set the rekey throttle options, enter the command hcl set_rekey_throttle [DiskNumber|config]
PendingIoCount PollInterval MaxWaitTime , where:
l

DiskNumber is the number of the disk whose configuration you want to set. The changes take effect immediately

if a rekey operation is in progress, and are saved until the server is rebooted. If you want to set these values
permanently for the VM, use the config option.
l

l

config sets the default value for rekey throttle. These changes will take effect after the next server boot.
PendingIoCount — The background rekey task only runs if the number of pending I/O requests is less than this
value. The default is 1, which means that DataControl will wait for the length of time specified in MaxWaitTime

before it continues processing if there are any I/O requests on the server. If you want to remove all throttling, set
this value to 0 (zero).
We recommend that you only remove throttling if the server is not running any mission-critical applications or if
you have four or more CPUs on your system. Even in these cases, we recommend that you monitor the disk
performance during a rekey operation before you set this value to 0 in the default configuration.
l

PollInterval is the number of seconds to wait before DataControl polls the queue to see if there are any

pending I/O requests. The default is 1 second.
l

MaxWaitTime is the maximum number of seconds to wait before DataControl rekeys one block of data even if the
pending I/O count exceeds the value set in PendingIoCount. This ensures that the rekey task will complete

eventually with minimal impact to the applications running on the server. The default is 60 seconds.
The following example sets the default rekey throttle configuration to run if there are 20 or fewer I/O requests, to poll
the I/O queue every 5 seconds, and to process 1 block of data every 90 seconds regardless of the number of
pending I/O requests. It then gets the configuration to verify the changes:
C:\Users\Administrator > hcl set_rekey_throttle config 20 5 90
Default Rekey Throttle Configuration is set.
Configuration will take effect in the next reboot.
C:\Users\Administrator > hcl get_rekey_throttle config
PendingIoCount : 20
PollInterval
: 5 seconds
Max Wait Time
: 90 seconds
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Configuring Client-Side Key Caching
When a VM is first registered with KeyControl, KeyControl creates a new key and delivers it to that VM. After the initial
registration, KeyControl delivers a new key whenever the VM re-boots and authenticates itself with KeyControl.
If the VM cannot access the KeyControl cluster for a time exceeding the Grace Period, access to clear-text devices is
revoked. Also, if the VM is not able to contact the KeyControl cluster on boot, the keys will not be accessible and access
will be revoked.
If you want to maintain data access even when KeyControl is not reachable, you can use the CLI to enable the client-side
cached key mode for a specific drive in a VM. In this mode, keys can be wrapped in a passphrase and cached on the VM
for a specified period of time. If the VM boots and is not able to access the KeyControl cluster, the keys for this drive can
still be accessed by typing the passphrase.
Note: Client-side key caching is not available for root-encrypted drives.
After a disk has been attached using cached keys, access remains available until either the keys expire or an explicit hcl
detach command is issued. If the keys have expired, the next time a user attempts to access the disk they will see an
error message stating that access is denied. We recommend that you reattach all disks using the normal KeyControl
keys as soon as access to KeyControl is restored.

Procedure
1. Log into the VM as root.
2. Enter the command hcl cache [-n number-of-days] [-p passphrase] <diskname | -a> where:
l

-n number-of-days is the number of days for which the keys should be cached.

l

-p passphrase is the passphrase that should be used to access the cached keys.

l

diskname | -a is either a specific disk name or -a for all disks in the VM.

For example, if you have two disks called sdb1 and sdb2 and you want to cache the keys for sdb1 for 3 days using
the passphrase "HyTrust", you would enter:
# hcl cache -n 3 -p HyTrust sdb1

If you want to cache the keys for both disks for one day and be prompted for the passphrase, you would enter:
# hcl cache -n 1 -a
Enter passphrase (min 4 characters): ********
Re-enter passphrase: ********
Cached keys for device sdb1 sdb2
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3. To verify that the keys are properly cached, enter the command: hcl cache -l.
For example:
# hcl cache -l
Cached keys for Devices
--------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Valid till
--------------------------------------------------sdb1
06/30/17
sdb2
06/30/17

4. To access the disks using the cached keys if the KeyControl cluster is unavailable, enter the command: hcl
attach [-l [-p passphrase] ] <diskname | -a>, where:
l

-l instructs DataControl to look for cached keys.

l

-p passphrase is the passphrase for the cached keys.

l

diskname | -a is either a specific disk name or -a for all disks in the VM.

For example, let's say that you cached the keys for disk sdb1 for 3 days but you did not cache the keys for device
sdb2. Now you want to access both disks when the KeyControl cluster is down. You would enter the following
command:
# hcl attach -l -a
passphrase: ********
Encrypted device sdb1 (/dev/sdb1) attached; decrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_
sdb1
Could not get encryption key for device sdb2
Failed to attach sdb2

DataControl can access the keys cached for sdb1, but as there is no cached key for sdb2, the attach command fails
for sdb2. There is no way to access the content of disk sdb2 until the connection to KeyControl is restored.
A similar issue occurs if you cached the keys for both disks but you used a different passphrase for each one. For
example, if you cached the keys for sdb1 using the passphrase "HyTrust" and you cached the keys for sdb2 using
the passphrase "MyKeys" and you try to attach all disks, you will get the following messages:
# hcl attach -l -p HyTrust -a
Encrypted device sdb1 (/dev/sdb1) attached; decrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_
sdb1
Could not get encryption key for device sdb2
Failed to attach sdb2

In this case, you would need to issue two separate attach commands to access both disks:
# hcl attach -l -p HyTrust sdb1
Encrypted device sdb1 (/dev/sdb1) attached; decrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_
sdb1
# hcl attach -l -p MyKeys sdb2
Encrypted device sdb2 (/dev/sdb2) attached; decrypted contents visible at /dev/mapper/clear_
sdb2

5. To remove the keys cached on a VM, enter the command cache -r <diskname | -a>, where:
diskname | -a is either a specific disk name or -a for all disks in the VM.

For example, to remove the keys cached for disk sdb1, you would enter:
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# hcl cache -r sdb1

To remove the keys for all disks in the VM, you would enter:
# hcl cache -r -a

File-Level Encryption Using KeyIDs
This section describes how to use KeyIDs with the HyTrust DataControl to encrypt objects that can be moved between
VMs within a single Cloud VM Set.
An encryption object is simply a file that is encrypted using an encryption key stored within the KeyControl cluster. We
refer to these keys by their KeyID names, a symbolic name that references the actual encryption key. The KeyID is
available to all VMs within a single Cloud VM Set. You cannot share encrypted data across Cloud VM Sets because the
members of one set cannot see the members of any other set.

Creating KeyIDs with the CLI
You can also create KeyIDs in the KeyControl webGUI as described in Creating KeyIDs in the webGUI on the next page.
1. Log into any one of the VMs in the Cloud VM Set as an Administrator. The KeyID will be shared by all VMs in the
set, regardless of which VM it was created on.
2. Create the key by entering the command hcl keyid -c keyid_to_create [-s] [-a cipher] [-d
description] [-e days_to_expire] [-o "NO USE"|"SHRED"], where:
l

-c specifies the name of the KeyID you want to create. You can use special characters and spaces in the KeyID

name.
l

-s tells KeyControl to make sure the cipher specified with the –a option is compatible with the version of

OpenSSL currently installed on the VM.
l

-a is the encryption cipher that DataControl should use for the KeyID.
o

On Windows, we support AES-256 and AES-128 only.

o

On Linux, to view a list of available ciphers use the hcl ciphers command and look at the "List of openssl
supported ciphers for (KeyIDs)" section. For example:
# hcl ciphers
List of available ciphers:
AES-XTS-512 (default)
AES-XTS-256
AES-256
List of openssl supported ciphers(for KeyIDs):
AES-XTS-256
AES-256
AES-128

l

-d is a description for the KeyID. This description is displayed in the KeyControl webGUI and in the hcl keyid l command, as shown below.
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l

l

-e allows you to specify the number of days the key should be active before it expires. If you omit this option, the
key never expires. What happens when a key expires is controlled by the -o option.
-o controls what happens when the key expiry date is reached. You can specify:
o

"NO USE" — The key is deactivated but retained. It can then be reactivated by setting a future date in the

Expiry Date field in the KeyControl webGUI. This is the default.
o

"SHRED" — The key is destroyed and cannot be retrieved. You should only use this option if you are absolutely

certain that you will never need to access the selected disk again.
For example:
# hcl keyid -c hq_key -a AES-256 -d "Secure exchange of HQ data"
# hcl keyid -c sf-datacenter -a AES-128 -d "Key for the San Francisco datacenter"

3. To verify the KeyIDs you have created, enter the command hcl keyid -l. For example:
# hcl keyid -l
Keyid
----hq_key
sf_datacenter

Algorithm
--------AES-256
AES-128

Description
----------Secure exchange of HQ data
Key for the San Francisco datacenter

For details about using the KeyIDs to encrypt and decrypt data, see Using KeyIDs for Encryption and Decryption on the
next page.

Creating KeyIDs in the webGUI
You can also create KeyIDs with the CLI as described in Creating KeyIDs with the CLI on the previous page.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. On the VM Sets tab, select the Cloud VM Set for which you want to add a KeyID. All VMs in the selected set will
have access to the KeyID.
4. Select Actions > Create KeyID.
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5. In the Create New KeyID dialog box, specify the options you want to use.

Field

Description

KeyID Name

The name of the KeyID. You can use special characters and spaces in the KeyID
name.
This field is automatically populated with the selected Cloud VM Set. If you want to add
the KeyID to a different Cloud VM Set, enter its name in this field.

Cloud VM Set

Description

If you change this name, make sure you use the exact name of the Cloud VM Set
shown in the webGUI. The field is case-sensitive, so "SF-Datacenter" is different from
"SF-datacenter". If you specify an invalid Cloud VM Set name, the key will not be
created.
A description for the KeyID. This description is shown in the webGUI and the CLI.
The encryption cipher to use for the KeyID.

Algorithm

Note: More ciphers are available if you use the CLI to create the KeyID. For details, see
Creating KeyIDs with the CLI on page 271.

6. When you are finished, click Create.
For details about using the KeyIDs to encrypt and decrypt data, see Using KeyIDs for Encryption and Decryption below.

Using KeyIDs for Encryption and Decryption
Once you have created KeyIDs in the Cloud VM Set as described in Creating KeyIDs with the CLI on page 271, you can
use those KeyIDs to encrypt and decrypt files on any of the VMs in the set.
1. Log into the VM that contains the files you want to copy.
2. If desired, add the files into a single archive file. For example:
# ls
file1 file2 file3 file4 file5
#> zip files.zip *
adding: file1 (deflated 55%)
adding: file2 (deflated 55%)
adding: file3 (deflated 55%)
adding: file4 (deflated 55%)
adding: file5 (deflated 55%)

3. If you want to see the available list of KeyIDs available in this Cloud VM Set, enter the command hcl keyid -l.
For example:
# hcl keyid -l
Keyid
----hq_key
sf_datacenter
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4. Encrypt the files using the command hcl encryptfile -k keyid filename [encryptedfile], where:
l

keyid is the name of the KeyID that you want to use for encryption.

l

filename is the name of the file that you want to encrypt.

l

encryptedfile is the name of the output file that you want hcl to create. If you omit this option the command
writes the output to stdout.

For example:
# hcl encryptfile -k hq_key files.zip files.zip.enc

5. Copy the encrypted files to any target VM that resides in the same Cloud VM Set.
6. Log into the target VM as an Administrator.
7. Decrypt the file on the target VM using the command hcl decryptfile encryptedfile [filename], where:
l

encryptedfile is the name of the encrypted file that you want hcl to decrypt. The encrypted file contains

information about the KeyID that was used during encryption and uses that KeyID to decrypt the file as long as
the KeyID is part of the VM's Cloud VM Set.
l

filename is the name of the file to which hcl should write the decrypted output. If you omit this option the
command writes the output to stdout.

For example:
# hcl decryptfile files.zip.enc files.zip
# unzip files.zip
Archive: files.zip
inflating: file1
inflating: file2
inflating: file3
inflating: file4
inflating: file5

Changing KeyID Properties
After you create a KeyID, you can change the description in either the CLI or the webGUI. In addition, the webGUI allows
you to change the expiration date and what happens when the KeyID expires.

Changing the KeyID Description with the CLI
1. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or
start Windows PowerShell.
2. If you want to see the available list of KeyIDs available in this Cloud VM Set, enter the command hcl keyid -l.
For example:
# hcl keyid -l
Keyid
Algorithm
------------hq_key
AES-XTS-512
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3. Enter the command hcl keyid –u [-d "description"], where description is the new description for the
KeyID. For example:
# hcl keyid -u hq_key "Key for secure transfer of HQ data"
# hcl keyid -l
Keyid
Algorithm
Description
----------------------hq_key
AES-XTS-512 Key for secure transfer of HQ data

Changing KeyID Properties in the webGUI
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. In the VM Sets tab, select the Cloud VM Set to which the KeyID belongs.
4. In the Details area below the list of Cloud VM Sets, click the KeyIDs tab.
5. Select the KeyID you want to change from the list.
6. In the Details area below the KeyID list, you can change the following information:

Field

Description

Description

A description for the KeyID. This description is shown in the webGUI and the CLI.

Experation Date

The date on which this KeyID expires.
What happens when the KeyID expires. You can select:
l

On Expiration
l

No Use — The key is deactivated but retained. It can then be reactivated by setting
a future date in the Expiration Date field. This is the default.
Shred — The key is destroyed and cannot be retrieved. You should only use this
option if you are absolutely certain that you will never need to decrypt files with the
selected KeyID again.

Managing KeyID Access
You can revoke or restore access to KeyIDs using the webGUI. If you revoke access to a KeyID, the KeyID is retained
in KeyControl but it cannot be used to encrypt or decrypt data until it has been restored.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. In the VM Sets tab, select the Cloud VM Set to which the KeyID belongs.
4. In the Details area below the list of Cloud VM Sets, click the KeyIDs tab.
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5. Select the KeyID whose access you want to manage and do one of the following:
l

To revoke access to the KeyID, select Actions > Revoke KeyID Access, then click Proceed at the prompt.

l

To restore access to a revoked KeyID, select Actions > Activate KeyID Access.

Deleting KeyIDs
You can delete KeyIDs with the CLI or the webGUI.
Warning: If you confirm and remove the key, you can no longer decrypt any files that were encrypted using the key.
You should not remove a KeyID unless you are absolutely sure that it will not be needed to decrypt a file in the future. If
you want to temporarily revoke access to the KeyID, see Managing KeyID Access on the previous page.

Deleting KeyIDs with the CLI
1. For Linux, log into the VM as root. For Windows, log in as a System Administrator and open a Command Prompt or
start Windows PowerShell.
2. If you want to see the available list of KeyIDs available in this Cloud VM Set, enter the command hcl keyid -l.
For example:
# hcl keyid -l
Keyid
Algorithm
------------hq_key
AES-XTS-512

Description
----------Secure exchange of HQ data

3. Enter the command hcl keyid -r keyid-name, where keyid-name is the name of the KeyID you want to delete.
4. Confirm the removal at the prompt. For example:
# hcl keyid -r hq_key
WARNING: Removal of keyid will result in permanent failure to decrypt anything using that
keyid.
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y

Deleting KeyIDs with the webGUI
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
3. In the VM Sets tab, select the Cloud VM Set to which the KeyID belongs.
4. In the Details area below the list of Cloud VM Sets, click the KeyIDs tab.
5. Select the KeyID you want to delete from the list.
6. Select Actions > Delete KeyID.
7. Click Proceed at the prompt.
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Migrating Files into AWS S3 Buckets
This section covers the tools that HyTrust provides to encrypt files, place them within Amazon Web Services (AWS) S3
buckets and access the files securely from VMs that reside within the same Cloud VM Set, regardless of whether the
other VMs in the set are running in AWS.
This is accomplished using KeyIDs, which are symbolic names that references the actual encryption keys.
Basically, you use the hcs3 command to create an S3 bucket, then you securely add KeyID-encrypted files to the
bucket. VMs within the same Cloud VM Set can access those files and decrypt them without having to manipulate or
manage encryption keys.
For example, consider the following figure:

We want to create an S3 bucket, encrypt files and place them in the bucket and then access the files from the VM
running in AWS. Here are the sequence of operations that are performed within the VM in the data center:
# hcs3 setstore TKIAN7ZDFBY2BU36DVPQ FZ9gsvIT1oDvuOiJrdSLRqBvmLZPcxzOWT4Qx7y5
# hcs3 create spate_aws
# hcs3 add spate_aws file1
# hcs3 add spate_aws file2
# hcs3 list spate_aws
file1 file2

First we call hcs3 setstore to provide our AWS access key id and secret. This is only called once. Next we create a
bucket called spate_aws. Note that this will have the side effect of creating a KeyID which is also called spate_aws.
Finally, we start adding files to the bucket. As the files are created, we first encrypt them before moving them to the
bucket.
From within the VM in AWS, we can simply access the files as follows:
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# hcs3 get spate_aws file1
# ls
file1

The hcs3 Interface
The hcs3 command has a number of options, as follows:
Usage: hcs3 [params]
cmd:
status
useraccess <-d | -e no_of_days>
setstore aws_access_key_id aws_secret_access_key
create bucketname
delete bucketname
list [bucketname]
add [-k keyid] [-s] bucketname filename
rm bucketname filename
get [-s] bucketname filename [ofilename]
set property=value
version
-h | -?
property:
tmp
: [pathname, default: /tmp]

To use hcs3, the first thing you need to do is to create an Amazon AWS account and provide your AWS access key id
and secret to the hcs3 command. This should be called once using hcs3 setstore command. For example:
# hcs3 setstore TKIAN7ZDFBY2BU36DVPQ FZ9gsvIT1oDvuOiJrdSLRqBvmLZPcxzOWT4Qx7y5

Where:
l

TKIAN7ZDFBY2BU36DVPQ is the AWS Access KeyId

l

FZ9gsvIT1oDvuOiJrdSLRqBvmLZPcxzOWT4Qx7y5 is the AWS Secret Key

This call should be made on all VMs that are going to require access to the bucket. Once again note that these VMs must
reside within the same Cloud VM Set and this call only needs to be made once.
The rest of the options are fairly self explanatory and involve creating or deleting buckets, listing the contents of buckets,
adding or extracting encrypted files from the bucket and removing files.

Using Environment Variables for AWS Credentials
Alternatively, the user can also use environment variables to pass AWS credentials to hcs3 commands. The following
variables are required:
l

AWS_ACCESS_KEY_ID — AWS access key.

l

AWS_SECRET_ACCESS_KEY — AWS secret key.

Access and secret key variables override credentials stored in credential and config files.
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Creating and Managing Buckets
Before uploading encrypted files, the first thing to do is to create a bucket. The following examples assume that you have
a Cloud VM Set containing four VMs called client-1, finance, database-server, and acl-server.
Let's assume that we want to move encrypted files between these four VMs (in any direction) via S3 buckets. The first
thing we must do is to create a bucket. Bucket names have rules as defined by Amazon, which you can find here:
Amazon S3 Bucket Restrictions
Now let's create a bucket called hcs-aws-bucket.
# hcs3 create hcs-aws-bucket

The hcs3 command creates a default KeyID that is used to encrypt files when they are uploaded to S3. The name of the
default KeyID is derived by prepending the bucket name with the characters hcs3. This is done so that the admin can
differentiate between general KeyIDs and KeyIDs that are created for S3 usage.
Tip: You can also create the bucket in the AWS console. For details, see your AWS documentation.
The list of S3 buckets created can be obtained by running the following command:
# hcs3 list
Buckets
--------------------------------------------------hcs-aws-bucket

The S3 bucket created by hcs3 can be deleted by using the following command:
# hcs3 delete <bucketname>

To remove a bucket, the bucket must first be empty. If not, you will see the following warning:
# hcs3 delete hcs-aws-bucket
Error deleting bucket: The bucket you tried to delete is not empty

If the bucket is empty and you request that the bucket be deleted, we delete both the bucket and the KeyID, so be
warned: if you do use that KeyID to encrypt other files, you will no longer be able to decrypt those files. We highly
recommend that you do not use S3 KeyIDs for any other purpose than with the S3 bucket for which they were created.

Adding and Removing Files from Buckets
Once the bucket and its associated KeyID have been created, you can add, extract and delete files to and from the
bucket from any VM within the Cloud VM Set that owns the bucket. Let's add some files:
# ls
file1 file2 file3
# hcs3 add hcs-aws-bucket
# hcs3 add hcs-aws-bucket
# hcs3 add hcs-aws-bucket
# tar cvfz files.tgz *
file1
file2
file3
# hcs3 add hcs-aws-bucket

file1
file2
file3

files.tgz

And from either the same VM or another VM we can view which files are in the bucket:
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# hcs3 list hcs-aws-bucket
file1
file2
file3
files.tgz

The files are also visible from within the AWS console:

To pull out a file and decrypt it:
# hcs3 get hcs-aws-bucket file2

and to remove a file:
# hcs3 rm hcs-aws-bucket file3
# hcs3 list hcs-aws-bucket
file1
file2
files.tgz

The files added with hcs3 add are encrypted with the default KeyID for that bucket. However, the user can choose to
encrypt the files with a custom KeyID. The custom KeyID can be created with a user-selected cipher using hcl keyid c. See the man page for the hcl command for details.
The user can specify the custom KeyID with an entry like this:
# hcs3 add -k my-own-key-for-s3 hcs-aws-bucket file4

Viewing a Bucket's Status and Contents
You can get status information about your Amazon ID and the list of buckets available to you as follows:
# hcs3 status
Summary
--------------------------------------------------Registered Stores
--------------------------------------------------Store Name
ID
Owner
--------------------------------------------------Amazon
AKIAJ7ZDFBY2BUT6DVPQ
spate
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Buckets
--------------------------------------------------hcs-aws-bucket
tmp_space
Properties
--------------------------------------------------tmp directory = NOT SET

If you want to see which files are in a particular bucket:
# hcs3 list hcs-aws-bucket
file1
file2
files.tgz

Enabling hcs3 Access to Non-Root Users
The command is:
# hcs3 useraccess <-d | -e no_of_days>

The command enables hcs3 access for non-root (non-Administrator) users. Access can be enabled for a specific number
of days (-e). If zero days are specified, then the access is enabled forever until specifically revoked using the -d option.
The root user can disable non-root access using the -d option.
If non-root user access is enabled, regular users can use hcs3 to store encrypted files in S3. They can create / remove
buckets just as the root user can.
It is recommended that the user provide his/her AWS credentials using environment variables, as discussed earlier.
However, a non-root user can also store his/her credentials using hcs3 setstore. The credentials are stored in an
encrypted file in the $HOME/.hytrust directory.
Non-root users can also set their temporary scratch space using the hcs3 set command.

hcs3 Properties
There is only one property supported at present: tmp. "tmp" can be set to the full path of any directory to which the user
has access. This directory is used to hold the files temporarily as they are encrypted or decrypted, in transit.
The syntax of the command is:
# hcs3 set tmp=<path to scratch space>

On Linux, the default value of the "tmp" property is set to "/tmp". However, on Windows temporary files are kept in the
same directory as the source file. Therefore it is very important on Windows to set the "tmp" property to an appropriate
value. This is especially important for users who do not have administrator privileges.
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Troubleshooting hcs3 Failures
The only failure we are aware of manifests with an error message from Amazon, saying "Please reduce your request
rate," sometimes referred to as the "SlowDown" error. We have modified our code to minimize the occurrence of this
issue. For further information and additional workarounds, see this Amazon Forum thread:
https://forums.aws.amazon.com/thread.jspa?threadID=218001.
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298
300
304

Prerequisites and Restrictions
In addition to encrypting regular data partitions, you can also encrypt your Linux system devices, such as /root, swap,
/home, /var, and /opt. This ensures that clear-text data never leaves the VM on its way to storage and prevents
virtualization and storage admins from being able to view the data. You can encrypt these devices at any time and in any
order.
Tip: We recommend you use a server with AES-NI support, which will improve encryption time dramatically. For
more information, see Encryption Key Sizes and Algorithms on page 21.

Prerequisites
l

The VM must have a static IP address or you must have the Reauthentication on IP Change property set to No for
the VM. During the encryption process, the VM needs to be rebooted. If you are using a dynamic IP address and the
Reauthentication on IP Change property is set to Yes, the system could hang during the encryption cycle because
the VM cannot authenticate itself with KeyControl and the encryption process cannot complete.
Tip: If you encrypt the root drive and then authentication fails for any reason, you can re-authenticate the VM as
described in Re-Authenticating a VM with an Encrypted Root Device or Boot Disk on page 182.

l

l

l

HyTrust requires a separate boot partition in which the Policy Agent can be installed. How you create this partition
depends on
If you want to use Online Encryption so that users can continue to access the root and swap drives while they are
being encrypted, you must enable Online Encryption on the VM before you encrypt it. For details, see Linux
Online Encryption Prerequisites and Considerations on page 214.
If the VM is associated with a Cloud VM Set that is controlled by a Key Encryption Key (KEK), the HSM must be
available before you can encrypt the root drive on the VM. For more information, see KEKs with Cloud VM Sets on
page 123.
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Restrictions
DataControl does not support the UEFI (Unified Extensible Firmware Interface) secure boot configuration.
Note: Linux initializes mdadm devices late in the VM boot cycle. If you encrypt the root drive and there are any mdadm
devices registered with the Policy Agent, you may receive alerts during the boot process warning you that the mdadm
device is missing and its name has been changed to GONE In KeyControl. After the mdadm device is initialized,
another alert is generated telling you that the mdadm device has been renamed from GONE back to its original name.
You can safely ignore both of these alerts.
For your convenience, we provide instructions for creating a boot partition on Ubuntu, CentOS 6, and CentOS 7. We also
provide instructions for Linux VMs running in Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft Azure. For more information,
see one of the following:
l

Creating a Boot Partition on Ubuntu below

l

Creating a Boot Partition on RHEL or CentOS 6 on the next page

l

Creating a Boot Partition on RHEL or CentOS 7 on page 287

l

Creating a Boot Partition on the AWS Root Volume on page 288

l

Creating a Boot Partition on a New AWS Volume on page 291

l

Creating a Boot Partition in Microsoft Azure on page 292

For other versions of Linux, see your Linux documentation.
To verify that you have completed all prerequisites, see Verifying the Current VM Configuration on page 298.

Creating a Boot Partition on Ubuntu
HyTrust requires a separate boot partition in which the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent can be installed. How you do
this depends on the version of Linux running on the server. For your convenience, the following section explains how to
set up a separate boot partition on Ubuntu.
Important: If /boot is already using a separate partition, do not follow this process. Instead, you should encrypt the
existing /boot partition as described in Encrypting Linux System Devices on page 300.
In the following example, the current Linux is installed on device /dev/sda and the GRUB stage1 bootloader is also
installed on /dev/sda. This is a typical Linux installation. In addition, we have a new device named /dev/sdb to hold the
new boot partition, and we will create a partition on it using sfdisk.
Note: You can also use the fdisk or parted utilities to create an MBR partition on the disk /dev/sdb. The partition
should be a DOS-compatible LINUX-type partition starting at sector 2048. The partition can cover the entire disk.
# sfdisk -f -uS -D /dev/sdb << EOF
2048,,83,*
EOF
# partprobe

Find out the space required by the /boot subtree:
# du -sh /boot
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As a rule of thumb, the space provided for the new boot partition should be twice the space used by /boot plus 100MB.
Format the new partition with ext4 (ext3 is also fine), as follows:
# mkfs.ext4 /dev/sdb1

Copy the files from the /boot directory to the new boot partition:
# mkdir -p /tmp/sdb1
# mount /dev/sdb1 /tmp/sdb1
# cp -a /boot/* /tmp/sdb1

Get the UUID of the new boot partition:
# blkid /dev/sdb1
# umount /tmp/sdb1

Add an entry to /etc/fstab to mount the new boot partition:
UUID=<uuid> /boot ext4 rw 0 0

Mount the new /boot:
# mount /boot

Install GRUB with boot files on the new boot partition, while the GRUB stage1 is copied to the current boot device, as
follows:
# grub-install /dev/sda

Note that GRUB is being installed on /dev/sda but the boot directory comes from /dev/sdb1. Update your GRUB
configuration to take this change into account:
# grub-mkconfig -o /boot/grub/grub.cfg

Your system is ready now, so reboot and confirm that all is well.

What to Do Next
Verify the configuration as described in Verifying the Current VM Configuration on page 298 and then encrypt the boot
disk as described in Encrypting Linux System Devices on page 300.

Creating a Boot Partition on RHEL or CentOS 6
HyTrust requires a separate boot partition in which the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent can be installed. How you do
this depends on the version of Linux running on the server. For your convenience, the following section explains how to
set up a separate boot partition on CentOS 6.
Important: If /boot is already using a separate partition, do not follow this process. Instead, you should encrypt the
existing /boot partition as described in Encrypting Linux System Devices on page 300.
In the following example, the current Linux is installed on device /dev/sda and the GRUB stage1 bootloader is also
installed on /dev/sda. This is a typical Linux installation. In addition, we have a new device named /dev/sdb to hold the
new boot partition, and we will create a partition on it using sfdisk.
Note: You can also use the fdisk or parted utilities to create an MBR partition on the disk /dev/sdb. The partition
should be a DOS-compatible LINUX-type partition starting at sector 2048. The partition can cover the entire disk.
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# sfdisk -f -uS -D /dev/sdb << EOF
2048,,83,*
EOF
# partprobe

Find out the space required by the /boot subtree:
# du -sh /boot

As a rule of thumb, the space provided for the new boot partition should be twice the space used by /boot plus 100MB.
Format the new partition with ext4 (ext3 is also fine), as follows:
# mkfs.ext4 /dev/sdb1

Copy the files from the /boot directory to the new boot partition:
# mkdir -p /tmp/sdb1/boot
# mount /dev/sdb1 /tmp/sdb1/boot
# cp -a /boot/* /tmp/sdb1/boot

Find out the UUID of the new boot partition:
# blkid /dev/sdb1
# umount /tmp/sdb1/boot

Add an entry to /etc/fstab to mount the new boot partition, as follows:
# UUID=<uuid> /boot ext4 rw 0 0

Mount the new /boot partition:
# mount /boot

Install GRUB with boot files on the new boot partition, while the GRUB stage1 is copied to the current boot device, as
follows:
# grub-install --recheck /dev/sda

Note that GRUB is being installed on /dev/sda but the boot directory comes from /dev/sdb1. Update your GRUB
configuration to take this change into account. Manually edit /boot/grub/menu.lst, so that root points to the GRUB
device equivalent of /dev/sdb Usually, it is hd1. See the mapping in /boot/grub/device.map: kernel must assume
that vmlinuz is in / and not /boot, and initrd must assume that vmlinuz is in / and not /boot.
For example:
default=0
timeout=5 splashimage=(hd1,0)/grub/splash.xpm.gz hiddenmenu
title CentOS (2.6.32-358.el6.x86_64)
root (hd1,0)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.32-358.el6.x86_64 ro \
root=UUID=98e62ddf-69ec-4a82-b143-b87291d4a9b8 \
rd_NO_LUKS rd_NO_LVM LANG=en_US.UTF-8 r initrd \
/initramfs-2.6.32-358.el6.x86_64.img

Please refer to the section Using a separate partition for /boot in http://wiki.centos.org/HowTos/GrubInstallation.
Your system is ready now, so reboot and confirm that all is well.
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What to Do Next
Verify the configuration as described in Verifying the Current VM Configuration on page 298 and then encrypt the boot
disk as described in Encrypting Linux System Devices on page 300.

Creating a Boot Partition on RHEL or CentOS 7
HyTrust requires a separate boot partition in which the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent can be installed. How you do
this depends on the version of Linux running on the server. For your convenience, the following section explains how to
set up a separate boot partition on CentOS 7.
Important: If /boot is already using a separate partition, do not follow this process. Instead, you should encrypt the
existing /boot partition as described in Encrypting Linux System Devices on page 300.
In the following example, the current Linux is installed on device /dev/sda and the GRUB stage1 bootloader is also
installed on /dev/sda. This is a typical Linux installation. In addition, we have a new device named /dev/sdb to hold the
new boot partition, and we will create a partition on it using sfdisk.
Note: You can also use the fdisk or parted utilities to create an MBR partition on the disk /dev/sdb. The partition
should be a DOS-compatible LINUX-type partition starting at sector 2048. The partition can cover the entire disk.
# sfdisk -f -uS -D /dev/sdb << EOF
2048,,83,*
EOF
# partprobe

Find out the space required by the /boot subtree:
# du -sh /boot

As a rule of thumb, the space provided for the new boot partition should be twice the space used by /boot plus 100MB.
Format the new partition with ext4 (ext3 is also fine), as follows:
# mkfs.ext4 /dev/sdb1

Copy the files from the /boot directory to the new boot partition:
# mkdir -p /tmp/sdb1
# mount /dev/sdb1 /tmp/sdb1
# cp -a /boot/* /tmp/sdb1

Find the UUID of the new boot partition:
# blkid /dev/sdb1
# umount /tmp/sdb1

Add an entry to /etc/fstab to mount the new boot partition, as follows:
UUID=<uuid> /boot ext4 rw 0 0

Mount the /boot partition.
# mount /boot

Re-install GRUB on the current boot device (GRUB files go to /boot which you mounted in the previous step). For
example:
# grub2-install /dev/sda
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Note that GRUB is being installed on /dev/sda but the boot directory comes from /dev/sdb1. Update your GRUB
configuration to take this change into account:
# grub2-mkconfig -o /boot/grub2/grub.cfg

Your system is ready now, so reboot and confirm that all is well.

What to Do Next
Verify the configuration as described in Verifying the Current VM Configuration on page 298 and then encrypt the boot
disk as described in Encrypting Linux System Devices on page 300.

Creating a Boot Partition on the AWS Root Volume
If a Linux VM is running in Amazon Web Services (AWS), we recommend that you create a boot partition on the existing
AWS root volume and then boot from the root volume. Because the root volume will be larger than a new volume created
exclusively as a boot volume, AWS will assign more IOPS (Input/Output Operations per Second) to the root volume than
to a new volume. This usually results in faster encryption speeds due to the higher number of IOPS available.
Alternatively, if you do not want to create a boot partition on your existing root volume, you can create a new volume that
will become the boot partition. For details, see Creating a Boot Partition on a New AWS Volume on page 291.
Important: The following method cannot be used for VMs running CentOS 6.x, RHEL 6.x, or Amazon Linux. For these
VMs you must create a boot partition on a new AWS volume.

Before You Begin
Make sure the VM is powered on and is accessible. You cannot perform this procedure if the VM is powered off.

Procedure
1. Log into the EC2 console, make sure the VM is powered on, then increase the size of the root volume by 1 GB.
Important: Do not reboot the VM at this point. If you do, RedHat will auto-extend the root file system to fill the new
disk space. You must create the boot partition before you reboot the VM.
2. If you do not know whether the VM uses MBR or GPT partitions, log into the VM as root and enter one of the
following commands.
l

fdisk -l /dev/xvda. For MBR partitions, the operating system will be shown in the Disklabel type field.
# fdisk -l /dev/xvda
Welcome to fdisk (util-linux 2.27.1).
Changes will remain in memory only, until you decide to write them.
Be careful before using the write command.
Command (m for help): p
Disk /dev/xvda: 9 GiB, 9663676416 bytes, 18874368 sectors
Units: sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
Disklabel type: dos
Disk identifier: 0xe5c7298c
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l

gdisk -l /dev/xvda. For GPT partitions, the GPT field in the Partition Label Scan section will display

"present".
# gdisk -l /dev/xvda
GPT fdisk (gdisk) version 0.8.6
Partition table scan:
MBR: protective
BSD: not present
APM: not present
GPT: present
Found valid GPT with protective MBR; using GPT.

3. If the disk contains MBR partitions, use fdisk to create the boot partition and reboot the VM. For example:
# fdisk /dev/xvda
Welcome to fdisk (util-linux 2.27.1).
Changes will remain in memory only, until you decide to write them.
Be careful before using the write command.
Command (m for help): p
Disk /dev/xvda: 9 GiB, 9663676416 bytes, 18874368 sectors
Units: sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
Disklabel type: dos
Disk identifier: 0xe5c7298c
Device
Boot Start
End Sectors Size Id Type
/dev/xvda1 *
2048 16777182 16775135
8G 83 Linux
Command (m for help): n
Partition type
p
primary (1 primary, 0 extended, 3 free)
e
extended (container for logical partitions)
Select (default p): p
Partition number (2-4, default 2):
First sector (16777183-18874367, default 16777216):
Last sector, +sectors or +size{K,M,G,T,P} (16777216-18874367, default 18874367):
Created a new partition 2 of type 'Linux' and of size 1 GiB.
Command (m for help): w
The partition table has been altered.
Calling ioctl() to re-read partition table.
Re-reading the partition table failed.: Device or resource busy
The kernel still uses the old table. The new table will be used at the next reboot or after
you run partprobe(8) or kpartx(8).
# reboot

When the VM has finished rebooting, proceed to Step 5.
4. If the disk contains GPT partitions, use gdisk to create the boot partition and reboot the VM. During this process
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you must relocate the backup data structures to the end of the disk in order to create the required free space, as
highlighted in the following example.
Important: If the disk contains MBR partitions, you must use fdisk to create the boot partition. If you use gdisk,
the VM will become unusable and all data will be lost. If you have MBR partitions, return to Step 3.
For example:
# gdisk /dev/xvda
GPT fdisk (gdisk) version 0.8.6
Partition table scan:
MBR: protective
BSD: not present
APM: not present
GPT: present
Found valid GPT with protective MBR; using GPT.
Command (? for help): x
Expert command (? for help): e
Relocating backup data structures to the end of the disk
Expert command (? for help): m
Command (? for help): p
Disk /dev/xvda: 211812352 sectors, 101.0 GiB
Logical sector size: 512 bytes
Disk identifier (GUID): F27664E9-0E9F-434A-9AB6-62C730E0F0DF
Partition table holds up to 128 entries
First usable sector is 34, last usable sector is 211812318
Partitions will be aligned on 2048-sector boundaries
Total free space is 2099166 sectors (1.0 GiB)
Number
1
2

Start (sector)
2048
4096

End (sector) Size
4095
1024.0 KiB
209715166
100.0 GiB

Code
EF02
0700

Name

Command (? for help): n
Partition number (3-128, default 3):
First sector (34-211812318, default = 209715200) or {+-}size{KMGTP}:
Last sector (209715200-211812318, default = 211812318) or {+-}size{KMGTP}: +800M
Current type is 'Linux filesystem'
Hex code or GUID (L to show codes, Enter = 8300): 0700
Changed type of partition to 'Microsoft basic data'
Command (? for help): c
Partition number (1-3): 3
Enter name:
Command (? for help): p
Disk /dev/xvda: 211812352 sectors, 101.0 GiB
Logical sector size: 512 bytes
Disk identifier (GUID): F27664E9-0E9F-434A-9AB6-62C730E0F0DF
Partition table holds up to 128 entries
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First usable sector is 34, last usable sector is 211812318
Partitions will be aligned on 2048-sector boundaries
Total free space is 460765 sectors (225.0 MiB)
Number
1
2
3

Start (sector)
2048
4096
209715200

End (sector) Size
4095
1024.0 KiB
209715167
100.0 GiB
211353599
800.0 MiB

Code
EF02
0700
0700

Name

Command (? for help): w
Final checks complete. About to write GPT data. THIS WILL OVERWRITE EXISTING
PARTITIONS!!
Do you want to proceed? (Y/N): Y
OK; writing new GUID partition table (GPT) to /dev/xvda.
Warning: The kernel is still using the old partition table.
The new table will be used at the next reboot.
The operation has completed successfully.
# reboot

5. Log back into the VM as root and run the script aws-prepare-boot.sh that is installed as part of the HyTrust
DataControl Policy Agent package. For example, if you add a new device named /dev/xvda3, you would enter:
# /opt/hcs/bin/aws-prepare-boot.sh /dev/xvda3

6. Reboot the VM.

What to Do Next
Verify the configuration as described in Verifying the Current VM Configuration on page 298 and then encrypt the boot
device as described in Encrypting Linux System Devices on page 300.

Creating a Boot Partition on a New AWS Volume
If a Linux VM in AWS is not running CentOS 6.x, RHEL 6.x, or Amazon Linux, we recommend that you create a boot
partition on the existing root volume and then boot from the root volume. Because the root volume will be larger than a
new volume created exclusively as a boot volume, AWS will assign more IOPS (Input/Output Operations per Second) to
the root volume than to a new volume. This usually results in faster encryption speeds due to the higher number of IOPS
available. This method is described in Creating a Boot Partition on the AWS Root Volume on page 288.
If the VM is running CentOS 6.x, RHEL 6.x, or Amazon Linux, or if you do not want to add a boot partition to your root
volume, you can create a new volume that will become the boot partition. To do so:
1. Create and add another volume from EBS to the existing instance. For example, say the current Linux is installed on
device /dev/sda1 and the GRUB stage1 is also installed on /dev/sda1. This is a typical Linux installation. Find out
the space required by the /boot subtree:
# du -sh /boot

In general, the space provided should be twice the space used by /boot plus 100MB. So if /boot uses 200MB, the
space should be (200MB * 2) + 100 MB = 500MB.
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2. Run the script aws-prepare-boot.sh that is installed as part of the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent package. For
example, if you add a new device named /dev/xvdf, you would enter:
# /opt/hcs/bin/aws-prepare-boot.sh /dev/xvdf

3. Power OFF the AWS instance.
4. From the EC2 console, detach the original volume and the new volume from the VM instance.
5. Reattach both volumes but with names exchanged. So the new volume should be added as /dev/sda1 and the
original volume should be added as /dev/sdf. This changes the boot device for the VM instance.
Tip: Note the use of /dev/sda1 and not /dev/sda, as the EC2 console typically uses this name for the OS boot
disk.

What to Do Next
Verify the configuration as described in Verifying the Current VM Configuration on page 298 and then encrypt the boot
device as described in Encrypting Linux System Devices on page 300.

Creating a Boot Partition in Microsoft Azure
In order to prepare a Linux VM for system device encryption, you must first create a separate partition for the boot drive.
Because many Azure VMs are configured with the growroot option, you first need to turn off this option on the VM. Then
you can increase the boot disk size and partition it.
During this procedure the VM must be powered off briefly while it is resized.
Note: The following procedure is based on the November 2018 Microsoft Azure Resource Manager (ARM) interface.
If your version of ARM is different from what is described below, please see your Azure documentation.

Before You Begin
This procedure requires ssh access to the VM. To set up ssh access, see your Azure documentation.

Procedure
1. Log into the VM via ssh and do the following:
a. Make sure that the boot disk is not already on a separate partition using the df -h command and looking at the
Mounted on column. If /boot is listed in this column, then the boot device is already running in a separate
partition and you can skip to Verifying the Current VM Configuration on page 298. For example:
# df -h
Filesystem
devtmpfs
tmpfs
tmpfs
tmpfs
/dev/sda1
/dev/sbd1
tmpfs
tmpfs
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Size
1.8G
1.9G
1.9G
1.9G
30G
18G
370M
370M

Used Avail Use% Mounted on
0 1.8G
0% /dev
0 1.9G
0% /dev/shm
26M 1.8G
2% /run
0 1.9G
0% /sys/fs/cgroup
1.4G
28G
5% /
53M
18G
1% /home
20K 370M
1% /run/user/467
0 370M
0% /run/user/0
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b. Determine the size of the current boot partition by entering the du -sh /boot command.
# du -sh /boot
52M
/boot

The new partition you create should be about twice the size currently being used by /boot.
c. Turn off the growroot option on the VM by entering the following command:
# touch /etc/growroot-disabled

2. Log out of the ssh session.
3. Log into the Azure Resource Manager and navigate to the VM.
4. Click Stop and confirm the action at the prompt to power off the VM.
5. After the VM has been fully powered off, select Settings > Disks in the left-hand tree menu.
6. Click the name of the OS disk in the list.
7. Click Settings > Configuration.
8. In the Size field, enter the new size for the disk and click Save. You should increase the disk by at least twice the
size of the current boot partition.
9. Navigate back to the main server page and click Start to power the server on.
10. After the server has powered on, log back into the server via ssh.
11. To verify that the OS disk did not automatically expand to the new disk size, enter the df -h command. The size of
the OS disk should be the same as it was in the first step.
For example:
# df -h
Filesystem
devtmpfs
tmpfs
tmpfs
tmpfs
/dev/sda1
/dev/sbd1
tmpfs
tmpfs

Size
1.8G
1.9G
1.9G
1.9G
30G
18G
370M
370M

Used Avail Use% Mounted on
0 1.8G
0% /dev
0 1.9G
0% /dev/shm
26M 1.8G
2% /run
0 1.9G
0% /sys/fs/cgroup
1.4G
28G
5% /
53M
18G
1% /home
20K 370M
1% /run/user/467
0 370M
0% /run/user/0

12. Format the new boot partition in ext3 or ext4 and copy the files from the existing boot partition to the new boot
partition. Then you can mount the new boot partition and use that to boot the VM.
How you do this depends on the version of Linux that you are using. For your convenience, we have included the
instructions for formatting the new boot partition in Ubuntu, RHEL/CentOS 7, and RHEL/CentOS 6. For more
information, see:
l

Formatting a Boot Partition on Ubuntu in Azure Without GPT on the next page

l

Formatting a Boot Partition in Ubuntu in Azure with GPT on the next page.

l

Formatting the Boot Partition on RHEL or CentOS 7 in Azure on page 297.

l

Formatting a Boot Partition in RHEL or CentOS 6.8 in Azure on page 297.
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Formatting a Boot Partition on Ubuntu in Azure Without GPT
# mkfs.ext4 /dev/sda2

The files from the /boot directory should be copied to the new boot partition:
# mkdir -p /tmp/sda2
# mount /dev/sda2 /tmp/sda2
# cp -a /boot/* /tmp/sda2

Find the UUID of the new boot partition:
# blkid -o list /dev/sda2
device
fs_type
label
mount point
UUID
-------------------------------------------------------------/dev/sda2
ext4
(not mounted) b425c93b-533d-4e73-\ 8c2b-dbca05b9a8f1
# umount /tmp/sda2

Add an entry to /etc/fstab to mount the new boot partition, like this:
UUID=b425c93b-533d-4e73-8c2b-dbca05b9a8f1
/boot
ext4
defaults,discard
0 0

Important: Mount the /boot partition. For example:
# mount /boot

Re-install grub on the current boot device. The following command copies the GRUB files to /boot:
# grub-install /dev/sda

Note that GRUB is being installed on /dev/sda but the boot directory comes from /dev/sda2. Update your GRUB
configuration to take this change into account:
# grub-mkconfig -o /boot/grub/grub.cfg

Reboot the system and make sure that it boots properly from the new boot partition.

Formatting a Boot Partition in Ubuntu in Azure with GPT
After resizing the VM with growfs disabled, create and format the new partition. The following example creates a GPT
partition and formats it with ext4.
# gdisk /dev/sda
GPT fdisk (gdisk) version 1.0.3
Partition table scan:
MBR: protective
BSD: not present
APM: not present
GPT: present
Found valid GPT with protective MBR; using GPT.
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Command (? for help): x
Expert command (? for help): e
Relocating backup data structures to the end of the disk
Expert command (? for help): m
Command (? for help): p
Disk /dev/sda: 65011712 sectors, 31.0 GiB
Model: Virtual Disk
Sector size (logical/physical): 512/4096 bytes
Disk identifier (GUID): 4BE72FBF-27EC-46C1-AA51-D9AB03EFC2B6
Partition table holds up to 128 entries
Main partition table begins at sector 2 and ends at sector 33
First usable sector is 34, last usable sector is 65011678
Partitions will be aligned on 2048-sector boundaries
Total free space is 2099166 sectors (1025.0 MiB)
Number
1
14
15

Start (sector)
227328
2048
10240

End (sector) Size
62914526
29.9 GiB
10239
4.0 MiB
227327
106.0 MiB

Code
8300
EF02
EF00

Name

The new boot partition should start at least 1 sector after the first partition ends. In this example, the new partition should
start on sector 62914527 or higher.
Command (? for help): n
Partition number (2-128, default 2):
First sector (34-65011678, default = 62914560) or {+-}size{KMGTP}:

In this example the default is acceptable because it is higher than 62914527 and it is aligned on a 2048-sector boundary.
If the system default for the first sector is not valid, enter a sector number one higher than the end of the first partition.
The system will automatically increase that value to align on the proper sector boundary if required.
After the first sector is configured correctly, you can accept the default for the last sector.
Last sector (62914560-65011678, default = 65011678) or {+-}size{KMGTP}:
Current type is 'Linux filesystem'
Hex code or GUID (L to show codes, Enter = 8300): 0700
Changed type of partition to 'Microsoft basic data'
Command (? for help): p
Disk /dev/sda: 65011712 sectors, 31.0 GiB
Model: Virtual Disk
Sector size (logical/physical): 512/4096 bytes
Disk identifier (GUID): 4BE72FBF-27EC-46C1-AA51-D9AB03EFC2B6
Partition table holds up to 128 entries
Main partition table begins at sector 2 and ends at sector 33
First usable sector is 34, last usable sector is 65011678
Partitions will be aligned on 2048-sector boundaries
Total free space is 2047 sectors (1023.5 KiB)
Number
1
2
14
15

Start (sector)
227328
62914560
2048
10240
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End (sector)
62914526
65011678
10239
227327

Size
29.9 GiB
1024.0 MiB
4.0 MiB
106.0 MiB

Code
8300
0700
EF02
EF00
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Command (? for help): w
Final checks complete. About to write GPT data. THIS WILL OVERWRITE EXISTING
PARTITIONS!!
Do you want to proceed? (Y/N): y
OK; writing new GUID partition table (GPT) to /dev/sda.
Warning: The kernel is still using the old partition table.
The new table will be used at the next reboot or after you
run partprobe(8) or kpartx(8)
The operation has completed successfully.
# reboot

After VM has rebooted, you can format the new partition with ext3 or ext4. The following example uses ext4.
# mkfs.ext4 /dev/sda2

The files from the /boot directory should be copied to the new boot partition:
#
#
#
#

mkdir -p /tmp/sda2
mount /dev/sda2 /tmp/sda2
umount /boot/efi
cp -a /boot/* /tmp/sda2

Find the UUID of the new boot partition:
# blkid -o list /dev/sda2
device
fs_type
label
mount point
UUID
-------------------------------------------------------------/dev/sda2
ext4
(not mounted) b425c93b-533d-4e73-\ 8c2b-dbca05b9a8f1
# umount /tmp/sda2

Add an entry to /etc/fstab to mount the new boot partition, like this:
UUID=b425c93b-533d-4e73-8c2b-dbca05b9a8f1
/boot
ext4
defaults,discard
0 0

Important: Mount the /boot partition. For example:
# mount /boot

Re-install grub on the current boot device. The following command copies the GRUB files to /boot:
# grub-install /dev/sda

Note that GRUB is being installed on /dev/sda but the boot directory comes from /dev/sda2. Update your GRUB
configuration to take this change into account:
# grub-mkconfig -o /boot/grub/grub.cfg

Reboot the system and make sure that it boots properly from the new boot partition.
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Formatting the Boot Partition on RHEL or CentOS 7 in Azure
Format the new partition with ext4 or ext3. For example:
# mkfs.ext4 /dev/sda2

The files from the /boot directory should be copied to the new boot partition:
# mkdir -p /tmp/sda2
# mount /dev/sda2 /tmp/sda2
# cp -a /boot/* /tmp/sda2

Find the UUID of the new boot partition:
# blkid /dev/sda2
# umount /tmp/sda2

Add an entry to /etc/fstab to mount the new boot partition, like this:
UUID=<uuid> /boot ext4 rw 0 0

Important: Mount the /boot partition. For example:
# mount /boot

Re-install GRUB on the current boot device (GRUB files need to be copied to /boot, which was mounted in the previous
step), like this:
# grub2-install /dev/sda

Note that GRUB is being installed on /dev/sda but the boot directory comes from /dev/sda2. Update your GRUB
configuration to take this change into account:
# grub2-mkconfig -o /boot/grub2/grub.cfg

Reboot the system and make sure that it boots properly from the new boot partition.

Formatting a Boot Partition in RHEL or CentOS 6.8 in Azure
Format the new partition with ext4 or ext3. For example:
# mkfs.ext4 /dev/sda2

The files from the /boot directory should be copied to the new boot partition:
# mkdir -p /tmp/sda2
# mount /dev/sda2 /tmp/sda2
# cp -a /boot/* /tmp/sda2

Find the UUID of the new boot partition:
# blkid /dev/sda2
# umount /tmp/sda2

Add an entry to /etc/fstab to mount the new boot partition, like this:
UUID=<uuid> /boot ext4 rw 0 0

Important: Mount the /boot partition. For example:
# mount /boot
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Re-install GRUB on the current boot device (GRUB files need to be copied to /boot, which was mounted in the previous
step). For example:
# grub-install /dev/sda

Note that GRUB is being installed on /dev/sda but the boot directory comes from /dev/sda2.
In CentOS 6.8, grub is installed, and not grub2. CentOS 6.8 does not provide a utility to update the
/boot/grub/grub.conf file, so you need to update it manually.
The original grub.conf file, before modification, follows. The highlighted text indicates what will need to be changed:
default=0
timeout=5
splashimage=(hd0,0)/boot/grub/splash.xpm.gz
hiddenmenu
title CentOS 6 (2.6.32-642.1.1.el6.x86_64)
root (hd0,0)
kernel /boot/vmlinuz-2.6.32-642.1.1.el6.x86_64 ro root=UUID=8b9b4465-bdbf-4780-8b1ed5b4d089a77d rd_NO_LUKS KEYBOARDTYPE=pc KEYTABLE=us LANG=en_US.UTF-8 rd_NO_MD SYSFONTT=latarcyrheb-sun16 console=ttyS0,115200n8 earlyprintk=ttyS0,115200 rootdelay=300 rd_NO_LVM rd_NO_
DM
initrd /boot/initramfs-2.6.32-642.1.1.el6.x86_64.img

The modified grub.conf file follows, with highlighted text for the lines that are changed:
default=0
timeout=5
splashimage=(hd0,0)/boot/grub/splash.xpm.gz
hiddenmenu
title CentOS 6 (2.6.32-642.1.1.el6.x86_64)
root (hd0,1)
kernel /vmlinuz-2.6.32-642.1.1.el6.x86_64 ro root=UUID=8b9b4465-bdbf-4780-8b1e-d5b4d089a77d rd_
NO_LUKS KEYBOARDTYPE=pc KEYTABLE=us LANG=en_US.UTF-8 rd_NO_MD SYSFONT=latarcyrheb-sun16 console=ttyS0,115200n8 earlyprintk=ttyS0,115200 rootdelay=300 rd_NO_LVM rd_NO_DM
initrd /initramfs-2.6.32-642.1.1.el6.x86_64.img

There are a total of three modifications:
l

Change 0 to 1 in the root line:(hd0,0) becomes (hd0,1)

l

Remove /boot from the kernel line and the initrd line.

Reboot the system and make sure that it boots properly from the new boot partition.

Verifying the Current VM Configuration
This procedure describes how to verify that the VM is ready for root and swap drive encryption. Because issues during
root drive encryption can hang the VM, it is critical to make sure everything is properly configured before you start.
1. If the VM uses a dynamic IP address and you cannot change it to use a static IP address, make sure the
Reauthentication on IP Change property is set to No. To do so:
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a. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
b. In the top menu bar, click Cloud.
c. Click the VMs tab and select the VM you want to work with from the list.
d. Click the Expand button (>) at the end of the row to access the details for the specific VM.
e. Look at the value for Reauthentication on IP Change. If it is set to Yes, click the word Yes, select No in the
field, then click Save.
2. Make sure you have a separate boot partition. To do so:
a. Log into the VM as root.
b. Enter the command hcl status. For example:
# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: 192.168.200.175:443
KeyControl list: 192.168.200.175:443
Status: Connected
Last heartbeat: Fri Jul 27 11:31:57 2018 (pass)
AES_NI: enabled
Certificate Expiration: Sep 11 22:16:13 2020 GMT
HTCRYPT: Not Installed
Registered Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Cipher
Status
Clear
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Available Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Device Node
Size (in MB)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Other Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Device Node
Status
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sda3
/dev/sda3
Mounted (swap)
sda1
/dev/sda1
Mounted (/boot)
sda2
/dev/sda2
Mounted (/)

You can see that the VM is registered with the KeyControl server (the Status shows Connected), there are the
root (/) and swap devices that we want to encrypt and you can see that there is a separate boot disk. The root
and swap disks are listed under Other Devices since they are in use.

What to Do Next
Encrypt the boot disk as described in Encrypting Linux System Devices on the next page.
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Encrypting Linux System Devices
The following procedure can be used for any Linux system device (such as /root, swap, or /home), including those that
reside in Microsoft Azure or Amazon Web Services. The example used in this procedure shows how to encrypt the
/root, swap, and /home devices at the same time, but you can also encrypt any system device separately at any time.
During this procedure, the VM will need to be rebooted to start the encryption process. If you have enabled
Online Encryption for this VM, the VM will come back online immediately and the Policy Agent will encrypt the system
devices as a background process. In this case, users can continue to access the data while it is being encrypted.
If Online Encryption is not enabled, the VM will remain inaccessible for normal operations until the encryption process
completes.
For more information about Online Encryption, see Linux Online Encryption Prerequisites and Considerations on
page 214.
Important: Do not encrypt a data drive with the htroot command. If you do so, DataControl will treat the data drive as
a system device, which means that the data drive cannot be detached, it will appear in KeyControl as a "root" device,
and it must be rebooted when you want to encrypt, decrypt, or rekey it. To encrypt a data drive, see Encrypting a Disk
Using the CLI on page 233 or Encrypting a Disk Using the webGUI on page 232.

Before You Begin
l

l

Because issues during root device encryption can hang the VM, it is critical to make sure everything is properly
configured before you start. For details, see Prerequisites and Restrictions on page 283 and Verifying the Current VM
Configuration on page 298.
If there is a KEK associated with the Cloud VM Set to which this VM belongs, make sure that the hardware security
module (HSM) in which the KEK is stored is accessible to KeyControl. During the encryption process, the VM must
be rebooted. If the KEK is unavailable when the VM attempts to reboot, the reboot will fail until KeyControl can
access the KEK in the HSM. For details, see KEKs with Cloud VM Sets on page 123 and Hardware Security Modules
with KeyControl on page 63
Tip: Depending on the size of the disk, the encryption process can take a long time to run. If the encryption process is
interrupted, you need to manually issue the htroot cleanup command and then reissue the htroot setup or
htroot encrypt command to resume the process. We recommend you use the Linux nohup or screen command to
avoid terminal-related interruptions during encryption.

Procedure
1. Log into the VM as root.
2. Enter the htroot status command to verify whether the HyTrust Bootloader has already been installed on this VM.
# htroot status
HyTrust Bootloader setup is not done.
You can complete Bootloader setup using "htroot setup"
Root device "/dev/sda2" is not encrypted
swap device "/dev/sda3" is not encrypted
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3. If htroot status reports that the Bootloader setup is not done, enter the htroot setup command. If htroot
setup reports that the Bootloader set up is complete, go to the next step.
# htroot setup
Debug console can be used to monitor the progress of root device encryption
The following packages are required for debug console:
dropbear
Do you want to enable debug console? (y/N) y

Note: The HyTrust Debug Console allows ssh access to the server while the encryption process is running so you
can check the status of the encryption process. After encryption is complete, the Debug Console provides limited
access to the encrypted VM. If the encrypted VM fails to boot because it cannot retrieve the appropriate keys from
KeyControl, you can use the Debug Console to restore communication with KeyControl. We highly recommend you
enable this console. For more information, see Checking the Root Drive Encryption Status on page 304.
Checking connection to software repositories (yum check-update)
Connection to software repositories seems to be working fine
The following packages are required for root encryption:
cryptsetup
dropbear
Attempt to install required packages? (y/N) y
Package dropbear can be found in the EPEL repository.
More information on EPEL can be found at https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/EPEL
NOTE: If you wish to configure EPEL using a private mirror
(e.g. using Red Hat Satellite) then please exit htroot and
configure the repository before re-running.
Attempt to install EPEL release? (y/N) y
Installing EPEL from CentOS Extras repo...............................
ok
Installing cryptsetup.................................................
ok
Installing dropbear...................................................
ok
Uploaded keyfile /usr/lib/dracut/modules.d/91hcs/root/.ssh/id_rsa to KeyControl
You can download the key from KeyControl using WebGUI
Alternatively, copy the keyfile /usr/lib/dracut/modules.d/91hcs/root/.ssh/id_rsa to another
machine
This file will be used to access debug console using ssh
example: # ssh -i id_rsa root@server.ip.addr
Press Enter to continue...

Current Boot device setup
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Boot partition device path /dev/sda1
Boot partition device uuid c01c3240-664b-412a-8440-dd0fa132eae5
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Is this information correct? (y/N) y
Following network interfaces are available
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------ens160 00:50:56:a2:64:84 192.168.15.239
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Preferred Network Interface is (ens160), which is used while authenticating with KeyControl
Select the primary network interface (ens160):
With encrypted root device, KeyControl needs to be contacted during
boot to get the encryption keys. IP address can be obtained using
DHCP or can be statically configured now
Use DHCP during boot? (y/N) y
Re-structuring HyTrust specific directories
Updating initrd
HyTrust Bootloader setup completed successfully
Run "htroot encrypt" to encrypt Linux root devices
# htroot status
HyTrust Bootloader setup is complete
Root device "/dev/sda2" is not encrypted
swap device "/dev/sda3" is not encrypted

4. Enter the htroot encrypt command and select which system devices you want to encrypt. You can encrypt the
devices at any time and in any order. Similarly, once the devices have been encrypted, they can be rekeyed or
decrypted at any time and in any order.
Important: Do not encrypt a data drive with the htroot command. If you do so,DataControl will treat the data drive
as a system device, which means that the data drive cannot be detached, it will appear in KeyControl as a "root"
device, and it must be rebooted when you want to encrypt, decrypt, or rekey it. To encrypt a data drive, see
Encrypting a Disk Using the CLI on page 233 or Encrypting a Disk Using the webGUI on page 232.
The following example shows how to encrypt the root, swap, and /home devices at the same time.
# htroot encrypt
Setting up system for root device encryption.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Do you want to encrypt root device "sda2 (/dev/sda2)"? (y/N) y
Changing /etc/fstab to mount file system / from /dev/mapper/clear_htroot
Setting up system for swap device encryption.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Do you want to encrypt swap device "sda3 (/dev/sda3)"? (y/N) y
Changing /etc/fstab to mount the swap from /dev/mapper/clear_B081FD59-A74A-4F858D1BAA42212F3607
Do you want to encrypt any other file systems, like /var, /usr ?
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please provide comma (,) separated list of mount points: /home
Do you want to encrypt block device "sdb1 (/dev/sdb1, /home)"? (y/N) y
Changing /etc/fstab to mount file system /home from /dev/mapper/clear_EE57B642-2A00-49C8-9AC131D300DB6D07
Updating initrd
The system has been updated to encrypt the Linux root device/s during next boot; please reboot
the system now
Do you want to reboot the system now? (y/N) y

Confirm the server reboot to continue. When the server has rebooted, it authenticates itself with KeyControl to get
the required encryption keys and then starts the encryption process. The time required to encrypt the devices
depends on their size and the type of storage you have.
l

l

If you have enabled Online Encryption for this VM, the VM reboots immediately and the Policy Agent encrypts the
devices as a background process. In this case, you can check the encryption status at any time using the hcl
status command.
If Online Encryption is not enabled, the VM remains offline until the encryption process completes. In this case,
you can see the encryption progress on the VM console through vSphere, Azure, or AWS. In addition, if you
selected y when asked if you wanted to enable the HyTrust Debug Console, you can view the progress through
the Debug Console as described in Checking the Root Drive Encryption Status on the next page.

When it is finished, you can verify that the encryption succeeded using the htroot status command. For example:
# htroot status
HyTrust boot loader setup is complete
Root device "/dev/sda2" is encrypted
swap device "/dev/sda3" is encrypted
system device "/dev/sdb1 (/home)" is encrypted

5. After the encryption process completes, you can log in as normal. If you log in as root and enter the hcl status
command, you will see that the system devices you encrypted are listed under Registered Devices. For example:
# hcl status
Summary
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------KeyControl: sdkc:443
KeyControl list: sdkc:443
Status: Connected
Last heartbeat: Wed Jul 4 12:24:22 2018 (successful)
AES_NI: enabled
Certificate Expiration: Jul 4 06:22:12 2019 GMT
HTCRYPT: Not Installed
Registered Devices
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------Disk Name
Cipher
Status
Clear
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------sbd1
AES-XTS-512 Attached
/dev/mapper/clear_EE57B642-2A00-49C89AC1-31D300DB6D07 (/home)
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, attach_handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT
sda3
AES-XTS-512 Attached
/dev/mapper/clear_B081FD59-A74A-4F85-
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8D1B-AA42212F3607 (/swap)
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, attach_handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT
sda2
AES-XTS-512 Attached
/dev/mapper/clear_htroot
'--> auto_attach=ENABLED, attach_handler=DEFAULT, detach_handler=DEFAULT

Warning: The hcl status command shows the clear text path to the encrypted system devices. (The clear text
path is highlighted in the example above). You should only connect to the devices using these clear text paths.
Accessing the encrypted devices through the direct paths such as /dev/sda3 or /dev/sda2 could cause data
corruption.

Checking the Root Drive Encryption Status
If Online Encryptionis enabled for this VM, you can check the encryption status at any time by logging into the VM as
root and using the hcl status command. If Online Encryptionis not enabled, you can check the encryption status on
the VM console through vSphere, Azure, or AWS.
If you need to troubleshoot the encryption process, you can check the encryption status using the HyTrust Debug
Console if you enabled that while running the htroot setup command, as described in Encrypting Linux System
Devices on page 300.
1. If you need a copy of the id_rsa key file for the VM:
a. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Cloud Admin privileges.
b. Navigate to the Cloud > VMs tab and select the VM whose key file you want to download.
c. Select Actions > Download Bootloader SSH Key.
2. Open an ssh session by entering the command ssh -i id_rsa root@vm_name, where id_rsa is the name of the
id_rsa file and vm_name is the IP address or hostname. For example:
$ ssh -i Downloads/ht-centos75.key root@ht-centos75
The authenticity of host 'ht-centos75 (192.168.15.239)' can't be established.
RSA key fingerprint is SHA256:v1TDb5PTlGsncaPf6r9C0Z6ybtqVLxeGXf7XDnh3ItM.
Are you sure you want to continue connecting (yes/no)? yes
Warning: Permanently added 'ht-centos75,192.168.15.239' (RSA) to the list of known hosts.
HyTrust Debug Console
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Show HT encryption log file
Authenticate
Show Network info
Restart Network
Advanced access
logout (exit Debug Console)
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3. Select option 1 and look for the status sections. For example, here are a few of the lines towards the end of the
output:
Starting HyTrust root encryption -----------Entered init script with args
Starting debug shell
Detected boot device uuid c01c3240-664b-412a-8440-dd0fa132eae5 device path /dev/sda1
Check file system on device path /dev/sda1
File system check on /dev/sda1 complete
Mounted /dev/sda1
Starting networking
Network started on primary network interface
Started debug console server
Guest VM Status
KeyControl: sdkc:443
Waiting for connection to KeyControl
Waiting for connection to KeyControl
KeyControl: sdkc:443
Connected
network : ens160 00:50:56:a2:64:84 192.168.15.239
Connected to KeyControl
Starting root device encryption: sda2
-------------- KeyControl and status -----------------sdkc:443
Connected
-------------- Encryption / Decryption status --------root device encryption
Processing: 100% Time left: 00:00:00
swap device sda3 encryption
Processing: 100% Time left: 00:00:00
system device sdb1 encryption
Processing: 51% Time left: 00:13:39

We can see that we are connected to KeyControl and that encryption is in progress. At this point, the root and swap
devices have been fully encrypted and sdb1 encryption (/home in this example) is 51% complete with just under 14
minutes left.
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Overview
In addition to encrypting regular Windows data partitions, you can also encrypt your Windows boot disk (C:). Encrypting
the C: drive ensures that clear-text data never leaves the VM on its way to storage. This prevents virtualization and
storage admins from being able to view the data.
Note: HyTrust does not support boot drive encryption on a dual-boot system.
Boot drive encryption is done using an optional component of the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent called the HyTrust
Bootloader for Windows (the Bootloader). If you install this component when you install the Policy Agent, DataControl
can encrypt the boot drive partition using keys that are retrieved as needed from KeyControl during the VM bootstrap. The
keys are not kept with the encrypted boot partition, thus providing an extra layer of security.
There are a number of steps required to set up your Windows system for boot drive encryption. If you are running within a
virtual infrastructure, we recommend that you go through this process once and set up a template VM from which new
VMs can be created.
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After the Bootloader has been installed, you can see the distinction between the Windows boot partition and the root
partition by running the Windows diskmgr utility. The small boot partition will be listed as System Reserved and the
Bootloader appears as HTBOOTLDR. No part of the Windows root C: is ever decrypted on disk, and the Bootloader
partition contains only a small part of the bootstrap process. For example:

From a KeyControl perspective, the boot drive is simply another Windows disk that can be managed just like any other
Windows disk through the KeyControl webGUI or hicli. You can also manage encryption on the VM itself using the
HyTrust Policy Agent GUI installed with the Policy Agent. For details, see Data Encryption on page 210.

Requirements for Windows Boot Drive Encryption
The HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent supports encryption for Windows MBR and GPT boot disks, including any
GPT boot disks that use UEFI Secure Boot, as long as those boot disks meet the following requirements.
l

l

Make sure the version of Windows running on the target system is supported for boot drive encryption. For details,
see Supported Platforms on page 29.
The encrypted boot partition must be on the Windows C: drive. Although Windows itself can boot from alternate drive
letters, the boot volume can only be encrypted if it is the C: drive or if it is mapped to C:.
The Bootloader is automatically assigned a drive letter during installation. This default drive letter can be changed
using the Windows Disk Manager after the Bootloader has been installed.

l

The Bootloader requires a Windows System Reserved Partition (SRP). We will create an SRP if one does not already
exist.
The Bootloader SRP requires roughly 350 MB on Windows 2012 and above, and roughly 100 MB on Windows 7,
Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10, and Windows 2008 R2. As part of the installation process, the boot drive will
shrink to free up space for the Bootloader (and Windows SRP if one does not already exist). If there is insufficient
space on the boot drive, the Bootloader will fail to install.
Note: If the Bootloader SRP has less than 50 MB free space, KeyControl generates an alert every six hours until the
issue is resolved.
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l

l

l

The SRP and the boot partition must both reside on Harddisk0 (Disk 1). You cannot encrypt a boot partition that
resides on any other disk, or split the SRP and the boot partition across disks.
The boot disk must have at least 1 MB of free space at the beginning of the disk that DataControl can use to store
encryption metadata. If this free space is not available, boot drive encryption will fail.
If the VM is associated with a Cloud VM Set that is controlled by a Key Encryption Key (KEK), the HSM must be
available before you can encrypt the root drive on the VM. For more information, see KEKs with Cloud VM Sets on
page 123.

l

The Disk Defragmenter service on the target server must be enabled before installing the Policy Agent software.

l

The user account used for installing the software must have SeRestorePrivilege and SeTakeOwnershipPrivilege.

l

If you are using Windows 2008R2, the installation user account must also have SeSecurityPrivilege.

l

For GPT boot disks:
o

The GPT disk must be running Windows 2016 Server, Windows 2019 Server, or Windows 10.

o

The boot partition must be one of the first four partitions on the disk.
Tip: If you try to encrypt the boot disk and the boot partition is not one of the first four partitions, the encryption will
fail with the error "Maximum supported encrypted partition limit exceeded."

o

If you want to extend the boot partition, you must use the hcl extend command. For details, see Disk Size
Management in Windows on page 204.

Note: For Windows 7 and Windows 2008 R2, Service Pack 1 is not required.
For details on installing the Policy Agent, see HyTrust DataControl Installation and Upgrade Guide. If the Policy Agent is
already installed but the Bootloader component is not, see Installing the Bootloader After the Policy Agent Is Installed on
page 310.

The Boot Process
The Bootloader uses a small pre-boot environment to retrieve encryption keys for the boot device each time the system
starts up. The system is reconfigured to boot the Bootloader before booting Windows. Here are the steps:
1. A computer with has an encrypted boot drive reboots.
2. The Bootloader intercepts the boot request and sends a request to KeyControl to retrieve the encryption key for the
C: drive.
3. The Bootloader retrieves the key from KeyControl and supplies it to the secondary boot stage, which will boot
Windows.
4. Windows boots normally.
Note: Keys for the C: drive are never stored persistently on the VM — they are only stored in the remote, password
protected, KeyControl object store. The following topics describe some of the possible outcomes in the boot process.
While the Bootloader is running, you can watch its progress through messages displayed on the Windows boot screen.
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Figure: Example of Successful Boot Messages

Access Management for Windows Boot Drives
One of the important features offered by this system is the ability to control remote access to the encrypted data from the
KeyControl. HyTrust boot encryption also offers this feature. The C: drive is presented in the KeyControl webGUI as
simply another disk to be managed. Keys can be revoked and access granted in the same manner as non-root disks.
If access to the encrypted C: drive is revoked, the Policy Agent, upon the next heartbeat, will immediately present a stop
error, better known as a "Blue Screen of Death" or BSOD. The BSOD status code is set to the value "DEADDEAD" so that
it can be quickly determined that a key revocation is the reason for the BSOD.
The BSOD will eventually result in the VM attempting to reboot. Of course, at this time, the key is no longer available,
since access has been revoked. Key retrieval will fail and the boot will fail with it.
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Figure: Example of the Bootloader Key Retrieval Failure Messages

The boot attempt will fail with the status code 0xC00000f, indicating a failure to read the disk. This boot error persists
until access to the key has been restored. After the key is restored, Windows will reboot normally.
For details about revoking the keys to a disk, see Revoking Access to a Disk on page 206.

Installing the Bootloader After the Policy Agent Is
Installed
If you originally installed the Policy Agent without the Bootloader component, you can install the Bootloader at any time
as long as you have access to PowerShell. If you are running Windows Server 2008 R2 Core and you do not have
PowerShell installed, see the following Microsoft KB article (https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/976736) for
instructions.
To install the Bootloader with PowerShell:
1. Log into PowerShell on the Windows machine.
2. Locate the main Policy Agent installation directory. The PowerShell scripts are located in the bin folder under this
main directory. The default directory is C:\Program Files\hcs.
3. Run the PowerShell script InstallHTBootloader.ps1 by entering the command powershell -File
"C:\hytrust-install-dir\InstallHTBootloader.ps1" -drive n:, where -drive n is an optional drive letter.
If you do not assign a drive letter, the script selects the next available drive letter.
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The PowerShell script should return an exit code of zero. Any other exit code indicates an error, which will print in
the log file C:\hytrust-install-dir\InstallhtBootloader.log.
For example:
PS C:\users\administrator> powershell -File "C:\Program Files\hcs\bin\InstallHTBootloader.ps1”
This system already has a separate System volume and Boot volume.
Creating new primary partition 1 of 1
Failed, trying to free up space
Shrinking C: by 360 MB, this may take some time
DiskPart successfully shrunk the volume by: 360 MB
Trying to create partition again
Successfully created primary Partition 3 on Disk 0
Formatting
DiskPart successfully formatted the volume.
DiskPart successfully assigned the drive letter or mount point.
Creating SRP
Boot files successfully created.
Successfully created SRP on Partition 3 Disk 0
Copying bootloader files
Updating bootloader configuration
Adding boot menu entries
Marking new SRP active
Winldr serial: 40604346 , Bootldr serial: 1155100468
Please reboot for changes to take effect.
If you have executed this script from Power Shell directly, please
execute SetupHTBootloaderNetwork.ps1 before rebooting

4. Set up the network by entering the following PowerShell command:
powershell -File SetupHTBootloaderNetwork.ps1

For example:
PS C:\users\administrator> powershell -File "C:\Program
Files\hcs\bin\SetupHTBootloaderNetwork.ps1"
Configuring HT Bootloader Network:
---------------------------------Following network interfaces are available:
1) Intel(R) PRO/1000 MT Network Connection 00:0C:29:45:59:93
2) RAS Async Adapter 20:41:53:59:4E:FF
Select the primary interface by number or press Q to quit: 1
DHCP is currently enabled for the selected network interface.
Use DHCP during boot? [y/n] : n
Setting up static IP for use during boot
Current configuration:
Network parameters provided:
IP address
: 172.16.14.222
Gateway address
: 172.16.14.2
Netmask
: 255.255.255.0
DNS server address
: 172.16.14.2
Host Name
: WINQ2FCCC3ALIH
DNS Domain
: localdomain
Is this correct? [y/n]
: y
Successfully updated HT Bootloader network configuration

5. Reboot the VM.
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Automated Bootloader Installation
The SetupHTBootloaderNetwork.ps1 script supports automation with a silent installation option. In keeping with the
GUI installer, when used in interactive mode, this script displays the ConnectionId and DeviceID of the network adapter
identification instead of just the hardware description.
The DeviceID displayed is the value of the DeviceID property of the Win32_NetworkAdapter WMI class. Note that value
of DeviceID is the same as the Index property of the Win32_NetworkAdapterConfiguration class.
To use this script in interactive mode, do not use the -silent flag. In interactive mode, any parameters supplied to the
script will be ignored.
When used in non interactive mode, using the -silent flag, the network adapter to be configured is specified through the
-deviceid parameter (similar to /NET in the silent installer). The script will detect current settings of the specified
network adapter and use them if they are not overridden by any of the following optional parameters:
l

-dhcp— Use -dhcp for configuring the adapter. This choice overrides all other settings

l

-ip— IP address

l

-netmask— Netmask

l

-gw— Gateway IP address

l

-dns — IP address of one or more DHCP servers, separated by commas

l

-hostname — Hostname

l

-domain — Domain

If the -silent flag is used without the -deviceid parameter, the script will try to detect the preferred network adapter,
that is, the one used to connect to the KeyControl, and configure it.
For the purpose of automation, available network adapters can be listed by using the -listadapters parameter. The
output is printed on the console. This flag overrides any other parameter.

Examples
Use -listadapters to get available devices and parse it to figure out the value of the -deviceid parameter you want to
use. Note that the value of DeviceID can also be found by querying the Win32_NetworkAdapter or Win32_
NetworkAdapterConfiguration WMI classes and using the DeviceID or Index property of the respective classes.
PS C:\users\administrator> SetupHTBootloaderNetwork.ps1 -listadapters
DeviceID|Description|IPAddress|MACAddress|DhcpEnabled|ConnectionID|Preferred
7|Intel(R) PRO/1000 MT Network Connection|172.16.14.222|00:0C:29:45:59:93|True|Local Area Connection|False
10|Intel(R) PRO/1000 MT Network Connection #2|192.168.100.34|00:0C:29:45:59:9D|False|Connection
2|False

Once the DeviceID has been determined, specify it as the value for the -deviceid parameter. This will configure the
Bootloader to use the specified interface with its current configuration.
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PS C:\users\administrator> SetupHTBootloaderNetwork.ps1 -deviceid 10
Successfully updated HT Bootloader network configuration
PS C:\users\administrator> cat T:\hcs\etc\ipconfig
DHCP=false
IP="192.168.100.34"
NETMASK="255.255.255.0"
GATEWAY=""
IPV4DNS0=""
DNSDOMAIN=""

If you want to override any of the default configuration, specify the required value with any of the parameters documented
in previous section. The following example adds Gateway and DNS server information.
PS C:\users\administrator> SetupHTBootloaderNetwork.ps1 -silent -deviceid 10 /
-gw 192.168.100.1 -dns 192.168.100.1,192.168.1.1
Successfully updated HT Bootloader network configuration
PS C:\users\administrator> cat T:\hcs\etc\ipconfig
DHCP=false
IP="192.168.100.34"
NETMASK="255.255.255.0"
GATEWAY="192.168.100.1"
IPV4DNS0="192.168.100.1 192.168.1.1"
DNSDOMAIN=""

Changing the Bootloader Network Settings
1. Log into PowerShell on the Windows machine.
2. Navigate to the bin folder under the main Policy Agent installation directory. The default directory is C:\Program
Files\hcs.
3. Do one of the following:
l

l

Run the PowerShell script SetupHTBootloaderNetwork.ps1 by entering the command powershell -File
SetupHTBootloaderNetwork.ps1.
Open the Bootloader GUI by running htblconf.exe. This GUI is similar to the Policy Agent installation GUI and it
presents the same drive and network configuration options.

4. Reboot the VM.

Example 1, Network Configuration Using DHCP
PS C:\users\administrator> powershell -File "C:\Program Files\hcs\bin\SetupHTBootloaderNetwork.ps1"
Configuring HT Bootloader Network:
----------------------------------Following network interfaces are available:
1) Intel(R) PRO/1000 MT Network Connection 00:0C:29:45:59:93
2) RAS Async Adapter 20:41:53:59:4E:FF
Select the primary interface by number or press Q to quit: 1
DHCP is currently enabled for the selected network interface.
Use DHCP during boot? [y/n] :y
Successfully updated HT Bootloader network configuration
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Example 2, Network Configuration Using Current Static IP Settings
PS C:\users\administrator> powershell -File "C:\Program Files\hcs\bin\SetupHTBootloaderNetwork.ps1"
Configuring HT Bootloader Network:
---------------------------------Following network interfaces are available:
1) Intel(R) PRO/1000 MT Network Connection 00:0C:29:45:59:93
2) RAS Async Adapter 20:41:53:59:4E:FF
Select the primary interface by number or press Q to quit: 1
DHCP is currently enabled for the selected network interface.
Use DHCP during boot? [y/n] : n
Setting up static IP for use during boot
Current configuration:
Network parameters provided:
IP address
: 172.16.14.222
Gateway address
: 172.16.14.2
Netmask
: 255.255.255.0
DNS server address
: 172.16.14.2
Host Name
: WINQ2FCCC3ALIH
DNS Domain
: localdomain
Is this correct? [y/n]
: y
Successfully updated HT Bootloader network configuration

Example 3, Network Configuration Using Custom Static IP Settings
PS C:\users\administrator> powershell -File "C:\Program Files\hcs\bin\SetupHTBootloaderNetwork.ps1"
Configuring HT Bootloader Network:
---------------------------------Following network interfaces are available:
1) Intel(R) PRO/1000 MT Network Connection 00:0C:29:45:59:93
2) RAS Async Adapter 20:41:53:59:4E:FF
Select the primary interface by number or press Q to quit: 1
DHCP is currently enabled for the selected network interface.
Use DHCP during boot? [y/n] : n
Setting up static IP for use during boot
Current configuration:
Network parameters provided:
IP address
: 172.16.14.222
Gateway address
: 172.16.14.2
Netmask
: 255.255.255.0
DNS server address
: 172.16.14.2
Host Name
: WINQ2FCCC3ALIH
DNS Domain
: localdomain
Is this correct? [y/n]
: n
Please provide network parameters:
IP address
: 172.16.14.22
Netmask
: 172.16.14.2
Gateway address
: 255.255.255.0
DNS server address
: 172.16.14.3
Host Name
: MYPC
DNS Domain
: localdomain
Network parameters provided:
IP address
: 172.16.14.22
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Netmask
: 172.16.14.2
Gateway address
: 255.255.255.0
DNS server address
: 172.16.14.3
Host Name
: MYPC
DNS Domain
: localdomain
Is this correct? [y/n]
:y
Successfully updated HT Bootloader network configuration

Setting the Preferred Network Adapter
The "preferred network adapter" is the adapter used to communicate with KeyControl. When encrypting the boot device,
hcl checks to make sure that the preferred adapter is the adapter configured in the Bootloader. If not, the user is
prompted to update the network configuration. This can be done either by using SetupHTBootloaderNetwork.ps1 or
htblconf.exe. Both utilities clearly identify the preferred adapter when presenting options.
When using the GUI, it automatically opens htblconf.exe if the user agrees to updating the Bootloader network
settings. This is meant to be a safety net that ensures that the Bootloader will be able to communicate with KeyControl
once the boot partition has been encrypted. However the user can choose to override this behavior.
When using the hcl command line, use the -N option on the hcl encrypt command to override the check for the
preferred network adapter.

Troubleshooting Boot Issues
Because encryption keys are never stored locally, a VM with an encrypted boot partition requires access to KeyControl
when booting or the attempt will fail. If KeyControl is not available when the system is booted, the VM repeatedly
attempts to contact KeyControl for 30 seconds. If contact cannot be established after that time, the VM presents a
console menu with a number of options.
If you are unable to view the console directly, for example in environments such as Amazon Web Services (AWS), you
can access the console using an SSH client. This requires the id_rsa key file generated during the Policy Agent
installation. Copy the id_rsa file to the server and then reboot.
Tip: If you need another copy of the id_rsa key file, you can download it from the KeyControl webGUI by selecting
the VM on the Cloud > VMs tab and then selecting Actions > Download Bootloader SSH Key.
The console menu options are determined by the environment — some options are available on all platforms while others
are not available on platforms like AWS. The full list of options is:
1. Reauthenticate — If the credentials of the VM become stale, then it must be re-authenticated with KeyControl in
much the same way as a running VM would have to. The most likely reason for this is that the grace period has
expired. Another possibility is that the VM's IP address is configured via DHCP, which means it may have changed.
We recommend static IP addresses for boot drives, or disabling the IP address check feature in KeyControl. Key
retrieval will proceed after re-authentication is successful.
2. Update network settings— This takes you back to the network settings screen so that you can update the
settings.
3. Update Certificate — This allows you to update the VM certificate, if it has expired.
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4. Drop to shell — Provides a simple recovery shell. Use the command exit to leave the recovery shell. We strongly
recommend that you only use this option when instructed to do so by HyTrust Support.
5. Update NTP settings — This allows you to update the NTP server address.
6. Clone — This allows you to clone a VM with an encrypted boot drive. This is similar to hcl register -c while
cloning a non-boot-encrypted VM.
7. Restart network — This option instructs the VM to re-attempt to contact KeyControl and try to retrieve the
encryption key again. If no selection is made in this menu after 30 seconds, then this option will be taken
automatically.
8. Boot Windows with clearkey — This option instructs the Bootloader to boot without an encryption key, and is
done automatically if we detect that the boot partition is not encrypted.
9. Boot Windows with encryption key — This option instructs the Bootloader to boot Windows assuming that the
encryption key has already been fetched.
10. Poweroff — Power down the computer.
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Figure: Example of Key Retrieval Failure and the Restart Network operation.

Bootloader Time Sync Issues
The Bootloader stores the time difference between local time and UTC along with a comma-separated list of NTP
servers. If you need to change the list of NTP servers, you can update htbl.conf or you can use the following
command:
UpdateHTBootloaderNtpServers.ps1 [-ntpsrv <server list>] [-default] ntpsrv, where <server list> is a
list of comma-separated NTP servers in quotes. The default is to use NTP server settings from the host system, which
overrides the ntpsrv parameter.
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Bootloader Log File
The main HyTrust Bootloader log file is called htlog.log and it is located at the root level in the Bootloader partition. For
example, if the Bootloader is assigned to drive P:, the log file would be P:\htlog.log.
HyTrust limits the size of the htlog.log file to 10 MB. When the log file reaches 10 MB, a new entry will automatically
overwrite the oldest data in the log file.

Bootloader Silent Installation Status Files
In addition, if the Bootloader was installed silently using a command line script, the final state of installation can be
inferred from four empty files created by the installer in the same directory as the installer executable:
l

HTDone — This indicates the installation ended. You should poll for creation of this file to ensure that the installer

process finished. If no other file is created, it means that the installation completed successfully.
Note: Boot drive encryption is not available until AFTER a successful installation and reboot.
l

HTError — The installation failed. This file contains the error string.

l

HTBLError — HyTrust Bootloader installation failed, but the rest of the installation succeeded. This file contains the

error string.
l

HTRetryOnReboot — If this file is present, the installation was not a failure, but it needs a reboot. To complete the

installation, reboot and run the installer again.
For details about installing the Bootloader silently, see the HyTrust DataControl Installation and Upgrade Guide.

Encrypting a Windows Boot Drive
After you have installed the Policy Agent and the Bootloader on the device and you have made sure that the device
meets the prerequisites described in Requirements for Windows Boot Drive Encryption on page 307, you can encrypt the
boot drive using any of the standard disk encryption methods.
l

l

l

If you want to use the KeyControl webGUI, see Encrypting a Disk Using the webGUI on page 232.
If you want to use the HyTrust Policy Agent GUI, see Encrypting a Windows Disk Using the HyTrust Policy Agent
GUI on page 239.
If you want to use the CLI, see Encrypting a Disk Using the CLI on page 233.
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Using the Dashboard
The dashboard presents a graphical overview of your system, either for all your Cloud VM Sets or for a group of userselected sets.
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Procedure
1. In the top menu bar, click Dashboard.
2. To limit the number of Cloud VM Sets displayed, click the gear icon underneath the HyTrust logo and select the sets
you want to view, then select Apply. The webGUI displays a message next to the gear icon indicating how many
Cloud VM Sets you are viewing.

3. To view additional details for any chart in the Dashboard, hover over it with the mouse. For all charts except
VM Encryption and Disk Encryption, you can also click on a chart to view a pop-up dialog box with the details
presented in tabular format.
4. To view the pending task list, click the Expand icon in the upper-right-hand corner of the Tasks box.

KeyControl Activity Tracking
KeyControl tracks all activity on the system in the audit log. Users can export the audit log from the webGUI but they
cannot change it in any way. For security reasons, KeyControl tracks most of the events in the system.
For important events, KeyControl makes an entry in the audit log and also raises an alert. Users can look at the Alert tab
in the webGUI to get a quick overview of the major events that have taken place in the system. webGUI users can delete
an alert from their local view, but the same alert will still be visible to other KeyControl users who have the same
KeyControl permissions.
KeyControl categorizes audit log messages and alerts based on both the user's administrative roles (Cloud Admin,
Domain Admin, and Security Admin) and the groups to which the user belongs. When a user logs into the webGUI, they
can see the audit log messages and alerts generated by their groups that correspond to the privileges associated with
their account. For example:
l

l

l

If a Security Administrator logs in, they will see an alert if a user account is locked because a user exceeded the
maximum number of consecutive failed login attempts. Security Administrators are not assigned to a group, so all
Security Administrators see all security alerts.
If a Cloud Administrator logs in, they will see an alert if a new Cloud VM Set has been created in one of the Cloud
VM Sets in their associated groups. They will not see an alert about Cloud VM Sets created in other groups.
If a Domain Administrator logs in, they will see an alert if a new KeyControl node has been added to the cluster.
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l

If someone with Security, Cloud, and Domain Admin privileges logs in, they will see all three of the alerts mentioned
above.

In addition to viewing alerts in the webGUI, administrators can also receive alerts by email depending on how the system
is configured. For details, see Setting Email Server Preferences on page 35.
For a list of audit log messages, see DataControl Audit Messages on page 345.

Managing Alerts
KeyControl categorizes alerts based on both the user's administrative roles (Cloud Admin, Domain Admin, and Security
Admin) and the groups to which the user belongs. When a user logs into the webGUI, they can see the alerts generated
by their groups that correspond to the privileges associated with their account. For details, see KeyControl Activity
Tracking on the previous page.
Note: KeyControl keeps a maximum of 500 alerts per user. If this amount is exceeded, KeyControl deletes the oldest
alert when a new alert is generated.

Viewing Alerts
In the top menu bar, click Alerts.

Copying and Filtering Alerts
To copy an alert to the clipboard, click it and use Ctrl+C on Windows or Command+C on the Mac. If you want to copy
multiple alerts, click the Multi-Select button and then left-click on the alerts you want to select.
To filter the alert list:
1. In the Filter drop-down, select the field you want to filter on.
2. Enter the filter text in the text box.
3. Click the Plus (+) sign at the end of the field to add the filter.
4. Repeat this process to add additional filters and further refine the display.
Search tips for the available field types:
l

l

Message — Searches the text displayed in the Message column.
Date — Filters the list based on the date the alert was created. You can only select one day per filter. KeyControl
does not support searching on a range of dates.

Deleting Alerts
To delete one or more alerts from your local view:
1. Select the alerts you want to delete.
2. Select Actions > Delete Alerts.
If you need to see an alert you previously deleted, you can find it in the Audit Log. For details, see Viewing the Audit Log
on the next page.
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Viewing the Audit Log
In the top menu bar, click Audit Log. To view the details for a given message, click the Expand button > at the end of
the row.
To copy a message to the clipboard, click it and use Ctrl+C on Windows or Command+C on the Mac. If you want to
copy multiple rows, click the Multi-Select button and then left-click on the rows you want to select. If you want to export
the entire audit log in CSV or XML format, see Exporting the Audit Log on page 324.
You can filter the audit log messages displayed using one or more text searches forming an AND search string. The
webGUI displays the selected filters below the field. To remove a particular filter, click the X following the filter name.
All searches are partial word and case-insensitve. So "cre" would match "Create" and "Secret".
You cannot use regular expressions and you cannot specify a NOT condition in the search string. Complex searches can
only be done through the API.
To filter the message list:
1. In the Filter drop-down, select the field you want to filter on.
2. Enter the filter text in the text box.
3. Click the Plus (+) sign at the end of the field to add the filter.
4. Repeat this process to add additional filters and further refine the display.

Search Tips by Field Type
l

Category — Common categories are Security and Clusters.

l

Message — Searches the text displayed in the Message column.

l

Date — Filters the list based on the date the log entry was created. You can only select one day per filter. KeyControl
does not support searching on a range of dates.

l

Group — The name of the associated group, such as KeyControl Admin Group and Cloud Admin Group.

l

Host — The hostname of the server where the activity took place. In general this will be one of the KeyControl nodes.

l

l

ID — The message ID. For example, if you want to see all messages where a Cloud VM Set was created, you would
enter "12" in the filter field.
User — Searches the text shown in the User column. For a user-defined webGUI account, this will be the Full Name
specified for the account. For security reasons, the user login ID is not saved in the Audit Log.

Configuring Audit Log Settings
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
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3. In the General Settings section, click Audit Log and specify the options you want to use. The KeyControl webGUI
automatically saves your changes as you make them.

Option

Description
If a check mark and Retain All appears in this field, then KeyControl never deletes old
messages from the audit log. This is the default.

Log Retention

To change this option, click the Retain All check box. The KeyControl webGUI displays
the number of days for which it will keep old audit log messages. The default is 10 days,
which is also the minimum retention time allowed. Click this value to set a new retention
time.
To restore the default, click the Retain All check box again.
The default is Unlimited, which means KeyControl never deletes old messages from the
audit log based on the size of log.

Maximum Log Size

To change this value, click Unlimited then enter an integer and select MB, GB, or TB in
the units list box. The log size must be at least 100 MB.
If you have changed the size and want to restore the default Unlimited setting, specify 0
(zero) in this field.

Syslog Server

If you want to store the audit log on an external Syslog server, enter the server IP address
in this field. For additional Syslog setup information, see below.

Syslog Port

Enter an outbound UDP between 25 and 65535. KeyControl does not currently support
TCP for syslog.

4. If you configured an external syslog server in the preceding step:
a. Configure your syslog server to receive messages from each of the KeyControl nodes in the cluster. The
syslogd flags that specify the KeyControl nodes should contain names that are resolvable. Make sure that your
/etc/hosts file is set up correctly, with either IP addresses or hostnames. If you use hostnames, make sure
that reverse lookups work on the syslog server.
b. Add the tag hcs_audit to your syslog.conf file. The FreeBSD example below directs all hcs_audit messages
to go to the log file /var/log/hcs_audit.log:
! hcs_audit *.* /var/log/hcs_audit.log
! -hcs_audit

c. Make sure the audit log file is only writeable by root. For example:
# touch /var/log/hcs_audit.log
# chmod 0600 /var/log/hcs_audit.log

d. Configure your rc.conf file. For example, the following should be set prior to changing to syslog.conf:
syslogd_enable="YES"
syslogd_flags="-a kps1.domain -a kps2.domain -v"
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e. Restart the syslog daemon and verify that audit records generated by every KeyControl node are being written to
the hcs_audit.log file by logging out and then log back in on each of the KeyControl nodes in the cluster. When
you are done, examine the audit log to make sure those logins were properly recorded.
If messages are not being added, use tcpdump to make sure that packets are arriving at the syslog server. If
the packets are arriving, check the documentation for your syslog server to make sure the configuration is
correct.

Exporting the Audit Log
You can export the audit log in CSV (comma-separated value) or XML format.

CSV Format
To download the entire audit log or selected audit log rows in CSV (comma-separated value) format:
1. If you want to download a subset of audit log messages, select the appropriate rows. If you have filtered the list, you
can export just the filtered items without selecting them first.
2. Select Actions > Export.
3. Select CSV in the Format Type drop-down.
4. In the Which Rows? drop-down, select:
All Loaded — Downloads the audit log messages that match the selected filters, if any. If there are no filters, this
option downloads all audit log messages.
Selected — Downloads just those audit log messages selected in the webGUI using the Multi-Select option.
5. In the Which Columns? drop-down, select All.
6. Click Generate.
KeyControl saves a file called htdc-auditlog-datetimestamp.csv to your browser's default download location. The
datetimestamp is in the format month, day, year, hour, minute, seconds, AM/PM. For example, htdc-auditlog-4-62017--11_41_49-AM.csv.

XML Format
1. Select Actions > Export.
2. Select XML in the Format Type drop-down.
3. Click Generate.
KeyControl saves a file called htdc-auditlog-datetimestamp.log.xml to your browser's default download location.
The datetimestamp is in the format year, month, day, hour, minute. For example, htdc-auditlog201704061803.log.xml.
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Moving a KeyControl Node to a New Server in a MultiNode Environment
If you want to move a KeyControl node to a different server, you can simply remove the old server and then install the
KeyControl software on the new server and join the new server to the cluster so that the object store is copied to the new
server and all your configuration settings are retained. As long as one node remains in the cluster, you can change the
other servers out as needed.
Note: If you want to move a KeyControl node in a single-node system, see Moving a KeyControl Node to a New
Server in a Single Node Environment below.

Procedure
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI on any node you are not moving using an account with Domain Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Cluster.
3. Click the Servers tab.
4. Select the KeyControl node you want to move and select Actions > Remove.
5. Log into the existing server as htadmin.
KeyControl displays the HyTrust KeyControl System Console TUI (Text-based User Interface).
6. Select Shutdown System from the HyTrust KeyControl System Console.
7. Optionally, uninstall KeyControl as described in Decommissioning a KeyControl Node on page 118.
8. Decommission or re-purpose the server as needed.
9. Set up the new hardware and install KeyControl as an additional node in an existing cluster. For details, see the
HyTrust DataControl Installation and Upgrade Guide.
If possible, make sure the new system uses the same IP address as the old system so that all Policy Agents can
find the new systems. If you need to change the system IP address, you need to update the appropriate KeyControl
Mappings or update the list of authorized IP addresses with each Policy Agent as described in Changing a
KeyControl Mapping on page 146 and Updating KeyControl Node IP Addresses on an Individual VM on page 149.

Moving a KeyControl Node to a New Server in a Single
Node Environment
If you want to move a KeyControl node to a different server, you can install the KeyControl software on the new server
and join the new server to the cluster so that the object store is copied to the new server and all your configuration
settings are retained. Then you can remove the old server from the cluster and decommission it.
Note: If you want to move a KeyControl node in a multi-node cluster, see Moving a KeyControl Node to a New Server
in a Multi-Node Environment above.
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Procedure
1. Set up the new server and install KeyControl as an additional node in a cluster with the old KeyControl node. For
details, see the HyTrust DataControl Installation and Upgrade Guide.
Make note of the IP address you assigned to the new server.
2. Make sure your new node is properly configured by logging into the KeyControl webGUI on the new server using an
account with Domain Admin privileges.
Note: If you are using KeyControl Mappings, you need to log in using an account with Cloud Admin privileges as
well in order to update the Mappings later in this procedure.
3. In the top menu bar, click Cluster. The cluster Status should be Healthy and both nodes should appear on the
Servers tab.
4. If you have registered the KeyControl IP address directly on each Policy Agent (as opposed to using a KeyControl
Mapping), log into each server connected to KeyControl and issue the command:
# hcl updatekc kc_hostname[:port]

Where kc_hostname is the IP address of the new server and port is an optional port number if the port is anything
other than the default (443).
5. If you set up one or more KeyControl Mappings, you need to update them:
a. In the KeyControl webGUI top menu bar, click Cloud.
b. Click the Mappings tab.
c. Select the Mapping in the list, then select Actions > Edit Mapping.
d. Add the new KeyControl node to the Mapping and then remove the old KeyControl node.
e. Click Update.
f. The new KeyControl Mapping will be communicated to the associated Policy Agents on the next heartbeat. You
can either wait for that to happen to make sure the agents are using the new KeyControl IP address or you can
log into the VMs and run the command hcl updatekc –a.
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6. After all VMs in the system are using the new KeyControl IP address, you can remove the old node and
decommission the server.
Important: If you are using KeyControl Mappings, make sure that the Mapping information has updated on all the
VMs registered with KeyControl before you remove the old node from the cluster. Just changing the Mapping in
KeyControl is not enough. Each VM must heartbeat with KeyControl before the change in the Mapping file can be
disseminated to the VM. If you remove the old node before this happens, the VM will be unable to connect to
KeyControl and access to the encrypted data on the VM could be lost.
a. In the top menu bar, click Cluster.
b. Click the Servers tab.
c. Click the old node in the list and select Actions > Remove.
d. Log into the existing server as htadmin.
KeyControl displays the HyTrust KeyControl System Console TUI (Text-based User Interface).
e. Shut down the server by selecting Shutdown System from the HyTrust KeyControl System Console.
f. If desired, uninstall KeyControl as described in Decommissioning a KeyControl Node on page 118.
g. Decommission or re-purpose the old server as needed.

Increasing KeyControl Storage in a VM
KeyControl sends an alert there is less than 2 GB free space on the drive in which it is installed. If you installed
KeyControl in a VM, you can increase the amount of storage available without reinstalling KeyControl. You just need to
increase the size of the underlying disk and reboot the KeyControl node.
1. Increase the size of the virtual disk in which KeyControl is installed using your hypervisor tools.
Note: You may need to shut down the VM before you can resize the disk. For details, see your hypervisor
documentation.
2. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Domain Admin privileges.
3. In the top menu bar, click Cluster.
4. Select the KeyControl node whose disk you just resized in the list.
5. Select Actions > System Reboot.
6. If necessary, log back into the webGUI after the KeyControl node has rebooted.
7. Review the Audit Log messages. The node should report the new size upon success or provide information if the
resize failed.

VM Handlers for Attach/Detach in Linux
There are scripts that are invoked when a device is either attached or detached. These scripts can be found under the
/opt/hcs/handlers directory. The attach handler (default.attach) is invoked when a new device is attached and the
detach handler (default.detach) is invoked when a new device is detached.
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The default attach handler is shown below:
#!/bin/sh
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Post-attach handlers are called with at least 2 and at most 4 arguments:
1. the absolute path of the cleartext device e.g. /dev/mapper/clear_sda
2. the absolute path of the encrypted_device e.g. /dev/sda
3. (optional) mountpoint
4. (optional) mount options
If the mountpoint and mount options are supplied, then the default handler
will fsck and mount the cleartext device on the given mount point.

if [ $# -lt 2 -o $# -gt 4 ]; then
exit 1
fi
if [ $# -eq 2 ]; then
exit 0
fi
cleardev=$1
if [ $# -ge 3 ]; then
mntpt=$3
fi
if [ $# -eq 4 ]; then
mntopts=$4
fi
fsck -a "$cleardev"
if [ $? -eq 0 ]; then
mount $mntopts "$cleardev" "$mntpt"
else
exit 2
fi

The mount point and mount options are collected along with the clear-text path to the device and a mount call is made.
The handlers can be changed freely. We recommend that you back up your handlers, using your preferred backup
solution.

VM Handlers for Attach/Detach in Windows
The windows client also supports attach and detach handler scripts, located at c:\Program Files\hcs\handlers.
These run at the same times as the Linux client scripts. The attach handlers will be called immediately after a successful
attach. Detach handling scripts will be called immediately before detaching disks.
You can create a handler script for each disk that is encrypted. The format of the name will be:
DRIVE_LETTER.attach.cmd and DRIVE_LETTER.detach.cmd

Individual disk handler scripts are not required. If not specified, then the default script will be called instead. Those are
named default.attach.cmd and default.detach.cmd.
Each script invocation will be passed the following parameters:
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1. The drive letter of the disk being attached or detached. This parameter will be an empty string if the encrypted
partition does not have a drive letter assigned.
2. The device name of the volume that is being attached or detached.
3. The index into the list of encrypted drives. The index values start at 0. For example, if there are 4 encrypted drives,
the index values will go from 0 to 3 as each drive is attached or detached.
4. The total number of encrypted drives. If this value is 0, it indicates that only a single disk has been attached or
detached from the command line (for example, by an administrator issuing the hcl attach or hcl detach
command or by revoking or restoring a disk with the KeyControl webGUI).
The script can determine if all disks are attached or detached by comparing parameters 3 and 4. If parameter 3 (plus 1
because it is offset from 0) is equal to parameter 4, then the script can assume that all of the disks in the system have
been handled. If the total number of disks passed in is 0, that indicates that only a single disk is being operated on at that
time.
If you have a disk that already contains data that you want to be encrypted, you can run the hcl encrypt command. All
encryption, whether encrypting a new disk or removing and decrypting an existing disk, makes use of dynamic rekey. In
the case of encrypting a disk, we do the conversion in the background, thus allowing you access the disk while the
encryption process is taking place. This allows you to have no downtime for your applications and data.
Note: If Windows disks are sparse, we will only encrypt allocated blocks ensuring that only the allocated blocks are
encrypted and the sparseness remains. This is not currently available for Windows C: drives.
To demonstrate how rekey works, let's first look at the contents of the unencrypted G::
C:\>dir g:
Volume in drive G is New Volume
Volume Serial Number is 44A1-E6A7
Directory of G:\
10/25/2012
10/25/2012
10/25/2012
10/25/2012
10/25/2012
10/25/2012
10/25/2012

01:48 PM
01:48 PM
01:48 PM
01:48 PM
01:48 PM
01:48 PM
01:48 PM
7 File(s)
0 Dir(s)

346,454 HCS_BreachWhitepaper_v1.5.pdf
303,179 HCS_CSP_Whitepaper.pdf
2,278,559 HCS_Encryption_Use_Cases.pdf
883,773 HCS_HIPAA_Compliance.pdf
1,006,858 HCS_PCI_Compliance.pdf
310,103 HCS_Shack-P1.pdf
495,492 HCS_Shack-P2.pdf
5,624,418 bytes
2,098,798,592 bytes free

Now let's start the encryption process:
C:\>hcl encrypt g:
All the data on G: will be encrypted. This operation may take a long time.
Do you want to proceed? (y/n) y
registering drive G:, guid FF2A17F2-D7DE-404B-B977-018ADC611BCC
Encrypted device G: has been added.
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You can view the progress of the rekey operation by running hcl rekey as follows:
C:>\hcl rekey status g:
device: \Device\Harddisk3\Partition1
drive: G
state: in progress
begin: 65536
end: 2144403456
current: 725794816
sector offset (from 0): 1417568
total sectors: 4188160
total size: 2144337920
pct done: 33.85%
elapsed time (seconds): 27

Even though the drive is only partially encrypted, we can still view the contents:
C:\>dir g:
Volume in drive G is New Volume
Serial Number is 44A1-E6A7
Directory of G:\
10/25/2012
10/25/2012
10/25/2012
10/25/2012
10/25/2012
10/25/2012
10/25/2012

01:48 PM
01:48 PM
01:48 PM
01:48 PM
01:48 PM
01:48 PM
01:48 PM
7 File(s)
0 Dir(s)

346,454 HCS_BreachWhitepaper_v1.5.pdf
303,179 HCS_CSP_Whitepaper.pdf
2,278,559 HCS_Encryption_Use_Cases.pdf
883,773 HCS_HIPAA_Compliance.pdf
1,006,858 HCS_PCI_Compliance.pdf
310,103 HCS_Shack-P1.pdf
495,492 HCS_Shack-P2.pdf
5,624,418 bytes
2,098,798,592 bytes free

Troubleshooting Network Issues
The KeyControl System Console provides diagnostics that let you test the link between a KeyControl node and external
servers such as DNS servers, NTP servers, other KeyControl node servers, or servers running third-party applications
such as KMIP servers, LDAP servers, RADIUS servers, or Active Directory servers.
1. Use your hypervisor to access one of the VMs in which KeyControl is running, then log into the KeyControl VM
console as htadmin .
KeyControl displays the HyTrust KeyControl System Console TUI (Text-based User Interface).
2. Select Manage Network Settings and press Enter.
3. Select Network Diagnostic Tools and press Enter.
4. On the HyTrust SecureOS Network Diagnostics page, select one of the following options:
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Option
Verify DNS Server
Response

Description
Enter a comma-separated list of IP address that you want KeyControl to verify as a
DNS server. KeyControl responds with one verification line per specified server.
This test can be used to verify that the KeyControl node can communicate through the
firewall on the correct port to the specified IP addresses.

Verify NTP Server
Response

Enter a comma-separated list of IP address or hostnames that you want KeyControl to
verify. KeyControl responds with one verification line per specified server.

Ping Another Server

This option sends a simple ping (ICMP) to another server to see if that server is up and
responding. This test does not prove that the current KeyControl node can actually
communicate with the target server. It just means that the target server exists and is
online.
This option tests whether the current KeyControl node can communicate with the
target server on the specified ports (the default ports are 2525 and 8443 for KeyControl
to KeyControl communication). If you want to specify multiple ports, separate the port
numbers with a space.
The test returns one of the following responses for each specified port:
l

Test Inbound Ports of
Another Server

l

l

Return to Main Menu

OK — The current node can communicate with the target server on the specified
port. This response does not mean, however, that the target server can
communicate back to the current node. If the target is another KeyControl node with
which you want to form a cluster, you need to log into the target node and run this
test again using the target node as the base. If the test passes on both servers, then
the two KeyControl nodes can be joined in a single cluster.
Connection Refused — The current node cannot communicate with the target
node through the specified port.
Operation Timed Out — The target node did not respond to the communication
request from the current node.

Closes the HyTrust SecureOS Network Diagnostics page and returns to the main
HyTrust KeyControl System Console page.

Support Access and Log Files
HyTrust DataControl provides two methods of support access:
l

l

Restricted support — Customers can access support logs and run simple diagnostic tools through a limited SSHaccessible shell that can be invoked from the HyTrust KeyControl System Console. For details, see Using the
Restricted Shell on the next page.
Full support — The HyTrust support staff can access and troubleshoot the customer's system. Full support access
requires multi-factor authentication between the KeyControl Administrator at the customer site and HyTrust Support.
If such access is required, HyTrust Support will guide you through the process.
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Using the Restricted Shell
The restricted support login provides a limited SSH-accessible shell in which the KeyControl administrator can gather
diagnostic information. It is disabled by default.
1. Use your hypervisor to access one of the VMs in which KeyControl is running, then log into the KeyControl VM
console as htadmin .
KeyControl displays the HyTrust KeyControl System Console TUI (Text-based User Interface).
2. Select Manage Support Accounts and press Enter.
3. On the Manage Support Accounts page, select htrestricted (read only support access) and press Enter.
The TUI displays the Manage the htrestricted account page.
Note: If the account is currently enabled, KeyControl displays that information along with the date on which the
current restricted support password will expire. If you want to set a new password, select Yes at this prompt and
then return to step 2.
4. Select Yes and press Enter to confirm the request.
5. Enter the password for the htrestricted support account. When you are done, select OK and press Enter, then
press Enter again to confirm the request.
6. Use SFTP to log into the htrestricted account on the KeyControl node using the password you specified above.
The following example shows how to log into the restricted shell and navigate to the directory containing the latest
support bundles. The first bundle contains the logs for the current node only, while the second bundle contains the
logs from all nodes in the cluster:
$ sftp htrestricted@10.238.66.250
htrestricted@54.193.4.110's password:
Connected to htrestricted@54.193.4.110.
sftp> cd support/logs/node_logs
sftp> ls
htkc_dbginfo_kc-250.domain.mycompany.com_2019-07-03-21-27-57.tar.gz
sftp> cd ../cluster_logs
sftp> ls
htkc_cluster_dbginfo_2019-07-03-21-29-11.tar.gz
sftp>

For details about using the restricted shell, contact HyTrust Support.

Creating a Support Bundle with the webGUI
In certain circumstances it may be necessary to gather diagnostic information and logs from KeyControl that can be sent
to HyTrust support for further analysis. The following procedure describes how to create a log bundle using the webGUI.
To create the bundle with the HyTrust KeyControl System Console on the KeyControl node, see Creating a Support
Bundle from the HyTrust KeyControl System Console on the next page.
1. Log into the KeyControl webGUI using an account with Security Admin privileges.
2. In the top menu bar, click Settings.
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3. In the Support section, click Download Logs.
4. If a log has not yet been created for this cluster or if you want to generate a new log, click Create Bundle.
5. In the Logs dialog box, enter the following information:

Option

Description

Include Audit Log

If Yes, KeyControl includes the full audit log in the bundle. The default is Yes.

Include All Cluster
Logs

If Yes, KeyControl includes the log bundle from every KeyControl node in the cluster. If
No, KeyControl only includes the log bundle from the current node. The default is No.

Include Core Files

If Yes, KeyControl includes core files in the bundle. The default is No.

Passphrase

If you specify a passphrase, KeyControl encrypts the bundle with an AES 256-bit key
using the provided passphrase.

6. When you are done, click Create. KeyControl creates the log file and then refreshes the information about the log
bundle it created.
7. To download the bundle, click Download.
Tip: Some browsers may display a warning that the log bundle is not commonly downloaded and may be
dangerous. It is safe to ignore this message and continue the download.

Creating a Support Bundle from the HyTrust KeyControl
System Console
In certain circumstances it may be necessary to gather diagnostic information and logs from KeyControl that can be sent
to HyTrust support for further analysis. The following procedure describes how to create a log bundle using the HyTrust
KeyControl System Console on one of the nodes in the cluster. To create the bundle using the webGUI, see Creating a
Support Bundle with the webGUI on the previous page.
1. Use your hypervisor to access one of the VMs in which KeyControl is running, then log into the KeyControl VM
console as htadmin .
KeyControl displays the HyTrust KeyControl System Console TUI (Text-based User Interface).
2. Select Gather Diagnostic Logs.
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3. In the Create Log Options page, use the arrow keys to move to an option you want to change an then use the
spacebar to toggle whether that option is selected. When you are done, press Enter. The options are:

Option

Description

Include Audit Log?

If selected, KeyControl includes the full audit log in the bundle. This option is
selected by default.

Include Log Bundle from ALL
KeyControl Nodes?

If selected, KeyControl includes the log bundle from every node in the cluster.
Otherwise KeyControl only includes the log bundle from the current node.

Include Core Files?

If selected, KeyControl includes core files in the bundle.

Use a Passphrase to
Encrypt the Bundle?

If selected, KeyControl encrypts the bundle with an AES 256-bit key using the
provided passphrase.
KeyControl will prompt you for the passphrase as soon as you press Enter.

When you press Enter, KeyControl creates the bundle using the options you selected.
4. When you see the prompt that says the log bundle was successfully created, press Enter.
You can download the log bundle from the KeyControl webGUI by selecting Settings > Support > Download
Logs.

Disabling KeyControl Support Logins
KeyControl support logins are automatically disabled 24 hours after being created. This procedure describes how to
manually disable a support log in before that time has expired.
1. Use your hypervisor to access one of the VMs in which KeyControl is running, then log into the KeyControl VM
console as htadmin .
KeyControl displays the HyTrust KeyControl System Console TUI (Text-based User Interface).
2. Select Manage Support Accounts and press Enter.
3. On the Manage Support Accounts page, select the account you want to disable and press Enter.
4. The confirmation page shows the account name and when the password will automatically expire. To disable the
account immediately, make sure Yes is selected and press Enter.
KeyControl disables the support account and returns to the main menu.

Policy Agent Support Logs
The Policy Agent logs information to the following files on Linux and Windows:
Linux — /var/log/hcl.log
Windows — C:\Program Files\hcs\hcl.log
To generate a log bundle containing pertinent system information, use the hcsinfo command. For details, contact
HyTrust Support.
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Backing Up the Policy Agent
If you want to backup an the Policy Agent on an encrypted disk, you need to make sure the entire disk is backed up (for
example, the entire VMDK file in a VMware vSphere environment). This ensures that the HyTrust GUIDs representing
the keys are also backed up so the data can be decrypted if it is restored from the backup. Once the backup is
reauthorized with KeyControl, KeyControl can use the restored GUIDs to determine which keys apply to the restored
data.
To create the backup, see your hypervisor documentation. HyTrust does not provide any tools for backing up a VM.
Warning: Before you back up your VM, make sure you check the expiration date for the data encryption keys on the
disk. If you restore a backup with expired keys and the expiration option is set to SHRED, KeyControl will destroy the
keys immediately and the data will be inaccessible. If you set the expiration option to NO USE, the keys can be
reactivated after the back up is restored. For more information, see Encrypting a Disk Using the CLI on page 233.

Uninstalling the Policy Agent on Linux
1. Decrypt all encrypted disks as described in Decrypting a Disk Using the webGUI on page 251.
Important: If you uninstall the Policy Agent without decrypting the disks, all access to the encrypted files will be
lost because the encryption keys are deleted during the uninstall procedure.
2. Make sure that the Policy Agent can be uninstalled on the VM. To do so, expand the VM in the webGUI and look at
the Policy Agent Uninstallation Allowed field on the Details tab. If this field is set to No, click No, select Yes
from the drop-down list, then click Save.
Tip: If you want to uninstall the Policy Agent from multiple VMs in this Cloud VM Set, you can change this property
at the Cloud VM Set level and propagate the change to all VMs in the Cloud VM Set. For more information, see
Changing Cloud VM Set Properties on page 131.
3. Log into the VM as root.
4. Run the shell command hcs-client-agent-5.0-build.number.run uninstall. For example:
# sh hcs-client-agent-5.0-12345.run uninstall
Creating directory hcs-agent-agent
Verifying archive integrity... All good.
Uncompressing hcs-agent-agent.run.............
Data on all encrypted volumes will be lost. Proceed with uninstall? (yes/no) yes
Encrypted device /dev/sdb1 detached; decrypted contents no longer visible
Encrypted device /dev/sdc1 detached; decrypted contents no longer visible
Encrypted device /dev/sdd1 detached; decrypted contents no longer visible
Stopping hcld... done
Uninstall successful
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Uninstalling the Policy Agent on Windows
1. Decrypt all encrypted disks in the VM as described in Decrypting a Disk Using the webGUI on page 251.
Important: If you uninstall the Policy Agent without decrypting the disks, all access to the encrypted files will be
lost because the encryption keys are deleted during the uninstall procedure.
2. Make sure that the Policy Agent can be uninstalled on the VM. To do so, expand the VM in the webGUI and look at
the Policy Agent Uninstallation Allowed field on the Details tab. If this field is set to No, click No, select Yes
from the drop-down list, then click Save.
Tip: If you want to uninstall the Policy Agent from multiple VMs in this Cloud VM Set, you can change this property
at the Cloud VM Set level and propagate the change to all VMs in the Cloud VM Set. For more information, see
Changing Cloud VM Set Properties on page 131.
3. Log into the VM as a System Administrator.
4. If you want to delete the Policy Agent private metadata partition, use the CLI command hcl pa_delete_partition
disknumber, where disknumber is the disk number on which the Policy Agent private metadata partition resides.
Note: This command will fail if any partitions on the disk are still encrypted.
C:\> hcl pa_delete_partition 1
Deleting the HyTrust Metadata partition - Disk 1, Partition 2...
Successfully deleted the HyTrust Metadata partition - Disk 1, Partition 2.

5. Select Start > All Programs > HyTrust > Uninstall or open the Windows Control Panel and select HyTrust >
Uninstall from the list of installed programs.
DataControl launches the HyTrust Setup Wizard.
6. Click Next on the Welcome page.
7. Click Uninstall.
8. Click Yes at the prompt to confirm the uninstall request.
If any errors are encountered during the uninstall, DataControl displays a message noting the errors and giving the
path to the log file in which the errors have been logged. The default log file is C:\hcs-install.log.
9. Once the uninstall has finished, click Finish to close the wizard.
10. Reboot Windows to verify that everything has been restored to the proper state.
11. If the Policy Agent was installed on a boot disk, use the Windows Disk Manager to remove the HTBOOTLDR partition.
Because the Bootloader is mounted as a system volume, DataControl cannot automatically remove the partition
during the uninstall procedure.
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KMIP Client Logs
l

/host/var/log/hcs/kmipcmd.log: Fully-formatted KMIP protocol output. Key values are redacted.

l

/host/var/log/hcs/ht_kmip.log: Output from the KMIP client implementation. Includes operations attempted and

appropriate error codes.

KMIP Server Logs
l

/host/var/log/hcs/kmipsrv.log: Transactions for server stop and start. This is mostly for debugging.

l

/host/var/log/hcs/traffic.log: Fully-formatted KMIP protocol output. Key values are redacted.

l

Audit log: You can configure the KMIP server to record all KMIP requests and responses or just the create/get
requests and responses in the KeyControl Audit log. You can also configure the server so that it does not log any
KMIP information in the Audit log. For details about setting this option, see Configuring a KeyControl KMIP Server on
page 57.

Troubleshooting
The most common errors are:
l

l

l

l

l

Error 10 KMIP_ERROR_IO — Generally, the client is not talking to the server at all. This could be because of firewall
issues, incorrect “Host Name” in KMIP client settings, or some other network issue. You can check connectivity with
netcat via the console menu under “Diagnostic Tools”.
Error 29 KMIP_ERROR_SSL_PARAMS — Seen when incomplete parameters are entered on the KMIP Basic tab.
For details about setting these options, see Configuring a KeyControl KMIP Server on page 57.
Error 30 KMIP_ERROR_SSL_PEER_VALIDATION — Seen when the KMIP server required Server Cert and one
was not provided.
Error 31 KMIP_ERROR_BAD_PASSWORD — One of the passwords entered for a KMIP client is incorrect.
Error 32 KMIP_ERROR_BAD_TRUSTED_FILE — The CA cert argument specified for the KMIP client is incorrect.
For details about certificates, see Creating KMIP Client Certificate Bundles on page 58.

Full List of KMIP Errors
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

KMIP_ERROR_NONE
KMIP_ERROR_FAILED
KMIP_ERROR_ALLOC
KMIP_ERROR_BAD_ARGS
KMIP_ERROR_SPACE
KMIP_ERROR_BAD_DATA
KMIP_ERROR_INCOMPLETE
KMIP_ERROR_BAD_CERT_FILE
KMIP_ERROR_BAD_KEY_FILE
KMIP_ERROR_BAD_CONNECT
KMIP_ERROR_IO
KMIP_ERROR_NOT_FOUND
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#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

KMIP_ERROR_BAD_TYPE
KMIP_ERROR_NO_DATA
KMIP_ERROR_INVALID
KMIP_ERROR_RANGE
KMIP_ERROR_CHECK
KMIP_ERROR_NOT_SUPPORTED
KMIP_ERROR_BAD_PROTOCOL
KMIP_ERROR_NO_SPACE
KMIP_ERROR_BAD_ID
KMIP_ERROR_DENIED
KMIP_ERROR_TOO_LARGE
KMIP_ERROR_GENERATE_FAILED
KMIP_ERROR_EVAL_EXPIRED
KMIP_ERROR_ARCHIVED
KMIP_ERROR_BAD_STATE
KMIP_ERROR_RETRY
KMIP_ERROR_NO_PROVIDERS
KMIP_ERROR_SSL_PARAMS
KMIP_ERROR_SSL_PEER_VALIDATION
KMIP_ERROR_BAD_PASSWORD
KMIP_ERROR_BAD_TRUSTED_FILE
KMIP_ERROR_AUTH_FAILED
KMIP_ERROR_CERT_AUTH_FAILED
KMIP_ERROR_DB_CONNECT
KMIP_ERROR_DB_GENERAL
KMIP_ERROR_AGAIN
KMIP_ERROR_NOT_UNIQUE
KMIP_ERROR_DB_INSERT
KMIP_ERROR_DB_UPDATE
KMIP_ERROR_SINGLE_INSTANCE
KMIP_ERROR_SERVER_TRUST
KMIP_ERROR_PROTECT
KMIP_ERROR_REPLICATE
KMIP_ERROR_SERIALISE
KMIP_ERROR_PROXY
KMIP_ERROR_SSL_VALIDATION
KMIP_ERROR_SSL_VERIFY_HOST
KMIP_ERROR_SPECIFICATION_ERROR
KMIP_ERROR_POOL_FAILURE
KMIP_ERROR_DB_TRANSACTION
KMIP_ERROR_DB_LIMIT
KMIP_ERROR_DB_LOCK
KMIP_ERROR_CRYPTO
KMIP_ERROR_INVALID_FIELD
KMIP_ERROR_ATTESTATION_REQUIRED
KMIP_ERROR_ATTESTATION_FAILED
KMIP_ERROR_BAD_INDEX
KMIP_ERROR_NAMESPACE
KMIP_ERROR_FEATURE_DISABLED
KMIP_ERROR_VERIFY
KMIP_ERROR_DB_READ_ONLY
KMIP_ERROR_FIPS140
KMIP_ERROR_HSM
KMIP_ERROR_TOKEN
KMIP_ERROR_NO_KEY
KMIP_ERROR_HEARTBEAT_BLOCKED
KMIP_ERROR_SSL_HANDSHAKE
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#define KMIP_ERROR_SSL_BAD_TIMEOUT
#define KMIP_ERROR_HSM_OFFLINE
#define KMIP_ERROR_CERT_KEY_MISMATCH

69
70
71

Recovering Access to KeyControl
There are times when you will need to recover your KeyControl system, such as when you increase the number of CPUs
allotted to a KeyControl server or you restore from a backup to a newly-created VM. The system recovery process
prevents rogue administrators from making unauthorized changes to, or copies of, KeyControl disks.
When this happens, the KeyControl webGUI displays the System Recovery Options dialog box.
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1. Select the method you want to use to recover your system. The options are:

Option

Description
Allows you to upload the minimum number of required Admin Key parts that were
sent to the Security Admins in the system. If you select this option, the webGUI
displays the Recover Admin Key page.

Recovery using Keypart
Upload

To upload a part, click Browse and select the appropriate recovery_key file.
The Browse button should change to show the name of the selected file. When
the correct file is displayed, click Upload file.
Make sure that all Admin Key parts you upload have the same generation count.
This information can be found in the email accompanying the Admin Key part.
For details, see Admin Keys on page 51.
When the required number of parts have been uploaded, KeyControl recovers the
system and displays the Recovery Success message. Click Proceed to return
to the KeyControl login page.

Recovery from KMIP Server

Allows you to get an Admin Key stored on a KMIP server. The Admin Key must
already be stored on this server for this option to work.

Recovery from HSM Server

Allows you to get the Admin Key from an HSM server. The Admin Key must
already be stored on the HSM server for this option to work. If you select this
option, the webGUI displays the HSM Recovery page where you can specify
your HSM partition label and password.

Decommission

If you want to decommission your KeyControl system, see Decommissioning a
KeyControl Node on page 118.

2. If there are multiple KeyControl nodes in the cluster, re-join those nodes with the node you just recovered. For
details, see Joining or Re-joining a KeyControl Cluster on page 116.
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Encrypting a Drive Shared by Multiple Nodes
In addition to creating a KeyControl cluster to support failover, you can use Microsoft’s Windows Failover Clusters. For
an overview of Failover Clusters in Windows Server 2008 R2, see http://technet.microsoft.com/enus/library/cc730692.aspx. What follows are specific instructions for the HyTrust DataControl implementation of Failover
Clusters.
The examples in the following procedure assume that you are using drive G: for your CIFS export from your Windows
failover cluster nodes winhost1 and winhost2, and that G: on winhost1 appears as hard disk 3 and on winhost2 it
appears as hard disk 4.
1. Log into both winhost1 and winhost2 as an Administrator.
2. Disconnect all existing clients that are currently using this share. To confirm that all clients have disconnected, run
net session /list from the command prompt of both winhost1 and winhost2. The command should not show
any existing sessions.
3. On both winhost1 and winhost2, run the command hcl status to get information about the state of your
connection with the KeyControl node, the number of devices available to encrypt, and so on.
4. Determine which node is the current owner of the shared disk and:
l

l

If you want to preserve the data that exists on the disk, run the command hcl encrypt G: on that node.
KeyControl encrypts the drive and the existing data.
If you want to reformat the disk, run the command hcl add G:. KeyControl reformats the disk using NTFS and
erases any existing data.

In both cases, KeyControl adds a unique GUID (Globally Unique Identifier) to G: and makes G: available as an
encrypted drive.
5. Run hcl status on both nodes again. You should see the same GUID being reported for hard disk 3 on winhost1
and for hard disk 4 on winhost2.
6. On winhost1, run hcl encrypt G: from the command prompt to begin encrypting existing data on the drive.
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l

l

Depending on the size of the drive, this will take a few minutes to complete.
During the encryption, G: will no longer be visible and the CIFS export service will show as offline in the
failover cluster manager.

l

Once hcl encrypt G: completes, its contents will be visible.

l

G: should now also show up under the disks owned by winhost1 in the KeyControl node.

7. Run hcl detach -a on winhost1. This will unmap drive G: from winhost1 in preparation for the next step.
8. Use the failover cluster manager to move the CIFS service (and thus ownership of G:) from winhost1 to winhost2.
Note that G: will appear to be unformatted to winhost2 and you will be prompted to format it. Ignore this prompt.
9. On winhost2, run hcl import G:. This should complete very quickly since hcl recognizes that this is an encrypted
disk whose key is already registered with the KeyControl node.
10. G: should now be readable on winhost2.

What to Do Next
Set up automatic failover and failback. For details, see Dependencies for Failover and Failback below and Enabling
Failover and Failback on page 344.

Dependencies for Failover and Failback
HyTrust provides a vbscript called hcs-fs-service.vbs that is responsible for getting (via an online routine) and
releasing (via an offline routine) keys from the KeyControl node for devices that are protected.
The order of events when disks are brought up or taken down is extremely important.
1. The cluster disk must be brought online for the node before the online routine is called.
Note: The online routine calls hcl updateconﬁg, which handles the cases where Windows changes the order of
disks on the system. This typically happens across reboots when there are multiple iSCSI targets configured on the
same host.
2. The online routine calls hcl attach -a, which fetches keys for all devices that have been encrypted on that node.
Therefore, this routine must be called before the CIFS service is brought online.
3. The offline routine calls hcl detach -a, which releases keys for all devices that have been encrypted on that node.
Therefore, this routine must be called after the CIFS service is taken down.
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The following illustrations show these dependencies:
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Enabling Failover and Failback
In this procedure we will continue to use drive G: with two nodes, winhost1 and winhost2.

Before You Begin
l

Make sure you have set up encryption as described in Encrypting a Drive Shared by Multiple Nodes on page 341.

l

Review the dependencies discussed in Dependencies for Failover and Failback on page 342.

Procedure
1. Log into both winhost1 and winhost2 as an Administrator.
2. Copy the script hcl-fs-service.vbs to the same location on both nodes winhost1 and winhost2.
The script is located in the PA-install-dir\bin directory, where PA-install-dir is the HyTrust DataControl
Policy Agent installation directory.
3. Add the script as a resource to the FS service via the failover cluster manager.
4. In the dependency properties for the hcl-fs-service.vbs script, specify that the cluster disk G: must be brought
online before this script is executed.

Testing Failover and Failback
1. Mount the exported CIFS share in the client nodes.
2. Bring the fs service online and offline a few times on one of the nodes.
3. Check the contents of C:\fsonline.txt to see if the online function executed correctly. It should read something
like:
updateconfig succeeded Encrypted device \Device\Harddisk3\Partition1 attached; decrypted
contents visible at G:

4. Check the contents of C:\fsoffline.txt to see if the offline function executed correctly. It should read
something like:
Encrypted device \Device\Harddisk3\Partition1 detached; decrypted contents no longer visible

5. Using Failover Manager, try moving the fs service over to the other node. Again, check the contents of
C:\fsoffline on the source node and C:\fsonline on the target node to ensure that everything worked.
6. Try rebooting a node and confirming that the fs service smoothly fails over to the new node.
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Appendix B. DataControl Audit Messages
There are many audit messages produced by DataControl. Many of these are informative and require no action. In the
tables below, we list many of the audit messages and show:
l

Whether an Alert is also generated.

l

The severity (L=Low, M=Medium, H=High).

l

What the resolution is if any action should be taken.

l

In the Message column, a %s represents a string value. For example, in the following message:
Added user %s to group %s

The actual message will be displayed with the name of the user and group, for example:
Added user fred to group IT

Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description
A new license has
been uploaded and
installed.

1

System License installed.

L

no

2

Begin System Initialization

L

no

3

Created group %s

M

no

The specified admin
group has just been
created.

no

This message appears
during initialization of
the first KeyControl
node.

no

The user shown has
been added to the
specified admin group.

4

5

Created Domain %s

Added user %s to group %s

L

M

6

Expired password for user %s

H

no

A password has
expired for the
specified user.

7

User %s logged out from ipaddr %s

L

no

The specified user has
just logged out from the
IP address shown.
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The specified user
needs to log into the
GUI and change
his/her password.
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Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description

8

Changed following attributes for user
Security Administrator :- Password,
Password Expiration Date, Password
History List

M

no

One or more of the
listed attributes has
been changed for the
user.

9

Changed SMTP Auth Settings

M

no

Email settings have
been modified.
Permission to use
External Key Store has
been removed. The old
Admin Key was NOT
removed on the EKS to
allow restoration of
older backups.

Resolution

Informational only.
Restore or add new
access if so desired.

10

EKS has been removed, not
destroying old admin keypair

M

no

11

Regenerated Admin Key. The
generation count of this key is %s.
Reason: %s

H

yes

12

Created Cloud VM Set %s

L

yes

13

Could not create Cloud VM Set %s,
HTCC server connection not
configured

M

no

14

Masterkey Recovered on node %s

H

yes

15

User %s logged in from ipaddr %s

L

no

The specified user has
just logged in from the
IP address shown.

yes

There have been a
succession of login
failures for the
specified user.

A security admin
should check whether
the correct user has
been trying to log in or
not.

The number of failed
login attempts has
reached the maximum
allowed value.

A security admin
needs to reset the
account to enable
access.

16

Repeated login failures for %s from
ipaddr %s

17

Account disabled for %s due to
repeated login failures

H

yes

18

Server registration failed -- No license
Installed

H

yes
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Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description

19

Attempt to register a new %s server
"%s" failed -- licensed limit reached.

H

yes

20

Storage Pool %s Filestore %s on
server %s is low on space.

H

yes

21

Changed following Settings :- %s

M

no

22

Changed following attributes for group
%s :- %s

M

The number of
KeyControl servers is
already at the limit
imposed by the
license. An attempt is
being made to another
another node.

no

One or more of the
listed attributes has
been changed for the
group shown.

A VM has registered or
re-authenticated.

23

Virtual Machine %s authenticated

L

no

24

Virtual Machine %s created in group
%s

L

no

25

Removed Server %s from Cloud %s

L

no

26

Created Cluster Info %s

L

no

27

Removed Cluster Info %s

L

no

28

Activated account for user %s

M

no

A user's account has
been activated.

29

Disabled account for user %s

H

no

A user's account has
been disabled.

30

Created user %s

M

no

The specified user has
been created.

31

Deleted user %s

M

no

The specified user has
been deleted.

32

Renamed user %s to %s

L

no

A username has been
modified.
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Resolution
A new license will be
required before the
number of nodes in
the cluster can be
extended. Please
contact
support@hytrust.com

This message is in
response to direct
admin actions. No
action is required.

A security admin
should check to see if
the account should be
enabled again.
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Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description

33

Deleted group %s

L

no

The specified groups
has been deleted.

34

Renamed group %s to %s

L

no

An admin group has
been renamed.

35

Removed user %s from group %s

M

no

The specified user has
been removed from the
group shown.

36

Using EKS for MasterKey protection

M

no

An External Key Store
has been configured to
protect the Admin Key.
An External Key Store
has been configured to
protect the Admin Key
but access was not
allowed for keypair
creation.

37

Admin Key regeneration failed. Failed
to use external KMIP Server for
MasterKey protection

M

yes

38

Could not register to HTCC, htcc
server, password and login must be
specified

H

no

39

Could not register to HTCC %s:
HTCC login failed

H

no

40

Could not register to HTCC %s.
Please check user privileges and
Boundary Control License on HTCC

H

no

41

Successfully registered with HTCC
Server %s

M

no

42

43

Keyid %s has %s

The Key for disk %s Virtual Machine
%s has %s

HyTrust DataControl v 5.0

H

H

yes

Keyid has expired
and/or rotated. Keys
only expire if a Cloud
Admin has explicitly
set them to expire.

yes

A key for the specified
VM has either expired
or been rotated. Keys
only expire or rotate if a
Cloud Admin has
explicitly set them to
expire or rotate.
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EKS denied access
to create/retrieve an
RSA keypair. Please
check KMIP settings
and configuration.
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Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description

44

Key in VMSet %s on VMV %s has %s

M

yes

45

Changed following KeyControl cluster
settings :- %s

M

no

46

Deleted Domain %s

M

yes

47

Changed following KPS Settings :%s

M

no

48

Changed following VS Appliance
Settings :- %s

M

no

49

Unknown pool %s appeared on VMV,
destroying...

M

yes

50

Changed following Storage Pool
Settings :- %s

M

no

51

Changed following attributes of
filestore %s :- %s

M

no

52

Changed following settings for Cluster
Info %s :- %s

M

no

53

Coretrace Server %s, changed
following attributes :- %s

M

no

54

Changed following settings for Cloud
VM Set %s :- %s

M

no

55

Cloud VM Set %s changed group
ownership from %s to %s.

H

no

56

Deleted Cloud VM Set %s

M

yes

57

58

Cloud VM Set %s: added keyid %s
using %s cipher

Cloud VM Set %s: Virtual Machine
%s removed keyid %s
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H

M

The name of the cluster
has been modified.

no

A VM user has
explicitly requested
creation of a KeyID
using the specified
cipher.

no

A VM user has
explicitly requested
deletion of the
specified KeyID. It has
been removed from the
specified Cloud VM.
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Msg
ID

Message

59

Cloud VM Set %s: updated keyid %s

60

Cloud VM Set %s: Virtual Machine
%s attempted to fetch inactive keyid
%s

Severity Alert? Description
L

M

no

The KeyID description
was changed.

no

The KeyID shown has
been revoked but an
attempt was made to
fetch it.

The cloud admin who
owns the key should
determine whether
access should be
reinstated or not.
The cloud admin who
owns the key should
determine whether
access should be
reinstated or not. This
is only possible if the
KeyID was set to 'No
use?' on expiration.

61

Cloud VM Set %s: Virtual Machine
%s attempted to fetch expired keyid
%s

M

no

An attempt has been
made to fetch an
expired KeyID.

62

Cloud VM Set %s: Virtual Machine
%s fetched keyid %s

M

no

A request has been
made to access the
specified KeyID.

yes

KeyID is currently
revoked. It must be
activated before use.

63

Revoked permission for keyid %s

M

64

Granted permission for keyid %s

H

yes

KeyID has been
activated after having
been previously
revoked.

65

Cloud VM Set %s keyid %s updated description %s

L

no

The description field for
the specified KeyID
has been updated.

66

Cloud VM Set %s keyid %s updated key expires on %s, onexpiry %s

no

The expiration date and
effect on expiration for
the specified KeyID
have been updated.

67

Cloud VM Set %s Keyid %s has
expired

yes

An expiration date has
been hit for the
specified KeyID
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The cloud admin who
owns the key should
determine whether
access should be
reinstated or not.

The owning cloud
admin should verify
that the KeyID should
be no longer used.
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Msg
ID

Message

68

Keyid %s has expired

69

The Key for keyid %s in Cloud VM Set
%s expires in %d day(s). Please
extend the key life.

Severity Alert? Description

M

M

yes

yes

70

Unable to check keyid %s

M

no

71

Cloud VM Set %s: added fsid %s
using %s cipher

M

no

72

Cloud VM Set %s: Virtual Machine
%s removed fsid %s

M

no

73

Cloud VM Set %s: Virtual Machine
%s updated fsid %s

M

no

74

Revoked permission for fsid %s

M

yes

75

Granted permission for fsid %s

M

yes

76

Cloud VM Set %s fsid %s updated key expires on %s, onexpiry %s

M

no

77

Cloud VM Set %s Fsid %s has
expired

M

yes

78

Properties changed for VMSet %s on
server %s (%s)

M

no

79

Virtual Machine %s, changed
following attributes: %s

M

no

80

Deleted Virtual Machine %s

L

yes

81

Deleted Certificate %s

L

no
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Resolution

A request to access an
expired KeyID has
been made.

The owning cloud
admin should verify
that the KeyID should
be no longer used.

A KeyID is about to
expire.

The owning cloud
admin should verify
that the KeyID should
be expire and change
the date if not.

An error occurred while
attempting to check
properties of KeyID.

An internal error
occurred while
checking
expiration/rotation
properties for specific
keyid. Informational
only, keyid will be
checked again.

An unused certificate
was deleted
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Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description

82

The Virtual Machine %s, could not be
checked for geo-location boundary.
HTCC login failed

H

yes

83

The Virtual Machine %s, is not in the
geo-location boundary. Key access is
denied

H

yes

84

The Virtual Machine %s, is in the geolocation boundary. Key access is
granted

M

yes

85

Added Virtual Machine %s,
authentication complete

86

Added Virtual Machine %s,
authentication pending

87

Resolution

yes

A VM has completed
registration.

This message is in
response to direct
admin actions. No
action is required.

M

yes

A VM has a registration
request pending.

The cloud admin
needs to complete
authentication in the
KeyControl GUI.

Removed Server %s from Cloud %s

L

no

88

Renamed Server %s to %s

L

no

89

Virtual Machine %s re-connected,
authentication pending

H

yes

A VM has a reauthorization request
pending.

The cloud admin
needs to complete reauthorization in the
KeyControl GUI.

90

Revoked permissions for Virtual
Machine %s

M

no

no

A VM has a reauthorized.

This message is in
response to direct
admin actions. No
action is required.

91

Re-authenticated Virtual Machine %s
from KPS

L

M

92

Virtual Machine %s added disk %s

L

no

A new disk has been
added to the specified
VM.

93

Virtual Machine %s removed disk %s

L

yes

A disk has been
removed from the
specified VM.

94

Virtual Machine %s : disk %s
renamed to %s

L

no
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Msg
ID
95

Message
Virtual Machine %s attempted to fetch
key for inactive disk %s. %s

Severity Alert? Description

L

no

Resolution

If a disk is not active,
no keys will be
delivered.
The cloud admin
should determine
whether the expiration
date should be
extended. This does
not apply to shredded
keys.

no

If a key has expired an
attempt by a VM to
fetch the key will fail.

L

no

A key for the specified
disk has been
requested by the VM
shown.

Virtual Machine %s created key for
disk %s using %s cipher

L

no

A disk has been
encrypted. The type of
cipher is shown.

99

Virtual Machine %s revoked
permission for disk %s

M

yes

100

Virtual Machine %s granted
permission for disk %s

M

yes

101

Virtual Machine %s added mount point
%s

L

no

An encrypted folder
has been mounted.

102

Virtual Machine %s removed fs %s

L

yes

An encrypted folder
has been removed.

no

The cloud admin
A virtual machine
should determine
attempted to access an whether the FSID
inactive FSID.
should be made
accessible.

96

Virtual Machine %s attempted to fetch
expired key for disk %s. %s

97

Virtual Machine %s fetched key for
disk %s. %s

98

103

104

Virtual Machine %s attempted to fetch
key for inactive fsid %s

Virtual Machine %s attempted to fetch
expired key for fsid %s
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M

H

no
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The FSID has expired
and therefore the
filesystem cannot be
mounted.

The cloud admin
should determine
whether the FSID
should be made
accessible. This is
only possible if the
FSID has not been
shredded.
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Msg
ID
105

106

Message
Virtual Machine %s fetched key for
fsid %s

The Key for disk %s Virtual Machine
%s has expired

Severity Alert? Description

L

H

no

yes

An attempt is being
made to change
properties for an
already expired key.

An expiration date has
been set on a key for
the specified disk. The
effect taken on
expiration is shown.

The cloud admin
should determine
whether the expiration
date should be
extended.

yes

The key shown for the
specified VM has
expired.

The cloud admin
should determine
whether the expiration
date should be
extended.

yes

The encryption key
shown is about to
expire.

The cloud admin
should determine
whether the expiration
date should be
extended.

no

An internal error
occurred while
checking
An error occurred while
expiration/rotation
attempting to check
properties for
properties of key for the
specified key.
given disk and VM.
Informational only,
key will be checked
again.

Virtual Machine %s set key expiry to
%s, onexpiry to %s for disk %s

H

no

108

The Certificate for Virtual Machine %s
expire%s %d days%s. Please renew
the certificate.

M

yes

The Key for disk %s Virtual Machine
%s has expired

110

The Key for disk %s Virtual Machine
%s expires in %d day(s). Please
extend the key life.

111

Unable to check key for disk %s
Virtual Machine %s
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H

H

M

A filesystem was
mounted using the
specified FSID.
The cloud admin
should determine
whether the FSID
should be made
accessible. This is
only possible if the
FSID has not been
shredded.

107

109

Resolution
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Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description

112

Virtual Machine %s rebooted,
reauthentication required

H

yes

113

Virtual Machine %s has new alerts,
please check

M

yes

114

Added Coretrace policy "%s" to
Virtual Machine %s

L

yes

115

Activated Coretrace policy "%s" for
Virtual Machine %s

M

no

116

De-activated Coretrace policy "%s"
for Virtual Machine %s

M

no

117

Modified Coretrace policy "%s" for
Virtual Machine %s

M

no

118

Removed Coretrace policy "%s" for
Virtual Machine %s

M

no

119

Deleted CAStore %s

M

no

120

Removed Server %s from Domain %s

L

no

121

Storage pool %s created on server %s
(%s)

L

no

122

Storage pool %s extended on server
%s (%s)

L

no

123

Log added to Storage pool %s on
server %s (%s)

L

no

124

Log removed from Storage pool %s on
server %s (%s)

L

no

125

Storage pool %s deleted from server
%s (%s)

L

no

126

Disk added to hot spare list on server
%s (%s)

L

no

127

Disk removed from hot spare list on
server %s (%s)

L

no

128

Filestore %s created on server %s
(%s)

L

no
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A VM has rebooted and
the reboot setting
requires that the VM is
re-authenticated.

Resolution
The cloud admin
needs to complete reauthorization in the
KeyControl GUI.
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Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description

129

Filestore %s deleted from server %s
(%s)

L

no

130

Removed server %s (%s) from
domain %s

L

yes

131

KMIP Server restarted on %s

M

no

The KMIP server has
been restarted on the
specified host.

132

KMIP Server started on %s

L

yes

The KMIP server has
been started on the
specified host.

133

KMIP Server halted on %s

H

yes

The KMIP server has
been halted on the
specified host.

134

KMIP Server: All client certificates
removed

H

yes

All client certificates
have been removed
from the KMIP server.

135

KMIP Server: Client certificate %s
removed

yes

The specified client
certificate has been
removed from the
KMIP server.

136

KMIP Server: Client certificate %s
updated

no

The specified client
certificate has been
updated on the KMIP
server.

137

KMIP Server: Client certificate %s
created

yes

The specified client
certificate has been
created on the KMIP
server.

138

139

Could not store oskey on %s/%s.
Needs recovery

Reconnect not allowed for %s/%s.
Please follow reauthenication steps
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H

M

M

H

H

Resolution

yes

Could not store object
store key on joining KC
node

KC join did not
succeed, node should
be removed from
cluster. If problem
persists contact
support.

yes

KC has attempted to
reauthenticate with
cluster that does not
recognize it

KC node likely was in
the cluster and
removed. Should be
re-joined
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Msg
ID

Message

140

Cluster join failed for %s/%s.

141

Reconnect info does NOT match.
Follow reauthentication steps for node
%s/%s

Severity Alert? Description

H

H

Resolution

yes

KC has failed to join
cluster

KC node join can be
attempted again. If
problem persists
contact support

yes

KC has attempted to
reauthenticate with
cluster but its info has
changed

KC node likely needs
MasterKey recovery
or kicked out of
cluster and re-joined
Condition could be
transitory, node could
be restarted. Also
could indicate that KC
disk is full

142

Could not store connection info for
%s/%s

H

yes

KC cannot store info to
reconnect to cluster on
restart

143

Problem with auth/secd
communication

H

yes

Communication stack
on KC is not working

144

System utilities NOT functioning.
Authentication will not happen

yes

Auth daemon unable to
query system
information

145

Attempt to add node %s/%s which
has valid data but no clusterid. Please
reauthenticate if this is a valid action.

yes

KC was formerly in a
cluster that has no
identifying cluster ID

If action is a valid
one, proceed with
join. Note that the KC
data on joining node
will be destroyed
If action is a valid
one, proceed with
join. Note that the KC
data on joining node
will be destroyed
Can indicate cluster
join issues

H

M

146

Attempt to add node %s/%s which
has a different clusterid. Please
reauthenticate if this is a valid action.

M

yes

KC was formerly in a
different cluster than
the one it is attempting
to join

147

Could not restore cluster to normal
operating mode after adding new
node, error $rc

M

yes

KC cluster state could
not be restored to
normal operating state

148

KeyControl Server system
`hostname` ($myip) $act.

L

no

149

Restricted support login enabled on
`hostname`

M

yes

Restricted support
login was enabled on
KC

150

Full support login enabled on
`hostname`

M

yes

Full support login was
enabled on KC
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Msg
ID

Message

151

All support logins disabled on
`hostname`

152

KeyControl node {$myip[0]}/{$myhost
[0]} has failed upgrade to version
{$curver}

153

KeyControl node {$myip[0]}/{$myhost
[0]} reverted from {$str[1]} to {$str[2]}

154

KeyControl node {$myip[0]}/{$myhost
[0]} has successfully upgraded to
version {$curver}

155

KeyControl node {$myip[0]}/{$myhost
[0]} has failed upgrade finalization to
version {$curver}

156

Hostname %s, Management IP %s,
Current Version %s, New Version %s.
Upgrade from version {$oldver} (b
{$oldrevision}) to version {$curver} (b
{$newrevision}) not allowed. Consult
product documentation for upgrade
procedure

157

Upgrade from version {$oldver} to
version {$curver} not officially
supported but allowed for
development

158

Internal error $ret checking upgrade
from {$oldver} to {$curver}

159

Multiple KeyControl nodes still in
cluster. All excess KeyControl nodes
must be removed before upgrade.

HyTrust DataControl v 5.0

Severity Alert? Description
M

yes

All support logins were
disabled on KC

yes

KC upgrade to new
version has failed

M

yes

User initiated revert to
previous version has
succeeded.

M

yes

KC upgrade to new
version has
succeeded.

H

Resolution

KC will revert to prior
install. Upgrade can
be attempted again if
valid or contact
support

yes

KC upgrade to new
version has failed

KC will revert to prior
install. Upgrade can
be attempted again if
valid or contact
support

yes

KC upgrade to this
version is not
supported from current
version

Upgrade to a
supported version
and/or contact
support

L

yes

KC upgrade to this
version is not officially
supported but allowed
for development build

H

yes

An error has occurred
attempting to valid
upgrade

Contact support

yes

Upgrade should be
attempted on only a
single node cluster

Remove all nodes
from cluster except
the node to be
upgraded

H

H

H
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Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description

160

Insufficient free space to perform
upgrade. Consult product
documentation for procedure to add
another disk

H

yes

Disk does not have
enough space for
upgrade

161

System has reverted to prior
installation.

L

yes

System has
successfully reverted
to prior version

162

Failed revert to prior installation.

H

yes

System failed to revert
to prior version

163

System utilities NOT functioning.

H

yes

Unable to query
system info

yes

An error occurred while
resizing the KeyControl
storage. Please
contact support.

164

Error resizing partition

H

165

Error resizing storage pool

H

yes

An error occurred while
resizing the KeyControl
storage. Please
contact support.

166

Successfully resized KeyControl
storage pool

M

no

The storage pool on the
KeyControl node was
successfully resized.

167

KMIP Server operation failed - internal
error

M

yes

KMIP server operation
failed with an internal
error.

168

%s operation %s for %s on %s,
TaskId: %s.

L

no

A task has changed
state

169

Virtual Machine %s : disk %s resized
to %s

L

no

Virtual Machine disk is
resized

170

Virtual Machine %s : KC mapping %s
attached

L

no

A KC Mapping is
attached to a VM

yes

An admin reset
console/sysmenus
passwd

172

User %s changed %s passwd
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Msg
ID

Message

173

User %s failed to change %s passwd

174

A support event has occurred on
HyTrust node %s. Please create a
Support Bundle as described in the
online help, then contact HyTrust
support.

175

New certificate created with guid %s
in group %s

176

Backup created successfully for %s
(%s)

Severity Alert? Description

M

H

L

L

yes

An admin attempted a
reset
console/sysmenus
passwd that failed

yes

Please contact
HyTrust support
(support@hytrust.com)
for more information

no

A new certificate has
been create for use
with policy agent or
KMIP server

no

A new backup image
has been created on
the KeyControl
appliance

177

Failed to create backup for %s (%s)

M

no

Creation of the backup
image failed.

178

KeyControl Cluster is in normal mode

L

no

The KeyControl cluster
state has returned to
normal operating mode

no

The KeyControl cluster
has gone into degraded
mode. This occurs
when the KeyControl
nodes in the cluster are
not able to
communicate
successfully

no

The KeyControl cluster
is in a standby state.
This is a temporary
state which occurs
when a node is joining
the cluster

179

180

KeyControl Cluster is in degraded
mode

KeyControl Cluster is in standby
mode
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Msg
ID

181

182

Message

Freespace available on %s has fallen
below 2G. An upgrade to the storage
for this system should be considered.

Login failure for %s from %s

Severity Alert? Description

H

L

yes

The amount of free disk
space available to the
KeyControl appliance
has dropped below our
recommended
threshold. Please
increase the size of the
disk or contact support
for more assistance

no

User unsuccessfully
attempted to login to
the KeyControl
instance

183

Reboot of %s initiated by %s

M

yes

Domain administrator
initiated reboot of
KeyControl node

184

KeyControl node reboot initiated from
console

M

yes

The KeyControl node
was rebooted from the
console

185

KeyControl node shutdown initiated
from console

M

yes

The KeyControl node
was shutdown from the
console

186

Azure agent: illegal attempt to install
plugin

yes

Azure "extensions"
(a.k.a. "plugins") to a
KeyControl VM are not
allowed

187

Azure agent: illegal attempt to disable
or uninstall a plugin

M

yes

Azure "extensions"
(a.k.a. "plugins") to a
KeyControl VM are not
allowed

188

%d inactive tasks found on Cloud VM
Set %s. %s task for %s on %s not
updated since %s, TaskId: %s.

L

yes

List of tasks that have
not been updated for a
long time

189

Updated LDAP configuration: %s

M

no

The values for the
given LDAP fields have
been updated
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Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description

190

Virtual Machine %s synchronized
devices. Following devices were not
found - %s. Reason for sync: %s

M

no

The Policy Agent
synchronized the
registered device list;
some devices not
found

191

Virtual Machine %s synchronized
devices. Reason for sync: %s

M

no

The Policy Agent
synchronized the
registered device list

192

Virtual Machine %s state for disk %s
changed to %s. %s

L

no

Disk state on policy
agent changed

193

HyTrust bootloader ssh key updated
for %s

no

Private key required for
ssh login to hytrust
bootloader updated on
KC

194

Two-factor authentication enabled for
%s

no

Two factor
authentication has
been enabled for the
user

195

Two-factor authentication disabled for
%s

yes

Two factor
authentication has
been disabled for the
user

no

The KeyControl cluster
has gone into degraded
mode while a new node
is joining the cluster.
This occurs as
KeyControl restarts
communication
protocols after a new
node has joined the
cluster.

196

KeyControl Cluster is in degraded
mode during node-join
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Msg
ID

197

Message

KeyControl Cluster is in degraded
mode during node-join

Severity Alert? Description

L

no

The KeyControl cluster
has gone into normal
mode while a new node
is joining the cluster.
This occurs as
KeyControl restarts
communication
protocols after a new
node has joined the
cluster.

198

New AppLink created to %s

M

yes

A new Application Link
has been created. This
link will allow secure
communication
between the HyTrust
products.

199

Application link removed for Product
(%s) Version (%s) IP List (%s)

L

no

Application link has
been removed for the
external product.

200

Sysmenus account logged in from
<IP>

no

Sysmenus account
login successful in one
of the KeyControl
nodes

M

201

%s account logged in from <IP>

M

no

Full support account
login successful in one
of the KeyControl
nodes

202

Sysmenus account login failure from
<IP> - <Reason>

M

no

Failed attempt to login
to sysmenus account

203

%s account login failure from <IP> <Reason>

M

no

Failed attempt to login
to full support account

204

Full support account <user> logged in
from <IP> and executed <command>

M

no

Full support account
login successful and
executed a command

205

%s account login failure from <IP>
attempting <command>

M

no

Failed attempt to login
to full support account
and execute command
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Msg
ID
206

Message
Created new log bundle - %s with
options - %s

Severity Alert? Description

L

no

New log bundle
creation has been
initiated by some user

Resolution

207

Downloaded log bundle - %s

L

no

Latest log bundle has
been downloaded by
some user

208

Exported Cloud VM Set %s

M

no

A Cloud VM Set has
been exported

209

Imported Cloud VM Set %s

M

no

A Cloud VM Set has
been imported

210

Following guests have unsupported
policy agent installed in Cloud VM Set
%s: %s(%s)

yes

A Cloud VM Set has
guests with
unsupported agent
version

Upgrade policy agent
on reported guests

211

Unsupported Policy Agent (version
%s ) detected on guest %s.

M

no

A guests has
unsupported agent
version installed

Upgrade policy agent
on reported guest

212

Download of admin key initiated

M

no

Download of admin key
initiated via admin_key
GET call

213

Reset of KMIP server initiated

M

no

Reset of KMIP server
initiated

214

KMIP Response/Request: <op>
<obj> <result>

M

yes

Create, destroy or
revoke of KMIP object
initiated

215

KMIP Response/Request: <op>
<obj> <result>

M

no

Operation on some
KMIP object initiated

216

The Certificate for Virtual Machine %s
will auto-renew in %d days%s.

L

yes

217

The Certificate for Virtual Machine %s
failed to auto-renew. Certificate
expire%s %d days%s. Please renew
the certificate.

H

yes
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Msg
ID

218

Message

Set Key Encryption Key expiry to %s
onexpiry to %s, for Cloud VM Set %s.
%s Cloud VMs affected.

Severity Alert? Description

H

no

An expiration date has
been set for Key
Encryption Key for the
specified Cloud VM
Set. The effect taken
on expiration is shown.

The Key Encryption Key for Cloud VM
Set %s expire%s in %d days%s.

220

The Key Encryption Key for Cloud VM
Set %s has expired. %s Cloud VMs
affected.

H

yes

The Key Encryption
Key for specified Cloud
VM Set has expired.

221

Access to Key Encryption Key of
Cloud VM Set %s has been revoked.
%s Cloud VMs affected.

H

yes

Access to specified
Cloud VM Set has
been revoked.

222

Access to Key Encryption Key of
Cloud VM Set %s has been granted.
%s Cloud VMs affected.

H

yes

Access to specified
Cloud VM Set has
been granted.

223

The Key Encryption Key for Cloud VM
Set %s has expired. %s Cloud VMs
deleted. Deleted CVM Set %s.

H

yes

The Key Encryption
Key for specified Cloud
VM Set has expired.

224

The Certificate for Virtual Machine %s
failed to auto-renew as the Virtual
Machine is unreachable.

yes

The Certificate Auto
Renewal of a VM fails
if the VM is in auto
renewal period and is
unreachable.

225

Authentication of Server %s (%s)
failed due to incorrect passphrase

no

Authentication of
KeyControl node failed
due to incorrect
passphrase.

226

Cloud VM Set creation failed. Error:
Failed to store key in HSM. %s

yes

Cloud VM Set creation
failed. Failed to store
key in HSM.
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Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description

yes

Key Encryption Key
import failed. Failed to
store key in HSM.

A security admin
should check whether
the HSM connection
is configured properly

yes

Failed to fetch Key
Encryption Key from
HSM.

A security admin
should check whether
the HSM connection
is configured properly

227

Key Encryption Key import failed.
Error: Failed to store key in HSM. %s

228

Failed to fetch Key Encryption Key
from HSM. Error: %s

229

Successfully imported Key Encryption
Key for Cloud VM Set %s.

no

Successfully imported
Key Encryption Key

230

Removed Domain %s from group %s

no

Removed Domain from
group

H

H

Resolution

231

Authenticated Server %s (%s)

no

New Key Control has
been successfully
authenticated and
added to the cluster

232

Added Server %s (%s) to Domain %s

no

Server has been
successfully added to
a domain

233

Invalid Key Encryption Key size
specified for Cloud VM Set %s.

yes

Invalid Key Encryption
Key size

234

Retention period has expired for Cloud
VM Set %s. %s Cloud VMs deleted.
Deleted Cloud VM Set %s.

yes

Retention period has
expired for Cloud VM
Set

yes

The cloud admin
Retention period
should determine
expiration for Cloud VM whether the retention
Set
date should be
extended.

no

Changed Retention
period for Cloud VM
Set

yes

Failed to delete Key
Encryption Key from
HSM

235

Retention period for Cloud VM Set %s
will expire in %d days.

236

Set Retention Date to %s for Cloud
VM Set %s.

237

Failed to delete Key Encryption Key
from HSM for Cloud VM Set %s.
Error: %s.
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Msg
ID
238

Message

Severity Alert? Description

New CA Certificate added to
Certificate Store for verifying %s

no

New CA certficate has
been added to verify
some subsystem

239

CA Certificate for %s removed from
Certificate Store

no

CA Certificate for
some subsystem has
been removed from
Certificate Store

240

Authentication for LDAP user %s
failed. Reason :- %s

no

Reason for LDAP login
failures

241

Cannot register Cloud VM until Key
Encryption Key for Cloud VM Set %s
is imported

L

yes

Cannot register Cloud
VM

242

Virtual Machine %s HTcrypt driver
update -- %s

L

no

HTcrypt driver state on
policy agent changed

243

New self-signed certificates
generated for %s

L

no

New self-signed
certificates generated
for server

244

New SSL certificate installed for %s

L

no

New SSL certificate
installed for server

245

CSR generated with common name %s

L

no

New CSR generated

246

Web server for %s restarted

L

no

Webserver/Apache
restarted for server

247

Certificate installation task got timed
out. There are VMs that did not
receive the new CA certificate. Please
contact Cloud Administrators to login
to the VM and execute hcl heartbeat
before restarting the webserver

yes

One (or more) policy
agents did not receive
the new CA certificate
uploaded. Cloud
administrator has to
login to the policy agent
and execute hcl
heartbeat
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Msg
ID

248

Message

Cannot update CA as part of SSL
certificate installation for %s. Please
login to the VM and execute hcl
heartbeat

249

The webserver certificate used by %s
has expired. A new certificate must be
installed before the associated VMs
can communicate with %s. After the
new certificate has been installed, the
certificate information on the
associated VMs must be manually
updated if the new certificate is from a
different Certificate Authority. For
more information, search for
certificates in the WebGUI online
help.

250

Certificate for %s will expire in %s
days, %s hours and %s minutes. If
another certificate is not installed
before the current one expires, the
VMs will not be able to communicate
with %s after %s and all VMs may
need to be manually updated after the
new certificate is installed. For more
information, search for certificates in
the WebGUI online help.

HyTrust DataControl v 5.0

Severity Alert? Description

H

H

H

yes

Domain Administrator
has attempted to install
a new SSL certificate
for the webserver.
Unfortunately one of
the policy agents did
not receive a copy of
the new CA certificate
that can verify the SSL
certificate of the
webserver. Cloud
administrator has to
login to the policy agent
and execute hcl
heartbeat

yes

Certificate used by the
webserver of one of the
nodes has expired.
Domain administrator
has to install a new
certificate. If the newly
installed certificate is
generated by a new
CA, cloud
administrators will
have to login to policy
agent and update the
CA certificate file. The
latest CA certificate file
can be found in the
cloud tab in webGUI

yes

Certificate used by the
webserver of one of the
nodes is about to get
expired. Domain
administrator has to
install a new certificate
before it gets expired.
Otherwise policy
agents will not be able
to communicate with
the KC after expiry
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Msg
ID

251

252

253

254

Message

CA certificate used for verifying
%s:%s has already expired. Please
upload a new CA certificate to verify
the %s server certificate. Otherwise
%s users will not be able to login to
the WebGUI.

CA certificate used for verifying
%s:%s will expire in %s days, %s
hours and %s minute. If another CA
certificate is not installed before the
currentone expires, %s users will not
be able to login to the WebGUI after
%s.

Certificate for %s:%s has already
expired. Please re-configure %s after
updating the certificate in %s.

Certificate for %s:%s will expire in %s
days, %s hours and %s minutes.
Once the certificate of %s is updated,
please re-configure the %s:%s

HyTrust DataControl v 5.0

Severity Alert? Description

H

M

H

M

yes

CA certificate used by
the LDAP server has
already expired.
Security Administrator
has to install a new
certificate to verify the
LDAP server
certificate. Otherwise
LDAP users will not be
able to login to the
WebGUI.

yes

CA certificate used for
evaluating LDAP
server certificate is
about to get expired.
Security Administrator
has to install a new
certificate before the
current one expires.
Otherwise LDAP users
will not be able to login
to the WebGUI after
the CA certificate
expiry date.

yes

Certificate for
APPLINK has already
expired. APPLINK
should be reconfigured
after uploading a new
certificate.

yes

Certificate for
APPLINK is about to
get expired. Security
Administrator has to
install a new certificate
and re-configure the
APPLINK before the
current one expires.
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Msg
ID

255

Message

KeyControl Cluster is in maintenance
mode

Severity Alert? Description

L

no

The KeyControl cluster
is in maintenance
state. This is a
temporary state which
occurs during upgrade
process

256

Virtual Machine with IP %s is a
possible clone of %s (%s) and
hardware signature verification is
turned off.

H

yes

A possible clone of a
Virtual Machine that is
already registered has
been detected. Verify
that the VM is valid and
register it as a new VM
using 'hcl register -c'
command.

257

KeyControl cluster has been
successfully upgraded from HT-KC
%s to version HT-KC %s

M

yes

KeyControl cluster
upgrade to new version
has succeeded.

258

KeyControl cluster has been
successfully reverted from HT-KC %s
to version HT-KC %s

M

yes

KeyControl cluster
revert to old version
has succeeded

259

Access Control Policy: %s, at
version: %s applied to disk: %s on
VM: %s

H

yes

Access Controls
Policy version update
to disk.

260

Access Control Policy removed from
disk: %s on VM: %s

H

yes

Access Controls
Policy removed.

261

New Access Control Policy: %s
created.

L

no

New Access Control
Policy Created.

262

Access Control Policy: %s updated.
Policy now available as: %s.

H

no

Access Control Policy
Updated.

263

Access Control Policy: %s deleted.

L

no

Access Control Policy
Deleted.

264

Access Control Rule: %s added to
Policy: %s.

H

no

New Access Control
Rule added to Policy.

265

Access Control Rule: %s updated for
Policy: %s.

H

no

Access Control Rule
updated for Policy.

266

Access Control Rule: %s deleted from
Policy: %s.

H

no

Access Control Rule
deleted from Policy.
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Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description

no

HyTrust Access
Controls rpm state
changed

H

no

Access Control Policy
application initiated by
Admin.

Initiated removal of Access Control
Policy: %s from disk: %s on VM: %s.

H

no

Access Control Policy
removal initiated by
Admin.

270

Created Cloud VM Set %s with Single
Encryption Key

L

yes

CVMSet created with
Single Encryption Key
for dedup

271

Failed to upgrade KeyControl nodes:
%s. Reverting upgraded nodes: %s.

L

yes

Failed to upgrade
KeyControl nodes.

272

Failed to revert KeyControl nodes:
%s. Remove nodes from KeyControl
after reboot.

L

yes

Failed to revert
KeyControl nodes.

273

Upgrade Cancelled. Error: %s

L

yes

Failed to finalize
upgrade.

274

%s got reverted during upgrade.
Reverting other nodes in the cluster to
revision %s

L

no

Failed to upgrade
KeyControl node.

275

Successfully cancelled KeyControl
Upgrade.

M

no

Cancelled KeyControl
Upgrade.

276

IP conflict detected for %ipaddr with
MAC %this_mac on %this_month
%this_day %this_time

H

yes

Another VM is/was
using this KeyControl
IP address.

277

Access Controls removed
successfully on VM %s

H

yes

Successful Access
Controls removal on
VM

278

Applying Policy %s, version %s failed
on VM %s. %s

H

yes

Policy application
failure on VM with
reason.

279

Applying Policy %s, version %s failed
on disk %s of VM %s

H

yes

Failure in Policy
application on a
specific disk of a VM.

267

hytrust_accesscontrols rpm state
changed to: %s on VM: %s

268

Initiated application of Access Control
Policy: %s to disk: %s on VM: %s.

269
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Msg
ID
280

281

282

Message
Error removing Access Control Policy
on disk %s of VM %s

%s doesn't allow local user creation.
Cannot support Access Controls

%s doesn't allow ssh for localhost.
Cannot support Access Controls

Severity Alert? Description

H

H

H

yes

Error removing Access
Control Policy on a
disk.

yes

VM doesn't support
Access Controls due to
inability to create local
users

yes

Cannot setup Access
Controls on VM since it
doesn't allow ssh for
localhost

283

%s doesn't allow password-based ssh
login. Cannot support Access
Controls

H

yes

Cannot setup Access
Controls on VM since it
doesn't allow
password-based ssh
login.

284

Access Control setup failed on VM
%s. Please check /var/log/htac.log on
VM for more details

H

yes

Failure in initial Access
Controls setup

285

Insufficient free space on %s to
perform upgrade. Consult product
documentation for procedure to add
another disk

H

yes

Disk does not have
enough space for
upgrade

286

Access Control tampering detected on
VM %s

H

yes

Access Control
Tampering

287

Error enforcing policy %s, version %s
on VM %s. %s

H

yes

Access Control Policy
application failure due
to htadmin error

288

New AD Server: %s created.

L

no

Create AD Server

289

Updated AD Server config: %s.

L

no

Updated AD Server
config

290

Deleted AD Server: %s.

L

no

Deleted AD server

291

User account htadmin already exists
on VM %s. Please delete htadmin,
before enforcing Access Control
Policy

yes

Local user account
htadmin detected
before Access Control
pre-setup tests
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Msg
ID

292

293

294

295

Message
VM - %s cannot verify
communications from KeyControl
because the KeyControl SSL
certificate has changed but the CA
certificate on the VM was not updated
when the new SSL certificate was
installed for KeyControl. To update the
CA certificate on the VM and restore
connectivity, log into the webGUI,
download the latest CA certificate
from Cloud tab > Actions > Download
CA Certificate, copy the CA
certificate to the VM, and execute "hcl
update_ca -f </path/to/cert>"

KMIP user ceritificate for %s has
expired. KMIP client(s) that is/are
using the expired certificate will not be
authenticated to perform KMIP
operations. Please extend the user
certificate or create new user
certificate, and update the KMIP
clients with the new certificate bundle

KMIP user ceritificate for %s will
expire in %s days, %s hours and %s
minutes. Upon expiry, client(s) that
is/are using the expired certificate will
not be authenticated to perform KMIP
operations. Please extend the user
certificate or create new user
certificate, and update the KMIP
clients with the new certificate bundle

VM %s is using an older Hardware
Signature format. Please run "hcl
auth" cmd on the VM for a more
secure signature.

HyTrust DataControl v 5.0

Severity Alert? Description

H

H

H

H

yes

SSL certificate of
KeyControl has
changed and
webserver has been
restarted. One of the
VMs did not receive the
latest copy of the CA
certificate to verify
KeyControl. To restore
communication,
download the latest CA
certificate from webgui
cloud tab, copy it to the
VM and execute hcl
update_ca command

yes

KMIP user certificate
for one of the users has
expired. KMIP client(s)
using the expired
certificate will not be
authenticated to
perform KMIP
operations. Please
create new KMIP
certificate for the KMIP
client(s) to use

yes

KMIP user certificate
for one of the users will
expire soon. Upon
expiry, KMIP client(s)
using the expired
certificate will not be
authenticated to
perform KMIP
operations. Please
create new KMIP
certificate for the KMIP
client(s) to use

yes

VM is using an older
Hardware Signature
format. Please run "hcl
auth" cmd on the VM
for a more secure
signature.
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Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description
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296

Your HyTrust KeyControl cluster has
been upgraded to 4.2.1. Automatic
Vitals reporting is now available on
this cluster. Automatic Vitals reporting
lets you automatically share
information about the health of your
KeyControl cluster with HyTrust
support. If you enable this service,
KeyControl periodically sends an
encrypted bundle containing system
status and diagnostic information to a
secure HyTrust server. HyTrust
support may proactively contact you if
the Vitals service identifies issues
with the health of your cluster.
KeyControl Security Admins can
enable or disable this service at any
time by selecting Settings -> Vitals in
the KeyControl WebGUI. For details,
see the HyTrust DataControl
Administration Guide or search for
"Vitals" in the KeyControl online help.
To enable or disable Automatic Vitals
Reporting now, go to %s

L

yes

Alert email sent to
Security Admins on
upgrade.

297

Abandoning %d inactive tasks on %s.
Abandoning %s task %s on %s not
updated since %s, TaskId: %s

L

yes

List of tasks that have
been abandoned due to
inactivity

298

Error!!! Could not enable support login.
Please make sure there is enough
space in the filesystem

yes

Cannot enable support
login. Please make
sure there is enough
space in the filesystem

Increase the size of
the disk and reboot
the KeyControl
appliance to resize

299

Error!!! Could not disable support
login. Please make sure there is
enough space in the filesystem

yes

Cannot disable support
login. Please make
sure there is enough
space in the filesystem

Increase the size of
the disk and reboot
the KeyControl
appliance to resize

no

Attempt to login to
support login in one of
the KeyControl nodes
when object store is
down

300

%s attempting %s account login when
object store is not readable
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Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description

Resolution

301

Decryption is not allowed for device
%s on VM %s. To decrypt: Access
Control Policy : %s Version: %d must
be removed from device. Auto
Encryption Policy should be changed
so as to exclude the device.

L

yes

Device decryption
refused due to applied
policies.

Change policies as
suggested in error
message.

302

Space on HyTrust Bootloader partition
%s is running low (%lld bytes free).
Often times USN journal is the culprit.
You can check USN journal size using
the command: "fsutil usn queryjournal
%s". To delete USN journal, use the
command: "fsutil usn deletejournal /N
%s "

H

yes

Device decryption
refused due to applied
policies.

Change policies as
suggested in error
message.

no

Attempt to login to
secroot in the lock out
period after repeated
unsuccessful login
attempts

303

Login failure for %s from %s because
%s is in lock out period.

304

Changed AD group members for group
%s. %s

L

no

List of AD Group
members has been
changed for a
KeyControl Group

305

The current number of KeyControl
nodes (%d) exceeds the maximum
number of nodes allowed by your
license (%d). You cannot add any
more KeyControl nodes to this cluster
until you upgrade your license.

M

yes

KeyControl nodes in
use exceeds license
limit of installed license

306

The current number of VMs registered
with this KeyControl cluster (%d)
exceeds the maximum number of
VMs allowed by your license (%d).
You cannot register any additional
VMs until you upgrade your license.

M

yes

Registered VM count
exceeds license limit of
installed license

307

Service %s is up

L

no

KeyControl system
service is up

308

Service %s is down

H

yes

KeyControl system
service is down
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Msg
ID

309

Message

Using AD group membership for %s %s

Severity Alert? Description

M

no

ADgroup membership
of the AD user that was
returned by the LDAP
server during first time
login. The ADgroup
membership will be
used to determine the
KeyControl Group
membership of the AD
user.

310

Updating AD group membership for
%s - %s

M

no

ADgroup membership
of the AD user that was
returned by the LDAP
server. The new
ADgroup membership
will be used to
determine the
KeyControl Group
membership of the AD
user who has already
logged into KeyControl
previously.

311

Added KMIP client configuration.
Server: %s

L

no

Added KMIP client
configuration

312

Updated KMIP client configuration.
Server: %s

L

no

Updated KMIP client
configuration

313

Deleted KMIP client configuration.
Server: %s

H

yes

Deleted KMIP client
configuration

314

Deleted all KMIP client configurations.

H

yes

Deleted KMIP client
configuration

315

Failed to delete key:%s on external
KMIP server

M

no

Failed to delete key on
KMIP server

316

Added AD Domain: %s

L

no

Added a new AD
Domain

317

Updated AD Domain %s. Changed
Attributes - %s

L

no

Updated the AD
Domain

318

Remomved AD Domain %s

no

Removed AD Domain
from KeyControl
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Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description

319

Added new Domain Controller %s for
AD Domain %s

L

no

Added a new AD
Domain Controller

320

Updated Domain Controller %s for AD
Domain %s. Changed Attributes - %s

L

no

Updated Domain
Controller

321

Removed Domain Controller %s for
AD Domain %s

no

Removed Domain
Controller from
KeyControl

322

encrypt failed for device %s on VM
%s, error %d

M

yes

Encrypt operation
failed on VM

323

decrypt failed for device %s on VM
%s, error %d

M

yes

Decrypt operation
failed on VM

324

rekey failed for device %s on VM %s,
error %d

M

yes

Rekey operation failed
on VM

325

Successfully deleted admin key on
EKS: %s

M

no

Successfully deleted
admin key on KMIP
server

326

Successfully generated admin key on
EKS: %s

M

no

Successfully
generated admin key
on KMIP server

327

Failed to generate admin key on EKS:
%s

H

yes

Failed to generate
admin key on KMIP
server

328

Failed to store admin key on EKS: %s

H

yes

Failed to store admin
key on KMIP server

329

Successfully stored admin key on
EKS: %s

M

no

Successfully stored
admin key on KMIP
server

330

Failed to fetch admin key from EKS:
%s

M

yes

Failed to fetch admin
key from KMIP server

331

KeyControl Upgrade failed. Please
contact HyTrust Support

H

yes

Post upgrade failed

no

Order of Domain
Controllers has been
changed for an AD
domain configured

332

Domain Controllers re-ordered for %s
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Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description

333

Failed to set backup hosts to %s on
%s

H

yes

Failed to update
backup hosts

334

Virtual Machine %s is in
BoundaryControl grace period

M

yes

VM in Boundary
Control grace period

335

Virtual Machine %s, BoundaryControl
grace period expired

M

yes

VM Boundary Control
grace period expired

336

Application Link created from Product
(%s) Version (%s) IP List (%s)

L

no

A new Application Link
has been created from
an external product.
This link will allow the
external product to
make API calls to
KeyControl.

337

Application Link renewed for Product
(%s) Version (%s) IP List (%s)

L

no

An Application Link has
been renewed for the
external product.

338

Failed to upgrade LDAP Settings.
Please reconfigure LDAP settings
manually

H

yes

Failed to upgrade
LDAP Settings.

339

Failed to store adminkey on HSM

H

yes

Failed to store
adminkey on HSM

340

Removed Server(s) %s from Domain
%s

L

yes

341

Grace period will expire on %s for
Virtual Machine %s, please check
connectivity

H

yes

342

Grace period expired for Virtual
Machine %s, please authenticate
again

H

yes

343

Virtual Machine %s, failed to update
following attributes: %s

H

no

Failed to update Virtual
Machine settings

344

Finished propagating changed
attributes: %s to all Virtual Machines
in Cloud VMSet: %s

H

no

Propagation of
changed attributes
completed for CVMSet
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Msg
ID

Message

Severity Alert? Description

345

Invalid software was discovered on
KeyControl system %s. This is a
possible trojan horse attack. Contact
HyTrust Support for assistance

H

yes

Whitelisting violation
detected on production
build

346

HyTrust Whitelist validation on
KeyControl system %s has
discovered modified files. These
changes are allowed for development
systems, but please review Whitelist
logs for correctness.

L

yes

Whitelisting violation
detected on
development build

347

Could not set password for %s: %s

H

yes

Failed to set password

348

Password changed for %s

H

yes

Password changed

349

Enabled %s user

H

yes

Enabled user

350

Failed to enable %s user

H

yes

Failure in enabling user

351

Disabled %s account

H

yes

Disable account

352

%s user logged out successfully

L

no

User logout

353

Could not download the certificate:
%s

M

yes

Download certificate
failure

354

Downloaded a new CA certificate

M

yes

Downloaded CA
certificate

355

ssh %sd for %s

M

no

SSH enabled/disabled
for user

356

Failed to %s ssh for %s

M

no

Failure in
enabling/disabling SSH
for user

357

KeyControl restored from version %s
backup file

M

no

KeyControl restored
from backup
successfully

358

License auto-update: %s

M

yes

License change during
auto-update
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Appendix C. KeyControl webGUI Page
Reference
Alerts Page
App Links Page
Audit Log Page
Cloud Page
Cluster Page
Dashboard Page
Group SNMP Settings Page
HSM Server Settings Page
KMIP Client Settings Page
KMIP Page
License Page
Security Page
Settings Page
SNMP Settings Page
System Decommission Page
System Upgrade Page

380
381
381
382
385
386
386
387
387
387
388
388
389
391
391
392

Alerts Page
The Alerts page gives you a quick overview of the major events that have taken place in the system. webGUI users can
delete an alert from their local view, but the same alert will still be visible to other KeyControl users. For more information,
see KeyControl Activity Tracking on page 320
To copy an alert to the clipboard, click it and use Ctrl+C on Windows or Command+C on the Mac. If you want to copy
multiple alerts, click the Multi-Select button and then left-click on the alerts you want to select.
To filter the alert list:
1. In the Filter drop-down, select the field you want to filter on.
2. Enter the filter text in the text box.
3. Click the Plus (+) sign at the end of the field to add the filter.
4. Repeat this process to add additional filters and further refine the display.
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App Links Page

Search tips for the available field types:
l

l

Message — Searches the text displayed in the Message column.
Date — Filters the list based on the date the alert was created. You can only select one day per filter. KeyControl
does not support searching on a range of dates.

Deleting Alerts
To delete one or more alerts from your local view:
1. Select the alerts you want to delete.
2. Select Actions > Delete Alerts.

App Links Page
The App Links page shows the connections that exist between KeyControl and other applications such as
HyTrust CloudControl or HyTrust CloudAdvisor. It also allows you to create a link request for CloudControl and generate
an App Link one time code for CloudAdvisor.
Note: If the SSL certificate for CloudControl expires or is changed, you need to create a new App Link. Then, for each
Cloud VM Set that uses the BoundaryControl feature, you need to change the Boundary Control property so that it
points to the new App Link. For details, see Linking KeyControl with CloudControl on page 48 and Changing Cloud
VM Set Properties on page 131.
If you want to delete an existing link, click on that link and select Actions > Delete.
For details, see:
l

Linking KeyControl with CloudControl on page 48

l

App Links on page 79

l

Setting Global App Link Parameters on page 80

l

Generating an App Link One Time Code on page 81

l

Editing an App Link on page 81

Audit Log Page
KeyControl tracks all activity on the system in the audit log. Users can export the audit log from the webGUI but they
cannot change it in any way. For security reasons, KeyControl tracks most of the events in the system.
For details, see:
l

KeyControl Activity Tracking on page 320

l

Viewing the Audit Log on page 322

l

Configuring Audit Log Settings on page 322
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Cloud Page

l

Exporting the Audit Log on page 324

l

DataControl Audit Messages on page 345

Cloud Page
The Cloud page contains tabs that let you manage the VMs registered with KeyControl as well as the Cloud VM Sets,
KeyControl Mappings, Access Control Policies, and Active Directory server associations defined in KeyControl.
The Actions menu allows you to download the HyTrust DataControl Policy Agent installation file and the CA Certificate
bundle for the KeyControl cluster. For details on installing the Policy Agent, see the HyTrust DataControl Installation and
Upgrade Guide.

VM Sets Tab
This tab lets you create, delete, or configure Cloud VM Sets and create a new certificates or KeyIDs for existing Cloud
VM Sets.
For details, see:
l

Cloud VM Sets on page 121

l

KEKs with Cloud VM Sets on page 123

l

Data Deduplication with Cloud VM Sets on page 123

l

Setting Default Cloud VM Set Properties on page 124

l

Creating a Cloud VM Set on page 125

l

Changing Cloud VM Set Properties on page 131
o

Changing KEK Properties on page 135

o

Generating a New SEK Key on page 136

o

Changing SEK Properties on page 137

o

Changing the SEK Key Expiration Options on page 138

o

Viewing the SEK Key Version for a Disk on page 139

o

Changing KEK Properties on page 135

o

Importing a KEK for an Existing Cloud VM Set on page 140

o

Revoking KEK Access on page 142

l

Configuring Auto Rekey for a Cloud VM Set on page 247

l

VM Certificates on page 156

l

File-Level Encryption Using KeyIDs on page 271
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VMs Tab
This tab lets you manage, encrypt, decrypt, and rekey the VMs and disks registered with KeyControl. It also lets you
associate Access Control Policies with individual disks.
For details, see:
l

Viewing the Details for a VM on page 149

l

Changing the Properties for a Specific VM on page 153

l

Access Control Policies on page 158

l

Revoking VM Permissions on page 205

l

Revoking Access to a Disk on page 206

l

Reactivating a Revoked Disk on page 207

l

Removing a VM from KeyControl on page 207

l

Removing a Disk from KeyControl on page 208

l

Decommissioning and Destroying a VM on page 209

l

Encrypting a Disk Using the webGUI on page 232

l

Linux Root, Swap, and System Device Encryption on page 283

l

Windows Boot Drive Encryption on page 306

l

Setting the Key Expiration Date for a Disk on page 249

l

Rekeying a Disk Using the webGUI on page 241

l

Configuring Auto Rekey for a VM on page 247

l

Decrypting a Disk Using the webGUI on page 251

Unauthenticated VMs Tab
This tab lets you re-authenticate a VM if the connection between KeyControl and the VM is disrupted. You can also use it
to remove VMs from KeyControl entirely. If you remove a VM, KeyControl destroys any objects (including encryption
keys) it created for that VM and removes the VM from its inventory.
For details, see:
l

Re-Authenticating a Standard VM on page 182

l

Re-Authenticating a VM with an Encrypted Root Device or Boot Disk on page 182

l

Re-Authenticating a Windows VM with the HyTrust Policy Agent GUI on page 183

l

Removing a VM from KeyControl on page 207
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Mappings Tab
This tab lets you manage the KeyControl Mappings defined for the cluster. Each Mapping contains a list of KeyControl
nodes and their corresponding externally-visible IP addresses or hostnames. You can then create and maintain this
Mapping using the KeyControl webGUI and changes are automatically disseminated to the VMs on their next heartbeat.
For details, see:
l

High Availability Between a VM and the KeyControl Cluster on page 142

l

Creating a KeyControl Mapping on page 144

l

Changing a KeyControl Mapping on page 146

l

Managing the KeyControl Mapping on a VM on page 147

Access Control Policies Tab
This tab lets you create, edit, and delete Access Control Policies for Windows and Linux disks. An Access Control
Policy determines who can access the files and blocks on the DataControl-encrypted disks associated with the policy.
The default permission is "Deny", so as soon as you associate an Access Control Policy with an encrypted disk, the
data on that disk is inaccessible to everyone except the users and groups who have explicit "Allow" permissions in the
policy rules.
For details, see:
l

Access Control Policies on page 158

l

Access Control Requirements and Considerations on page 159

l

Implementation Differences Between Linux and Windows on page 163

l

Access Control Rule Types on page 164

l

Windows Access Control Rule Processing on page 165

l

Windows Access Control Rule Recommendations and Considerations on page 166

l

Associating an AD Server with a Cloud Administration Group on page 166

l

Managing Active Directory Server Associations on page 167

l

Changing the AD Server Configuration on page 168

l

Creating a Linux Access Control Policy on page 169

l

Creating a Windows Access Control Policy on page 171

l

Changing a Linux Access Control Policy on page 175

l

Changing a Windows Access Control Policy on page 176

l

Enabling Access Controls on a Linux VM on page 178

l

Associating an Access Control Policy with a Disk on page 179
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l

Viewing the Access Control Status for a Disk on page 180

l

Removing Access Controls from a Disk on page 180

l

Deleting an Access Control Policy on page 181

Active Directory Tab
This tab lets you associate one or more Active Directory (AD) servers with the Cloud Administration groups of which you
are a member. After an AD server has been associated with a group, you can add those AD users and groups to the
permissions lists defined in the Windows Access Control Policies associated with that group.
If you want to use the same AD server for multiple groups, you need to associate the server with each one of the groups
individually. There is no default AD server association.
For details, see:
l

Associating an AD Server with a Cloud Administration Group on page 166

l

Managing Active Directory Server Associations on page 167

l

Changing the AD Server Configuration on page 168

Cluster Page
The Cluster page contains the Cluster and Servers tabs, which show the health and basic configuration settings for the
KeyControl cluster as well as the connection status of all KeyControl nodes in the cluster.

Cluster Tab
This tab displays the general health of the cluster as well as the basic configuration settings. It also allows you to backup
your KeyControl settings or restore your settings from a previously-saved backup file.
For details, see:
l

KeyControl Nodes and Clusters on page 107

l

Viewing the Cluster Status on page 108

l

Setting Cluster Options on page 108

l

KeyControl Backup and Restore on page 111

Servers Tab
This tab includes one entry for each KeyControl node in the cluster. For each node you can view or change the SSL
certificate, reboot the node, or remove the node from the cluster. You also use this tab to authorize new nodes when you
add them to the cluster.
For details, see:
l

Removing a KeyControl Node from a Cluster on page 115

l

Joining or Re-joining a KeyControl Cluster on page 116
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l

Changing the IP Address for a Node on page 118

l

KeyControl Certificates on page 36

Dashboard Page
The dashboard presents a graphical overview of your system, either for all your Cloud VM Sets or for a group of userselected sets.
1. In the top menu bar, click Dashboard.
2. To limit the number of Cloud VM Sets displayed, click the gear icon at the top of the page and select the sets you
want to view, then select Apply. The webGUI displays a message next to the gear icon indicating how many Cloud
VM Sets you are viewing.

3. To view additional details for any chart in the Dashboard, hover over it with the mouse. For all charts except
VM Encryption and Disk Encryption, you can also click on a chart to view a pop-up dialog box with the details
presented in tabular format.
4. To view the pending task list, click the Expand icon in the upper-right-hand corner of the Tasks box.

Group SNMP Settings Page
This page lets you configure your SNMP server connection for group-level alerts. If you do not configure a group-level
SNMP connection, KeyControl uses the server-level connection information instead.
You can also download the KeyControl MIB file from this page.
For details, see:
l

SNMP Traps in KeyControl on page 72

l

Configuring Group-Level SNMP Traps on page 75

l

Downloading the SNMP MIB File on page 79

l

Configuring System-Level SNMP Traps on page 72
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HSM Server Settings Page

HSM Server Settings Page
This page lets you configure the connection settings between KeyControl and a third-party Hardware Security Module
(HSM).
An HSM is a physical server or PCI card that stores, protects, and manages cryptographic material. An HSM is often
used to do cryptographic processing as well, including the generation of secure cryptographic keys. It is used in a clientserver environment, which means that the server and the client each need to be prepared in advance. As with KMIP, the
advantage of an HSM is that it protects and stores critical data such as your Admin Key and any Key Encryption Keys
(KEKs) you have created for your Cloud VM Sets.
For details, see:
l

Hardware Security Modules with KeyControl on page 63

l

Configuring KeyControl as an HSM Client with a Single Cluster Certificate on page 64

l

Configuring KeyControl as an HSM Client with Individual Node Certificates on page 66

l

Adding a KeyControl Node to an Existing HSM Configuration on page 69

l

Admin Keys on page 51

l

KEKs with Cloud VM Sets on page 123

KMIP Client Settings Page
KMIP (Key Management Interoperability Protocol) enables the secure creation and storage of keys and other security
objects on a key management server. You can configure KeyControl as a KMIP client and then store the Admin key on a
third-party KMIP server instead of having each Security Admin hold a part of the key.
This page lets you configure KeyControl as a KMIP Client. For details, see:
l

Configuring KeyControl as a KMIP Client on page 54

l

KMIP Client and Server Configuration on page 54

l

Admin Keys on page 51

KMIP Page
KMIP (Key Management Interoperability Protocol) enables the secure creation and storage of keys and other security
objects on a key management server. KeyControl includes a fully functional KMIP server that you can use to serve
requests from external KMIP clients. The KMIP server is required if you want to use KeyControl with servers encrypted
by vSphere. For details, see the HyTrust KeyControl with VMware VSAN and vSphere VM Encryption guide.
If you have linked KeyControl with a HyTrust CloudControl server version 5.1 or later, the Inventory feature in
CloudControl provides an identifier that links each VM with its associated KMIP objects. For details, see Managing KMIP
Objects on page 60.
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Tip: If you have two separate KeyControl clusters, you can store the Admin key for one cluster in the KMIP server on
the other cluster. The clusters must be completely separate however. You cannot store the Admin key for a cluster in
the KMIP server running on that cluster.
For details, see:
l

KMIP Client and Server Configuration on page 54

l

Creating KMIP Client Certificate Bundles on page 58

l

Managing KMIP Objects on page 60

l

Restarting a KMIP Server on page 62

l

Resetting the KMIP Server on page 62

License Page
Your KeyControl license determines the number of KeyControl nodes you can have in a cluster, the number of VMs that
you can manage, and the length of time for which you can use KeyControl.
If your license expires, you can still access, rekey, or decrypt your VMs using the keys managed by KeyControl. You can
also continue to manage KeyControl or your VMs using the KeyControl webGUI or hicli. However, you cannot:
l

Register a new VM with KeyControl.

l

Encrypt any new data, root, or swap disks, even if they have already been registered with KeyControl.

For more information, see Managing the KeyControl License on page 32.

Security Page
The Security page contains the Users and Groups tabs, which show all KeyControl users and groups configured in the
system.

KeyControl Managed Users Tab
You can create user accounts for KeyControl that have access to certain areas of the KeyControl webGUI based on their
assigned user role. These accounts can also be used in the HyTrust CLI (Command Line Interface) and the HyTrust API
calls when KeyControl authorization is required.
For details, see:
l

KeyControl User Accounts on page 90

l

Authentication for KeyControl User Accounts on page 94

l

Setting the webGUI Session Timeout on page 98

l

Creating a New KeyControl-Managed User Account on page 99

l

Setting webGUI User Preferences on page 102
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Settings Page

l

Changing Your KeyControl User Account Settings on page 103

l

Enabling Two-Factor Authentication on page 104

l

Changing KeyControl Account Details as a Security Administrator on page 105

l

Re-enabling a KeyControl-Managed User Account on page 105

Groups Tab
Each object in KeyControl, including Cloud VM Sets and encryption keys, is owned by a group. All users assigned to the
same group have the same privileges and can see the same KeyControl objects.
For details, see:
l

Cloud Admin Groups on page 85

l

Creating a Custom Cloud Admin Group on page 87

l

Changing a Cloud Admin Group on page 89

l

Deleting a Cloud Admin Group on page 90

Settings Page
The Settings page contains various sections that let you configure KeyControl user account information, general
configuration options, system settings, Cloud VM Set default settings, group SNMP settings, and Support options.
Note: The sections and options displayed on this page depend on the privileges associates with your KeyControl
user account. If you cannot see an option that you want to set, contact your KeyControl System Administrator.

Account Settings Section
This section lets you change your KeyControl user account information, and, if applicable, download your portion of the
KeyControl Admin Key.
For details, see:
l

Changing Your KeyControl User Account Settings on page 103

l

Enabling Two-Factor Authentication on page 104

l

Admin Keys on page 51

l

Downloading Your Admin Key Part on page 53
Note: If you have Security Admin privileges and you want to change the KeyControl account details for a different
user account, see Changing KeyControl Account Details as a Security Administrator on page 105.

General Section
This section lets you configure general server settings and set the defaults for new KeyControl user accounts.
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For details, see:
l

Authentication for KeyControl User Accounts on page 94
o

Configuring Local Authentication Settings on page 94

o

Specifying an LDAP/AD Authentication Server on page 96

o

Specifying Default RADIUS Authentication Server Settings on page 98

l

Admin Keys on page 51

l

Configuring Audit Log Settings on page 322

l

Setting the Default Account Expiration on page 99

l

Setting Email Server Preferences on page 35

l

Setting the webGUI Session Timeout on page 98

l

Configuring SSL Settings on page 34

System Settings Section
This section lets you specify external connection information as well as upgrade, roll back, or decommission the system.
For details, see:
l

Linking KeyControl with CloudControl on page 48

l

App Links on page 79

l

Hardware Security Modules with KeyControl on page 63

l

Configuring KeyControl as a KMIP Client on page 54

l

SNMP Traps in KeyControl on page 72

l

Managing the KeyControl License on page 32

l

Decommissioning a KeyControl Node on page 118

For upgrade information, see the HyTrust DataControl Installation and Upgrade Guide.

Cloud Settings Section
This section lets you specify the defaults you want to KeyControl to use when you create a Cloud VM Set.
For details, see Setting Default Cloud VM Set Properties on page 124.

Support Section
This section lets you create a log bundle and then download that bundle so you can send it to HyTrust. You can also
enable or disable Automatic Vitals Reporting, which lets HyTrust proactively contact you if there are issues with your
KeyControl cluster.
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SNMP Settings Page

For details, see:
l

Support Access and Log Files on page 331

l

Creating a Support Bundle with the webGUI on page 332

l

Configuring Automatic Vitals Reporting on page 33

Group Settings Section
This section lets you configure SNMP for group-level alerts.
For details, see:
l

SNMP Traps in KeyControl on page 72

l

Configuring Group-Level SNMP Traps on page 75

SNMP Settings Page
This page lets you configure your SNMP server connection for system-level alerts. This connection information will also
be used for group-level alerts if no specific group-level connection information has been configured for this KeyControl
cluster.
You can also download the KeyControl MIB file from this page.
For details, see:
l

SNMP Traps in KeyControl on page 72

l

Configuring System-Level SNMP Traps on page 72

l

Downloading the SNMP MIB File on page 79

l

Configuring Group-Level SNMP Traps on page 75

System Decommission Page
This page lets you decommission a KeyControl node. When you decommission the node, KeyControl zeroizes its disks
and shuts down the node.
Warning: This is an irreversible procedure that could result in data loss if this is the only KeyControl node in your
system. If it is, make sure you have decrypted all disks registered with KeyControl before you decommission the node
or you will be unable to access the encrypted data after KeyControl destroys the encryption keys.
For details, see Decommissioning a KeyControl Node on page 118.
If you want to decommission a VM, see Decommissioning and Destroying a VM on page 209.
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System Upgrade Page

System Upgrade Page
This page displays the version of KeyControl that you are currently running and gives you the option of upgrading the
software or rolling it back to the previous version.
Note: If you have upgraded directly from version 4.3.2 to version 5.0, you cannot roll back to version 4.3.2.
For details, see the HyTrust DataControl Installation and Upgrade Guide.
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